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2.500 Hural Actors Try For Place In State Contest
At least 2,500 rural people representing the best dramatic and musical
talent that can be found in 33 counties are competing for the honor of entering the
state music and drama tournament which will be held January lU as one of the features
01' the thirty-fourth annual Farm and Eome ITeek at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois, according to D. E. Lindstrom, associate in rural sociology.
Growth of the tournament during this, the third year, has proved that the
production of music and drama is becoming more popular than it ever was among rural
people, Lindstrom said. A total of 285 rural gro-aps in the 33 counties are taking
part this year by putting on one-act plays or organizing male, mixed or women's
quartets, bands and orchestras. Entries included I7I one-act plays, 35 male quartets,
30 mixed quartets, 35 women's quartets, 13 orchestras and one band.
Thirty county and elimination contests had been held by the end of December.
During the first reek- in January the 33 county winners will compete in four district
contests to be held i6 Bloomington, Sycamore, Monmouth, and Olney. The dinners in
these four district contests will compete in the state event during Farm and Home
TTeek. In all, US contests will be held dxiring the tournament this year and it is
estimated that approximately U0,000 people will attend.
The 33 counties competing this year are Adams, Alexander, Carroll, Champaign,
DeKalb, Effingham. Edwards, Ford, Hancock, Kenry, Kane, Kendall, Kankakee, LaSalle,
Livingston, Lee, McHenry, McLean, Mercer, Macon, Marshall, Mason, Pulaski, Putnam,
Pike, JElichland, Stephenson, Sangamon, Tazewell, Tt'oodford, Whiteside, Till and Warren.
"One benefit of the to\imament is that rural gro^ups develop their own talent
for their local club programs. Also, so many rural people who like to take part in
musical and dramatic productions never have a chance after school days are over. This
tournament has provided at least 2,500 of these people in rural communities of the
state this opportunity during the past year, and we think it has given them a new
share of happiness and joy."
Five Farmers Credited With Record In Farm Accounting
Woodford county claims a record which is unmatched in any other coxmty,
according to Farm Adviser H, A. deWerff, For 16 years five farmers of the county have
been cooperators in farm accounting work sponsored by the extension service of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Tliey are R, J. Attig, J. Frank Feltner,
Ralph Haas, Lester Pfister and John Vorhees,
The farm accounting work can be made worth $5 to $10 more net income an acre
a year over a period of ten years, M. L, Mosher, a member of the college farm organiza-
tion and management department , recently told local cooperators. Forty-five Woodford
county farmers have enrolled for the new year.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Unusual Condition Clian;g:es Dormant gpray Procedure
Threats of a very serious San Jose scale infestation in 1932, coupled rith
the need for orchard economj/, have altered the standard recommendations for dormant
SDrays rhich peach groTrers T7ill he putting on their trees hetT^een novr and spring, it
is anr.o^unced hy Dr. H. ^. Anderson, associate chief in pomological pathology at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Instesid of using a dormant spray of liauid lime sulphur for both San Jose
scale and peach leaf curl, grorrers are being advised to use one of the oil sprays for
control of the scale and to add a fungicide to tsk.e care of leaf curl.
For a nvmber of years the standard dormant spray for leaf curl control has
been liquid lime stilphur applied strong enoiogh to kill San Jose scale also. Recent
\f
experiments indicate, however, that under bad scale conditions even a 1-S concent ra-
(j tion Trill leave enough scales alive for an infestation the follovTing season.
If \ised at a concentration whicli is at all effective against scale, lime
^ sulphur is a rather expensive spra^'' Trhen it cc^ts 13 to 15 cents a gallon. That
groFcrs rrant , after the lev: prices received for their 1931 crop, is a dorms.nt spray
which can be applied at the least cost. It is for this reason that they are being
V advised to turn to one of the oil sprays rhen scale is bad and to add a fungicide for
the control of leaf curl.
TTliether or not to risk their 1932 crop ''oj omitting the fungicide for leaf
curl and thereby f-urther cheapening their dormant sprays will be up to grovrers to
decide, Dr. Anderson said. The amount of leaf curl can not be forecast. Tlaere is
evidence, hcrever, that San Jose scale vrill be very serious in Illinois peach orchards
in 1932 , he reported.
One of the cheapest oil-Bordeaux spraj'S that rould protect against both
scale and leaf curl is made by adding boiled lubricating oil emulsion to a Bordeaux
mixture. The oil emulsion can be homemade or bouglit from some firm, rrhich specializes
in spray materials. It should be used at the rate of 3 gallons, or better 4g- gallons
if scale is bad, to 100 gallons of an 8-2-100 Bordeaux.
"Tfhere large orchards are to be spraj^ed a cold-mixed oil emulsion Bordeaux
mixture can be made as folloTTs:
"In one container (a barrel is convenient) dissolve copper sulphate at the
rate of 1 pound to 2 gallons of water. In another container mix hydrated lime in
the same proportions. To make 100 gallons pour U gallons from each container simul-
taneously into the sova^' tank with the agita,tor running. Add ij to 2 gallons of light
grade lubricating oil, viscosity 9O-I5O, an.d run the pump so that the mixture is
pumoed back into the spray tanl-i for a fer minutes. This is the cold-mixed old emul-
sion,
TThile the tank is being filled T:lth rater add 6 pounds of copper sulphate
(previously dissolved) and S povmds of lime, as lime •crater, for each 100 gallons of
the complete spray. The mixture should be used at once, since the oil may separate
upon standing.
"Most ccsnmercial miscicle oils (not oil emulsions) no^ on the market can be
mixed with Bordeaux mixture. Dormant miscible oils are fairly cheap at present and
may be used economically, since 2-g- gallons to 100 of the Bordeaux mixture is enough,
"In all cases where Bordeaux mixture is used it should be made to contain
at least 6 pounds of copper sulphate to 100 gallons of the completed spray. Tlie
recommended formula is S pounds of copper sulphj^i.te and 2 pounds of hydrated lime to
100 gallons of rater, but this may be reduced to 6 pounds of copper sulphate if a
thorough job of spraying is done,"
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Farm Horses Face Happier rTeK- Year !7ith Pests Q-one
Farmers T:ho have always TTanted to do something for their horses are giving
more than 100,000 of them a happy Hew Year "by having then treated for vitality-sapping
parasites in the campaign which the extension service of the College of Agricul turc
,
University of Illinois and cooperating agencies are conducting in U2 counties.
Farmers are urged to have veterinarians treat their horses hefore February 1
if they e:!5)cct to get the best resxilts, said Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal pa-
thology and hygiene. Advantages of early treatment, in December and January, are more
noticeable in young than in old horses, No one thing can more efficiently restore
horse po:7er on the farm than the careful treatment for parasites, it is said.
Fe?: horses are free from parasites which sap the energy and lorer the ef-
ficiencj- of the animals. Although parasitic injurj"- is slow and often unnoticed, the
loss in feed bills and work over a period of years may be more costly than an attack
of a contagious disease. In the early stages of parasitism the owner may think his
horses are only "a little off condition" or are "hard keepers."
Liquid carbon disulphide administered in a capsule has proved to be the most
effective treatment in tests and e::^eriments conducted by the college. The campaign in
the U2 counties is organized on an area basis by farm advisers and local veterinarians.
In many coimties horses are being treated the same day. Colts as well as mares have
been treated with good results.
Hot even the best treatment will give good results unless tiie horses are
properly prepared for treatment by being fasted, Dr, Graham warned. Owners should
thoroughly fast horses for 2U hours before treatment, This means no feed of any kind
and no rater during the fasting period.
Profitable Trees Often Sacrificed To Get Firewood
With the farm wood cutting season a.t its height, many clean, straight trees
being selected for firewood are being sacrificed for half what they might bring the
owner, says L. E, Sawyer, forestry extension specialist of the College of Agric-ulture,
University of Illinois and the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
The tendency is to take the cleanest, straightest trees for firewood be-
cause they will split easily and work -up rapidly. Such trees if utilized to the best
advantage as 1-umber would bring a gross return of from $12 to $15, while if firewood
alone is made from them, the return will be less than half that much, he pointed out.
"Other crops 'are sold to the best possible advantage, and if the farm woods is given
an even chance it will be able to sho- a profit.
"Firewood is a lor value crop and should be made from, dead trees, trees -un-
fit for lumber and from the tops of trees that have been cut for sawlogs or for some
other purpose. Clean, straight trees are worth far more for lumber, ties and fence
posts than they are for firewood.
"The average tree, 23 inches in diameter at i+|- feet above the groimd, will
make about a cord of wood. The same tree cut into lumber will produce from 300 to
UOO board feet of building material, gnd from one-third to one-half cord of wood can be
obtained from the top. When made into cordwood only, the tree would be worth from $U
to $b
, depending upon the price of cordwood in the vicinity. If made into lumber, the
tree wo\J.d be rorth from $10 to $12, and the firewood obtained out of the top would be
worth an additional $2 or $3,"
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Farmers Need To Act Against Manufactured Prosperity
Industry brought on the collapse of agriculture by overselling the world on
extravagance, and in the next economic cycle it will be the business of farmers to re-
sist a resiimption of those methods of salesmanship, Dr. Eugene Davenport, dean emeri-
tus of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois declared in the main opening
address of the recent thirty-fourth annual Farm and Home Week of the college.
A conference between the American Farm Bureau Federation and the National
Grange, on the one side, and industrial leaders, bankers and organized labor represen-
tatives, on the other, was proposed as a means of making the resistance felt.
Dr. Davenport spoke on the subject, "What Sliall We Do With the Next Cycle?"
The answer, he explained, "is partly a matter of economics, beyond our di-
rect control, and partly a matter of psychology that we can control if we will. The
farmer will have an opportunity and an obligation in resenting and resisting much of
the bombast that lias gone along with our 'unexampled prosperity' in which agriculture
never had ari even cliance and which loas now broken down of its own weight into a gener-
al sma.sh.
"\Then the tide turns, instead of permitting the man with something to sell
to do all the talking and again bewitch the public with a false and dangerous psychol-
ogy, let th^ American Farm Bureau Federation and the National Grange invite to a con-
ference the bigi^est and best of our industrial fraternity, together with bankers and
organized labor, to meet around a common table and discuss the situation as a whole.
Such a conference should be guided by the permanent welfare of all classes, the nat-
ural danger of a gulf between the price level of manufactured goods and that of foods
and the perils of artificial methods in trade as bound to force the situation to the
dizzy and dangerous heights from which we have just taken our economic and social
tumble.
"Finally, let agriculture say to all and sundry: Stop talking about the
*next war. ' Do not again bewitch the world with manufactured prosperity. Be satis-
*"ied with reasonable sales and decent profits and give the farmer an even chance.
Agriculture can not imitate the methods either of industry or of organized labnr.
Farming is mostly food production and it is xihysiology rather than psychology tliat
limits consumption.
"That is wliy agriculture objects to an^r policy whereby extravagance is en-
couraged, breaking down the buying pov/ers of the people until they are no longer able
to feed themselves decently and the farmers' markets are paralyzed.
•^The present crash all happened as a result of a desire on the part of all
branches of industry to show, each year, a vast increase in volume of business done
and of paper profits piled up, often regardless of methods or of consequences. It
established and maintained an impassable gulf between manufactured goods and farm
prices. It has wrecked thousands of young families whose inexperience was unable to
withstand the onslaughts of high pressure salesmanship. And now it lias broken down
of its own weight, destroyed the farmers' markets and brought distress everywhere."
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the ABricuItural Extension Act approved by Congress, May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Poultryrian Hails Illinois Calendar As Guide To Profits
Too much can't "be said for a poultry calendar which helped him get an aver-
age of more than 23 eggs a hen a month in September and October, says Harold M. Auld
,
Washington county poultx-v-man of Oakdale, in a letter to the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
He was referring to the college's 1931 calendar and was writing to make
sure that he gets the new 1932 one. The calendar, which represents something of a
reform over old kinds, was put out for the first time in 1931 by the college poultry
division.
For Auld and other interested poultryraen, the 1932 calendar is now ready,
it is announced by H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the college. This year
the calendar features housing and rer.iodelling in place of sanitation which was stressed
in the 1931 edition.
The calendar is a liandy recording device without which many flock owners
would not keep the records so necessary as guides to better methods, Alp said. The
calendar is so arranged tliat under each date there are spaces to record the number of
eggs, the income and the expense for that day. Spaces also are provided for record-
ing the weelcly totals and the monthly totals.
A standard of egg production for each month of the year is one of the fea-
tures. This standard is calculated from records which hundreds of poultryraen
thi-oijghout the state liave kept in cooperation with the college. In January, for in-
stance, it is 5.6 eggs a hen, in February 8.8 eggs a hen, March 15.4 eggs a hen and
so on. On the sheet for each month there also is a place to record the number of
birds at the first of the month, the number culled during the month, the number that
died, number at the end of the month and the average number of eggs a hen for the
month.
Copies of the new calendar are available to all interested poultrymen at a
small cliarge to cover cost of printing.
-M-
175 4-H Club Members Value Farm Products At $3,000
Value of the products raised by 175 Williamson county farm boys and girls
who were members of 4-H clubs during the past year will exceed $3,000, according to
a report by Farm Adviser Dee Small. The youngsters raised 40 pigs valued at $493,
and 1,908 head of poultry valtied at $1,451. In addition, $800 was added to the
value of 40 acres of land which they terraced. The members also produced 1,517 bush-
els of corn on 58 acres. Each of the members followed recommended practices as out-
lined in definite projects by the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. All but five of the 175 members completed their projects.
Farmers Planning To Revive Power Of 4,000 Horses
Approximately 4,000 horses on Sdgar county farms will be treated for para-
sites by the end of January in the campaign which the exteiision service of the College
of Agriciilture , University of Illinois and cooperating agencies are putting on in 42
counties of the state, it is reported by Farm Adviser Herschel Van Matre. The pur-
pose is to put the pov/er back in horse power by ridding horses of vitality sapping
parasites, such as botflies and worms.
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Costly Mistakes On Land Pi-evented By Use Of Survey
The insurance company which loaned twice too much on a piece of land and
the man who bought a farm of which half was hopeless post oak land could liave saved
themselves these setbacks had. they used the iriformation which is available through
the state soil survey being made by the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois, according to Dr. R. S. Smith, chief of the survey.
These two cases are recent , but such mistakes are not as common as they
were 30 years ago before the survey was started. Dr. Smith said. Since then a vast
amount of authentic soil and crop information lias been collected. Facts regarding
any particular area in the state are available to anyone who lias need of such infor-
mation. In regions where the information is not as complete as it should be, this
fact is stated so tliat anyone asking for help may be assured tliat he is not being
given a guess. Information is not limited to the survey, but the resources of the
entire experiment station of the college are drawn upon if necessary to answer a
question.
The survey lias been carried on without interruption since it was started
30 years ago. The constantly increasing n-omber of practical problems regarding the
use of land, as well as numerous scientific problems which have a direct bearing on
the use of land, indicate that the field studj^ of soils through the soil survey,
experiment fields and in other related ways must go on indefinitely. Dr. Smith said.
"In the early days the problems seemed much simpler tlian they do now.
Drainage was the first thing tliat needed attention. Very little was known about
whether tile would draw satisfactorily in the various soils of the state. In fact,
the existence of a large number of soils, which we now know to occur, was not even
suspected. Some of these soils will not underdrain, but the fact was not definitely
known until trials liad 'oeen made. Even toda^,' many people think tliat the soils which
will not underdrain are limited to the southern part of the state, but such is not
the case, as many purchasers of land liave found out to their sorrow."
-M-
Hired Help Costs Illinois Grain Farmer 25 Cents An Hour
With hired labor costs totalling 25 cents an hour in east central Illinois
in 1931, man labor is by far the largest single item of expense in Illinois farming,
it is reported by R. H. Wilcox, of the farm organization and management department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Current records point to the fact that farmers are bending every effort to
utilize this labor to its best advantage, as they realize it is their big item of
expense.
"In reality the man labor bill makes up 50 per cent of the total farm oper-
ating cost if the going wage for hired help is allowed the farm operator and members
of his family whenever they do a full man's work. On some 2,000 farms where careful
records v/ere kept of all expenditures during 1S30, cash wages paid out to hired men
were 30.2 per cent of the entire labor bill. The remainder of the labor was not
paid out in cash but was furnished by the farm operator and members of his family."
-M-
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Some Cows T^ould Not Last If -Tliey Were 3u;--lnff G-rain
If certain dairy cows were grain "buyers, no farmer would think of accept-
ing wliat they offer for a ousliel of grain, says C. S= Hliodb, dairy extension spec-
ialist of the College of i^riculture, University of IllinDis. Yet these boarder
cows continue to get ^oy in roany herds because too many dairymen look only at their
herd totals and forget tliat thej'' are the s'-om of the individual cow records, he
pointed out.
"There is no reason why dairymen have to feed their grain to cows that
will not pay for it. The first of the year is a good time to check up and start
culling out.
"Svery herd, of course, must have its high and low producer, but the low
producers should be culled to the point where even the lowest one shows a substan-
tial profit. The highest producing cows alsays are the best money malcers for the
best money makers for the dairymanc
Q- "?or example, in one herd of 22 cows which averaged 3^8 pounds of butter-
fat a cow, the individual cow records vajried from 15j535 pounds of milk and 5^7
pounds of butterfat for the high cow down to 6,3^3 pounds of milk and 213 poionds of
fat for the low cowc The value of product for the high cow was $251.^1 and for the
low cow $106.60.- ITie total feed cost was $126. 16 for the high cow and $88.7^ for
the low cow. Th-is left a return above feed cost of $125.25 for the high cow and
$17.86 for the low cow.
"Both of these cows made a return above feed cost. However, feed cost
usually is conaidered only 60 per cent of the total cost of production. On this
basis the total cost of production for the high cow was $210 and for the low cow,
SIU8. The high cow made a net profit of $^1, but the low cow lost $Ul , making an
$82 difference between them."
U-H Feeders Overcome Price Odds In Mald.ng Profits
Forty-five Zhox Co^jnty farm boys and girls who fattened steers in the
local U—H baby beef club during the past year made an average profit of $7-82 a
steer, in spite of the fact that prices were against them, according to a report
by Farm Adviser A. R. Kemp.
The 15 most profitable steers in the group paid average profits of $l9o06
a head, while even the I5 least profitable made an average ^^n'ofit of $5.87. The
club members fed and h.andled their steers according to recomn".endations in a defin-
ite project outlined by the extension service of the College of Agriculture, Uni**
versity of Illinois. The state enrollment in baby beef clubs was 1,876.
With the price of calves and feed much lower now than a year ago, the
chance for profit in I932 seems much better than it was in 1931? 3'arm Adviser Kemp
said.
The average cost 01 the U5 calves at the start was $41.US and they weigh-
ed U52 pounds. During the feeding period they each gained a total of U22 poxinds
at a cost of $3U.U6 for feed and $1.76 for other expenses. The final value or
selling price averaged $85.56, The calves returned $1.23 for each $1 worth of feed
the;.' ate.
Printed ia {urtberance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumforo, Director.
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Terracinis: Slcill Of Hew Champion Heclaimed A Field
Howard Wlilte, 15-year-old Williamson coTonty k-E terracing club memlDer who
recently was named state cliampion, won his new honor after reclaiming a field which
had been abandoned for crop production hecause it was so rolling, Howard, who is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thurman White, Marion, Route k, can stake out a terrace ac-
curately and huild one satisfactorily, according to Dee Small, Williamson county
farm adviser and county cluD leader.
Howard is a charter member of the first terracing club in the state and
therefore the first state c>.anpion to be named in this project •Rhich is directed by
the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Pour-H
terracing club work is part of the college's program to help farmers combat destruc-
tive soil erosion, which is now more or less serious over 7O per cent of the area
of the state. E. W. Lehmann, head of the college farm mechanics department, esti-
mates th^t the equivalent of a l60-acre farm is being destroyed by erosion every I7
hours in Illinois.
Terraces, such as those built and demonstrated by young White, are design-
ed to slow up the flow of run-off water and carry it to the side of the field where
it will be discharged without carrying the top soil with it. Howard spent a total
of 35 hours in terracing work, running 5>500 feet of terrace lire s and constructing
3,000 feet of terraces. The terracing club of which he is a member bought part of
its instruments with the proceeds from an ice cream social.
This is Howard's third year in U-H club work, his two previous years hav-
ing been devoted to the com project. In thJ.s he was first-prize winner in the
county. He has been a consistent winner with his com at club shows and to date has
collected premiums totalling $55« He has held the offices of president, reporter
a;iid recreational leader during his three years in club work a:id also is on the
county club council. He is a sophomore in the Marion TownshJ.p High School and drives
the five miles back and forth to school every day.
-^-
Farmers Spread 31 ,750 Tons Of Limestone In Five Years
A permanent soil fertility program pushed during the past five years by
Znoz county farmers has resulted in the spreading of 3I575O tons of agricultural
limestone to sweeten acid soils and make possible the growing of soil building leg-
umes, it is reported by Jann Adviser A« R. Kemp.
This is the equivalent of 635 carloads of 5O tons each, or 25 solid train
loads of limestone, figuring 25 cars to the train, he pointed out. The work has
been pushed as part of a statewide program of the extension service. College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois on soil testing, limestone and legumes,
"To many, this sounds big, but it is only a beginning for the entire
county. There is still too much land in the county that is too acid to grow soil
building legumes successfully. Years of cropping without these legumes has sapped
fertility until the efficiency of yields has slumped to the level of 3^+ bushels of
com an acre. In contrast, land in the county could be made to yield as efficiently
as 67 bushels of com an acre under proper soil treatment practices as recommended
in the college's soil testing project."
E. N. Swanson, Sparland, and ipaenoff Brothers, Walnut Grove, are the
first two farmers on the honor roll of Knox co\mty farmers reporting 100 per cent
of their farms limed.
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An $800 Lor^ .Cabin Revives Interest In This Type Eous
e
Illinois has at least one log cabin home which was picturesque enough to
get its picture into the exclusive monthly magazine of the National G-eographic
Society, according to S. C-. Jolinson, -farm mechanics extension specialist of the
College of j\griculture
J
University of Illinois.
Homes like it might "be bviilt to advantage by farmers and others in sec-
tions of the state where timber is plentiful, he believes » 'This method of constrac-
tion utilizes local material and lator and thereby saves capital for the development
of the farm and the building of a permanent home later, he explained*,
The Illinois log cahin home which "rated" the National Geographic Society's
monthly magazine was built for $S00 liy H. T, L'clwiurphy, Herod, It has fivo rooms and"
-?. kitchen and while not modem, is cozy and attractive, Johnson said, Trro of the
rooms are l6 "by IS feet, tro arc 10 by 12 feet and the fifth is 10 by 1^ feet.
The few and simple principles of log constraction were well understood by
the pioneers, but like other primitive arts with a simple technique, log-house build-
ing is not so well known to the general public today, Johnson said. Recentlj'- the
demand for information on the construction of log cabins and r-astic work indicates
renewed appreciation of the art and a desire for directions for utilizing logs and
poles.
Before construction is started, a thorough survey shotild be made of the
wood lot to determ,ine the niomber, species and size of trees available and their sale
value. Many species of trees have commercial value which warrants their being left
standing until convenient to narlcet. These will later yield considerable money to-
ward the expense of building. The survey also will be of help in determining the
design of the proposed structure.
Chief points to b e observed in building with logs and poles are outlined
in Farmers' Bulletin No, l660, "The Use of Logs and Poles in Farm Construction."
Copies of it may be obtained for 10 cents from the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington.
-M-
Improved Feeding Saves Herd Owner $10 go $18 A Month
Dairymen can waste as much as $10 to $l6 a month by overfeeding an
unbalanced ration instead of feeding a balanced ration according to the production
of the cows, it is reported by J. G. Cash, assistant in dairy extension at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This is shown by results from many
of the 55 dairy herd improvement associations which the college is sponsoring
throughout the state.
"A new member in the Will county No. 2 association was overfeeding an
unbalanced ration, and his cast for grain was $38»50' Accepting the tester's ad-
vice and suggestions, he changed to a balanced ration and fed. the cows according to
their production. The following month bJLs feed cost isas $28.35? a $10.15 feaving
in feed.
"A DeKalb ccanty member was feeding grain with a shovel and protein con-
centrate by the handfuls. Eis total cost of grain for 2U cows under this system
was $53.11. With the tester's assistance a ration was balanced, the protein concen-
trate mixed with the grain and the mixtture was weighed and fed according to produc-
tion. Tne following month his feed cost for 25 cows was $3U.U6, or $16.15 less
th^an it had been under the old system.
"Saving in feed is one of the many ways in which members of dairy herd
associations are making a larger net return from their cows."
-M-
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State Still Free From Corn Borer After 1931 Spread
¥.0 trace of the destructive corn borer was found in Illinois during 1931 >
althoTO^ the insect continued its slow but steady advance westvvard into the main com
belt of the United States, according to a report just released by Dean H, W. IvJumford,
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The report, vrhich is in the form of a four-page circular, IToe ^iSk, was pre-
pared jointly by the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the agricultural col-
lege. It discusses the spread of the insect in 1931 > gives results of experiments
which tfie college and the natural history survey are conducting to prepare Illinois for
the coming of the borer and reports the success of different control measures.
The most notable advance of the insect during the year '^as the finding of a
li^t infestation in Sheboygan and Manitowoc co"unties, Wisconsin, on the western shore
of Lake uichigan. This spread probably occurred from moths flying across the lalce.
Results of some extensive experiments are not yet complete, but it is appar-
ent that some Illinois varieties of com arc going to yield well in spite of infesta-
tions that average 10 borers to the stalk, the circular reports. Forty-five different
strains of Illinois dent com and 17 selections of sweet corn have "been grown for one
or more years near Toledo, 0., to tost the i:icrformance of these strains under com
borer conditions.
The season of 1931 was somev/hat more favorable for the borer than that of
1930* '^^ insect increased in abundance along the eastern edge of the corn belt to an
extent that may mean serious damage in a small area in northern Ohio in 1932. Very
slight commercial damage was caused in northern Ohio and southeastern Michigan during
the past year. No commercial damage occurred in Indiana,
The very serious damage and virtual wiping out of the com crop •tfcich oc-
curred in Canada in I926-I927 has been overcome by the use of thorough clean-up in that
area. This is decidedly encouraging, as it indicates what can be done by the gen-
eral application of the best known corn borer control measures and indicates that the
insect can be fought successfully even in an area tliat is highly favorable to it.
Because the soil was especially loose and mellow in the spring of 1931 > many
farmers found that their plows clogged badly when they attempted to turn -under corn-
stalks. Plows used experimentally, with the standard covering equipment of large
coulters, jointers and wires, showed little tendency to do this, A fairly fast speed
reduced the tendency to clog, tui^ned the furrow slice more completely and seemed to
give slightly better coverage,
"Farmers are again -urged to learn how to cover debris completely when turn-
ing -under cornstalks. The extra effort required to get good coverage is not wasted,
even when there are no com borers, for plowing that covers all debris helps assure a
good seed bed and also aids in controlling other insects,
-M~
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Momfobb, Director.
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ITev Officers For Farm And Home Groups Mapping Work
Officers of five of the leading agricultural and homemakers' organizations
of the state are sliaping their 1932 prograT.s folloT7ing their election during the recent
thirtj^-fourth annual Farm and Home T7eek at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Mrs, H. J. Meis, Pontiac, is starting her third term as president of the Il-
linois Federation of Home Bureaus. Assisting h or will he: Vice-president j Mrs. Ernest
Anderson, Paloma; secretary, Mrs. Irraa Hill Vogel , Pontiac, and treasurer, Mrs. Roy
Parr, Astoria. Directors are Mrs. F. 0, Johnson, Elgin, for the northern district;
Mrs. Lucille Randolph, Canton, vrestern, and Mrs, L. F, Briesenden, Harrisburg.
southern.
Clarence Watson, Macomh, is the new president of the Illinois Crop Improve-
ment Association. Other officers for the coming year are: Vice-president, W. E. Reigel
,
Tolono, and directors, T?. F. Black, Walnut; Joe Brooks, Porreston; C. E. Canterbury,
Cantrall, and George W. Koonce, Greenville, A secretarj' is still to be named.
Fifty members of the Illinois Jersey Cattle Club meeting from. 20 different
counties re-elected their 1931 officers to serve during the coming year, Ihey are:
President: Frank Stephenson, Robinson; vice-president, Lyle Bridgford, Joy, and
secretary-treasiirer, Melvin Thomas, Charleston.
Ihe Illinois Farm Managers' Association elected W. W, McLaughlin, Decatur,
president; J. E, Johnson, Champaign, vice-president, and C, R. Olson, Sibley,
secretary-treasurer.
Officers of the Araerican Society of Farm Managers were re-elected. They are;
President, D. Howard Doane, St. Louis, Mo,; vice-president, Nile C. Kinnick, Adel , la.,
and secretary-treasurer, H. C. M. Case, head of the farm organization and management
department, College of Agriculture, Universitjr of Illinois.
Mrs. Willard H. Hanson, Monnouth, was elected state chairman of the Illinois
Rural Music and Drama Tournament for 1932.
-M-
Sfficicnt Production Key To Success In Sheep Raising
Each year new evidence acciomulates showing the great importance of certain
principles in sheep raising. The most successful producers get the most pounds of
desirable market product from each ewe in the flock. High production is as important
in sheep as it is in the poultry flock or in the dairy herd. The ewe which raises two
lambs that weigh 75 pounds each at market time is mach more likely to be more profit-
lable than the ewe that raises one lamb that weighs 85 pounds at an equal age. Any
sheep raiser is overlooking a cardinal feature that contributes to success if he does
not try to develop a flock that is highly prolific, of sturdy constitution and of
great lamb raising abilities.
However, no single feature assures success. It is the flock that possesses
these features and that is intelligently managed that is most satisfactory and profit-
able. Health must be maintained in the ilock and it niust be enabled to do well at low
cost. Rotation of pastures or pasture sanitation is an important consideration in
tiealth maintenance. Economical feeding centers about the use of good pastures growing
on fertile soils and feeding of home grown roijghages and grains. Following good crop
growing practices in which legianes are included, assures a si:?)ply of good roughages,
|i7ith a plentiful supply of leg-ome roughages as the basis of the winter ration, any of
the farm grains will be satisfa.ctory. Since sheep are primarily roughage consumers,
the concentrate part of the ration of breeding flocks is not important except at
certain periods such as shortly before or after lambing.—W, G, Kammlade, Assistant
3hief , Sheep Eusbandrj', College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
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Marketing: A,p:encies Must Ad.lust To Lorer Price Levels
!I!he outstanding problem which any business engaged in marketing faces at
this time is hor to adjust to the lore:- price level which has developed over the laSt
tvo years. It is becoming more apparent that a considerable part of the decline will
be permanent. To a marketing agency, whether it is a milk distributor, a meat packer,
a local elevator, or a retail store, the nroblem is: Eow can profits be maintained or
losses avoided in the face of falling prices, reduced volume of business, slow collec-
tions £md the like? To the farmer the problem is: How can the costs of getting goods
from producer to consumer be reduced so that these costs which are now high in rela-
tion to prices received will not bear so heavily on prices received?
There are two schools of tho"ught as to the direction which adjustments to
the price decline should take. One advocates that marketing costs, freight rates and
other undeflated items be held vp an^. that in some manner prices of raw products be
restored to a parity with them. The usual method advocated for doinj this is some
form of inflation whicla, by making credit easier to get or money Chester, will operate
to raise prices. The other school of thou^at advocates bringing the prices of differ-
ent classes of goods and services into better alignment and thus making possible a
normal araount of buying and selling which will in itself tend to inprove commodity
prices. Judging by what has happened in the past and the trends under way, the latter
seem.s to be the ^pore likely to take place,
Tlie quicker marketing agencies recognize this fact and make the adjustments
in their charges and costs, the quicker they rill make this contribution to business
recovery without which they can not long -orosper, Marketing costs can be reduced, if
there is the will to reduce, in many ways. Some of these are: Reduction in personnel
and increased efficiency by the reduced number of employees, elimination of certain
unnecessary expenses, elimination of high-cost units and concentration of volume in
fewer units, reduced payments on capital and reduced wages and salaries. Examples of
adjustments of these and other kinds are to be found in any business which is alert to
the situation. Even if the decline in prices proves to be temporary and some of the
expenses which are curtailed may be again expanded, business experience shows that in
this phase of the cycle, successful business firms find it e:g)edient to cut their
costs rigidly.
Farmers can have an influence on this procei^s in a number of '.rays. Among
these are: First, they may practice more direct marketing in riiich they get the bene-
fit of the higher scale of rem.uneration in the distributing end of the business.
Althougli this is not a particularly efficient system of marketing, it naturally tends
to increase at such times. Second, they may see to it that the cooperatives to which
they belong make the right type of adjur.tments. Third, in connection "ith some com-
modities, they may support cooperatives to which they belong in bringing pressure on
distributing agencies to lower costs. Cutting down on production is the best s"upport
in such a sitiiation. Fourth, they may support cooperatives which are making use of
cl"-eaper and more direct methods of distribiition. Fifth, they can see that the real-
ities of the situation and the nature of the neoded adjustments are brought to the at-
tention of all marketing and transportation agencies thru their gen-;ral organizations,-
L» J. Morton, Assistant Chief, Agri ctil tural Economics, College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
-M-
Farm real estate valuations in Illinois now average the lowest in a q-uarter
of a century, according to Dr. Charlns L, Stewart, chief in agricultural economics at
the College of Agrictaturc, University of Illinois, Tl^e average value of land and
buildings an aero in farms decreased S27.97> or 20.5 Por cent,, between I925 and I93O,
and has dropped severely during the pnr.t two years.
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Six Million ^cres CoTold G-row Trees And Save Freight
If Illinois reforested the six million acres which should be timbered, the
state could produce at least a billion board feet of her otoi timber annually, ac-
cording to L. E.Sawyer, extension forester of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois and the Illinois State Natural History Survey. As it is the state pays
out more than 29 million dollars a year on freight alone for the lumber which is
shipped into Illinois.
This is the time of the year to consider reforestation, for planting can Ve
done in the spring after the frost is out of the ground and before growth of the tree
begins, he said. This applies not only to trees for reforestation, but also to those
that are to produce fence posts, make windbrealns, become Christmas tree plantations
or stop erosion, he said.
"Planting trees for reforestation is much easier and simpler than planting
trees for shade or ornamental purposes. This is because trees used in reforestation
are much smaller and have less of a root system than trees used in ornamental plant-
ings .
"If there is no heavy sod on the gnound and no abundance of other vegeta-
tion, no preparation of the soil is necessary. If there is a heavy sod and a rank
growth of weeds or binish, the area should be burned clean before planting is begun
and a single furrow plowed in which the trees are to be planted,
"When trees are being planted in a sandy soil enough of a hold very often
can be made by opening a wedge-shaped cut with a spade, placing the tree in this
cut and then firming the soil back around the roots. In heavier soil the common
grub hoe or mattock is the best tool to use.
"Two men wor2d.ng together, one making the hole and the other planting the
tree, should be able to plant at least 1,500 trees a day. On sandy soil one man can
do the work himself and should be able to plant as many trees a day as two men can on
a heavier soil.
"Christmas trees should be spaced four feet each way. Trees grown for the
control of erosion should be put four to six feet apart each way, for the production
of fence posts, six feet each way and for the growing of timber or for a windbreak,
eight feet each way,"'
Whea^t Tests Worth $10 ,000 In Locating Best Varieties
TiTheat variety tests conducted by local farmers in cooperation with Farm
Adviser H. H. Clanahan and the extension service of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois were worth $10,000 to farmers of the county during the past year,
according to a report by Clanahan. Varieties whj.ch proved to be the better yielding
and the better adapted ones replaced poorer types on some 5jOOO acres of wheat land
belonging to farmers ^0 were guided by the results of the tests, he said.
Printed in furtherance o£ the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfokd, Director.
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Cheap Chicles May Upset All Plans For Flock Bconomy
Poultrymen will be tempted to economize in TDioying baby chicks this spring,
but chicks that are bcTjght cheap may ttirn out to be as expensive as higher-priced
ones, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
"Wh:itever price is paid, buying from a hatchery near at home is preferable,
because the local hatcheryman can not hide much from the people in his own district.
This gives the buyer a chance to check on all essential points. If local buying is
not satisfactory, then flock owners shoiild attempt to establish an acquaintanceship
with a reputable breeder.
"Chicks that will not live and grow are worse than none at all. Vigorous,
healthy chicks come from vigorous, healthy parent stock. The breeding flock which
has not been rigidly selected and tested for disease will jeopardize the results to
be had with the progeny of such a flock. It is a known fact that breeding influences
rate of growth and that pullorum disease, or bacillary white diarrhea, can be trans-
mitted from the breeding flock to the young chick through the egg.
"In buying chicks of a certain breed or variety, it is important to know
whether or not they will have good breed type. This depends upon the parent flock.
"Inasmuch as eggs probably are the chief source of income from the farm ;
flock, cliick buyers should carefully consider the matter of egg production breeding,
A chick from a 90-egg hen can not be expected to lay 200 eggs. Also the market wants
a good-sized egg of standard weight and color. Consequently, it is worth while to
know something about the egg size and color of the parent stock back of the chicks,
as well as the number of eggs laid.
"Unquestionablj"- the management and care of the breeding flock is a factor
in the eventual growth and development of the chicks. One can not expect to have
healthy, vigorous chicks from a breedir»g flock poorly housed, kept in dirty sur-
roundings and fed poorly. Cod liver oil, alfalfa leaf meal, and milk are a few in-
gredients of a ration which benefit the general health of the breeding flock and the
offspring. No one can afford to buy chicks without assurance that they are from
flocks which have had good care, good housing and good feeding during the winter."
-M-
Cbampion Leading U-H Neighbors In Try For New Mark
Bert McKee, state champion ^-H baby beef club member, and hi other farm
boys and girls of Marshall-Putnam counties have started feeding I532 club calves in
an effort to beat the county's 193^ record, it is announced by Farm Adviser L. J.
Hager,
The U2 youngsters rrill feed and handle a total of 59 heef calves according
to recQmmended methods outlined by the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Herefords are the most popular with the young feeders, h2 of
the calves being of this breed. There are 11 Shorthorns and six Aberdeen-Angus.
In addition to having the 1931 state champion baby beef club member,
Marshall-Putnam counties showed two groups of five club calves each at the Illinois
State Fair, each group winning a third prize in its class. Club members of the county
sent 61 calves to the club auctions at Chicago, the animals selling at an average of
$10.15 a hundred weighing 859 pounds. Four club members of the county exhibited their
calves at the 1931 ChJLcago International Livestock Exposition.
McKee, the 1931 state champion, is feeding two Hereford calves this year.
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Good Time ITow To Tidy Farmsteads As An Economy Move
Farm owners with full tins and no markets would "be money ahead by spending
part of their time in improving their farmsteads rather than putting all thfeir time
on producing a hig crop this year, in the opinion of W. A. Foster, assistant cliief in
rural architecture at the College of jigriculture, University of Illinois.
Many profitable and worth while improvements can be made in the farmstead
arrangement and appearance wliich need not cost anything except time, thought and ef-
fort. The return in satisfaction will show a big profit. In addition, there is the
improved appearance which is an asset. The saving of time in doirg the chores and
the improved conditions under which to work help drive away the "blues".
imong such iinprovement s are cleaning the premises, repairing fences, re-
locating fences and lots to eliminate gates, roof repairs, transplanting shrubbery
and trees, razing old buildings and salvaging Itmiber, trimming or removing old trees,
moving small buildings so they fit into the present schoue of work, gravelling roads,
building walks, draining muddy feed lots and many like tasks,
A stud}' of building arrangement may be profitable. A good idea is to make
a plan showing the buildings, drawn to a small scale, and then follow out the lines of
traffic for morning and evening chores. A careful study usually reveals waste, such
as Wasted steps in going across a feed lot or around a mud hole, or to pass through a
gate which is not correctly placed. It is surprising what savings can be made and
waste eliminated by new plans. Farmers' Bulletin ITo. 1132, "Farmstead Planning,"
which is published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, may be helpful.
Farmers Seeking Livestock Profits In Better Methods
A move among Hancock county farmers to feed and handle their livestock
cheaper and more profitably during the coming year has advanced to the point where
I3U of them have signed up to follow practices recommended by the animal husbandry
department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is announced by
Farm Adviser 0» L. Welsh.
As part of the movement, eight feeding schools have just been held by E, T.
Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the college, and Farm Adviser Welsh to ex~
plain successful principles of livestock feeding and management to all interested
farmers.
A total of 113 hog raisers of the county have signed up to use sanitation
and economical feeding in raising their 1932 pigs. There are II7 farmers signed up
to balance the rations for their cattle as nearly as possible with home grown feeds.
Forty-six others have signed up to undertake the raising of market-topping lambs.
Bobbins pointed out while here th.it 0:- some farms an hour of horse labor
costs half as much as it does on similar farms in the same locality. Consequently,
73 farmers signed vp to feed their teams for maximum efficiency and economy. Forty~
five farmers are going to use from five to twelve horses in one team, indicating a
rather widespread adoption of the college's scheme for woricirg horses to better ad-
vantage. Farm Adviser Welsh said,
Tlirift Bxcliange Produces $S ,970 Cash For Farm :7omen
Fiiltott county farm women this past year realized $S,970 from the sale of
home products through a thrift excliange organized with the assistance of the local
home bureau and the home economics extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, according to a report by Lirs. Blanche E. Hedrick, home ad-
viser.
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Good Time Now To Tidy Farmsteads As An Economy Move
Farm owners with full "bins and no markets would be money ahead by spending
part of their time in improving their farmsteads rather than putting all their time
on producing q. big crop this year, in the opinion of W. A» Foster, assistant cMef in
rural architecture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Many profitable and worth while improvements can be made in the farmstead
arrangement a^d appearance wliich need not cost anythang except time, thought and ef-
fort. The return in satisfaction will show a big profit. In addition, there is the
improved appearance which is an asset. The saving of time in doirg the chores and
the improved conditions under which to work help drive away the "blues",
imong such improvements are cleaning the premises, repairing fences, re-
locating fences and lots to eliminate gates, roof repairs, transplanting shrubbery
and trees, razing old buildings and salvaging lumber, trimming or removing old trees,
moving small buildings so they fit into the present scheme of work, gravelling roads,
building walks, draining muddy feed lots and many like tasks.
A stud;^^ of building arrangement may be profitable. A good idea is to make
a plan showing the buildings, drawn to a small scale, and then follow out the lines of
traffic for morning sind evening chores. A careful study usually reveals waste, such
as Wasted steps in going across a feed lot or around a mud hole, or to pass through a
gate which is not correctly placed. It is surprising what savings can be made and
waste eliminated by new plans. Farmers' Bulletin llo. 1132, "Farmstead Planning,"
which is published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, may be helpful.
Farmers Seeking Liveetock Profits In Better Methods
A move among Hancock county farmers to feed and handle their livestock
cheaper and more profitably durir^ the coming year has advanced to the point where
13^ of them have signed up to follow practices recommended by the animal husbandry
department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is announced by
Farm Adviser 0, L. Welsh.
As part of the movement, eight feeding schools have just been held by E. T.
Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the college, and Farm Adviser Welsh to ex-
plain successful principles of livestock feeding and management to all interested
farmers.
A total of 113 hog raisers of the couiity have signed up to use sanitation
and economical feeding in raising their 1932 pigs. There are II7 farmers signed up
to balance the rations for their cattle as nearly as possible with home gro^TO feeds.
Forty-six others have signed up to undertake the raising of market-topping lambs.
Hobbins pointed out while here that or. some farms an hour of horse labor
costs half as much as it does on similar fa^ros in the same locality. Consequently,
73 farmers signed 15) to feed their teams for maximum efficiency and economy. Forty-
five farmers are going to use from five to twelve horses in one team, indicating a
rather widespread adoption of the college's scheme for workixg horses to better ad-
vantage. Farm Adviser Welsh said.
-M-
Tlu'ift Sxclian^e Produces $5,970 Cash For Farm '^omen
Fultoit county farm women this past year realized $2,970 from the sale of
home products through a thrift excliange organized with the assistance of the local
home bureau and the home economics extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, according to a report by LCrs. Blanche E. Hedrick, home ad-
viser.
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Current Headjustments Hold. Hooes Of Faraers For 193^
Seacljustments novr being made by industry and agriculture are the most encourag-
ing sign in the 1932 outloolc for the Illinois f.-.iiner, according to the annual state
agricultui'al outlook report released "bir H. W. Mwiiford, dean of the College of jigricul-
ture , University of Illinois.
These readjustments will graduallj'' restore nonaal business activitj;- which, in
turn, will eventually strengthen the demand, for farm products, the report says. It
Was the general business situation which created the present weal: demand for farm
products and thJ.s, in spite of generally noi^mal supplies, carried farm prices to the
lowest levels in a generation, it is erqjlained.
It is unlilcely that prices in the ne.^t few years will recover to an average as
high as th^\t of I92I-I929, even after current readjustments make themselves felt
,
the
report says.
The Illinois outlook report was adapted, from the federal report prepared in a
Washington, D. C. conference between representatives of 3I state agricultioi^al colleges,
the U. S. Department of Agriculture a,nd the Federal Farm Board.
Large foreign production, low ourcliasing power, and increasing trade restrictions
may be expected to keep the foreign d.emand. for agricultural products weak during 1532
«
The number of hogs increased shai'ply during 193^; resulting in heavy marketings
toward the end of the year and indicated heavier slaughter during 1932. A fvLrther
slight increase in spring farrowings is expected. With large supplies of pork still
available in European countries, exroort demand, is likely to continue weaJc dur'ing much
of the coming year.
"An expansion of U9 per cent since I922 has resulted in the most sheep on record.
Lai"ge numbers of lambs and. low prices indica.te liirge market receipts. A probable de-
crease in size of breeding flocks will occur' d.^oi-irg the coming year.
"A fujrther increase in numbers of d-air;;- co'.^s in 193^ and low-priced feed point
to a continued expansion in milk production. Tire increase in numbers of dairy reifers
being kept for milk cows has been checked. Altrough storage stocks of d.airy prooucts
are low, low dairy price levels seem likely to prevail, because of current production
and decreased demand.
"Low egg prices appear likelj' during the first half of 193^ in view of heavj--
storage holdings of eggs and good current production, but if heavy marketings of hens
should occju.- during the early months of 1932
,
prices of both eggs and fowl V7ill li rely
improve in the latter lialf of the year.
"Feed supplies on Imnd are gonerallj'' ample. Despite low prices some increase in
the acreage of feed grains, corn, and barley appears probable. With average ;'d.Glds
the supplies of feed, grains would be plentiful. Adverse weather conditions during
the gro'.Ting season or widespread insect in.jury, however, may reduce jaelds and there-
fore suoolies.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfokd, Director.
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"Increased seedings of hay and pasture crops, particularly legumes, arc war-
ranted to Lvrovide for farn needs and as cash crops where there ai'e good local r.iar'rets.
Present prices favor the h-arvesting of red clovei' as a seed crop. A heavy suiv'.lus
of red top seed is likely if a normal crop is added to the heav.y carryover.
"Although the acreage of winter wheat has heen slmrply "reduced,average yic-lds of
winter and spring wheat and a large carryover will heep the United States on a definite
export basis.
"The large stocks of soybeans and weal: demand for soybean products do not war-
rant any expansion in acreage except for hay piii'poses.
"With apple production on a,n upward trend in Illinois, an increase in plantings
is justified only on favored sites and where local outlets are available » Production
of peaches appears to have passed the peak of this cycle.
"Farm w^^es declined during 1931 to a, point below the prewar level and will con-
tinue loAv through 1932. Prices of buildings ma.torials and machinery have declined
only slightly as compared with the price of farm products. Because of low cash re-
ceipts in 1931 and because of restricted credit conditions there will be need for
restricted cash outlays in 1932. Now is the time to emphasize a basic long-time
progi^am which will provide for balanced production and low- cost operation."
-M-
This Alarm Clock Would Be Prized 'iachine Of The Farm
Some 'rind of an alarm clock that would get fa-iners to do things on time wouJLd
be the most valuable of all agricultural machines, in the estimation of M. L. Mosher,
of the farm organization and management department, College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. The most successful farmer has hJ-S work in time Tvith nature, with
family conditions, with neighborhood affairs, and with the markets, he said.
"The farmer who repairs harness a.nd machinery and selects, tests and prepares
seed during the winter months is -prepared to be in time with nature by giving undivid-
ed attention to seed bed preparation and planting when seeding time comes. One Illi-
nois fanner finished combining several hundred acres of beans last fall the sprne week
that a neighbor first took his combine to the field. The latter had a lot of beans
still standing the first of January.
"Fcarm records show that some farmers have planned their pork producing so as to
place their hogs on the market weighing from 200 to 25O pounds during late August,
September o,nd early October and during March and April. Some of these men average as
much as $1 a hundred more for their hogs thr.n those marketing at other times. These
men are in time with general mai-ket conditions. So is the farm woman who h?.tches her
chicks earlj;-, grows out her pullets carefully and h^as them laying during the late fall
and winter months when eggs are higher in price. So is the truck farmer who selects
the land of crops and times of planting so as to put his products on the market when
there is the least competition with the others.
"The farmer is planning his work to be in time with family conditions when he in-
creases the size of his dairy or -ooultry business as interested sons and daughters
grow up. The man who increased his acreage of alfalfa and winter wheat during those
years tha.t he had boys in high school and college, laiowing that most of the work on
these crops comes during vacation time, was keeping in time with family conditions.
"Tlie farmer who pl>ans to butcher, or shell corn or fill a silo so that it will
not interfere with established community affairs not only will profit financially but
also he and his family will live more happily with their neighbors."
-M-
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Twenty Millions Hin^e On ?ewer and Better Dai ry Cows
Aopro:^imately $20,000,000 ccald be ndded to the nnnual income of Illiiois f".nii-
ers ':eeping dr.ii'y cittle and no core mil?.; would 'le put on the mar?;et if the 1,095 j^iOO
cows in the state were replaced by 65^,239 cows as good as the average cow in the
dairj;- herd inprovements association, according to Prof. C. S. Hhode , dair^r ei^^teasion
specialist of the College of Agj-'ic'ulture, 'Jnivarsity of Illinois.
Fifty-five of these associations organized in 73 counties hy the college exten-
sion service are helping herd owners increase their net returns. The associations
supply dair^inon at low cost with production r^id feed records and give them help on
feeding rjid. management problems.
A cow h^s to give about 25O poinids of butterfat a ye?.r before she returns enough
to pay for her feed and an equal -rynount to cover other expenses, according to lecords
which prof. Rhode has tabulated on 12,69*4 of the a,ssociation cows. As it is, the
average cow in the state Tjroduces about ICO pomids.
"This is evidence enough th^t under present low prices higher efficiency in pro-
d.uction and improved feeding practices are essential for satisfactorj'- returns.
"Tlie highest prodaicing cow among the 12,69^ in the associations gave S'^M- sounds
of butterfat a year and madi.e a return above feed cost of $^25. The poorest cow pro-
duced less than BO pounds of butterfat a year and laclzed. $33 of paying the cost of
her feed.
"Cows with a production of approximately UOO pounds of fat retui-ned $1^3 above
cost of -eed. A 50-pound increase in production was good for an additional inca-ne
of $25 above cost of feed."
-U-
Eill-Dro~) Scheme of Fertilizing Corn Hior t s Anchorage
A new type of p'olling contest, or "tug of war," invented especially for the
purpose by investigators of the College of Ag:riculture , University of Illinois, lias
shown th^t fertilizing corn bjr the "hill-drop" method wea^^ened the root anchorage
find cut the yield an average of eight bushels an acre. The tests are part of a
series wh-ich the college is maJzing on the hill-dro"'3pir^' of fertilizers, widely ad-
vocated a.s a method of soil improvement.
Corn in which the fertilizer is dropped in the hill at the time of planting-
does not put out the root system and therefore is p.ore lihely to be lodged aiid dam-
aged by rain and wind stonas than it otherwise would be, it was explained by A. L.
Lang, assistant chief of soil experiment fields.
A ma,chine that measured, the resistance of the corn roots to an upward pull \7as
used on corn plants tKat h.ad been treated. A^ith different systems of fertilization.
The experiments were mad.e on the Carthage soil e.-^^jeriment field. Some of the corn
plants were left untreated. Others were treated. iTith a complete mixed fertilizer
dropped in the hill at planting time. Still others were gromi on soil where lime,
legumes,
-ohosphate and potash are being used i:i carrying out a system of perm^inent
soil fertility.
Corn treated with hill-dropped fertili;;ers showed 9 pcr cent less pulling re-
sistance tr^an corn on the untreated land and 3I p'^i' cent less thrji corn in the per-
majient soil fertility s^'stem.
When a heavy rain and wind storm hit the corn only 5O per cent of the st:\rjs
remained upright where the fertilizers had been hill -dropped. Sixty-eight pc-r cent
of the stalhs were left standing on the untreated land, while fS per cent of the
stal?cs stood up in the pemianont soil fertility s;''stem.
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Crop Settlement Replacing Cash As Rental For Land
Settling the rental of farm land on a crop "basis rather than a cash "basis
is meeting with growing approval as a means of getting aro'und the serious rent
problem "brought on by low prices, according to Professor H, C» M, Case, head of the
farm organization and management department, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois,
"Cash rent often is unfair to the tenant in times of rapidly falling
prices and unfair to the landlord in times of rapidly rising prices. This is be-
ca\ise the rental does not adjust itself to the chsinging price levels. In tines such
as these it may seem inpossible for the tenant to pay the cash rent called for in
his lease. On the other hand, many landlords, especially those \vho are in debt > can
not well afford to get nothing from land on ^ich cash rent normally would be paid...
The plan which is meeting the approval of many is to adjust the cash rent to the
equivalent of so many "bushels of grain.
"For exanple, if when com is worth 50 cents a bushels and it is agreed
that $5 siJ^ acre cash rent is fair, then the rent would be equivalent to ten b\ishels
of com an acre. If the land then was rented for ten bushels of corn an acre, the
rental would adjust itself to rises and falls in prices of farm products. Both the
landlord and the tenajat would share in increases and decreases in the general price
level,
"Where com was not the leading crop, the rental would need to be placed
upon some other crop or combination of crops. If it was desirable to have the rent
paid in cash rather than in terms of so naich crop, the lease might be worded to show
that cash rent shall be paid on the basis of the price of a given amount of crep of
a certain grade on a certain date at a given market for each acre on which cash rent
is due. This would adjust the rental to current price conditions,
"The weakness of cash rent is probebly the most important reason why the
greater part of the renting in Illinois is done for a share of the crop. Even
tho-ugh the customary basis of renting farms is for a share of the crops in Illinois,
there still remains hay land, pasture Isind and some other land which us-ually is paid
for on a cash basis."
Get 170 Pigs From 2^ Sows Fed Only Corn and Alfalfa
Raising I7O December pigs from 25 sows which were fed entirely on alfalfa
hay and com is a record of Burrus Brothers, Morgan county, TRbich carries a good hint
for other hog raisers, says E. T, Robbins , livestock extension specialist of the
College of Agricvilture , Ifiiiversity of Illinois.
Alfalfa hay is the best winter substitute for alfalfa pasture, which may
be counted on to make about 5OO pounds of pork an acre besides what may be credited
to the grain that is fed, Robbins explained. This means that every hog raiser, just
like Burrus Brothers, may find alfalfa to be one of his most valuable crops.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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111. Posts Best For 625 .000 Miles Of State's Fences
Illinois has about 625 »000 miles of farm fences in which about one-tenth,
or 20,000,000 of the 200,000,000 posts have to be replaced each year, according to
L. E, Sawyer, forestry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois and Illinois State Nattiral History Survey, In some sections of the state
where timber is yet plentiful, posts can be bought for as little as 10 to I5 cents
each, vdiile in other parts of the state they usually cost from 35 ^0 50 cents apiece.
There is no reason vAiy farmers should pay the high prices for their fence
post materials when these posts can be so easily and economically grown at home.
Sawyer said«
"There are very few farms in the state that do not have an acre or so of
ro-ugh or waste land that could well be planted with desirable post materials In the
course of a few years the value of the posts that could be cut would make the plot
one of the most profitable areas of the farm,
"Two or three of the best fence post trees grow native in the state.
These are the osage orange, black locust and western catalpa. Any of these ^ if
planted in a grove and given proper attention, will produce fence posts that can not
be surpassed by any of those -usually sold on the market,
"Black locust and catalpa should be planted about six feet apart each way,
while the osage orange may be planted in rows eight feet apart, the trees being from
two to three feet apart in the row,
"Black locust is attacked by a borer which, in some sections of the state,
makes the timber worthless, but if the trees are planted with other trees, borer
injury is usually much less, and good posts can be obtained in a borer-infested
area,
"
i
-M-
Wheat Followiriis: Legume Outyields Wheat After Com
Margins of profit on wheat may be widened as much as nine bushels an acre
Then the crop follows a legume rather than a non-legume in the rotation. This is
shown by a comparison of wheat yields after legume hay and after corn in a rotation
of wheat, corn, wheat, legume hay grown on the soil experiment field which the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois maintains at Elizabethtown,
On land treated with crop residues and limestone, wheat yielded U,5
bushels an acre more when it followed the legume hay than it did when it followed the
com, according to C» Js Badger, associate in soil experiment fields. When the land
was treated with residues, limestone and rock phospliate the advantage was 6,2 bushels
an acre in favor of the wheat following the legume hay. Under a soil treatment of
residues, limestone, rock phosphate and potash the difference was S,h bushels an acre
in favor of wheat following the legume hay.
The legume in the case of the experiments was a mixture of alfalfa, red
clover and alsike grown for hay and the second crop plowed down for wheat. As a four-
year average, 1922-1931 » the total yields of wheat following the legume liay were
11,7 bushels an acre when the land was treated with residues and limestone, 2k bushels
an acre for residu.es, limestone and rock phosphate and 25,8 bushels an acre for
residues, limestone, rock phosphate and potash.
In contrast, the total average yields of wheat following the corn were 7»2
bushels an acre when the land was treated with residues and limestone, 17,8 bushels
an acre for residues, limestone and rock phosphate and l6,U bushels an acre for
residues, limestone, rock phosphate and potash.
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Ten Years Brinj2:s Farm Advances Tliat ?ew Jreamgd
,
Qf
Ten years have changed and improved farming practices in McDonovigh county
in a way that few would have dreamed of in 1921 j says Farm Adviser R. C. Doneghue who
is working in cooperation with the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Not so very long ago, sweet clover, a soil huilding crop, was considered a
weed, and in I92I only UO acres of it were growing in the county. In contrast,
there was 7>000 acres of it in the county in 1931« There were only 100 acres of
alfalfa, another inportant legume, in the county in 1921, whereas last year there
were U,100 acres. A third legume, soybeans, was grown to the extent of 12,500 acres
last year, whereas in I92I there were only 100 acres of it in the county.
In 1931 farmers of the county spread 659 carloads of limestone, or 60O
more carloads than in I92I , in order to sweeten acid soils and making the successful
growing of legumes possible.
There is no record of any organized com iitprovement work in the county in
1921, but last year 80 per cent of the com grown was of the utility type recommended
by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, and 13,000 acres of com were
planted with seed that had been tested for disease and vitality.
Seventy farmers last year were enrolled as cooperators in a farm accounting
project, whereas in I92I only I5 farmers of the county were keeping books in this way.
Club work had a good start in the county as far back as I92I , but last year
farm youngsters were feeding and handling almost three times as many animals under
recommended methods as was the case 10 years ago.
Swine sanitation as advocated by the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois is now generally accepted and practiced throughout the county, vSiereas 10
years ago it was virtually unheard of.
Will Farms Hold Boys After They See This E^diibition ?
Big teams are going to have their big chance to keep the boys down on the
farm.
There have been a lot of claims made about how the boys stick to the old
home place when they have a chance to operate and tinker with modem power machinery.
However, E. T, Robbins , livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, believes that the "old gray mare" and all the other horses
can be jiist as captivating as they ever were and more useful as time and money savers,
too, if they are hitched the modern way in big teams.
Consequently, a big-team model owned by the college this spring will be
sent on a circuit of 20 high schools in the state so that the boys can see just how
teams of as many as eight horses are hitched and can learn the advantages of big-
team hitches. The exhibit consists of eight draft horse models about nine inches
high with harness, eveners and various little implements coii5)lete.
The 20 schools where the ejdiibit will be used in agricultural class work
this spring are Tower Hill, Hindsboro , Armstrong, Dixon, Tonica, Buda, Stockton,
Mt. Carroll, Leaf River, Milledgeville , Tampico, Galesburg, Kirkwood, Colchester,
Carthage, Hamilton, Augusta, Bluffs 5 Pekin and Delavan,
Last year the exhibit made the rounds of farm bureaus in various counties
and produced fine results in furthering big^team hitches as producers of cheap and
economical farm power. In some counties hundreds of farmers studied the exhibit
carefully.
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Eight Cost Cuts Are Orchardists' Hope During 19"52
An eight-point program designed to help orchardists cut their production
costs and get at least a small margin of profit in 1932 is being p\ished througjiout
the state by the extension service of the College of Agricultxire , Dhiversity of Il-
linois* Thirty county schools are being held to acqiiaint fruit growers with the
eight points*
llliey are: (l) Economical sprayii^; (2) tree thinning and culling; (3)
gross pruning instead of detail pioining vfaerever possible; (U) less cultivation; (5)
use of more horse power and less tractor power; (6) quantity buying of materials;
(7) revaluation of investment to lessen overhead expense, and (8) repair, rather than
replace machinery.
Many Illinois orchards are planted too close, iniiich makes the work in them
e35)ensive, according to S. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the col-
lege. Hence, the most timely thing that orchardists can do is the tree thinning and
culling. Culling out ttnprofitable varieties or poorly located trees is just as neces-
sary as removing the non-layers farom a poultry flock or the low-producing cows from
the dairy herd.
"Trees are now living longer and developing larger tops as a result of
better spraying methods and increased use of fertilizers. Hence, they should have
more space and should not crowd each other. Where trees axe planted on the square
system, alternate diagonal rows can be removed with profit where they are too thick.
A 20-by-20—foot orchard wotild be 2S by 28 after diagonal rows were removed or a '^O-'by-
30 orchard would be U2 by U2. Some new peach orchards are now planted 28 by 28, and
the recommendation for apple trees has been kO by kO for the past 20 years.
"Several Illinois orchardists this year are thinning and culling trees,
since last year's fruit prices and this year's prospects make it an easier job than
when market prices are higher. Although this recommendation will reduce the acre
yield temporarily, it will increase the yield for each man-hour, which is more econom-
icetl at the present time,"
The most dangerous period for the Illinois peach orchards has passed, and
the trees now have more than an even chance to come throu^ the winter without freezes
damaging the 1932 crop, it is reported by Dr. M, J. Dorsey, chief in pomology at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Usually, ^diatever damage is done by
low tenperatures has taken place lay the middle of February, but this year there was
practically no injury -op to that time, he said.
Two years ago all the peach fruit buds were killed, but last year the crop
came through without any damage. Under normal conditions fruit bud killing is not
serious if 10 or I5 per cent of the buds are left. Dr. Dorsey said. If the killing
goes much beyond this point, however, the crop is likely to be light, especially if
there is unfavorable weather at bloom.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May S, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Caxil iflower Has Possibilities For Com'"Belt Market
Itiere is an opportunity for a few enterprising growers near each market to
cash in on the present dearth of cauliflower in com-helt markets in Jime and July,
according to a new circtilar, "Ca\iliflower for Corn-Belt Gardens," ii^ich has just heen
issued "by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Aside from its market
possibilities, cauliflower is a vegetable which may be grown for the home table by
skillful gardeners, the circular adds. J. W, Lloyd, chief in olericulture, is author.
"Cauliflower can be grown successfu].ly as a spring crop in the com belt if
care is taken to meet its ejsacting requirements. It needs rich soil, an abundance of
moisture, timely planting and frequent tillage,
"Good seed, of a carefully developed strain, is reqxiired. The plants, like
early cabbage, m\ist be started under glass but require more space for proper develop-
ment and most be more carefTilly hardened-off
,
"Transplanting to the field should be done in mild weather, yet early
enough for the plants to mature their crop before the excessive heat of early summera
"Equipment for artificially watering the cauliflower whenever the weather
becomes dry is highly important. An overhead irrigation system is decidedly advan-
tageous.
"Cauliflower usually responds to top dressings of nitrate of soda even on
soil that already is rich,
"The heads of caulifolwer must be blanched. This is done by tying the
leaves of the plant over the head to shut out the sunlight,
"Each cauliflower head should be harvested while it is still young and be-
fore the curd begins to spread,
"When cauliflower is prepared for local market, the heads are carefully
trimmed and are packed in shallow trays or in bushel baskets,"
Much Seed Com Poorer In Quality Than Last Year's
Germination tests made in Marshall-Putnam counties on 6,000 ears of seed
com have uncovered much seed of poorer quality than last year or the year before,
Farm Adviser L. J. Hager, has reported to the agronomy department of the College of
• Agriculture , University of Illinois.
This should serve as a warning to farmers against being led to believe that
j(they will have nothing to fear about the quality of the seed com they will have to
„;plant this spring, he said. The 6,000 ears have been carefully dried and stored in a
modem seed house so that the grain has been protected against freezing during the
_ winter. It therefore is in even better shape than the average. Farm Adviser Hager
Jpointed out.
More than one-fifth of the 6,000 ears, or a total of 1,321, were either
v*dead or diseased so that germination was weakened, Cephalosporium, the barren-stalk
viiisease, was the most prevalent, being found on H,k per cent, or 260 of the ears,
Diplodia, the white rot disease, was the next most prevalent, being found on J/^k per
...sent, or 201, of the ears. Scutellum rots were found on 3*3 P^r cent, or 197 > of the
^j3ars,
J Results from the local tests are in line with those reported from the an-
fjxaal Illinois Seed Grain Show held in connection with the annual Farm and Home Week
jit the College of Agriculture, Ifeiversity of Illinois, Gennination tests at the
istate show tmcovered one of the heaviest infestations of diplodia that had ever been
i5een there,
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Cattle G-rob Losses Might B.e Reduced B;^ Cooperation
Dairymen can redtice their losses from ox warbles, or cattle grubs, almost to
nothing, if they will cooperate in applying control measures, according to a report to
the College of AgricTilture , University of Illinois "by Cc C. Corapton, assistant ento-
mologist of the Illinois State Fattiral History Survey, These pests are known to all
dairymen, but they need not be the necessary evil they often are considered to be,
he said.
"There is no satisfactory method known for controlling the adult flies,
vdiich are the ones that annoy cattle and cause the damage, but the young, or grubs,
are easily and cheaply controlled. The most satisfactory method is to treat with an
ointment as soon as the grubs begin coming tc the backs of cattle in February* Subse-
quent treatments are made every JiO days until the first of July,
"One part of iodoform in five parts vaseline makes a good ointment. There
is a proprietary ointment containing an extract of Derris which is effective and harm-
less to animals. The ointment is applied by removing the scab over the grub opening
and pressing a small amount of salve into each grub cell. Care should be taken not to
miss any of the grubs and thus allow them to become flies.
"If the grubs are not killed in this way, they drop from the animal's back,
pass through a resting stage and then become flies. These flies look like small bees,
but have only two wings. The warble fly, circles and buzzes about the animal, re-
peatedly striking to lay an egg. There is no pain connected with the egg laying, but
the continual buzzing and striking unnerves the animal. The flies may even drive
cattle through fences or chase milk cows from one end of the pasture to the other.
"The fly is unable to attack animals standing in the water, and for this
reason cows often are seen standing in water during the greater part of the day, re-
fusing to leave to pasture. This may reduce milk noticeably, in addition to the
damage from injuries caused by the animals being driven through fences or over rough
ground.
"Fly sprays have little effect in checking attacks of the warble flies."
-M-
131 Dairymen Qualify 218 Cows For 'lOO-Pound Honors
Gold medal honors in the Illinois 500-Poujid Butterfat Cow Club were won in
''1931 by a total of I3I dairymen in 35 counties, it is aiinounced by Professor C. ^.
iRhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
sjaois.
! Each of them got a prodtiction of 5OO or more pounds of butterfat out of one
jpr more cows they had nominated for the club. In all, 21S cows met the requirements.
' At the head of the list was a seven-year-old purebred Holstein, Rock River
dlohanna Burke May, owned by Rock Pdver Farms, Byron, that produced 909*3 pounds of
ijDutterfat during the year. Two of the qualifying cows produced more tlian 800 pounds
.:)f butterfat, nine had records of better than 700 pounds and U3 produced more than
)00 pounds.
Announcement of the 193-^ winners marks the end of the fourth year for the
::lubo It was started by the dairy department of the agricultural college to denon-
i-ktrate the worth of proper breeding, feeding, care and management in getting hi^ and
J efficient production.
Rock River Farms not only had the leading cow but also the most winners on
he 1931 list, with a total of 20, Ogle county distinguished itself as something of
I center for high producing cows when it placed a total of 21 winners on the I93I
ist.
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Small Farm Idea May Be Overdone In Times Like These
Present business conditions are stimulating too much of a demand for the
small farm, in the opinion of H. C« M, Case, head of the farm organization and man-
agement department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The small farm
idea is filled with disappointments as well as possibilities, he warns*
; "Small farms of one to ten acres near cities, which are so much in demand
I
at the present time, have possibilities as a means of siipplementing a meager income,
I On the other hand, the small farm enthusiast who knows nothing of plant and animal
I
diseases and insects and the practical points of management which are gained throvigh
years of e3q3erience may be doomed to great disappointment, especially when he looks
I
to the farm as his sole source of income,
"The present business depression has emphasized some of the desirable
! features of a small place which could produce a large part of the family living.
Cities which in recent years have gone more and more to apartment house dwelling
t
enphasize the advantages of a separate home and small plot of land on which garden,
' small fruit and poultry may be raised. It was not long ago that many people working
in cities lived where they kept a family cow and perhaps produced a large part of
their meat supply. It was not a large plot of ground and it helped meet the emergency
of irregular employment or unemployment,
"Many people who are thinking of going on a small place are expecting to
reap a reward from it through selling their products to their neighbors or to cus~
t^omers at some distance from the place. A great many people are doing this and have
been doing it for years. Some of them have been making a good return or at least a
fair living, and some of them have failed to succeed. These facts should be kept in
mind by the small farm enthusiast,
"One of the real handicaps of the small place is that usually there is not
enoTogh volume produced to justify any great expense in marketing. Occasionally a
place of this kind will succeed through the markets found in the neighborhood, if
there is a small population center at hand. Even under these conditions relatively
few of these small places are satisfactory eis sources of income measured in terms of
good standards of living."
Race For Butterfat Honors Underway Among 1 ,1SS Cows
Another race for the butterfat honors of the state is on with a total of
1»155 cows nominated by 32S dairymen and farmers in 50 counties for the Illinois
500--Pound Butterfat Cow Club, it is announced by C. S. Ehode , dairy extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This is the fifth
year for the club, which the college dairy department started to demonstrate the im-
portance of good cows , inproved feeding practices and good care and management in
reducing costs and improving net income from dairy herds. In addition the club gives
good cows a chance to show their true ability and real worth as money makers on
Illinois farms, Ehode said. In order to qualify for membership and the official
certificate of honor of the club, a cow must produce 5OO pounds or more of butterfat
during the year.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extensioi>, Act approved by Congress May 8, 191 1. H. W. Mumporu, Director.
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Correct Pruning Will Double Two-Ton Yield Of Grapes
While the average yield of grapes is about two tons an acre, more than
double that amount can he harvested on favorable sites where correct pruning is done,
according to Dr. A. S. Colby, chief in small fruit cultvire at the College of Agri-
cultiire, University of Illinois. The work is best done before the buds swell and
T^ile the tercperature is above freezing. However, it is better to prune after the
buds swell than not at all.
Experiments indicate that the most desirable method of training is some
midification of the Kniffin system, such as the four-cane or six-cane arrangement,
A two- or three-wire trellis
,
depending i^jon the vigor of the vines , bears the fruit-
ing canes. The wires are about three to five feet above the ground. The extra wire
necessary for the six-cane system should be about 1-g^ feet above the one just below it.
The fruiting csmes should originate reasonably close to the trunk. From
four to six of these one-year old growths about pencil size in diameter, well matured
out to the ends, should be selected and cut back to leave from 12 to 15 buds each,
depending ipon the variety, the vigor, the soil conditions and the training system.
Slightly more buds may be left on the upper wires than on the lower ones.
In addition, three or four short canes or spurs about two nodes long and
arising close in to the trunk at about the level of the wires shotild be left at
pruning time. Shoots which will grow from buds on these spurs do not usually bear
fiTiit that season, but develop fruit spurs as they grow. They may be used as fruit-
ing canes the next season. This is called the long cane renewal system.
If the vines produced a large number of very vigorous shoots as measured
both by length and by diameter and vath long laterals the previous season, it is an
indication that they were pruned too heavily. More buds should be left at pruning
time this year. If there were a good many shoots which ripened out to the ends but
did not make an excessive growth either in length or in diameter or did not run to an
excessive number of laterals, the same number of buds may be left as before. If a
high percentage of short canes of low vigor is found on the vines, fewer buds shotild
be left and the vine thus given a chance to regain its balance,
-M-
Keeping 1931 Hens Will Save Costs Of Raising Chicks
One way farmers and poultrymen can save this year is to keep most of last
year's pullets so that fewer chicks will have to be raised, says H, H. Alp, poultry
extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"In some instances it is good economy to keep most of last year's pullets.
For one thing, they have gone through their most expensive depreciation. Last fall
good p\illets sold for $1 to $1.25 apiece, but these same birds probably would not
sell for more than 50 to 75 cents this spring. Tliis heavy depreciation is all be-
cause they have reached the hen class , and in the minds of the buying public they do
not represent the potential value of a pullet.
"However, many of these yearling hens, if well bred, are far from being
through as profitable layers. It is true that they may not make as high an anniial
production record, but they can be quite as profitable as many pullets. One big ad-
vantage of the production from yearling birds is that there should be no discoxint for
small eggs,
"With the present knowledge of feeding and of management methods, it is not
hard to have yearling birds laying well early in the fall and winter."
-M-
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Cows Being Culled At Record Speed As " Relief" Measure
Illinois dairymen are setting new speed records in getting rid of lower
producing cows as a means of meeting present prices, says C. S. Rhode, dairy exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agriciilture , University of Illinois. Efficiency of
production is teing speeded tip to what is eii^jected to he a new high mark, he reported.
Members of the McHenry County No. 1 Dairy Herd Improvement Association
culled out 20 cows in one month. That same month more cows were culled from herds in
the Livingston county association than had heen culled in any one month dioring the
past two years. Sixteen cows out of the LaSalle association herds have heen sent to
the hutcher* One member in that county sold five of his lowest producing cows and
thereby cut the feed cost of producing 100 pounds of milk ik cents and the cost of
producing butterfat 3 cents a pound.
Members of the Kane County No. 2 Dairy Herd Inprovement Association set the
pace in redTOcing costs and lowering surpluses by culling 2l+ cows in one month. This
was more tlian any other association reported.
"Dairymen belonging to a dairy herd inprovement association have an ad-
vantage over other herd owners when it comes to culling, for they know just what each
cow is producing and can weed them out accordingly. Another thing, they feed and
handle the cows that are left according to the latest recommended methods."
-M-
Horsemanship Is Due To Be Revived On Illinois Farms
Horseicanship is due for a revival on Illinois farms this spring, for re-
ports from majiy counties indicate that more horses will be used this year, says C. W.
Crawford of the animal husbandry department , College of Agriculture , University of
Illinois.
"A number of farmers will have to buy one or more work animals. It seems
that in n\inerous cases good bu^''s in young stock are passed up in favor of old horses
which are 'kid broke' but about ready for the pension list. Considerable money some-
times can be saved by buying good young horses with type and quality and spending a
little time before field work begins in giving them careful training. Such horses
will last many years or they often may be sold at a profit after a few years of work.
"It is time already to begin shaping up all horses. If they are thin they
should be put in better flesh. Good legume hay with corn and oats is fine for this
purpose. In cases where there is no legume hay, soybeans, soybean oil meal or lin-
seed oil meal may be used. Either of these st^iplements will balance the ration and
help in putting a good coat on a horse. Important items which must not be overlooked
are the trimming of feet and fitting of collars,"
-M-
2 >100 Horses And Mules Q-iven Treatment For Parasites
Five veterinarians of Vermilion county already have treated a total of
2,108 horses and mules for internal parasites, such as bots and worms, in the state-
wide campaign !\4iich the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and cooperating
agencies are conducting to restore horse power, according to a report by Farm Adviser
Otis Kercher, Forty-eight other counties besides Vermilion are conducting cleanup
campaigns* "It is the best move that farmers can make to rejuvenate their horse
power and thereby lower production costs," said Dr. Robert Oraliam, chief of the
college animal pathology and hygiene division. "Few horses are entirely free from
parasites of one kind or another."
-M-
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Community Units Join Farm Folks In A Different Way
A total of 25H local organizations of farm people in ^0 Illinois coimties
are now carrying out regular monthly meetings as a result of a nev trend in farm
organizations which is being encouraged by the extension service of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is reported by D. E, Lindstrom, associate in
rural sociology.
The "creed" of these "community unit" organizations, as they are called,
is that a prosperous nation depends upon a prosperous agriculture; to be prosperous
agriculture must be organized, and agriculture is only organized when it is organized
in the local community.
The 25^ community units already functioning embrace farm and home bureau
units, farmers' clubs, rural community clubs and local graxiges. Many of the com-
munity tmit organizations have been set up in communities where there was no organiza-
tion. Interests of the entire farm family are catered to. Each unit usually covers
an area about the size of a township,
A distingxiishing feature of the community unit groups is that each one holds
regular monthly meetings which are given over to educational programs. These programs
deal with some project which the extension service is conducting throughout the state
an^j^^which has an application to the community and with sxxch subjects as taxation,
local government, cooperative marketing and road inprovement. They also have social
features.
A total of 1,000 officers and leaders of the 2^k community -unit organiza-
tions are engaged in planning the monthly programs for their respective units. At"
tendance at the meetings ranges between UO and 200 with an average of 75,
The 50 counties which have reported community unit organizations are Adams,
Bond, Brown, Champaign, Christian^ Clay, Coles, DeKalb , DeWitt , Doi:iglas , Edgar,
Edwards, Effingham, Ford, Grundy, Hancock, Henderson, Iroquois, Jersey, JoDaviess
,
Johnson, Kane, Kankakee, Kendall, Knox, Lee, Livingston, Logan, Macon, Marion,
Marshall, Putnam, Massac, McDonough, McHenryj Mercer, Morgan, Moultrie, Ogle, Pike,
Pope, Hardin, Pulaski, Alexander, Eichland, Sangamon, Stephenson, Tazewell, Wayne,
and Will,
-M-
215 CLUB MEMBERS HEPORI PHOFITS TOTALLINa $3 .500
A gTO^up of 215 farm boys and girls of Marshall~Putnam counties who were
members of U-H clubs last year were so successful in overcoming the odds of low
prices and other setbacks that their work showed total profits of $3»500 according to
a report by Farm Adviser L, J* Hager. Each of them completed a definite project as
outlined by the extension service of the College of Agriculture ; University of Il-
linois, Those enrolled in the baby beef project showed total gains of $1,021 after
producing their calves at a cost of $69010, Pig club members reported total gains
of $1,020 after the total costs of $1 ,6S1 had been deducted, while poultry club
members showed profits of $1,689 over and above total costs of $1,790*
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Organization Not Lacking In Dairy Industry Of Illinois
Witji organization the watchword of agriculture, Illinois' 75-i'^iHio"''dolla-r
dairy industry can master a roll of no less than I38 organiaatioas , according to a
tabulation just made by Professor C. So Ehode , dairy extension specialist of the Col-
lege of Agricultiire , University of Illinois,
Improvement in the production, manufacture and marketing of dairy products
is the aim of practically all of these organizations, he reported. Cooperative
cream pools ajid dairy herd iniprovement associations make up a large percentage of the
total. In addition there are milk marketing organizations, dairy breed associations,
dairy manufactures associations and the Illinois State Dairymen's Association,
Nearly l^UOO leading farmers of the state are inproving their herds by use
of information obtained in dairy herd inprovement associations organized and fostered
by the extension service of the agricultural college, Professor Bhode said. Gross
receipts from herds enrolled in these associations amount to more than 33^ million
dollars anmaally.
Approximately one-tenth of the cream marketed in Illinois ie sold throu^
cooperative cream pools. It is estimated that at least 5>000»000 pounds of butteriat
are marketed each year through these organizations. Most of the milk sold in the
larger markets in Illinois is handled through dairymen's milk marketing organizations.
The Illinois Jersey Cattle Club, Illinois Guernsey Breeders' Association,
Illinois Holstein-Friesian Association and the Illinois Brown Swiss Association are
active as service and improvement associations.
Those engaged in the manufactxire of butter and ice cream maintain active
organizations for the mutual benefit of members and the industry as a whole,
Professor Bhode said.
Third Of Leading Farmers Plan To Save With Big Teams
Big teams have become so popular as cutters of labor costs on Illinois
j farms that one-third of the more progressive farmers in 3I counties are using outfits
|of five or more horses, it is reported by E, T. Robbins , livestock extension special-
iist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
"These farmers are doing their best to use their horses efficiently aind
are thereby cutting labor costs. One man in many cases can work in one team all the
ihorses on the farm when doing such work as plowing, disking and harrowing,"
The general swing of farmers to use of big teams is revealed by registra-
ilti.on cards which the men filled out at county livestock feeding schools which the
extension service of the college is holding over the state. Altogether, 3^ per cent
of the farmers attending the schools signed cards that they would use five or more
.and in some cases eight, ten or twelve horses in one team. All their comment about
big-team outfits was favorable and encouraging, according to Robbins, who conducted
.Most of the schools,
j
Hundreds of demonstrations have been held over the state during the past
few years by the college extension service and county farm advisers to show farmers
inodern and practical ways of using big-team hitches, Tlie college's circular, "Big
^ilFeams for Illinois Parms," has been one of the most popular ever issued,
; Attendance at the livestock feeding scliools naturally includes the more
irProgressive men, that is, those who already are doing well and are anxious to do
jstill better, Robbins pointed out. However, the fact that more than one-third of
,:hese farm leaders are adopting big-team outfits as one means of "farm relief"
au^icates a determination to use horses fully and cheaply this year, he said,
-M-
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Elm Tree Losses Not As Bad In Illinois As Rumor Says
Dying of elm trees used for shade and decoration is not as general in Il-
linois as widespread rumors from all parts of the state would indicate, according to
a report to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by Leo R. Tehon,
survey totanist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey,
Much of the prevalent fear for elms seems to have arisen as a result of
widespread stories of damage that could he done by the Dutch elm disease. In Europe
this disease is very destructive to the American elm, but in America is known to have
attacked only a few trees, all of them in two Ohio cities, Cleveland and Cincinnati,
There is very little danger of the disease spreading to other places,
"Aside from old age, the two chief reasons for the dying of elms in Illinois
are attacks by insect pests and infection with fungous diseases. Damage done by
fungous diseases exceeds that done by insects, according to investigations carried on
by the natural history survey during the past year and a half. These diseases in the
order of importance are: wilts, twig blights, die-backs, cankers and foliage diseases.
"Wilts are the only diseases which kill a tree sTiddenly. The others work
more slowly, gaining access as a rule through new and tender growth in the higher
parts of a tree. Death of a tree from these diseases, two or more of which may be
working at the same time, does not often occur before three or four years, while a
nmch longer time is required for large trees.
"Wlien a tree looks unhealthy, the owner should have the advice of an expert
to determine whether the cause is insects or disease and whether the condition of the
tree will justify use of treatment. Treatments will differ according to the cause of
trouble,
"Tor healthy trees standing in regions where unhealthy trees abound, a
fungicidal spray will be useful as a protection. However, this and insect sprays
ought to be used only upon advice of an expert."
Painting Pruning Wotinds Has Little To Recommend It
Painting pruning wounds, or cuts, a practice which is being debated again
now that the orchard pruning season is underway, is objectionable for several reasons
and can not be defended very strongly either on the basis of theory or experiments,
'according to Dr. W. A. Ruth, chief in pomological physiology at the College of Agri-
-culture, University of Illinois,
The question is most pressing in the case of old trees, for as the tree
gets older its vigor decreases and the danger of rotting through wounds increases.
The young tree therefore should be trained in a way that will minimize the necessity
ifor pruning it severely when it is old. This is the object of the pruning and train-
ing methods developed by Dr. Rath and other investigators of the college. Another way
to avoid wounds in old trees is to prop or brace heavily bearing branches,
"If a paint is used at all, a good mixed paint may be applied. A promising
land rather new material for wounds is a paste made by stirring raw linseed oil into
dry commercial bordeaujc powder.
"The very fact that the careful orchardist is not sure that he should paint
large wounds is an indication that its advisability has not been proved. In the first
jOlace, paint kills the cambium around the wound so that the start of healing is de-
clayed. If the paint is applied to wet wood, it may not stick or it may promote th^
'l^rowth of fungi which require moisture. If it is applied to dry wood, infection may
jilready have taken place and the paint may promote the growth of fungi which prefer
iry wood. As the wood ages it cracks and the paint therefore does not cover the
surface efficiently unless it is renewed,
"Painting experiments that have been conducted so far are not very favorable,
lepeated use of fungicidal sprays during the growing season may have more protective
ralue,"
-M-
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Farmers Cut Crop Costs To Lowest Level In 20 Years
Illinois farmers last year cut tlie cost of producing corn, soylDeans , and
wheat to tlie lowest level in 20 years but still nere unable to sliow profits under
prevailing prices, according to preliminary figures announced today by H. H. Wilcox,
of the farm organization and management department, College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois.
The figures are based on cost records which farmers kept in cooperation
with the department. The work was started 20 years ago, the 1931 figures setting a
new low record for the three crops of corn, soybeans and wheat.
The total cost of growing and harvesting an acre of corn in 1931 on the
cost-keeping farms was $21.96, including taxes and interest on land valued at $180
an acre, which is approximately the same value used tloroughout the 20-year period.
The yield was 48 bushels an acre, making it cost 45 cents a bushel to grow and har-
vest a bushel of corn on these farms.
Interest on the investment in land at 5 per cent amounts to $9 an acre,
or about 19 cents a bushel of corn, showing that with present prices, these farmers
are getting no return for their investment in their business after direct growing
expenses are met. On other crops farmers are not even meeting growing expenses with
present prices, Wilcox pointed out.
The nearest approach to this new low record cost was 50 cents a bushel for
the 1929 crop of corn.
About the normal five-year average amount of horse and tractor labor was
used on the 1931 crop, but the man labor was cut about two hours an acre, in spite
of the fact that all of the corn on these farms was husked by hand.
Soybean costs were $20.82 an acre in 1931, including taxes and interest
on land. The average yield was 24|- bushels an acre, making the beans cost 86 cents
a bushel.
Winter wheat costs totalled $18.86 an acre, including taxes and interest
on land. The average yield on the cost-keeping farms was 26.2 bushels an acre, giv-
ing an average cost of 72 cents a bushel. Wheat land on these farms was valued at
$170 an acre.
Oats costs in 1931 averaged $18.13 an acre, or 39 cents a bushel on the
basis of average yields of 46 l/3 bushels an acre. This was not a new low, for
there have been two years since the cost work began that oats costs have been below
39 cents a bushel. These were years of good yields.
Farmers were able to lower their 1931 production costs by careful paring
of their expenses and by watching their direct cash outlays, lilcox explained. This
was particularly true with respect to labor and power costs.
"Wages paid by these farmers in 1931 were such tliat the average cost of
f. man labor while in the field was 21 cents an hqur. This compares with a cost cf 40
^^,|
cents an hour for farm labor in 1927. Man labor alone makes up 30 to 35 per cent of
the operating expense in the production of corn.
"Very marked reductions were made in the cost of horse labor in 1931 owing
primarily to the sjiarp decline in feed crop prices. Horses were carried through
last year with the lowest cost a head since 1915. For the coming year cost of hired
labor and feed costs for horses should show further reductions."
Printed in furtherance of the Agricuhural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Corn Seed Treatment Takes Rank gjth G-ermination Test
Seed treatment now takes rank witli the long-recognized germination test
in corn production and improvement as a result of 11 years of experiments with corn
seed disinfectants by James R. Holbert, senior agronomist in the division of cereal
crops and diseases in the U. S. Biireau of Plant Industry, and Benjamin Koehler
,
associate chief in field crop pathology at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
Results of their experiments, in nhich they found that the yield from
average farmer's seed v/as increased ahout three "bushels an acre "by the use of the
"better seed corn dust disinfectants, liave just "been pu"blished "by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture in a technical "bulletin entitled, "Results of Seed-Treatment
Experiments With Yellow Dent Corn."
More tlian 200 different seed disinfectants were studied during the 11
years of the experiments. At the beginning of this period liquid treatments were
more effective tlmn the dust disinfectants that were then available. Now, however,
dust disinfectants have entirely replaced the liquid treatments.
On the basis of their results the investigators concluded tliat seed treat-
ment may be considered and used as an effective means of guarding against losses
from seed-borne infections and soil-borne diseases adversely affecting corn plants
during the young-plant stage. With well-selected lots of seed kept under proper
storage conditions, seed treatment was as important as the germination test in in-
creasing yields. This does not mean tliat the germination test can be entirely re-
placed by seed treatment, for under average conditions better results are obtained
by using both measures than by using one or the other.
Suitable corn seed dust disinfectants were effective in controlling such
infections of diplodia and gibberalla as occur in well-selected lots of seed. These
dust disinfectants also aid in controlling other seed-borne diseases and offer some
protection against soil-borne diseases.
Use of seed treatment usijally is followed by better stands and increased
early growth. Occasionally corn grown from treated seed lias iiad soraewlmt greater
resistance to lodging than tliat from untreated seed. Ear rots were sometimes
slightly reduced by use of seed treatments.
-M-
Yield Will Be Hit If Fneat Is Over Used For Pasture
More wheat will be pastured with livestock this spring than lias been the
case for many years, says J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Yields will be endangered unless farmers
take precautions to see tlmt the pasturing is not overdone, he warned.
Except for their wheat many farmers will be short of pasture owing to loss
of grass and clover seedings during the drouths of 1930 and 1931. Wlieat will be put
to heavy duty becaf.se it grew vigorously until late fall and is starting off fast
this spring.
"A little clipping or light pasturing really should be helpful, as it will
check the strong growth of the wheat and help prevent lodging later in the season.
Even heavy pasturing will not cause any disappointments, of course, where wheat was
seeded primarily for pasture.
"On the other hand, where a grain crop is expected, stock should not be
[allowed on the wheat when the ground is wet and soft , nor should the wheat be pas-
tured closely enough or late enough in the season to injure the plants or hold it
iback too long when the season is well advanced. Heavy pasturing, especially late
Min the season, is likely to reduce yields materially."
-M-
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Long:er Pasturinig; Season '>7ould Reduce Dairymen' s Costs
Dairymen can put across a master stroke in economy during the coming spring
and summer ty lengthening the pasture season on their farms, according to C. 3.
Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois. As it is now, pasture on too many faz-ms is just a matter of June grass furnis.-
ing an adequate supply of feed only for a few weeks during the summer, he said.
'•Milk is produced cheapest when the covrs are on good pasture, for it cosls
only one-third to one-l:ialf as much to feed cows on good pasture as it does in the
barn. The pasture season can "be lengthened so tliat dairymen can get the same econ-
omy in feeding in the spring and fall tliat they get during the flush of the June
pasture season.
"To avoid pasturing the regular pasture too heavily early in the season,
herd owners can seed a small patch of early oats and use tliat. Later on this same
patch may be plowed and put into sudan grass. Rye seeded in the fall will come on
early and make a fine pasture in early spring.
"One of the worst needs on many farms is a temporary pasture to supplement
regular pastures. Sudan grass is very satisfactory for this purpose. It should be
seeded after the corn is planted, when the ground is warm, and will usTially be
available for pasture about the first to the middle of July. Only a small acreage
is needed where it is used to supplement other pasture.
"Sv/eet clover seeded this spring on sweet soil with small grains will help
lengthen the pasture season next fall and will come on early the following spring
to furnish an abundance of high quality feed.
"An average size cow producing 40 pounds of milk a day will need from 90
to 150 pounds of grass and she can not get it if she must spend most of her time
looking for a few blades of grass. A good measuring stick for pasture is whether
or not a cow can get her fill in two or tliree hours of grazing. If pastures can be
conveniently divided so tliat cows may be pastured in one field for a few days and
then turned on another, a maximum amount of feed will be furnished."
-M-
Hog Raisers Can't Lose Third Of Pigs And Make Profits
This is one year when corn belt hog raisers can not afford to lose the
usual one-third of their pigs which die between farrowing and weaning time, says
.:R. H. Wilcox, of the fai-m organization and management department, College of Agri-
r! culture, University of Illinois.
''More pigs are lost by being lain upon by the sow than from any other
1] single cause. These losses result from carelessness on the part of the sow, from
spoor conditions in the pen and from wealcness of the pigs. Guard rails on the sides
of the pen often will save many pigs from being lain upon. The sow's pen should not
:he bedded with an excess of bulky bedding and care should be taken to see tliat the
-ipens are large enough so tliat pigs can get away from the sow when she lies down.
"The fact tliat one-third of the farrowed pigs on corn belt farms never
.
I
live to see the fattening pen is largely responsible for the fact that 30 per cent
} of the cost of making pork on the average farm lias already been cliarged up by the
Jltime the sow weans her pigs. Any system tliat nay be folloned in feeding and liand-
ling a pig weaned from a small litter can scarcely ever overcome the bad start.
"The total cost of carrying a sow or gilt does not cliange in proportion
to the number of pigs she weans. Farm figures show tliat it costs within a few cents
jas much to maintain a sow producing only two or three pi^^s ready for the fattening
fflpen as it does a sow tiiat weans six or seven in good condition. Figxires show tliat
jthe cost of a weaned pig is 25 per cent lov/er in litters of six or seven than in
flitters of two or t'lree."
1
-M-
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Cross Breeding Is Hopeful Remedy For Flaw In Corn
Promising results in the farmer's problem of eliminating the many barren
and othei'wise low producing stalks that cut the yield and limit the profits from corn
^ve been obtained by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois through cross-
ing ordinary open pollinated varieties v/ith certain good inbred lines, it is reported
by ff. J. Mumm, associate in plant breeding. This method decreased the percentage of
"barren stalks from 7.4 per cent to 4.2 per cent as an average of several crosses and
BBveral varieties in 1931, he said.
Another method that may help is selecting seed ears from plants in which
the shoots are ready to pollinate at about the same time tliat the pollen is shed,
Mumm said. This was indicated by the results of a 1931 study in which the college
plant breeders found that 143, or 4.2 per cent, out of 3,400 plants of an ordinary
strain of Reid Yellow Dent corn put out the silks of the shcot at least eight or ten
days after the tassel had shed its pollen. Fifty-eight, or 40 per cent, of such
plants were barren, and the total yield was only about one-fourth what it was from
the desirable plants.
Seriousness of the "boarder" plant problem, however, takes in more than
just the plants tiiat are late in putting out the silks of the shoot, the 1931 study
indicated. Approximately 22 per cent, or about one plant in five out of the 3,400,
was rated as undesirable for one reason or another. Ears from these plants averaged
only three-fifths as heavy as those from the desirable plants. Plants that for one
reason or another were barren or practically so, reduced the yield more than 9 per
cent, or about 4.5 bushels an acre. The plot yielded 49 bushels an acre.
Plants that were classified as weak were next to the most numerous among
the undesirable plants and were the poorest yielders. Out of the 3,400 plants in
I
the plot, 180, or 5.3 per cent, were rated as weak and they yielded only 35 per cent
.; as much as the desirable plants. Almost 38 per cent of these weak plants were bar-
ilren. Holl-leaf plants, in which the leaves were tightly rolled around the young
i| tassel, were the most numerous of the undesirable plants, with a total cf 281, or
8.3 per cent, and yielded only 60 per cent as much as the desirable plants. Plants
^jthat were small, smutted, leaning, very early or otherwise undesirable made up the
i remainder of the 22 per cent that were classified as undesirable.
-M-
Limited Fertilization Will Not Hurt Well-Fed Trees
Restrictions which many fruit growers plan to put on the use of commercial
jnitrogen fertilizers will not hurt the trees, if they have been well fertilized in
[previous seasons, according to R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the
•College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
I
Although prices of commercial nitrogen fertilizers are much lower this year,
|many orchardists plan to use a minimum of these materials in order to cut production
[costs, Marsh reported.
-M-
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Farm Folks To Seek Enjoyment In Their First Leisure
With prospects of a little leisure "for the first time in a thousand years,"
Illinois farmers and their families are to be taught how to play and enjoy therriselves.
More tiian 38 counties will send delegates to six four-day recreation insti-
tutes which the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois will hold in cooperation with the National Recreation Association. Dr. Willis A.
Parker, associate director of the rural recreation service of the association, will
be sent to Illinois to assist with tne institutes, which are being arranged by a com-
mittee of agricultural college staff members.
Institutes will be held at Harrisburg March 21, 22, 28 and 29; Effingham
March 24, 25, 31 and April 1; Camp Point April 4, 5, 11 and 12; Eureka April 7, 8, 14
and 15; Polo April 18, 19, 25 and 26, and Sugar Grove April 21, 22, 28 and 29.
Delegates selected by county farm and home advisers to attend the institutes
will receive training in social games, folk games, cotanunity singing, music apprecia-
tion and philosophy' of recreation leadership. Leaders of 4-H clubs, farm bureau units,
home bureau units, farmers' clubs and similar groups and representatives of churches,
schools and like organizations are being selected as delegates. After attending the
institutes they will return to their counties to act as a volunteer staff in helping
build a recreation program for the county.
J
Agricultural leaders are convinced that play imist occupy a much larger part
;
in the future rural life and in all life than ever before, it was pointed out by D. E.
^Lindstrom, associate in rural sociology at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. "Aided by modern machines and methods, the farmer and his family, for the
I
first time in a thousand years, need not toil in the fields from before sunup until
i after sunset. He may shorten his work day and perhaps even his work week and still
produce all the nation needs. It would be good for the soul of the nxral family if a
portion of this prospective leisure time could be devoted to song, recreation, plays
i and enjoyment that goes with these wholesome matters of life.
-M-
Low Runt Record Rewards "Pioneer" Sanitation Users
Five of Illinois' "pioneer" users of swine sanitation last year raised 1,777
pigs with only four runts in the whole lot and thereby added about $4,392 to their pork
returns, according to E. T. Robbins
,
livestock extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. The plan has been calculated to be worth about
$2.50 a hog in saving feed and protecting pigs against the parasites and diseases that
make unprofitable runts.
R. 7. McKee
, Marshall county, raised 770 pigs with only one runt; Clmrles H.
Snyder & Son, Brown county, 422 pigs with no runts; Burton E. King, Hancock county,
342 pigs with 2 runts; Claude Oathout , Iroquois county, 144 pigs with one runt, and
Will Sibthorp, Macon county, 79 pigs without any runts. All five of these men were
among the "pioneers" who cooperated with the college in demonstrating swine sanitation
in their counties six years ago.
The sanitation system is designed to prevent little pigs from swallowing any
worm eggs which are ready to hatch and otherwise to protect them against diseases and
parasites. It involves scrubbing the sows and their farrowing quarters and keeping
the little pigs on clean ground until they are at least four months old. Ground where
no hogs have been during the preceding year is considered clean.
-M-
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Illinois Farmers Behind U. S. Rate In Sales Of Grain
Illinois farmers have marketed their 1951 grain crops at an even slower
'rate than those in the remainder of the coxmtry , and a much heavier than noriial move-
ment of grain appears likely before the next liarvest season, according to R. C Ross,
extension specialist in agricaltioral economics at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
Stocks of corn remaining on Illinois farms 1/iarch 1 exceeded the five-year
average for 1925-1929 by 29 per cent, wheat by 180 per cent, and oats by 19 per cent.
Only barley fell below the five-year average', being 8 per cent under. These supplies
are more than the usual proportions of the crops, Ross said. Of corn 12 per cent
more than usual of the previous crop remains to be marketed or fed, of wheat 13 per
cent, oats 6 per cent, and barley 3 per cent.
Unfavorable road conditions during much of the winter, as well as low prices,
have been factors in the holding of grain. The larger numbers of iiogs and cattle on
.farms will probably furnish a home market for a part of the excess on hand, Ross
believes.
Figures for the entire United States show that holdings of corn on March 1
'were 5 per cent greater than the five-year average and represented 43.2 per cent of
the 1931 crop compared with an average March 1 carryover of 38.7 per cent. Wheat on
farms exceeded average holdings by 66 per cent and represented 23.2 per cent of the
"last crop compared to a five-year average of 15 per cent. Available farm supplies of
•cats and barley were 17.5 per cent and 22.5 per cent, respectively, under the average
•holdings and represented somewliat less than the average proportions of previous crops.
"In the case of corn and wheat the larger supplies still on farms reflect a
slower than usual rate of marketing as a result of weak domestic markets and foreign
.demand and consequent low prices. Reduced supplies of oats and barley reflect the
{lower production of the 1931 crops resulting from drouth, although the prices of
J these grains have declined less than those of corn and wheat."
-M-
Better Methods Add $21 Armually To Profit From Cows
Extra profits of $21.19 a cow a year, or $211.90 for a ten-cow herd, have
been made off cows in the DeKalb Co'onty Dairy Herd Improvement Association during the
past three years as a result of members adopting the association's recommendations on
.breeding, feeding and management, according to a report by C. S. Rhode, dairy exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, who has charge
Df these associations.
The extra profits have resulted from more efficient production. The average
''production of eacii cow in the association was raised from 294.6 povmds of butterfat
in 1929 to 348.4 pounds of butterfat in 1931. Ten members who nave been in the asso-
ciation all tliree years improved their herd production from an average of 317.9 pounds
of butterfat a cow in 1929 to 363 pounds in 1951. Th<= average cow in the association,
|on the basis of 1931 prices, would have returned approximately $129.18 above cost of
feed, whereas the average cow in the association last year actually returned $150.37
above cost of feed, making the difference of $21.19.
Similar results have been obtained in the Coles County Dairy Herd Improve-
ment Association. Improving the production from 296.4 pounds of butterfat in 1929
to 354.6 pounds in 1931 was worth approximately $18.55 a cow a year. Eleven members
Itesting all three years started with a herd average of 304.3 pounds of butterfat in
|1929 and bro-ognt it up to 356.5 pounds in 1931.
I
1
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Top-Crossing Promising llevi Method Of Improving Com
Top-crossing, a new method of com improvement, is so promising that one of
the tetter crosses outyielded ordinary Reid Yellow Dent corn 20 per cent, or one-fifth,
in experiments conducted at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is
reported by W, J, Mumm, associate in plant hreeding. The percentage of wasteful
barren stalks was reduced from 7»^ to U,2 and the percentage of undesirable leaning or
lodged stalks from 33*6 P^r cent to 15*5 per cent.
Ordinary open-pollinated varieties of corn as now grown by most farmers are
full of a surprisingly large nvimber of barren and low-yielding stalks which ron tip the
bushel cost of producing the crop. Use of inbred lines of corn to produce three-way
and double-crossed hybrid seed was one method that plant breeders had worked out for
overcoming these faults, but this method is so coirplicated tliat only experienced
seedsmen can use it satisfactorily. Some hybrids also are particularly sensitive to
unus"ual soil and weather conditions.
One year's e3q)eriments with top crossing have been so promising in Illinois
that they justify more extensive tests looking to the commercial development of a
few of the highest yielding crosses.
The principle in top crossing is the same as that of bringing in a prepotent
sire to cross on a herd of grade cows. Ordinary open-pollinated varieties are crossed
idirectly with inbred lines, the inbreis being used as pollen parents.
Success in improving com through the use of top crossing depends largely
won the partic\ilar inbred line that enters into the cross, M"umm explained. For in-
stance, it is possible to shift maturity toward earliness or lateness by using an
early or late maturing inbred line in crosses on any given open-pollinated variety.
Commercially, top crosses offer a practical method of qmckly improving
'seed corn. The cross is simple, since only one good inbred is involved, together
fJith a good open-pollinated variety. Top-crossing, while having many of the good
30ints of more involved hybrids, will very likely have a wider adaptation and be less
sensitive to short periods of critical weather on account of more variation in type,
[n addition, top crosses offer a ready method of testing inbreds for their ability to
transmit desirable characteristics to a cross. This is beca\ise the lines performing
•ell in top crosses also were found to perform well in hybrid combinations, Inbreds
mdergoing continued selfr-fertilization can be selected or discarded on the basis of
iiheir breeding behavior as well as on their plant appearance, Mumm explained.
Champaign County Leads State Campaign On Horse P.'-rasites
With Champaign county leading the state, 57 counties have sent in preliminary
eports showing that 8S,021 horses and mules belonging to lU,279 farmers liave been
reated in the horse parasite control campaign which the College of Agriculture, Uni-
ersity of Illinois and cooperating agencies are conducting to restore horse power,
ther counties are still to be heard from, according to Dr* Robert Grahajn, chief in
nimal pathology and hygiene, wlio is in cliarge, Chaiipaign ccjuity is ahead of all
ther counties in the campaign Td.th a total of 9,028 horses belonging to 1,379 owners
sported treated to date.
—
M—
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Ke^y-Type Pruning Remedies Costly Evils OjT, Old ggglefti
Apple pruning and training faults which lead to the costly hreakdoim of
cotmtless valuable trees have been overcome and a more desirable type of tree pro-
duced by promising methods of pruning and training developed by investigators at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is announced by Dr. W. A. Ruth,
chief in pomological physiology.
Ihe new method produces what is knotm as a modified central leader tree.
Growers have been told to grow this type of tree for the past 10 or 15 years, but no
method of training which would produce such trees was known until the investigators
here went to work on the problem.
.Back before spraying was a necessary orchard practice, the ideal apple tree
was one with a framework so hi^ that a team of horses could be driven under the main
branches. When spraying came in about I906, orchardists and nurserymen tried to
develop trees with the fraxnework nearer the gro\ind so that the tops of the trees
1 would be easier to spray.
In attempting to start the branches nearer the ground, the orchardists, or
more often the nurserymen, sinjsly cut back the young unbranched tree. A cluster of
' vertical branches was forced out just below the cut. Ihese branches maintained their
I
vprl^t direction and carried the tree as higji as ever. Every Illinois orchard that
1 is more than five years old contains vertically growing trees started this ways In
I
old orchards trees of this type are very tail*
i
However, the most serious objection was not that this method failed to
I
produce trees with low tops but that trees were structurally weak. It is now certain
1 that the heading back cut often is responsible for the breakdown of trees that shoxild
1 be good producers for many years. This has only been realized recently, however, for
1 two-year-old trees still come from the nursery treated in this way.
j
In the method developed by the Illinois investigators, the starting point
I is a one-year tree which shotild be a strong, unbranched whip that hatj not been headed
j
back. After planting and about the same time growth starts, all buds are cut off ex-
j cept grox^js of three or four buds where each framework branch is wanted. The lowest
i group of buds is about IS inches from the ground and the distance between groups is
. six or eight inches.
There is no further pruning until the following dormant season when a selec-
tion of branches is made for the permanent framework. The branches to be left must be
viniform in size, well distributed around the trunk and should leave the trunk at the
.proper angle. In an Topright variety like the Transparent the angle between the
-branches and the trunk should be fairly wide; in a spreading variety like the Jonatljan
the angle should be rather narrow.
The branches to be left permanently are not headed back. The remaining
branches are left if they are weak. Otherwise they are removed or headed back. The
latter treatment is preferable if there are so many unwanted branches that their entire
: removal would constitute severe pruning. Such pruning would induce such a succulent
and vigorous growth in the permanent branches that they would be in danger of being
;blown out of position by the wind. They may also take too close an angle with the
•I trunk,
I
A tree started in this way can be pruned lightly, which is a great advantage,
because light pruning induces fast growth and early production. All that is neces-
Isary is to keep the permanent framework branches dominant and balanced. Vigorous com-
peting branches should be checked by heavy pruning.
One necessary precaution with the method is to plant good whips that have
not been allowed to dry out. Pruning should be annual and the young trees shovild not
be neglected.
-M-
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Lists Fine Points Where Spray Bill Might Be Reduced
Fruit growers will invest as little as possible in spraj'- materials this
year, £ind one place where they can save htindreds of potmds or gallons is in knowing
how various varieties withstand diseases, says Dr. H, W. Anderson, associate chief in
pomological pathology, College of Agriculture, University of Illi:-:ois.
"For example, Grimes and Jonathan apples are not very susceptible to scab,
A single pre-bloom application of lime sulphur or flotation sulphur is all that is
necessary to protect them, provided lead arsenate is used at the proper time in the
post-bloom sprays. Few varieties are susceptible to blotch, and only those known to
be especially susceptible need to be sprayed with five- and seven-weeks applications,
"One of the most inportant savin,5;s that can be made by peach growers is
omitting all sulphur sprays until two weeks before harvest. Observations over many
years indicate that brown rot, for which the sulphur sprays are intended, never cause
serious damage before the fruit starts to ripen. As for peach scab, it is present so
rarely on Elberta and Hale in Illinois that spraying for it is wasted effort,
"In spraying apples lead arsenate ordinarily is not needed in the pre-
bloom spray. However, growers should not omit the pre-bloom spray, since this is the
most inportant one for apple scab. The calyx and three-weeks sprays are the most
important post-bloom sprays. No attempt should be made to cut costs on those, except
that the fungicide used may be diluted to three-fourths or one-half the usual strength
in the three-weeks spray, provided the weather has been fairly dry and no serious scab
infection has appeared on the young leaves. Where scab alone is to be considered,
that is, on varieties and in latitudes where blotch does not occTir, no fungicides are
needed after the three-weeks spray. For blotch, a five- and seven-weeks spray of
bordeauz mixture (6-10-100) is necessary.
"The grower should be certain before the season opens that he knows for
what he is spraying and apply only those materials which will control the disease or
insect in question. His guide in this is Circ\alar 3^8, 'Spraying Fruits in Illinois,'
which may be obtained on request from the college,"
-M-
Skipping Detailed Pruning One Way To Out Fruit Costs
Peach growers can cut the titie of pruning in half this year and thereby
markedly reduce the cost of this operation even under low wage levels, if they will
eliminate the use of hand shears and make larger cuts than is done in the usual de-
tailed pruning, says R, S, Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, This is not advocating a new type or shape
of peach tree but clieaper pruning which will produce the same standard, open-centered
ikind of tree recommended as the most desirable during the past half dozen years, he
'pointed out, i;|ir
"It might be well for growers to leave their hand shef^t^in the tool shed
jand carry with them only a saw, a pair of loppers and a pole pruner. The latter tool
will be necessary on some of the taller trees in order to get back to outside branches
on the terminal growths so tliat the centers of the trees can be opened and new growth
istimulated back of these cuts.
"In case there is a peach crop, the smaller detail cuts might be made next
year in connection with any thinning that is done during the month of June, Should
(adverse weather conditions prevent a peach crop in some areas
,
growers would not be
interested in detail pruning, anyway, because there would be no way of paying the
cost. On the other hand, the gross pruning, where larger cuts are made, is the im-
portant thing to do during the dormant season, since it will keep the trees in
proper shape for future production,"
-M-
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Too l^uch Power Running Up Bills For Illinois Farmer
Illinois farmers have made a 6l per cent increase in the ntmher of tractors
on their farms since 1925» tiit many of them have failed to get rid of enough horses
fftien adding a tractor. This has given them an excess of power which has "been one of
the most in^jortant factors in running v:p power and machinery hills on these farms.
Evidence of this has come out of studies which J. E, Wills and other farm management
investigators of the College of Agricultiare , University of Illinois made of records
from 800 central Illinois farms.
There are now 69»62S trsujtors on Illinois farms, according to the most
recent census reports.
On 136 of the farms, which grew from 16O to 200 acres of crops a farm,
standard-type tractors replaced only two horses, while general-puipose tractors re-
)iaced an average of only about three horses a tractor. The cost for la"b,op,pow8r and
aachinery for each crop acre on farms where no more than one horse was replaced hy a
;wo-plow stajidard tractor was $11,82 as conpared with a cost of $10.91, or almost $1
uBss, on farms where three or four horses were replaced with the same type of tractor.
^ Of the 800 farms in the study, 2U3 were operated entirely with horses, U29
ilth horses and standard tractors and 128 with horses and general-purpose tractors.
Both standard and general-purpose tractors displaced more horsey a tractor
'.s the size of the farms increased. On farms of less than 80 acres in crops, standard
ractors displaced an average of slightly more than one horse a tractor. The average
'as more than three horses a tractor on farms having from 280 to 320 crop acres a
arm.
More horses were displaced by general-purpose tractors than by standard
rsictors in each one of the seven different size groi^js into vshich the farms were
ivided. The average displacement for general-purpose tractors were slightly more
ban two horses a tractor on farms with less than 80 acres in crops and more than four
orses on farms having from 280 to 320 crop acres a farm.
Hull-Less Oats Merit Wider Use For Feeding Purposes
Yields from hiill-less oats are high enough to justify their more general
36 as a feed crop, according to R. E. Pore, assistant in plant breeding at the Col-
5ge of Agriculture, Uoiversity of Illinois. Yields have been found to compare
ivorably with the yields of hulled varieties when 30 per cent is added for hull.
)Wld's Hull-less and Liberty Hull-less are among the most promising varieties tested
1 Illinois, Fore reported.
"Oats are fed largely on the farm where they are produced, since the price
I too low to make them profitable as a money crop. Many farmers have their oats
;illed to improve their feeding value for hogs and poultry. This eijgjense could be
.Wed by growing a few acres of hull-less oats. Caution must be used in the handling
jf hull-less oats, as they heat more readily than the hulled types."
^
—
M—
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Rotation Shake-up Urged As Way To Get Clover Bontts
Com and wheat are not the so-called "high-profit" crops they once were,
and consequently this is a good time to change farm rotations permanently to talcs
advantage of the "tonus" offered "by a clover crop, says L* B. Miller., associate in
|SOil esperiment fields at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
I Such a change would insure more uniform production from year to year with
|no increase in surplus and would slash the hushel costs of growing com, Miller said.
"Rotation studies over a long period of years here at Urbana show an aver-
age yield of 3^ bushels of com an acre \inder a com and oats rotation and a 51~
bushel com yield with a rotation of corn, oats and red clover on similar unfertilized
land* Two farms of the same size, operated under these systems, would produce the
same number of bvishels of corn a farm. However , the farm growing the com and oats
rotation would have half of its land in com, while the farm growing the corn, oats
and red clover rotation would have only one-third of its land in corn. Similarly,
uhe change in rotation increased the oats yield from 31*7 bushels to UU bushels an
icre,
"Thus, the farm growing one-third of its acreage in clover would produce
is much com and almost as much oats as the other farm and in addition would have the
;lover crop as a 'bonus' to be used for feed and for soil iirprovement,
"Census reports for 1930 show that in ten typical com belt counties of
pentral Illinois more than 55 P^r cent of the crop land was in corn and only 13»1
ber cent in legumes, including tame hay and soybeans. Parts of many farms in north-
|>m and central Illinois will grow red clover without liming. Most of the brown silt
.oam soils require only a little limestone or phosphate to make them good clover pro-
lucers,
"
-M-
Farme rs Sizing Ujj Machines Closer Than Ever Before
Every Illinois farmer has an average of about $7^9 invested in machinery.
irjhether he will buy new machinery and increase that investment or get along by re-
pairing the old is a question which will be studied over longer than usual this year,
lays E. G-. Johnson, extension specialist in agricultural engineering at the College
f Agriculture, University of Illinois,
"Many a discarded machine has been bought at a public sale for a few dol-
ars J repaired economically and made to do several season's additional work. On the
ther hand many farms are being operated with time-wasting machinery which causes
Dstly delays during the busy season and at best does only poor quality work,
"Before discarding old machines the owner should consider carefully the ad-
mtage of the new machine as compared with the difference in cost between it and re-
iiring the old one. The wearing parts of most farm machines are only a small part
f the outfit, and very often the repairs and adjustments can be easily made at rela-
Lvely small cost. On the other hand iidien the machine is badly worn, it may be chaap-
r to b\:iy the new machine than to repair the less efficient old one.
"Slack days remaining this spring should be taken advantage of to put ma-
linery in shape so that it will do first class work with a minimum of attention,
'ar and draft. Machinery instruction books are of special value in making repairs
id adjustments. Most companies are glad to supply new books if the old ones are
)st. Information on repairing and adjusting all common farm machines is contained
,1 Circular 3^9 » 'Farm Machinery^—Its Purchase, Care, Operation, and Adjustment,'
jiich may be obtained t^jon request from the college."
-M-
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farmers Slashed $70gi95'5 Off Corn Costs By Testing
Almost three-fourths of a million dollars was slashed off the cost of grow-
lifiTig com by fanners in 22 of the important com "belt covmties of Illinois last year as
a result of their testing their seed for germination and disease, according to figures
con^jiled hy J, C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
'Ifiiiversity of Illinois* The testing was part of a seed corn improvement program which
the college is conducting throughout the state in cooperation with county farm ad-
visers.
Farmers in the 22 counties who are enrolled in the com inprovement work had
ienoTJigh seed com tested to get 32,822 bushels of disease-free seed, or enough to plant
262,576 acres. It has been, established in tests made by the college that such seed
com cuts crop costs five cents a bushel, or about $2,70 an acre on the basis of aver-
age yields. The total saving on the 262,576 acres was $708,953'' I^ addition to hav-
ing their seed tested, many of the farmers followed such practices as seed com ciilling
'••and proper storage which also are recommended in the com improvement project.
Equally as much if not more seed is e:!qpected to be tested for this year's
jcrop as was the case last year, since seed com testing laboratories are running over-
itime to cope with a serious disease scourge in seed corn.
pasting of seed corn to get around the diseases which are estimated to be
jiestroying from I5 to 20 per cent of the state's annual corn crop was put under way by
the college in I925 with the holding of a seed com germination school here at Urbana.
lIcLean and McDonou^ counties had the first large seed testing laboratories and from
bhere the movement spread until now there are 20 or more of these laboratories operat-
ing in the state.
The millions of bushels of improved seed com which have resulted from this
TOrk have been worth $8.75 ^ bushel to farmers, even if the more efficient yields
^ich resulted from that seed are valued at no more than 25 cents a bushel. More
:han 60 per cent of the .farmers in the 22 counties are attempting to follow the
itility type standard for seed com which is recommended in the project and more than
)7 per cent of them are field-picking their seed corn instead of following the old
Practice of letting the job slide until com husking time or later.
Seed corn testing and storage is most advanced in Pord county, judging from
;he fact that a total of 6,500 bushels stored and tested in that county in 1931 ^as
inough to plant almost UO per cent of all the com grown. The 21 other counties,
'anked according to the percentage of total com acreage planted to disease-tested
ised were Greene^ Sangamon, Kankakee, Champaign, Woodford, Macon, DeWitt, Kendall,
^ogan, McDonough, Iroquois, Brown, Moultrie, Menard, Christian, Pike, Grundy, Adams
jaSalle, and Henry,
-M-
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Apples Will Heed Extra Protection Agiainst 1932 Scab
Last fall was highly favorable for the development of scab in Illinois
I apple orchards, and consequently growers with scab-susceptible varieties will need to
,
put on two pre-bloom sprays of s-ulphtir instead of one in ordsr to be safe, according
to R. S, Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the College of Agricxdture,
Ifiiiversity of Illinois.
The two sprays—a pre-pink and a pink, or cluster bud, spray—will need to
ibe put on such varieties as Red Delicious, Snovr, or Famuese , Mcintosh, Ben Davis,
Gano , Red June sind others that scab badly. The pre-pink spray is applied five days
•before the pink spray.
'j "Control of scab and first-brood codling moth will be the two chief problems
-'Of the Illinois apple grower this spring. This means that his spraying must be done
thoroughly and at the proper time. Ordinarily, four or five sprays will give cleaner
fruit in northern Illinois than eight or ten sprays in some orchards of southern II-
'ilinois. This is true because weather conditions in northern Illinois are favorable
to apple production and unfavorable to insect and disease development.
"Scab is controlled by using lime sulphur in the pink, or cluster b-ud,
stage of the apple and again in the calyx period, or at a time when three-fourths of
ithe petals have fallen. On varieties that scab badly it will be necessary this year
Ito apply an earlier, or pre-pink, spray. Lead arsenate is used in the calyx spray,
:]but it is not used in the pre-pink or the pink spray.
"There is a choice in the kind of lime sulphur that can be used for scab
control. The grower can use 2 gallons of liquid lime sulphiir or S pounds of dry lime
sulphur to 100 gallons of water. A new material known as flotation sulphur also can
jbe recommended and is used at the rate of S poxonds of the dry form or l6 pounds of the
|sa,ste form to 100 gallons of water. Recent experimental work by the department of
i'aorticulture has shown that flotation sulphur is excellent for scab control and at the
[same time injures the foliage and fruit less. Flotation sixLphur is a good material to
Use in G-rimes, Jonathan and CJolden Delicious, varieties that are susceptible to lime
jsulphur damage.
]
"More detailed ir»formation concerning spraying can be obtained in the col-
lege's newly revised circular 38S, ^Directions for Spraying Fruits in Illinois,'"
-M-
Upset Of Theory About Creosoting Benefits Farmers
There was good new for Illinois land owners in the recent upset of the old
heory that treating fence posts and other wood with creosote to prevent decay made
I'hem more highly inflammable, according to L. E, Sawyer, forestry extension special-
jst of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Illinois State
tjatural History Survey* Farmers of the state are constantly having to replace fence
ijosts because of decay, but they have been skeptical of the creosote treatment be-
ause it is common practice in this state to bum out fence rows each year, Sawyer
aid.
A five-mile stretch of pressure-creosoted pine posts along the Gulf,
olorado and Sante Fe Railroad right-of-way, now in service ik years, holds the proof
f how the treated material resists ordinary fire. It is the practice of the railroad
3 clear its right-of-way annually by setting fire to the grass or weeds and letting
|t burn itself out. A recent examination of the posts revealed that all were in
3und condition and from general appearances good for many years to come,
"It has been the experience of many railroad engineers that losses of fence
>]5sts by grass fires have been materially reduced in sections where treated posts
ive replaced untreated posts. They also have found that after a period of seasoning
le creosoted posts are much harder to set on fire than the untreated in which slight
cay has set in,"
-M-
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i^ree Banding Produces Record In Codling Moth Control
i^^ The greatest advance of the past five years in the control of codling
noth, which last year deinaged Illinois orchards to the extent of a million dollars,
has been made with a comparatively new method of warfare, it is reported by M. D.
Farrar , of the Illinois State ITatural History Survey.
Between 17,000,000 and 16,000,000 codling moths ^hich otherwise would now
be threatening orchards vrere desiroyed last year through the use of chemically treated
bands around trees, he said. Experiments T^ith the treated bands and other methods
of control are being carried on cooperatively by the survey and the experiment sta-
tion of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois to stem increasing damage
by the codling moth during the past two years. It has destroyed from 5 to 35 percent
of the commercial apple crop.
Approximately 700,000 linear feet of bands "ere used by Illinois orchard-
-sts last season, sind counts made in different orchards showed an a\'-erage kill of 75
insects a band. In orciiards where the insect is abtmdant , as many as 1,400 worms,
cr larvae, have been taken from a single band.
Counts made during the winter revealed that as many as 85 percent of the
over-wintering worms on a tree may seek shelter under the bands. Destruction of
'these worms greatly reduces codling moth damage the following season.
Over-wintering worms that are not destroyed produce adults, or moths, in
late April and Ivlay. The young worms from these adults begin to appear the first part
3f Ma^. This generation becomes full grown in J^one and transforms to start the
second generation during early July. If weather conditions are favorable, a third
'^generation starts developing during August.
Spraying alone will not give complete control in heavily infested orchards.
It is in such orcliards that banding ia most practical.
I
To be most useful the bands should be applied by the time the first spring
'iTorms are grown, that is, by the first to fifteenth of June. All worms taken at that
time will prevent the deposit of from 50 to 80 eggs by each adult female moth.
For a band to work effectively all loose bark must be scrapped from the
tree. This forces the worms to seek the band as a place of shelter.
Bands are of two types, a treated, or self-working, and a non-treated band.
The best non-treated band can be made from a strip of tar paper four inches wide,
ihis band is fastened snugly around the tree trunk and held in place by one or more
Dill poster tacks. During the season when the larvae are entering the bands, the un-
treated ones must be examined every two or tiiree weeks and all worms destroyed. TTnere
Labor is not a costly item, this band gives satisfactory results.
The treated, or self-working, band has been most practical for the commercial
irchardist. It is made from 4-inch strips of corrugated paper, waterproofed and treated
'ith a chemical that will kill the worms which enter the band. Bands fully treated
';an now be bought from manufacturers or can be prepared by the grower at a reasonable
|;ost.
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Spr ing Dairying Question s Answered for Herd Ovrners
Spring conditions affect dairy cows and as a result there are a number of
questions on the minds of cream and milk producers at this time of year. Quite fre-
quently loner cream tests are associated with the arrival of spring. Cream producers
are at a loss to understand why the cream test should be lovrer when the separator has
not been changed. Turning cov/s on past-are and the freshening of a large number of
c»ws at this time of year UBualiy cause quite a flush in milk flor; with a lower test
for the herd milk. A decrease in the percentage of fat in the milk will cause a de-
I
crease in the cream test.
Off-flavors and odors in milk and cream are comnon diiring the spring and
lare the source of heavy loss, w'ild onion and garlic- infested pastures are the most
icommon and serious cause of off-flavors at this time. I^e and other grasses may im-
part grassy flavors, but they are not seriously objectionable and are easily eliminated.
Taking cows off rye or other green feeds that impart grassy flavors one or two hours
before milking will usually eliminate the trouble. Garlic flavors are much more seri-
iOUs and are more difficult to eliminate. Much of the trouble comes early in the
ispring before the grass has made eno'ijigh growth to fiornish plenty of feed. Turning
'COWS on garlic-infested past\ires too early in the spring is poor dairy practice.
lEeeping the cows off such pastures until the grass makes a good growth is an aid in
Icontrolling garlic flavors. Taking the cows off garlic- infested pastures four to
Iseven hours before milking will also eliminate most of the trouble.
Turning cows on pasture gradually, avoiding a sudden change from dry to
succulent feed, waiting lontil the gra^s has made sufficient growth, and feeding some
dry feeds for a time are practices that will largely eliminate grassy and most weedy
'flavors in milk.
After a few warm spring days, milk producers sometimes wonder why their
Imilk graded B or C instead of A, or wl:iy the buyer objected to it. Lack of proper
cooling is usually the answer. This applies to producing good cream as well as high
Ijuality milk. If milk is cooled to 55 degrees or lower as soon as it is drawn and
• Ifcept at low temperature -antil delivered, most of the low-quality milk trouble will
ae eliminated.
Only the heavy producers need some grain when the pastures are succulent
duad abundant, farm grains alone may be used at this time of year and should usually
136 fed at the rate of one pound of grain for each five or six pounds of milk produced
laily.— C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist, College of Agriculture, University
)f Illinois.
Better Practices Add $1 ,265 A Year To Farm Incomes
Average gains of $1,265 a year were made in the net incomes from 25 central
Illinois farms as a result of better practices and improvements adopted in the organi-
sation and operation of the farms, over a period of six years according to results o^
"arm management studies which iiave just been re^oorted by the College of Agriculture,
fniversity of Illinois in a new circular, "Farm Practices Tliat Pay." Authors are H.
!. M. Case, chief in farm organization and management, and M. L. Mosher , assistant
i|;hief. Eighteen years of investigations conducted by the department are used as the
|)asis for the circular. Most of the practices to which the differences in farm income
'ere traced have been advocated for many years by the college.
-M-
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Two Nev7 Sprays Lessen Injiiry Caused By Lead Arsenate
Serious injury which lead arsenate sprays heretofore have sometimes done to
,
peach trees can be lessened by two different types of spray applications, according
to results of spraying experiments conducted by the experiment station of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
In one case it was found tliat when zinc sulphate and lime, a combination
known as zinc bordeaux, was used in conjunction rith the lead arsenate, injury was
reduced to a minimum. In another case a special dust consisting of lime, lead arse-
nate, sulphur and oil did not cause the injury which resulted from the wet sprays,
although the dust contained the necessary arsenical.
w Lead arsenate injury to peach trees was especially serious in 1931, accord-
ing to Dr. H. i7. Anderson, associate chief in pomological pathology, who Tras in
charge of the experiments. In many orchards more damage was done by the sprays than
would have been caused by the insects and diseases for which the sprays were applied.
The reverse usually is true, but it so happened in 1931 that there were few insects
• and. diseases, and weather conditions i.7ere unusually favorable for arsenical injury.
In addition to causing a dropping of leaves, arsenical injury may b^.rn the
tips and edges of the leaves or cause a "shot hole" spotting effect. Twigs may be
injured, resulting in dead areas around the buds and subsequent death of young buds.
The zinc sulphate-lime combination vrhich reduced arsenical injury to a
iininimum is used at the rate of 8 pounds zinc sulphate and 8 pounds hj'drated lime to
ilOO gallons of water. This material originally was designed to control a bacterial
iJdisease of peach. Applications for this purpose were made at two-week intervals
Ibetween petal fall and harvest. Since this disease is not expected to be serious in
11932, growers are advised to use the zinc sulphate-lime only when lead arsenate sprays
are to be applied. Zinc s^alphate is cheap, so that the cost of protection against
arsenical injury would be low.
Orchards should be well cultivated and fertilized as a supplementary measure
against arsenical injury, in view of the fact that weak trees are more in danger than
vigorous ones, Dr. Anderson recomrjiended.
-M-
Bouquets Hung On Apple Trees May Make Them Produce
Apple gro-,7ers can make the most of what fruit buds escaped the late spring
eeze by using bouquets for pollenizir^g certain varieties, according to R. L- Md«Iunn,
of the pomology division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Ivlany of the better known varieties are self-sterile, that is, they will not
set fruit when pollinated with their nwn pollen. '<7hen trees of such varieties are
grown by themselves, very little or no fruit is harvested. The planting of other
varieties that are congenial with t/.e non-f riaitful varieties will make the latter bear
when the new variety commences to bloom. This takes several years, but in the mean-
time bouquets can be used to hasten production on the non-fruitful trees.
"Limbs up to one-half an inch in diameter ""hich are producing an abundance
of flowers are cut from varieties producing congenial pollen. The limbs should be
removed just as the first florers are opening. Several of these bouquet limbs are
placed in a bucket of water and the bucket hung in the tree to be pollinated. If
enough buckets and bouquet wood are available, more tiOan one should be placed to a
tree.
"In large blocks of a single self-sterile variety an armful of bouquet
?ood can be placed in tubs or barrels of water which have been placed in the tree
rows. One such bouquet an acre has given good results when placed about 20 feet
in front of bees spaced at the rate of one hive to the acre. "iThen no bees are placed
in the orchard, more than one large bouquet an acre is advisable."
i -M-
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Corn Heturns Go U£ 22 Cents iffhen Eogs Q-et Protein
Twenty-two cents a bushel was added to the net profits from corn that was
fed hogs by supplying a protein mixtijjre of tankage and linseed meal along with the,
corn instead of following the usual practice of feeding little or no supplement,
according to resnlts of an experiaent announced by Dr. W. E. Carroll, cnief in
swine husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
There is a s:rong tendency now for hog raisers to skimp on protein, be-
cause most farjis raise no satisfactory protein supplements for fattening nogs, and
what is fed must be bought , Dr. Carroll explained.
Two lots of pigs were self-fed shelled corn on nixed pasture. The pasture
for each lot was one acre in size and contained about one-tiiird rape, a little
clover and alfalfa, but was mostly bluegrass. Both the pigs and the pasture were
just fair. The only difference between the two lots was that one was self-fed a
mixture of tankage and linseed meal in addition to the shelled corn, while the other
was fed only corn.
After allowance was made for the initial value of the pigs at the time
i they went on feed and for labor, equipment, overhead and other costs, the one lot
of pigs paid market price for the supplement and 47 cents a bushel for all the corn
eaten, while the pigs that liad no supplement paid only 25 cents a bushel, or 22
i cents less, for their corn.
I
The pigs fed supplement were ready for market in 112 days when the Chicago
1 price for hogs of their weight, 200 pounds, was $5 a hundred pcands. The pigs that
aad to make their gains on corn and pasture weighed only 179 pounds after being on
feed 182 days. Two were r\mty and several others were in poor condition. On the
day this lot was finished, choice hogs of their weight were worth $4 a hundred in
Chicago, or $1 less than the value of the other r;ogs 80 days earlier.
-M-
VTheat Crop In 1932 Will Not Match B-Jmper 1951 Crop
Indications now are that there is very little chance for the 1931 b-umper
crop of winter wheat in Illinois to be> duplicated this season, according to R. C.
Ross, extension specialist in agricultural econonics at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois,
Estimated production for this year, based upon the acreage seeded and tne
April 1 condition of the crop, is 23 million bushels, or only 53 percent of the 1931
harvest and 75 per cent of the five-year average for 1927-1931, he reported. A big
factor in the anticipated reduction in Illinois was the 22 per cent decrease in acre-
age seeded to winter wheat last fall, Ross explained. This was one of the most
•drastic acreage cianges in recent years.
: April 1 condition of the Illinois crop, while considerably below that for
•'.the corresponding date in 1931, is still much better than the six-year average for
1926-1931. Actual liarvestings may be either above or below present indications, de-
pending upon '^eather conditions between now and cutting time, Ross said.
-M-
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Insect Losses Of Millions Are Target Of HeTr Circular
A tajc of four or five million dollars is collected annually in Illinois
by insects tiiat damage vegetable crops, according to a new circular which the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just issued as a means of helping
gardeners and truck growers save these losses.
The new publication is entitled, "Insects Feeding on Truck and Garden
Crops and How to Control Them." It was written by C= C. Compton, entomologist of
the Illinois State Natural History Survey, in cooperation with the college horti-
cultural department.
Truck growers and gardeners are paying more attention to losses caused by
insects than they did a few years ago and they will have to fight these pests even
harder in the future if the growing of vegetables is to be profitable, according to
the circular. No vegetable crop is without its pests. Damage ranges from 10 per
cent or less on some crops to 50 per cent or more on others. Occasionally an entire
crop is lost.
Both spraying and dusting systems and cultural methods that laave been
found most effective in combating the more common insect pests of truck and garden
crops are described in the circular. Important points in the life history, together
with a brief description of each insect, are given in order that the grower may
apply control measures rjore intelligently. Each insect is considered in the order
of its importance under the crop upon which it is usually most abundant and destruc-
tive.
The "rogues' gallery" of the circular includes insect pests of cabbage and
related crops, potatoes, svreet corn, tomatoes and eggplant; cucumbers, melons, squash
and pumpkin; onions, peas and beans; asparagus; beets, spinach, lettuce, celery and
dill; carrots and parsnips; horse-radish and sweet potatoes. There also is a sec-
tion on insecticides.
-M-
Local Limestone May Be "Cure For Low Crop Yields
A number of Illinois counties have deposits of good quality limestone and
might well follow the lead of Henderson and other counties in getting more efficient
, crop yields, according to C. M. Linsley , soils extension specialist of the College
i of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Much of the land in the state is so acid
^ that it must be limed before it will grow the necessary soil-building legume crops
successfully, he explained.
A local limestone crusher at Gladstone, in Henderson county, was an impor-
I
tant factor in maintaining the tonnage of limestone used in that county last year in
I
spite of the ^mrd times on the farm. The total tonnage used in 1931 was 3,134 tons,
as compared with 3,251 tons in 1930.
The plant was opened early last spring and furnished a finely ground, high
quality stone at from $1.10 to $1.20 a ton at the quarry. The problem of handling
was solved when local truck men contracted to deliver this limestone to the farm at
.a reasonable price. As a result, farmers were able to buy limestone delivered to
i their farms at a total cost of $1.50 to $2 a ton. This was below the price of lime-
I stone delivered to the railroad station. In addition, the cost of hauling had to be
ad.ded to the shipped- in limestone. Another advantage of using a local supply of
limestone is that the material can be obtained in any amount and at a time when it
can be spread without difficulty.
I'
Farm advisers in counties having deposits of good quality limestone are
'encouraging the crushing of this limestone for local use. As a result, a number of
counties are producing more limestone locally than they are shipping in from commer-
cial producers.
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Veteran Farmer Sets High Record For Use Of Limestone
An 84-year-old farmer, D. M. Hardy, of Monroe county, is being credited
with a new all-time record for the use of limestone in a state which is, itself,
the leading limestone user of the country, according to C. M. Linsley , soils exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
An order for 3,400 tons, or about 85 carloads, of limestone which Mr.
Hardy placed last year has been spread on 1 ,000 acres of acid land belonging to
him. The record is considered all the more unusual in the face of present low
prices for farm products, and Hardy admits that it is a rather large amount of lime-
stone to be used at one time. "However, my experience with limestone tunning over
several years has been that it is one of the highest paying farm practices that has
been developed for modern agriculture. If a degree of prosperity ever does return
to the farm, I calculate that these farms will be in a position to show better re-
turns than they otherwise would. If the depression continues they should be in a
better position to hold their own under aiverse conditions."
Hardy already was around 50 years old before investigators of the College
of AgricultTore , University of Illinois had succeeded in establishing the need for
limestone on much of the farm land in the state. Subsequent teaching and demonstra-
tion work by the college so stimulated the use of limestone that farmers have spread
millions of tons to correct soil acidity so that soil building legumes could be
grown to pave the way for more efficient crop yields.
Hardy took advantage of all the modern improvements that have been made
in the use of limestone since the practice was first introduced. For one thing, he
got directions from his county farm adviser, C. A. Hughes, and then carefully tested
and mapped his fields under the plan which is being sponsored throughout the state
by the extension service of the agricultural college. This testing and mapping not
only shows where limestone is needed but also how much should be put on. If Hardy
had put on a uniform application of three tons an acre, that part of the land which
needed four tons would still have been too acid to grow clover.
-M~
Farm Wages How Lowest Since 1911 But Still Off Line
Altho-ogh farm wages are the lowest they have been in Illinois since 1911,
hired labor costs are still relatively higher than prices of most farm products, and
consequently farmers are hiring as little labor as possible, according to R. C. Ross
extension specialist in agricult-'oral economics at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
"ffages of hired labor represent one of the more flexible places in the
farm business where adjustments in cash expenses can be made readily. The reduced
demand for hired labor and the smaller wages being paid indicate that Illinois
farmers are making such adjustments. The demand for farm labor in Illinois on
April 1 was only two-thirds normal, according to figures just released by the fed-
eral bureau of agricultural economics."
-M-
Institute Of Cooperation Opens July 18 In The East
The eighth annual session of the American Institute of Cooperation will be
held July 18 to Aug'ast 13 on the campus of the University of New Hampshire, Durliam,
according to an announcement received by Dean H. W. Mumford, of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Those interested in later announcements and fur-
ther information may obtain them from the secretary's office, American Institute of
Cooperation, 1731 Eye Street, Korth'7est
,
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Costly Shri nkage In Com Traced To Soil Conditions
Shrinkage of corn between the field and market, which represents a consid-
erable loss on the nine million or more acres of Illinois' principal crop, can be
much reduced by growing the crop on productive soils or by making the soils produc-
tive with suitable treatment. This has been established as a result of studies
which Dr. F. C. Bauer, chief in soil experiment fields, and other investigators of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, have made on a large number of
soil experiment fields located in different parts of the state.
Highly productive soils of the com belt section of the state produced corn
of such quality during the past four years that only 73-3 pounds of ear com at husk-
ing time were required to make a bushel of No. 2 shelled corn. On the other hand,
on some of the dark soils in northern Illinois, 81 pounds were required. The gray,
flat soils of southern Illinois were still less efficient, 90. 8 pounds being required
on these soils.
Thus, farmers with soils like those in the first group would have to take
from the field about IO5 bushels of corn, in the second group II6 bushels, and in the
third group about I30 bushels for every 100 bushels of No . 2 shelled corn they took
to market.
In other words , the farmer in the first case must husk an extra bushel to
cover shrinkage for every 21 bushels he hauls to market; the farmer in the second
case an extra bushel for every 6 that goes to market , and in the third case an extra
bushel for every 3 taken to market.
Soil treatment was shown to be a big factor in reducing shrinkage losses.
On soils in the first group; that is, those in com belt section of the state, use
of manure reduced the pounds required to make a bushel of No . 2 shelled corn to 71«o
pounds, or a reduction of I.7 pounds from wliat it was with no treatment. This was
enough to reduce the shrinkage loss to 1 bushel for every U2.5 taken to market. In
the second group of soils the pounds of corn required to maize the equivalent of a
bushel of No. 2 shelled corn at husxing time was reduced from 81 pounds without
treatment to 7U.7 pounds with a treatment of manure and limestone. This was enough
to reduce the shrinkage loss to 1 bushel for every 15 taken to market. On the gray
soils of southern Illinois a treatment of manure and limestone reduced the pounds
required from 9O.8 pounds to 79.6 pounds. This was enough to reduce the shrinkage
loss to 1 bushel for every 7 taken to market, which is in marked contrast to 1 in 3
without treatment.
-M-
Spring Culling Is Ch^ance To Cash In On Feed Hens Ate
Three crates of hens which William Zeigler, a Jackson county farmer living
near Murphysboro , recently culled out of his flock and shipped to market, netted him
$Ul, or the equivalent of I75 bushels of corn, after all shipping expenses were paid.
Such spring culling as this, while the market price for live fowls is still favorable,
is one way that most farm flock owners can help offset the unpaid feed bills which
poor layers have run up on thera during th^ past winter, according to H. H. Alp,
poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
i' —
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Sheep Raisers Hope For Wool Manufacturinis: Activity
Wool growers of Illinois are on the verge of another wool marketing season
hoping for a recovery in the wool manufacturing industries such as occ\irred in the
spring of 1931, according to R. C. Ross, extension specialist in agricultural econ-
omics at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
As it is now, a somewhat lessened consumption coupled with an unusually
large production is keeping the current farm prices of wool low, he explained.
Sheep numbers in the United States have increased steadily since I922 with
a consequent expansion in wool production. Growers of the United States in 1931
supplied 90 par cent of the co\intry' s requirements for comhing and clothing wools as
compared to U9 per cent in 19^3 • Imports of wool in 1931 were the smallest in more
than 30 years, yet were enoiogh to make the tariff effective. As a result, prices of
wool on a scoured basis in 1931 averaged 27.5 cents a pound more in Boston than in
London in the case of fine grades and 26.2 cents a pound more in the case of medi^um
grades.
Last year domestic consumption of wool was I9 per cent greater than in
1930 and only 5 per cent below the average consumption for the five-year period,
1925-1929' Because of the increased consumption and reduced imports in 1931 > dom-
estic stocks of clothing wools on April 1 were considerably smaller than a year ago,
despite the increase in production.
"This spring, however, activity in wool manufacturing industries is at a
low level and there are as yet no signs of a recovery similar to that in the spring
of 1931. Range and sheep conditions in the western states were below normal on
April 1, pointing to a slowing down in production for the coming year.
"Production has been increasing in other coiintries as well as in the United
States, and since consumption has not kept pace, world stocks of wool are large. At
present English woolen mills are active owing to the trade barriers imposed by a 5O
per cent tariff and abandonment of the gold standard. Mill operations in France,
Belgium and Germany, however, are much below standard.
"Competition in wool production is world wide. Only about 3O per cent of
the world's total production of clothing and combing wools comes from the Northern
Hemisphere. The other 7O per cent comes from countries south of the equator, where
shearing does not start until later in the year. The more important southern coun-
tries in wool production are Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Union of South
(Lfrica and Uraguay."
-M-
Good Pig Pastiire Is Now Worth $20 An Acre Anmjally
Twenty dollars a year is about the income from an acre of good pasture for
)igs at present prices, and Illinois farming systems ought to have more pastures like
'his, in the opinion of E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College
)f Agriculture, University of Illinois. "An acre of good alfalfa or clover pasture
rt.ll produce about 5OO pounds of pork besides w?iat gain is credited to other feed
that is given.
"Only about half as much high-protein feed, like the popular mixture of
ankage and soybean oil meal, is needed when pigs have good pasture. They also gain
'aster on pasture than they do in dry lot. Sanitary precautions are much more easily
^rried out on oasture.
"It is better not to crowd the pigs on a small pasture. Last year half of
Ihe farmers who kept hog records in cooperation with the college had an average of
[nly five pigs on an acre of pasture. They used less protein feed for each bushel
if corn and less total feed for each 100 pounds of gain than the other half of the
lecord keepers who crowded an average of 31 pigs on an acre. Pasture for pigs must
e kept green throughout the season. This is the most important quality,"
-M-
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Lack Of Shade Is Threat To Profit Paid By Livestock
Illinois now ranks third among all states in the aggregate value of live-
stock with a total valuation of $168,000,000. A little thing like the matter of
shade and comfort can have a lot to do with the returns which farmers get from that
investment, according to W. A. Foster, rural architecture specialist of the agricul-
tural engineering department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In
fact, some of the summer losses in gains and production charged to flies and short
pasture can be laid to lack of enough suitable shade during the hot, dry season, he
said.
"A plan for a practical shelter ^vhich can be moved from lot to lot can be
obtained through the agricultural engineering department. It consists of four posts
and a braced roof. These posts are bolted to shorter posts set in the gro\md. This
shade is easily moved by driving a wagon or truck under it, laying timbers across the
wagon or truck bed and bolting or nailing these to the posts of the shade. The bolts
holding the shade to the shorter posts in the ground are then removed. New posts
are set in the new location and the shelter bolted to them. This shelter usually is
built of a low or nearly flat roof. While roll or metal roofing usually is used,
most any roofing material will do.
"Another form of shade may be provided by setting four posts in the ground
in the form of a square or rectangle and building a brush or straw shelter on top of
them. Rain will pass through the brush, keeping the ground moist and free from dust.
However, a better shade may be built by constructing a rainproof roof.
"Nature originally supplied plenty of shade for livestock, but man in cut-
Iting these trees for lunber or fuel or in putting the land under the plow reduced
the shade to the few trees which escaped his axe. Wind and lightning have destroyed
many of these, leaving many fields and pastures without shade."
Southern Illinois Coming Into Own In Poultry Raising
In comparison with the famed Pacific coast poultry region, southern Illi-
aois undoubtedly offers more favorable opportunities for lower cost of production,
lower cost of feed and lower transportation charges to eastern markets, according
bo H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
3f Illinois.
Development of the southern Illinois area is expected to be furthered by
such steps as the recent organization of a county poultry association for Jackson
:ounty. William Zeigler, Murphysboro, was made first president. Like many other
southern Illinois counties, Jackson is especially well adapted for poultry farming
Jecause of its low priced land, good soil type, excellent climate and good railroad
sonnections with both New York and Chicago.
Farmers around Edwards county also are out to make poultry even more of a
lainstay than it has been during the past few years, according to Alp. A premiimi of
"ive cents a dozen over local prices frequently is being pocketed by flock owners in
jihat section under a plan whereby they are shipping eggs twice a week to New York on
[!, fast refrigerator freight service. In Albion l60 to 200 cases a week are being
Ishipped. The eggs are principally White Leghorn.
I Even with their premium of five cents a dozen the southern Illinois ship-
r»ers are still five or six cents a dozen short of the top price on the New York
larket
,
Alp said. They will be able to get an additional premium with an improve-
lent in the quality of the eggs they are shipping, he said.
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Illinois Cows Claim National Record For Efficiency
Illinois dairymen set what is believed to be a national record for effi-
ciency of production when a record number of 26,U02 cows enrolled in the state's
dairy herd improvement associations in I93I averaged 8,373 pounds of milk and 320.
U
pounds of butterfat
,
according to the annual report of dairj'' herd improvement asso-
ciation work just released by the College of Agriculture, Ifeiversity of Illinois.
C. S. Rhode and J. G. Cash, dairy extension workers in charge of the associations,
compiled the report.
This Was an improvement of 10,3 pounds of butterfat a cow over the 1930
state mark for Illinois and reflects an effort on the part of dairymen and farmers
to meet existing conditions, in so far as possible, by improved efficiency and lower
costs, Rhode explained. Even with the more efficient production, the returns from
each cow above the cost of feed lacked $1S.02 of equalling the return in 1930.
Sixty-two associations, the largest number that the state has ever'had,
were operating in the state in 1931. Likewise, the 1,3^9 members and the 26 ,U02 cows
established new high marks, Eliode reported. The associations are sponsored by the
extension service of the agricultural college as a means of furthering efficient and
iprofitable dairying practices.
I
Benefits T/hich the 1,3^9 members ai-e reaping from the work are indicated
by the fact that it v/as worth an average of $195 ^ year to 207 of the members who re-
plied to a question on this point, Tlie range in the yearly value placed vspon the
work by the herd owners replying was from nothing to $985. On the basis of an average
return of $195, the v/ork in I93I was worth $40,^99 to the 207 replying dairymen. This
Was a return of more than 276 per cent on an investment of $10,76U in membership dues
ind other association expenses.
Illinois' highest producing herd in 193^ set such a stiff pace that it es-
tablished Tfhat undoubtedly is a world's record for a herd of its size. The herd, 113
)Tirebred Holsteins owned by Elmwood Farms, Deerfield, captured the 1931 production
lonors among a record number of 1,3^9 herds enrolled in the state's 62 dairy herd im-
)rovement associations by producing an average of l6,307 pounds of milk and 592 pounds
)f butterfat a cow, according to the report.
Seven cows belonging to Buenger and Ludwig, Eureka, took the state honors
imong smaller herds, including all those of more than five cows and less than ten, on
in average production of 13,5U2 pounds of milk and 537 pounds of butterfat.
Leading this record field of cows was a purebred Holstein in the herd of
llmwood Farms, Deerfield, that produced 25,359 pounds of milk and 979 po-unds of but-
erfat during the year. The highest producing grade cow was a grade Jersey owned by
.eRoy King, Plainfield, that produced 13,323 pounds of milk and 687 pounds of butter-
I at.
Steady advancement in the dairying industrj^ of Illinois is reflected in the
act that during the past seven years the membership in dairy herd improvement asso-
iations was tripled to a new high record total of 1,3^9 herd owners and the number
f cows on test has more th^n doubled until the record is now 26,U02,
'
-M-
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"ramRd" Minerals Will Not Produce Super-Model Pips
Contrary to the mistaken idea of some farmers, liberal feeding of minerals
will not produce super-normal pigs excelling in rate of gain nor will it produce ex-
tra large and healthy litters, according to Dr. H, H. Mitchell, chief in animal nu-
trition at the College of Agricoilt-ure , University of Illinois.
"It is a waste of money to feed complex and expensive mineral mixtures at
any time or place or in connection with any ration, and it is a waste "both of money
and labor to feed any minerals, either sin5)le or complex, in addition to a ration
containing considerable amounts of such mineral-rich foods as milk, tankage or alfalfa.
"Young pigs suffering seriously from mineral deficiencies will become un-
thrifty and often will have an unnatural gait owing to stiffness in the joints. Their
appetite may fail slowly and they will root in the ground much more than usual. Their
bones may become weak and may fracture easily.
"While these symptoms maj* be reduced or even remedied entirely by feeding
proper mineral supplements, time and money will be saved by correcting the ration
before the pigs have been injured. Fortunately, a few simple rules cover all the
usual conditions of swine raising in the com belt states.
"First of all, corn or other cereal feed used should be siippl ement ed with
adequate amounts of good protein supplement, such as skimmilk, tankage, soybean oil
meal or linseed oil meal. Hations so si^iplemented will never be deficient in phos-
phorus
, and if an animal siipplement is used, the ration should not be deficient in
lime. Under all usual conditions such rations will have plenty of all other minerals,
except common salt.
"Second, the pigs shovild have good pasture, preferably alfalfa or clover,
and in the winter time they should be given liberal amounts of legume hay and shoulc'.
[get out in the stmlight , which favors calcium assimilation.
j
"Third, the pigs should have salt at all times, either alone or mixed 'nith
'.mineral supplements when needed.
( "Fourth, if protein supplements of plant origin are used and if good legu-
^ minous pasture or hay is not available, groiuid limestone should be mixed with the
1 salt in the proportion of 1 part salt to k of limestone.
-M-
Sanitation
.
Milk Key to gieckin'; Costly Chick 111
The highly contagious disease, coccidiosis, which takes a heavy toll in
young chicks at this season of the year, usuall}'' can be promptly controlled by feed-
ing dry or liquid skimmilk or buttermilk and practicing proper sanitation in the
brooder house and yards, according to the laboratory of animal pathology and hj'giene
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
There is no effective treatment for adult carriers of the disease. For
young chicks dry m.ilk should constitute UO per cent of the mash and liquid skimmilk
I
or buttermilk should be fed straight. These feeds should be before the chicks at all
times for a period of two weeks and should be supplemented daily with a small amount
^
of grain and green feed.
i Coccidiosis is a filth borne disease and consequently sanitation is the
foundation of control, it was pointed out by Dr. J. P. Torrey, assistant pathologist
of the Illinois State Department of Agriculture, r:ho is stationed at the laboratory.
Hence pronrot and regular cleanliness in the brooder house, hen house and yards is
very necessary. Contaminated soil is the most common means of spread, since the dis-
ease may live there for two or three years.
-M-
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$lg An Acre Is Added To Hay Profit By Use Of Potassium
Returns averaging $i+8 a ton have teen obtained from kainit , a potassium
bearing fertilizer costing $30 a ton, as a result of the profitable increases in
yields of hay which it has produced on the light colored soils of Illinois, accord-
ing to experiments reported by C. J. Badger, associate in soil experiment fields at
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The tests were made on soil experiment fields which the college maintains
at Ewing, Enfielc". , Ealeigli and Toledo, these fields representing the t^-pical light
colored soils in Illinois. The hay was a legume mixture of alfalfa, red clover,
alsike clover and tim.othy, seeded in oats and harvested for hay for following year.
A rotation of corn, oats, hay and wheat was follov/ed on all the fields.
Kainit was applied on all four fields at the annual acre rate of one-tenth
of a ton costing $3* Tli^ increnses in hay 3'"ield vere obtained on land treated with
crop residues, limestone, rock phosphate and kainit as corapared with land treated
with crop residues, limestone and rock phosphate.
The smallest increase on any of the four fields, on the basis of averages
for the past four years, was at Toledo, where the hay jrield was increased 7^0 pounds
an acre as a result of the kainit. The largest increase was at Haleigh, vtiere 1,US0
pounds an acre was added to the hay yield. The increase on the Ewing and Enfield
fields Was 1,2U0 pounis. The average increase on the four fields was 1,178 pounds
or nearly six-tenths of a ton.
This increase would be worth $!4-,80, valuing the hay at $2 a ton. On this
basis the increase from a ton would be worth $Ug, or j^ net of $1S above the $30 cost
of the kainit.
-M-
Cuxrrmt Worm Is Foe To Revival Of Small Fruit Crops
In the revival of bush fruit growing in Illinois, the most common insect
pest that will have to be coped vdth is the inroorted currant worm, says Dr. A. S.
Colby, chief in small fruit culture at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
This insect appears every year in Illinois and causes considerable damage.
As soon as the bush fruits come into full leaf in the spring, the adult fly appears
and lays her eggs end to end in rows along the principal veins on the undersides ox
the leaves* Gooseberry leaves ^eem to be better liiced than those of currant.
Hatching in about ten days, the lai'vae first eat small holes in the leaves
and soon devour the whole leaf. In a few daj''s they strip the bush of its foliage.
They are active and voracious feeders and should "oe checked at their first appearance.
The larvae may be destroyed easily by applying a spray of 1 pound of poir-
dered arsenate of lead in 5O gallons of water, preferably before the eggs hatch.
This amount is at the rate of 3 teaspoonfuls of the powder to 1 gallon of water.
Care sliould be taken to cover the lower leaves, becrv-se most of the larvae begin
their work there. If the spray is applied as the first blossoms are opening, enough
poison Tdll be retained by the foliage to kill the insects when they appear a few
days later.
A second brood appears about the time the frijit is ripening. For its con-
trol fresh hellebore powder ma;^ be dusted on the buslies at the rate of 1 ounce to 1
gallon of water. Care should be taken to see that the hellebore powder is fresh, be-
cause it loses its strength rapidly. It is not safe to use arsenicals at this period
of fruit development.
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State Relief Agencies Learn I^Ierit Of Wheat As Food
Possibilities of using part of the suiplus wheat to relieve those in need
of food have been brought to the attention of 5OO workers who are associated with
relief agencies in Illinois by Dean He W, M-umford, of the College of Agricultiire
,
University of Illinois. Sach of the workers has been sent a copy of a circular lately
issued by the home economics department of the college on the subject, "Some Ways of
Cooking and Using Whole and Cracked Wheat,"
A highly desirable low cost food is available in unmilled wheat, and any-
thing done to stimulate its wider use not only will aid those in need of food but
also should help materially in disposing of a surplus commodity, Dean Mi^nford said.
Many inquiries received by the college home economics department relative
to methods of cooking wheat led to the preparation of the circulat by a committee of
nutrition and foods specialists in the department. Methods and recipes given in the
publication have been tested in the laboratory and chosen as those most likely to
give palatable and otherwise acceptable prodiocts.
Most of the dietary essentials are fotind in the wheat kernel, but not
necessarily in the proportion that will "best promote good growth in children and
develop robust health and vitality in persons of all ages, according to home economics
authorities of the college.
However, generous quantities of whole wheat may safely be used daily if
judgment is used in supplementing the diet with those foods sxqpplying factors in which
iftieat is lacking. Vegetables and fruit may be ranked next in importance after grain
products and milk as constituents of an economical and wellwbalanced dieto They tend
to correct both the mineral and the vitamin deficiencies of the grain products and in
a sense they svtpplement the milk also, in that many of the vegetables and fruits are
rich in iron or vitamin C or both.
On account of the large amount of coarse, indigestible material in the
idiole wheat kernel, whole wheat should not be fed to infants, to young children nor
to adults suffering from digestive disturbances, according to the home economics
authorities. For those individuals the use of #ieat must be restricted to the highly
milled products,
-M-
Roosters Made Target Of Campaign To Save Millions
The ugliest rooster, the oldest rooster, the rooster with the longest spurs
and all the other roosters in Illinois are the target of a rooster day program irtiich
the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just
launched with secretaries of chambers of commerce in an effort to save farmers losses
running into millions of dollars.
These losses are caused by deterioration in fertile eggs, according to
a. fl. Alp, poultry extension specialist. Rooster days held in different towns of the
istate between June 1 and 11 are designed to rid the Illinois fresh egg trade of this
fertile egg menace during warm weather.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Qonditions P oint To Higher Eg^: Prices By Late Summer
Higher ar.d relatively good egg prices during the late siiinmer and fall may-
be hoped for by farmers and poultrymen on the basis of present storage activities,
current production and number of chicks being hatched, in the opinion of P. E,
Elliott, of the poultry husbandry division, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Storage stocks of eggs in the shell are approximately one-half of what
they were at the same time either in 1930 or 1931» However, in those two years
storage stocks were too heavy. Present stocks of frozen eggs, while under last year's
heavy supply^ are still much above the average for the past five years» On the other
hand, use of frozen eggs is showing a general increase from year to year.
As for current production, receipts of eggs on the four principal markets
during the first four months of the year were only lS per cent of what they were last
year.
The number of chicks produced by hatcheries during March was 5 per cent less
than last year, while total orders on hand were 12 per cent smaller than last year.
The number of eggs set by hatcheries dioring Marcli also was 5 P^r cent less than last
year. These decreases are light when compared to 1931 and may be partly offset by
heavier home hatchings. However, March, 193^1 hatchings were 3I per cent under those
!
of March, 1930 » 'the number of eggs set in I93I was 28 per cent less than in 1930 and
baby chick orders on hand in March, 1931» ^or future delivery were Ul per cent less
tl:iaji in I93O.
The number of early chicks hatched on the Pacific coast, which has been an
' important source of fresh eggs in the fall , has now shown heavy decreases for two
consecutive years.
It does not necessarily follow that poultry prices will show a pronounced
inci*ease, Elliott pointed out. In the first place, most poToltry prices already are
[high when con^jared to corapetin;:; meats. Hence, any general rise in price wovild un-
doubtedly restrict consumption. In the second place, late spring chicks will prob-
ably have more influence on the po\iltry market than they will on the fall egg market.
Present storage stocks of frozen poultry are a little heavier than they were at the
same time last year. Although present stocks of frozen poultry are considerably under
I the five-year average, competitive meat prices are such that no general early shortage
! can be expected,
-M-
^linois Horses In Best Shape Ever To Do Added Duty
Horse power on Illinois farms is in the best shape it has ever been to meet
the heavier demands now being made on it, as a result of an organized horse parasite
control caxnpaign which reached 129,109 horses and mules in 66 counties, or one-seventh
of all the horses said mules in the state, according to a report by Dr, Robert G-raham,
chief in animal patholo.gy and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. A total of 20,S51 farmers had their horses treated.
The campaign, which was directed against bots and ascarids , was conducted by
the extension service of the agricultural college in cooperation with graduate vet-
erinarians and other interested agencies.
Two hundred four veterinarians treated an average of 632 horses each. An
average of 1,956 horses v/ere treated in each of the 66 counties cooperating in the
can5)aign. This was the second year for the organized parasite control work,
Livingston county set the pace for the rest of the state when lU,65U horses
belonging to 2,288 owners were treated in that county, LaSalle, Champaign, McLean,
Iroquois, Ford, Tazewell, Mar shall-Putnam, Woodford, Edgar, Bureau, Grundy, Douglas,
Lee, Vermilion and Logan were other high counties in the order named,
-M-
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Safe T o. Work Horses Off Feed During Heat Waves
Htindreds of Illinois farm work horses which died during the torrid weather
of last summer prohalDly were "being worked when they were off feed, in the opinion of
J. L. Edmonds, chief in horse hushandiy* College of Agrictilture, University of Il-
linois, This is a dangerous and costly practice which fanners might well g\:iard
against this season, he said. At present prices it takes a good many bushels of oats
or com to replaxie a good, young, sound work horse, he pointed out.
"Msinagement and heredity are "both factors in producing good, hot weather
work horses. The inheritance of sound wind, high quality, a vigorous appetite and
an even, cheerful ten^jerament are all highly irrportant,
"For test results horses should he hrought to both their work and full ra-
tions gradually during the cool weather of early spring. The old precaution about
making haste slowly applies here. Hot weather rations should be ample and regular in
their supply of energy and should be easily digested. Rations which cause a dry dung
are not at all suitable, Oats, mixed hay and pasture after corn planting time will
fill the bill.
"During extremely hot weather a barrel of water and a pail should be taken
to the field for watering the horses. Horses should be worked shorter days and
stopped more often for rest in torrid spells such as visited the com belt last summer.
Work can be started at daylight and stopped before noon. When a horse refuses his
feed, he should be kept in the barn or in a shady pasture until his appetite comes
back. Otherwise, he is likely to topple over dead in the cornfield.
"There is not much danger as long as horses are sweating freely. The time
to be alarmed is when they dry up and start panting. They are still fvirther gone when
they reel at the walk and stand with legs braced and dropping ears. When the first
signs of overheating occur, the horse should be gotten into the shadeo Cold water ap-
plied to the head, spine and legs will help reduce teraperatvire. Serious cases require
the veterinarian. Prevention is cheaper and more satisfactory than a cure, A horse
once overheated, even though he apparently makes a good recovery, is never very use-
ful again at high temperatures,"
Too Thin Seeding May Lead To Failure Of Clover Crop
Skimping on seed is one of the often overlooked causes for the many fail-
vires of red clover crops in Illinois, in the opinion of L. B. Miller, associate in
soil experiment fields at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Eight
pounds of seed an acre is the common recommendation, but farmers ordinarily use only
five to six pounds , he said,
"If the si^jply of clover seed is limited it will be safer to cut down the
area seeded rather than thin the rate of seeding. Even under the best of field con-
f ditions many of the seeds sown fail to figure in the final stand. Once in a while a
good stand is obtained from a thin seeding, but it is risky to try it. Not less than
the eight pounds an acre should be seeded unless the seed bed is ideal.
"Last spring on the Schlagle farm in Bureau county, part of a field in
oats was seeded at the rate of ten pounds of red clover seed to the acre and the bal-
ance of the field at the rate commonly used by the farmer, five or six pounds. That
part of the field having the ten-pound seeding now has an excellent stand, while the
balance of the field was plowed for com because the stand of clover was so poor."
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Living Standards Protected liYhere Families Planned
Standards of living in those Illinois farm families that have planned and
regulated their affairs have not been lowered to any alarming extent by the contin-
ued stress of economic conditions. This is disclosed in a home account project
which the home economics department of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois is carrying on throughout the state to assist homemakers in balancing
expenditures with income and otherwise aid them in their financial problems.
As one homemaker reported, "Our home account keeping not only has helped
us, but has saved us."
More tlian 1,800 of the department's home account books have been bought
by homemakers in Illinois this past year, and 600 of these have been used in
organized home account groups. The project has been going for four years. Mrs.
djphith Crawford Freeman and Miss Ruth A. Wardall , head of the home economics depart-
' inent , :are in charge.
Representative families whose accounts were analyzed have kept up their
standard of living in the face of declining incomes by utilizing more of their own
raised food and fuel and by reducing expenditures for clothing, household operation
and automobiles, Mrs. Freeman reported.
The percentage of income spent for food in 1931-1932 was higher than the
year 'before, even with food costs lower, while the percentage of the total realized
income laid aside in savings was about the same for both years. The total amount,
§of course, would be less because of lowered income.
About three-fifths of the families whose accounts were analyzed are
financing home expenditures during this period of low farm prices by supplementing
their income by part time work, incomes from investments, and gifts. Many of these
same families have found it necessary to use past savings or borrow on life insur-
ance policies, although only five accounts show cancelled insurance policies.
An average reduction of approximately $400 in the income of these farm
families took place during the past year, according to indications in the accounts
which were analyzed. The average total money value of living for 159 farm families
for 1931-1932 was $1,791 as compared to $2,190 for a similar group in 1930-1931,
-M-
Dairyman Saving $48 a Month B^ Changing Feeding Plan
Savings of $48.58 a month which one McHenry county dairyman recently made
in his feed bill indicates the rate at which Illinois farmers and dairymen are
building up the efficiency of their herds thro-ugh dairy herd improvement associa-
tion work, it is pointed out by J. G-. Cash, assistant in dairy extension at the
1 College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Fifty-five of these associations
having 1,129 members who are the owners of 19,692 cows are now being sponsored
throughout the state by the extension service of the college. Before the McHenry
I
county farmer joined an association, he was using an unbalanced ration and feedixg
too much of it. Upon the advice of the tester, he changed to a balanced ration
[which was fed according to the production of the cows.
Primed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress ^Uy 8, I'JU. II. VV. Mumfohu, Diicctar.
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One Hundred Thousand Tree s Put Out In Reforestation
What is hoped will develop into an extensive reforestation program for Ill-
inois was put under way this spring when 100,000 trees were put out on 100 acres of
land in various parts of the state, it is announced by L. E. Sawyer, forestry exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Illi-
nois State Natural History Survey.
- There are more than three million acres in the state awaiting the develop-
ment of a reforestation program, Sawyer said.
Ahout half of the trees planted this spring were put out for the production
of Christmas trees, while the remainder were planted for the control of erosion or
for reforestation purposes.
Sixty-six thousand of the trees were planted in Livingston county, 25,000
in Piatt county, 4,000 each in Hardin and Schuyler counties, 2,000 each in Edwards
and Johnson counties, 1,000 in Jackson county and 500 each in Pope and Saline counties.
Trees planted for the production of Christmas trees consisted of Norway
Spruce, Douglas Fir and Colorado Blue Spruce. Within six or eight years these trees
iwill he merchantable and will yield far more an acre than could he realized from the
land with the majority of crops. Black Locust was used in the plantings that were
made for the control of erosion. While these trees are subject to the attack of a
iborer , they are by far the most desirable and satisfactory for the control of erosion.
Sawyer said.
Trees that were used in the reforestation of land that is better suited to
timber than any other crop were Shortleaf Pine, Loblolly Pine, White Pine, Red Pine,
White Ash, Tulip Poplar, Cypress and Black Walnut.
Among the farms on which a reforestation program was started this spring
was an Edwards county one which at one time was considered good agricultural land.
The owner has come to realize. Sawyer said, that the soil will not produce crops in
competition with the higher-valued land in the state. Other land owners throughout
the state are beginning to reforest portions of their farms that are either so rough
Ithat they cannot be farmed to good advantage or so wet that the productive capacity
of the land is questionable.
G-oing Out Of Date Does Not Happen To Big Team Hitch
Other things may go out of date, but not big-team hitches.
These outfits, which make for efficient use of power and labor on the farm,
are now being used most extensively in localities where their use was started the
longest time ago, it is reported by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The first big-team hitch demonstration in Illinois was staged by Robbins in
1923 with a six-horse team on the farm of Albert Oelze, near LeRoy in McLean county.
Other demonstrations have been given in that section since then. During the latter
part of April of this year, a count made in the LeRoy neighborhood showed 10 big-team
outfits plowing that day in 10 square miles. This was about one outfit to every
ithree fanns , the farms being large there. Some farms already had their plowing done,
ftoo.
Between Mendota and Princeton, where demonstrations were given four years
after the McLean county start , the count showed one outfit at work in every two square
niles. Between Champaign and Mattoon there was one outfit in every four square miles,
and between Yorkville and Mendota, where demonstrations had not been given, one outfit
'|.in every seven sqixare miles.
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Special Products Return Profits On Extra Butt erfat
IIH Many farmers are making money marketing their surplus butterfat in the form
of whipping cream, sweet cream butter, honey butter and other special products which
are easily prepared on the farm, according to R. J. Ramsey, of the dairy manufactures
I division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Sweet cream butter was originated to meet the demands of the housewife for
a very high grade product. It requires no equipment that is not used in churning
sour cream. However, the flavor of this butter is so mild and delicate that only the
very highest quality of sweet fresh cream can be used. Even the feed of the cows
must be watched carefully to avoid undesirable feed flavors. All milking utensils
and even the separator should be sterilized with boiling water each day before being
iused. If boiling water is not available, chemical sterilizers, such as bleaching
powder, may be used.
"The milk should be separated immediately after milking and the cream
.1 cooled to below 60 degrees. The cream must be kept cold until churned in order to
•prevent souring and to make churning easier. It is best to churn every other day,
provided enough cream is available. Sweet cream is somewhat harder to churn than
sour cream, so it must be aged at a low temperature for several hours before churning.
For this season of the year the churning temperature should be about 50 degrees.
•The churning should be stopped when the granules of butter are the size of
a wheat kernel. The buttermilk then should be removed and the butter covered with
fresh cold water. The churn should be revolved a few times, the rinse water removed,
'\aiid. the washing repeated. The butter is removed and placed on a chilled butter worker
fand worked \intil no moisture is visible in large droplets. Care should be taken not
to overwork it. Only a fine grade of butter salt should be used in salting it, as
table salt is likely to cause grittiness.
"If sweet cream butter is not salted, it may be made into honey butter.
This makes a delicious spread for those who like honey. It is made by adding one
pound of light-colored honey to one pound of soft cream butter. The two should be
well mixed and then placed in containers and put in a refrigerator to harden.
-M-
Two Worm Pests Threatening To Attack Illinois Corn
A considerable acreage of corn in Illinois is in danger of being damaged or
destroyed by wireworms and sod webworms this season, according to a warning to the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by J. H. Bigger, assistant entomolo-
gist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
"Replanting will be the only remedy where these insects do serious damage.
IHiat corn is still standing should not be destroyed when the replanting is being done.
It should be left for the worms to feed on. The old rows should be straddled and the
replanting done in the middles. In this way the new stand usually will develop enough
[to survive if the insects later leave the original stand and attack the newer corn.
Then, too, sometimes the final damage is not as severe as it appeared to be, and the
original plantings may be left when it comes time to cultivate out one of the two
jplant ings
.
"Wireworms have been doing increasing damage during recent years and are
[threatening to destroy considerable corn in Illinois this season. Fall plowing is
the best way to prevent their damaging corn that is to be grown on sod land. "Losses
from sod webworms have run high in Illinois corn fields during the past two years.
These worms are worst where sod land has been plowed in the spring and planted immed-
iately to corn. Corn on sod land that was plowed early. last fall probably will not
be damaged.
"
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Hessiaji Fly , Worst In Ten Years , Taking Heavy Toll
Wheat yields in many fields in the west central part of the state will be
rediaced 25 to 50 percent ty the Hessian fly, which is worse in Illinois this season
than it has heen for ten years, according to ff. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the
Illinois State Natural History Survey and of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
In the extreme southern, eastern and northern parts of the state, damage
i»dll not be so severe as it is in the west central section, he said.
A late and large spring brood, coupled with favorable weather conditions
:for the pest, is responsible for the lanusually heavy damage by the insect this spring,
'Flint explained.
"Warning of a heavy to moderate infestation of the fly in the west and west
.central parts of the state was sounded when the results of the Hessian fly survey
were put out through the press in August, 1931. This infestation persisted through-
out the fall and has spread eastward, northward and southward as a result of the
heavy spring brood.
"The fly is now in the flaxseed, or nearly full grown maggot, stage at the
ibase of the wheat plants and the tillers. Feeding on the present growing crop of
iwheat is practically complete, and no further damage will result. However, the damage
;already done will become more and more apparent as the wheat heads begin to fill and
jthe stalks, wealcened by the fly, break over and fall.
"Nothing can be done to reduce the damage in the growing wheat at this time.
Eowever, damage to next year' s crop can be prevented by following recommended precau-
;!tions. First, infested stubble that is not sown to clover or grass should be plowed
onder, at least six inches deep, as soon as possible after the wheat is cut and re-
Boved from the field. Second, all growth of volunteer wheat should be kept down
wherever possible. Third, sowing should be done late enough to avoid heavy fly iu-
;festation but early enough to withstand the winter. Average dates of seeding to get
the highest yield in different localities are available from farm advisers, the Il-
linois State Natural History Survey and the agricultural college. Fourth, strong-
stemmed varieties of wheat that do not break over easily shown be grown."
-M-
Many Farm Groups Will Visit U. Of I_. During June
Farm, folks of the state will lay claim to a full share of benefits from the
Jniversity of Illinois, in June, when between six and seven thousand of them gather
it the institution for the annual round of June meetings, tours and conferences.
The schedule follows:
University Junior Club Tour, June 8, 9 and 10,
Farm Advisers' Summer Conference, June 13, 14 and 15.
Vocational Agricultural Students' Judging Contest, June 17 and 18.
Vocational Agricultural Teachers' Conference, June 20, 21 and 22.
Open House Week, June 20 to 85.
-0-
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Illinois Defense Strips Com Borer of Some Threats
Although the com borer r)robably will advance closer to Illinois during the
coming season, it looms as less of a threat to the state's principal crop when it is
viewed in the light of "preparedness" experiments being conducted by the College of
Agricultiire, University of Illinois and the Illinois State Natural History Siirvey.
For one thing, the experiments have brought to light some strains of Illi-
nois corn which yield fairly high even when infested with as many as ten corn borers
to each stalk. Forty-five different strains of Illinois dent corn and 17 selections
of sweet com have been grown for one or more years in plots near Toledo, 0., to test
their performance under corn borer conditions.
Among the strains grown for four seasons, two known as F-1 365 (Holbert)
and Multiple Cross 517 (Holbert) continued to show low infestations and high yields,
indicating resistance to the insect. Three strains, Krug, Golden King and Gunn Wes-
tern Plowman, grown for three seasons, show both high infestation and high yield, in-
dicating tolerance and ability to yield despite the borer.
That some of these strains are going to yield well in spite of infestations
averaging 10 borers to the stalk was indicated when they were artifically infested,
rhe F-1 365 (Holbert) strain yielded 79.4 bushels an acre; Krug, 78.7 bushels; Multi-
_ple Cross, 68.1 bushels; and Golden King, 67,3 bushels. These yields were on the
.Ibasis of 15.5 per cent moisture.
I While the insect is continuing to advance toward Illinois, improved cultural
land mechanical methods of controlling it also are "aeing worked out for the use of far-
Iners. Although the pest had not been found in Illinois up to the start of the 1932
iseason, it was found in 1931 both in Kentucky to the south and Wisconsin to the north.
iPhe insect last year increased greatly in abundance in the older-infested regions of
)hio.
-0-
F. L. Rieke, address unknown , Is Obj ect Of Search
Who is F. L. Rieke?
Whoever he is and wherever he is, he is doomed to disappointment in waiting
'or some information unless he sees this and replies.
Like hundreds of other farmers hard pressed for infomiation and aid, he sent
in inquiry to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, but inadvertently
.eft off his address and all other means of locating him. There was no postmark on
,.he one-cent postcard on which his inquiry was written, so that he could not even be
jiraced by means of it.
All that the college officials Icnow is that he has some growing pigs and
lants an answer to the very pertinent question of, "Which is cheaper feed for growing
Idgs just after weaning: Hulled oats at $1 a hundredweight or corn and tankage at 75
ents a hundredweight"?
I
The answer is ready for him, but he is disappointedly thinking his inquiry
^.s being neglected, not Icnowing that his address is a mystery.
So many farmers are similarly disappointed through their failure to give an
.ddress on their inquiries that the college officials are malcing an effort to see if
t least this one case can't be cleared up.
All that Rieke need do in order to put his economy program in pig feeding
|.nto effect is to send his address to Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at
|he College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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Producinig: Richer M i Ik Is Problem of^ Many Dairymen
Producing richer milk is a problem now confronting many dairymen, as a re-
sult of higher standards on the milk markets and the need for more efficient produc-
tion, according to Dr. VI. L. Gaines, chief in dairy cattle at the College- of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois.
The quidc way of meeting the problem is to sell some of the cows giving
low-testing milk and replace them with cows giving a high-testing product. The slow
way is to select bulls of higher-testing families and gradually breed up cows produc-
ing richer milk, he explained.
"Adding one or two high-testing cows can not be expected to have much effect
on the herd test. Even if half the herd were repla.ced, the most that could be expected
would be a half-way position between the cows retained and those added. As a general
proposition, higher-testing cows will give a somewhat smaller amount of milk. Conse-
quently, the herd test will fall below the mid-point of the two groups. As an example,
if the herd contains 100 cows giving milk testing 3.2 per cent butterfat, it would
take, on the average, 110 cows giving 3.8 milk to bring the herd test to the half-way
point of 3.5
"Improving the herd test through breeding is possible within certain limits.
It requires continued selection over a long time. An illustration of what can be done
by this means is found in the records of the Danish cattle breeding societies. Going
back to the early days of testing, the native cows in these societies in 1900 gave milk
testing 3.4 per cent butterfat. By continuous selection of the higher-testing and good
producing cows as a breeding stock, the test has gradually been increased until it aver-
ages 3.9 per cent butterfat at the present time. The milk is used very largely for
auttermalcing and for that purpose it was an advantage to improve the fat test. It
takes 5 per cent more feed to produce a pound of fat in 3.4 per cent milk than it
ioes in 3.9 per cent milk."
-0-
Drouth Produces Alfalfa Where It Had Been Given Up
| A rare occurrence growing out of the drouth of 1930 has just come to light
iln a report of investigations which the College of Agricultiire, University of Illi-
nois is making on certain of the soil experiment fields which it maintains in southern
Illinois.
These particular fields are representative of a large section of southern
jillinois land upon which the growing of the popular crop, alfalfa, is not recommended
pecause it usually fails to live through to the second year and make a crop.
j
Yet, with proper soil treatment, the very dry season of 1930 was responsible
'or fair 1931 yields of alfalfa hay on several of these fields, it was reported by C.
j[. Farnham, assistant in soil experiment fields. The alfalfa had been seeded in the
Ispring of 1930.
On the West Salem field, for instance, where a mixture of timothy, alsike
i;lover, red clover and alfalfa had been seeded on limed land in small grain, there
Iras a fair stand of alfalfa in 1931 in contrast to little or no growth of the other
jihree kinds of plants. Apparently, the timothy, alsike and red clover could not
^jrithstand the drouth like alfalfa did. A yield of almost two tons an acre of hay,
liostly alfalfa with some volunteer sweet clover, was harvested in 1931 from land that
lad been treated with manure, limestone and rock phosphate. Land that had been treated
j'ith manure and limestone yielded 1.32 tons of hay an acre, while no crop was produced
in the untreated land on the field.
-M-
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White Snalceroot Has Become Menac e Earlier This Year
Appearing earlier than usual, white snakeroot poisoning already has caused
livestock losses in Illinois and will need to "be guarded against from now on, ac-
cording to the animal pathologj"- and hygiene division of the College of Agricultui-e,
University of Illinois. Late summer and autumn usually are the worst times for the
trouhle. Then the white snakeroot weed, which does the damage, is green and inviting
to pastured livestock when pasture grasses are dry and dead.
The fact that the poison may be present in the milk or milk products of dairy
cattle before the animals actually show symptoms presents a serious problem in protect-
ing people in rural communities against the disease, it was pointed out. In cities
the milk supply is made up from such a number of farms that the danger of milk sick-
ness in man is practically elimina.ted.
"Pastures should be examined for the poisonous white snakeroot plants, and all
livestock kept off infested places. Cattle, sheep and horses are most susceptible.
The poisonous variet;/ of white snalceroot is widely distributed in woodland pastures
in the state. In the more highly cultivated, agricixLtural sections, it has been found
in orchard pastures on several occasions.
"The plant is a slender, erect, perennial herb which ^rows from one to five
feet high. The leaves of the white snalceroot stalk are opposite each other, are three
jto five inches long, broadly ovate, with sharply-toothed, or serrated, leaves. The
|leaf stems are about one-fourth to one-half as long as the leaf. Each leaf has three
nain veins which extend from the base and which give off many branches. These veins
jare prominent on the under surface. In the late summer the while flowers of the plant
appear as compound clusters having eight to thirty flowers."
-M-
Q-erman Cherries Obtained To Bring Back Prized Fruit
Sources as far away as Germany are being drawn upon by the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois in experiments to re-establish the growing of sweet and^
sour cherries, which are much prized for a variety of uses as well as for pies. Much
promise in the way of cherry tj'pes especially adapted to raid.west conditions is held
)ut by early results of the experiments, M. J. Dorsey, chief in pomology, and R. L.
{cMunn, assistant, are in charge.
What the investigators are trying to do is to select and develop hardier stocks
IS a means of overcoming winter injury. Heretofore, trunk and crotch injury resulting
Trom low winter temperatures have been serious factors limiting the growth of both
sweet and sour cherries in Illinois and the midwest. These injuries have shortened
:he life of cherrv orchards, therebv making the fruit expensive and discouraging the
i^rowing of the crop.
In addition to a young orchard of selected varieties on special stocks which
ilready has been developed, the investigators this past year imported bud sticks of
L3 cherry types from Germany with the assistance of Fred Messraer, Mattoon.
In addition to the bud wood of these varieties, seed also was obtained from
ihe fields about Bel sen, Wurtenberg, Gemany. The climate of that region is rather
rigorous, and it is hoped that hardier types will apear from this material.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Feed " Savers " Are About Worthless In Spite Of Claims
Elaborate and mysterious commercial devices which are being sold to farmers
for saving feed by predigesting or fermenting it are practically worthless, according
to Dr. H. H. Mitchell, chief in animal nutrition at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
"If a farmer accepts the extravagant claims made for the pre-digestion or the
fermentation of feeds by these high-priced, secret-formula mixtures, he does so simply
because it is easier to believe than to investigate, especially if it is a case of be-
lieving what he hopes may be true.
"It is true that one-half or more of the total nutrients in good farm rations
are wasted by the animal either as indigestible material or as extra animal heat, but
the devices which are being offered the farmer haven't yet solved the problem of re-
ducing this wastage. Nutrition laboratories have tested many methods of preparing
feeds. While improvements can be made in producing a more complete digestion, the
extra labor and expense involved have in most cases more than offset the increased
digestibility obtained.
"Elaborate equipment is being sold for the 'pre-digestion' of feed for horses
and cattle. The use of this equipment is claimed to make enormous savings in feed
bills. The feed is thoroughly soaked with water and mixed with a mysterious 'con-
verter'.
,
which in 2h hours or more will, it is claimed, render the feed much more di-
gestible. Nor has the inefficient pig been overlooked by the manufacturers of these
devices. A number of mixtures are on the market which when mixed with ground grains,
jr even oat hulls, and water and allowed to steep for several hours will, it is claimed,
ferment the feed and make it much more digestible. In the former case the 'converter'
|is said to contain enzymes which do the work, while in the latter case, the fermenta-
'tion is brought about by yeasts.
"Unfortunately, neither the 'converters' nor the yeasts can attack the indi-
gestible woody material which is the main cause of feed wastage. If these agents pro-
iuce any considerable chemical change it is simply a change in the starches and sugars
jf the feed, which the animal itself has no difficijlty in digesting."
-M-
Hut Rai sing Stirs Up More Interest Than Fruits Draw
An infant industry, nut growing, is developing so fast that the interest in it
overshadowing the interest in frait growing, which is extensive and long established
p Illinois. Three nut propagation demonstrations recently'- held by the extension ser-
rice of the College of Agricult^ore, University of Illinois drew larger average crowds
ihan have attended fruit production demonstrations during the past thj~ee years. The
lemonst rations were in charge of R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist, and
»• E. Sawyer, forestry extension. Greene, Gallatin and Cumberland counties were the
lenters of the demonstrations.
-M-
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Fruit Prices Will Reward guardiig Small 1932 Crop
Illinois poach and apple growers are optimistic about reasonably good prices
for their fruit tliis fall, in view of the light crops which are now predicted. For
this reason, special care nay well be taken to protect and make the most of such
fruit as the grower may have, it is pointed out by Dr. H. W. Jjiderson, associate
chief in pomologicc.1 pathology, .and P.. S. Marsh, horticultural eiJztension specialist,
of the College of jigriculture, University of Illinois.
"The light set of peaches will concentrate the insects, and it is probable that
they will increase the amount of brown rot later in the season. Hence, it will be
necessary to use unusual care in spraying, Jortunatelj'', there are no very serious
fungous leaf diseases of the peach, and for this reason it will not be necessary to
apply many sprays after the period of curcuJio infestation is past,
"Two rot-producing fungi attack the peach fruit. As a rule, these are not
serious on the immature fruit, but they appear as the peach ripens and are very de-
structive on fruit in transit and on the market. One of these rots, brown rot, is
fairly easily controlled with sulphur, while the other, rhizopus rot, is much harder
to control and is most likely to cause decay in fruit which has been harvested in the
'soft' stage,
"Peaches should be dusted thoroughly or sprayed with a sulpur spray about two
[to three weeks before harvest and again about a week before the fruit is picked. ITo
lead arsenate should be added to these sprays. Furthermore, lime sulphur never should
be used on peach. The sulphurs for sprats are known as 'wottable' sulphurs and arc
sold under a number of trade names, A finely ground sulphur, 300~Giesh, should be used
for dusting. The 'wctta.blc' sulphurs should be used at the rate of 6 pounds to 100
gallons of water. In spraying, particular attention shcold be given to covering the
fruit thoroughly.
"Hots are most likely to occur as the result of handling the fruit in harvest,
'grading, packing and marketing. For this reason it is essential to have the fruit
covered rath sulphur coating as it goes through these processes. Late applications
jtherefore are most essential.
i "Apple spraying during the remainder of the year will consist of lead arsenate
jnd lime or one of the summer oil sprays, except on varieties that are susceptible
:o blotch. Where blotch is present, it will be necessary to use bordeaux mixture with
:he lead arsenate in order to keep the fruit clean on varieties that are susceptiMe
;o this disease,
"In using lead arsenate and lime or the summer oil, it is better tliat the spray-
.ng be done when the temperature is 9O degrees or loss in order to avoid spray burn on
.;he fruit and folia;^e. Even in hot weather this can be done by spraying early in the
loming and again in the late afternoon and evening. Spra;''ing at night is profitably
•racticed in some localities if satisfactory lighting equipment is used. Hot only is
t cooler and more pleasant for the operator, but also better spraying usually is
Lone at night, since there is less wind to combat.
"Economical sprajring docs not mea.n cutting dov/n the dosage, or amount of material
.
tree. Thorough spraying generally means the use of one-half gallon of material for
•ach year the tree has been in the orchard. Hence ,a well-grown 20-year-old tree would
equire 10 gallons of spray for complete coverage.
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Selling Koosters Not Sole Remedy For Inferior E^g:s
Tons of roosters have been sold out of Illinois flocks during rooster week
which has just been observed at many points in the state, but there are still other
things Illinois flock ovmers m^^st do to meet the strong competition they are up
against in the eg,? markets, according to H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Fertile eggs caused by keeping roosters in the flocks during the warm sum-
mer months have been mainly responsible for bad egg losses which in 1930 cost poul-
trjmien of the state an estimated $5,000,000. In addition to eliminating roosters,
if farm flock owners would adopt a few practical and simple practices, much of the
Ipoor quality of Illinois eggs could be overcome and market demands for eggs from this
jstate improved. Alp said.
,
Eggs should be gathered twice daily or, better still, three times daily in
laot weather, he recommended. Frequent gathering helps prevent damage by heat or cold;
It saves cracking and breaking of eggs and it reduces the proportion of dirty eggs.
Before being cased, eggs should be cooled, because egg cases, pads and fill-
•jsrs hold in any heat that already is in the eggs. The cases of eggs should be held
|ln a cool place, a temperature of 32 to 60 degrees being best. On most farms the
pellar is the best place available. It is satisfactory for short storage periods if
It is free from strong odors and not too damp.
i
Sggs will keep better and will be- easier to sell if they are kept clean,
ilhanging the floor litter and nesting material before it is too badly spoiled helps
keep eggs clean. Dropping boards or, better still, wire-covered dropping boards
lIso help. Crowded q-uarters are a common cause of dirty eggs. There should be 32
4 square feet of floor space for each hen. A shortage of nests also causes broken
nd dirty eggs and may lead to the habits of egg eating and of laying eggs on the
iloor. There shoTold be one nest for each five hens.
|i As a rule 70 to 75 percent of the eggs are laid by 1 o'clock in the after-
IJoon. On wet days it therefore would be desirable to confine the hens until noon
ijnd gather the eggs before letting the flock out. Egg buyers insist that eggs should
Ijot be washed, as they deteriorate faster yAien this has been done.
Eggs should be sold twice a week, because if they are held longer than this
hey show too much shrinkage and proportion selling at the top price is reduced.
-M-
Electric Pumping Malces Eand Labor Worth Two Cents
Labor would have to be worth only about two cents an hour before hand pump-
ag could compete with an automatic electrically-operated pumping plant in su.pplying
le farm with water under pressure, it is figured by E. W. Lehmann, head of the agri-
iiltural engineering department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Such
ifi outfit can supply water under pressure at a cost of less than one cent for each 100
Ijallons, or less than 2^ cents for 250 gallons. Pumping 250 gallons of water an hour
fjir hand is no snail task.
I''
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Grasshoppers Threaten After taxing Illinois in ' 51
Illinois escaped the grasshopper plague last year, hut these pests this
year threaten to be bad enoijgh to cause damage in many scattered localities of the
state, according to W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois and of the Illinois State Natxiral History Survey. Moderate
to heavy infestations of grasshoppers can be expected throughout the central and
north central parts of Illinois as a result of a much larger number of eggs laid
during the very mild late fall.
"Young hoppers of the species that cause damage in this state are just
hatching. It is true that young hoppers have been present all this spring, but
they are not of the species which normally cause the greatest amount of injury.
The best time to prevent damage is while the hoppers are small, when they can be
veiy easily killed. The standard control is poisoned bran bait.
"Numerous experiments with different types of bait have shown rather con-
clusively that, all things considered, the best and most effective can be made in
this way: To 100 pounds of bran add 5 pounds of white arsenic or if this cannot be
obtained, 5 pounds of paris green. Mix the poison and bran thoroughly and then add
12 gallons of water in which has been stirred 6 quarts of cheap molasses. Mix the
bait thoroughly by shoveling, as one would mix concrete. Care should be taken not
to add so much water that the bait becomes sloppy.
j
"The poisoned bran bait should be sown in the areas where hoppers are abua-
idant,
.
The best time to put 'it out is about 7 o'clock in the morning v/hen the hoppers
are just starting to feed. It should be sown broadcast at the rate of 12 pounds an acre
"Several commercial concerns are now putting out grasshopper bait."
-M-
Mysterles TOiioh Will Be Unsolved Include Soil Kind
Among the mysteries that never will be finally solved are those dealing
with soil problems, according to Dr. L. H. Smith, of the agrononqr department, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
In a certain sense the soil is a living thing which, like animals, changes
in its requirements from time to time. Consequently, the prescription for the im-
provements of a piece of land must be revised occasionally according to its needs,
be explained. This principle has been clearly demonstrated on the soil experiment
fields which the college maintains in different parts of the state,
"It has been found that the system of treatment most efficient during one
Potation may not be the best treatment during the next rotation. For example, the
nost profitable treatment of those compared has frequently been limestone and legumes,
frequently, however, by the end of the next rotation some other element has become
|-t limiting factor of production so that the most profitable system has changed, per*
laps to limestone, legumes and phosphorus.
"Likewise, on a number of fields, as the experiments have progressed through
;he years, a pronounced potassium hunger has developed so that the simple limestone-
.egume treatment, so efficient at first, has had to be replaced with the vaove con^jlex
iSOmbination of lime, legomes, phosphorus and potassium.
"This latter change has happened particularly on several of the southern
jjoil experiment fields, where in recent years potassium has been included in the
. jireatment with profitable results. This benefit from potassiim usually is manifested
.first on the com crop and then gradually extends to the wheat and other crops in the
I'l-otation."
-M-
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Illinois Farm Youth Regaininig: Faith in Coiintry Life
Reversing their trek to the city, farm hoys and girls all over Illinois
are taking up a concerted movement which is reviving faith in farm life and pride
in country living, according to D. E. Lindstrom, associate in rural socioloQr at
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This is in contrast to the
trend of recent years when farm boys and girls, city hent, puzzled over the ques-
tion: "What is there here on the farm for me?" Lindstrom pointed out.
In Effingham County, from two to three hundred young farm folks, with the
help of Farm Adviser G. H. Iftner and the extension service of the agriculttiral col-
lege, are planning a county program for themselves. Last year they put on a drama
tournament in which seven groups competed for the honor of attending the district
meet. This spring they had a party in commemoration of the bicentennial celebra-
tion of the birth of George Washington which drew a crowd of 1500 people. Later
, this summer study groups are to be formed for considering some of the more serious
^ problems facing yoTing people on the farm.
In Hancock county a Boosters' Club has been organized by combining a boys'
4-E club and a girls' 4-H club. Forums for young farmers have been in progress in
McDonough and Adams counties for the past year or two. In these forums, boys be-
n yond the 4-H club age have the opportunity of taking up a more advanced project than
' is available in club work, even to the extent of taking over one or more of the en-
terprises on the home farm. The C-Y (country youth) Club in Champaign County is
another example of the new movement.
-M-
Ice Cream Can Be Made At Home Now At Small Expense
I
Costs of malcing ice cream at home are now almost negligible, in view of
the unusually low prices for milk, cream and sugar, according to Dr. P. H. Tracy,
J
associate chief in dairy manufaictures at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. This is especially welcome news now that hot weather is at hand, although
ice cream is a popular year around food because of its palatability and food value,
he said.
A good grade of home-made ice cream can be made by combining a low-testing
cream, 12 to 18 percent butterfat, with sugar and flavor. One and a half pounds of
sugar should be added for each gallon of cream. Eggs can be added if desired. They
give the ice cream a custard-like flavor and improve the body. The yolks should be
cooked to a custard and the whites whipped and added separately. After all the in-
gredients are combined, they may be cooked or heated to 145 degrees for a half hour.
This will pasteurize the mix and make it safe so far as bacteria are concerned.
A cooked ice cream should be cooled and held at ice box temperature for a
day before freezing. Chocolate, carmel, nuts, fruits, candies or confections majr
»jbe used to flavor the ice cream. Using two pounds of strained honey in place of the
"STJ^ar in the formula which was given will result in a very pleasant flavor.
Ices and sherbets also are popular summer desserts that can be made at
home. Four cups of sugar, eight cups of water and the juice of six lemons are used
to make a gallon of water ice. Fruit juices such as cider, raspberry juice, or grape
juice may be used to replace a part of the water. If sherbet is to be made, the
Ijirater should be replaced with whole milk. Ices and sherbets are frozen in the same
Banner as is ice cream.
-M-
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Discovery Of New Insect Brings Up Control Pro"blems
Now that the Mexican hean teetle has teen foimd for the first tine in Il-
linois, farmers and gardeners are faced with a new insect control protl era, according
to W. P, Flint , chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History STorvey and
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Arsenate of lead, the standard poison for most leaf-eating insects of the
ijarden, can not he used, because it is likely to hum the hean foliage, Flint ex-
plained.
The hean beetle has been a threat to Illinois for several years, in view
3f the fact that it has been well established both in Kentucky and Indiana within a
few miles of the Illinois line. It was found for the first time in the state at
llbion, Edwards county, on June 6, by W. D. Murphy, farm adviser of that county.
The new insect feeds on bea^is of all kinds in much the same way that the
Jolorado potato beetle feeds on potatoes. Both the reddish-brown spotted beetles
md their spiney, slug-like young feed on the bean leaves and skeltonize them. The
)est is not abundant enough in Illinois to be causing any losses as yet , but may
;ause light damage this year, Flint said.
"Since arsenate of lead can not be used, calcitim arsenate at the rate of
fe pounds to 100 gallons of water is recommended in areas where this insect is found,
mree pounds of hydrated lime should be added to the spray to prevent burning.
'Jalciimi arsenate also may be used as a dust by mixing 1 pound of poison with 9 pounds
)f hydrated lime,
"Magnesiim arsenate may be used as a spray at the rate of 3 pounds to 100
;allons of water and as a dust at the rate of 1 pound to 5 pounds of hydrated lime.
!oth the spray and the dust should be directed to the undersides of the leaves. Tlie
'ipray should be applied every ten days and the dust every week until the insect is
wrought under control. Fluosilicates of calcixm or bariun are being used extensively
n areas where the insect has become established,
"Anj'-one finding insects they think are the Mexican bean beetle cam have them
lositively identified by sending them to the entomologist of the Illinois State
|itural History Survey or to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois."
-M-
Hens Do Tlieir Bit At Rate Of te2'S A Farm In Illinois
Chickens held up their end of the farm business last year when poultry and
gg sales from 1,680 typical Illinois farms totalled $373,000, or an average of $225,
t is shoT/n in figures compiled by Trimble H. Hedges, assistant in the department of
arm organization and management, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
he 1,6S0 farms were those whose operators are enrolled in the farm financial record
! reject which the department is conducting throughout the state to help farmers put
heir operations on a better paying basis. At the rate shown by the record-keeping
arms, the total returns realized by Illinois' 2lU,U97 farmers from poultry and egg
ales Was $US,26l ,825, without any of the expenses of production being deducted,
edges pointed out.
1
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Chinch-Btig Baids On Corn Stopped By Using Barriers
Cliinch bugs are "bad in Illinois this yeai', and many farmers in the central
part of the state prohably will find it will pay to hxiild harriers between fields of
small grain and com after grain harvest, J. H. Bii^ger, entomologist of the Illinois
State natural History Survey, has reported to the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
These insects, which are among the worst pests of small grains and com,
are now working in fields of small grain. As soon as the grain is cut, they will
nigrate to adjoining com fields to continue their damage. Barriers of creosote or
;oal-gas tar with either post hole or cyanide traps are the most practical for keep-
ing them out of com fields,
"The first step in preparing such a barrier is to plow a furrow in the
;clge of the grain field after harvest. This is plowed so as to throw the soil toward
;he com in the direction of chincli bug travel. The turned soil is then smoothed
jither by running a section of harrow down the furrow or running a roller over it. A
;hin line of creosote is then poured on the edge of the smoothed soil nesirest the
;om field. The creosote can be poured easily by letting it run out of a bucket with
I hole made by an 8-penny nail.
"Two types of trap are used: either post hole or cyanide strip. The former
.s made by digging a post hole every two or three rods in the turned soil and close
.nside the edge whore the creosote line was poured. The rim of the hole is reamed
lut so that bugs can get over the edge more easily. This reamed opening is then kept
iLusty, if possible, so that the bugs roll down and can not escape. The cyanide bar-
•ier is made by placing narrow strips of calcium cyanide granules or flakes every two
ir three rods at right angles to the creosote line. These strips should be 1^ to 2
nches wide and about 6 inches long,
'
"A barrel of creosote will make a line SO rods long, and 25 pounds of
•yanide should be enough to make the strips. Saving an acre of corn will pay for the
treosote line, and two or three acres more will pay for the cyanide if that is used
|.8 a trap. The bugs often will destroy five to ten acres of com completely and
jeverely damage the remainder of the field during the season. It is poor economy to
et the bugs destroy the crop after a large part of the expense of raising it has been
aid out. Because of the low price of com it may be of advantage to use the old-type
ust barrier this year. This barrier can be used where the ground will work into a
ood dust,"
-M-
Heat Does Hot Kill Horses That Are Watered At Work
i'^ If this summer is as hot as last sunrner, farmers can avoid another heavj''
leath loss in their horses by giving them plenty to drink while they are at work in
b.e field and by pasturing them at night, according to E, T, Robbins , livestock ex-
ension specialist of the College of Agricvilture , University of Illinois, This is
he plan used by many men who farm extensively and successfully with horses, he re-
orted. Among these farmers are A. L, Robinson, Tazewell county; Col, &eorge Seaman,
tiristian county; Henrj'- Jurgens , Moultrie county; Fred Mudge, LaSalle cotmty; and
tiris Gerber, Christian county,
I'
Col, Seaman, who has had long e^qjerience with thousands of army horses and
'ules in the Philippines, says tliat a hot horse can drink all the water it wants
ithout injury if it starts right ahead with the work afterwards. His men took water
the fields last summer during the hottest weather and watered each horse once an
our from a bucket. None of his 56 work horses was hurt by the heat,
Chris Gerber explains the benefit of this practice by saying, "You can not
tew Water out of a horse rapidly for half a day if you do not pour any into his
radiator'. We all know that when a hot horse stops sweating, he is too hot and is
Lkely to die,"
9 •^|(ifc**^i A.
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Improved Vaccine Superior Weapon Againr^t Chicken Pox
Cliicken pox, a disease T/hicii ann-ually takes a heavy toll in Illinois
poultry flocks, can now "be contrwlled with more safety as a result of experiments
which the division of animal pathology and hygiene , College of jigriculture , University
j
of Illinois has made d^os^ing the past year with different vaccines. Pigeon pox vaccine
I proved superior to chicken pcx vaccine, and consequently the former is "being recom-
mended to farmers and flock owners.
Proper vaccination at this season of the year will prevent losses from
canker, avian diptheria or chicken pox during the winter months, according to the
laboratory. There is no medicine or serum that will cure the infection, hut vaccina-
tion will prevent it. Growing stock that is running on range should he vaccinated
during June, July and August, If vaccination is put off until fall, egg production
may he lowered as a result of the extra handling of the birds as well as by the re-
action from the vaccine.
Potent vaccines properly administered to healthy, young chickens produce
an immunity against chicken pox that probably lasts for a year or longer. It is im-
portant, however, that chickens be free from intestinal parasites and other diseases
.,
before they are vaccinated.
IIR The pigeon pox vaccine which is now being recommended causes less reaction
fi than the chicken pox vaccine and therefore may be used with less danger. A practical
I immunity is induced by the pigeon pox product. A limited supply of the vaccine pre-
pared by the division of animal pathology and hygiene is available at a nominal cost
to qualified veterinarians for demonstrational purposes. Veterinarians taking ad-
vantage of this supply are required to make a careful record of the vaccination, age
and condition of the chickens vaccinated on blanks furnished for the purpose.
Local Storage Of Limestone Would Permit Wider Use
With much Illinois land still needing limestone, the use of it could be
• extended and the cost of hatiling it cut if local storage facilities were available
from which farmers could easily and readily get a s-i:5)ply, in the opinion of P. H,
Crane, of the agronomy department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
If the practice of using small applications of limestone drilled with the
clover comes into any extensive use, local storage bins will be an especially con-
venient source of limestone in less than carload lots, Crane said.
"Many a load of limestone could be hauled home when otherwise the truck or
wagon would be returning empty. Then too, for the farmer living as much as six miles
or more from the railroad, it is no small task to haul a carload of limestone in a
few days. Local storage sheds whereby the limestone is available at any time and in
any amount would be of particular advantage to such farmers. Tliey often could haul
out all the limestone they needed without making special trips for it. Such storage
fsLcilities also would promote the use of limestone among farmers who for one reason
or another hesitate to tackle a full carload,
"Ho elaborate structure is required. With the cost of unloading by hand
as low as it has been for some years, a large outlay for elevated storage bins and
mechanical unloaders is to be questioned. Hov/ever, such equipment sometimes is avail-
able locally and may be rented at a reasonable cliarge."
-M-
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Lamb Market iiy; Work Points The ffa.y To Added Returns
Illinois farmers could add more than $300 lOOO to the income from their lamb
crop if they were as successful in improving the quality of it as Adams county farmers
tiave been, according to E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
I. Fifty cents a lamb was gained this year by Adams count j?- farmers as a result
of grading and otherwise improving their market shipments for the past two years. If
similar benefits could be realized on the 622,000 Illinois lambs that go into ship-
rents and local slaughter each year, the total would be $311|000*
I
Added profits pocketed by the Adams county farmers are the result of one
bf the many projects which the extension service of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois is conducting throughout the state to help farmers market their
products with improved quality and price. This particular lamb inprovement campaign
jLs in charge of Bobbins. Tl-e grading of the Adams county lambs was done by a committee
jjf local sheep raisers under the instruction of S. ?. Russell, farm adviser of the
jounty.
Tiie first shipment of graded lambs from Adam.s co\anty was made May 25, 1930.
|Jhe average price of the entire lot was 89 percent of the top price of $12.75 ^ hun-
jlredweight which was paid for the prime lambs in the lot. The first shipment this
j'^ear was made on June U. The average price was 9^ percent of the top price of $7.
Jonsidering both weigiits and prices, this year's lambs brought an average of 5O cents
ipiece more than they wovild have if the quality had been the same as two years ago.
This year there were more than twice as man^; good to choice lambs as two
'ears ago , about half as man'- medium lambs , one-fourth as many culls and one-eighth
ls many bucks. Two ^rears at;o 21 percent of the lambs in the first shipment graded
Time and sold for $i2.75 a hundredweight, 30 percent graded good to choice at $12,
2 percent medium at $9.50, 20 percent culls at $10, and 17 percent bucks at $9.
his year 20 percent graded prime at $7, 66 percent good to choice at $6.75> 7 percent
ledium at $5.50, 5 percent culls at $5.50, and only 2 percent bucks at $3.50.
-M-
Fat Folks Can Be Slim Without Use Of Reduciiy; Fads
Fat people who are trying' to reduce need not punish themselves with dietary
ads and other extremes in food selection, it has been demonstrated in experim.ents con-
fj.ucted for three years by the home economics department of the College of Agriculture,
'hiversity of Illinois. Safe reduction of weight can be obtained with sinple, well-
alanced diets readily available at ordinary eating places, it was found.
Results obtained during the past year with seven overweight coeds are typi-
al of the findings made during the three years, according to Prof. Harriet T. Barto
nd Miss Stella C. Hunger, who were in charge of the experiments.
-M-
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Seven Tilts }Tow Billed To Settle Honors In Pullinje:
Seven pulling contests in which more than 100 teams of horses and mules will
)e straining to displace the present state chan^sions alread.y have teen scheduled for
.ate this summer, it is announced O';" E, T. Roh'bins, livestock extension specialist of
,he College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The schedule of contests, Tfnich will he held in connection with fairs, in-
Ivides Taj'-lorville, August 12; Springfield, Aiagust 23 and 2k; Roseville , August 26;
.ugusta, August 30; St. Joseph, Aug-ust 31; Morrison, September 6; and Olney, Septera-
isr l6. Other fairs probably will schedule contests before the season opens, Robbins
.aid.
A new dynamometer truck, a patented device for measuring the pulling power
f horses and mules, will be used in the contests this year, Robbins announced. There
Iso are some changes in plans of operation. Heretofore a fair was required to offer
t least $200 in prizes. Now that matter is left to the fair officials. Only one man
ill accompany an outfit instead of two. The horses will be weighed and the height
easured. Other measurements will not be taken except on unusually strong pulling
earns. All horses will be watered immediately before weighing.
The present state record for teams weighing less than 3 »000 pounds is a
ift of 2 ,S00 poiands pulled 272 feet which was made by a 2 ,SSO-po^xnd team belonging
W. A. King, G-ilson. Tliis record was made at the Mercer county fair at Aledo, last
all.
The r.tate record for teams weighing more than 3 >000 pounds is a lift of
,150 pounds pulled 2]^ feet which was made last fall by a 3,S60-pound pair belonging
T/illard Rhodes, Springfield.
A total of 916 teams have competed during the past six ye3.TS in which con-
jests have been held. Tb.e work is part of a study which the college is making of the
lactors influencing the pulling power 01 draft animals.
-M-
New Crop That Is Winning A Market Is Cliinese Cabbage
J
If- Farmers who are loolcing for a new crop that is gaining favor in the markets
f this country will fir^ it in Chinese cabbage, it ia suggested by B, L. Weaver, of
tie department of horticulture, College of Ag'riculture , University of Illinois.
It is gaining popularity both as a potherb and as a salad* he said. Tlie
3ll-blanched portions of the head contain less fiber than celery and are milder in
lavor, altho"agix occasional heads maj' have a distinctly pungent tajag. The crop, also
lown as celery cabbage and as Pe Tsai , has been one of the staple foods in China for
snturies.
"Tlie best planting dates here at Urbana have been from July 10 to 20. Last
3ar the first marketable hea'fs vrere harvested just two months after the seeds were
Lanted. Repeated attempts to grow this crop in the spring have failed. Even when
rown as a transplanted crop, a high percentage of the heads go to seed and fail to
.2ad.
i "When trimmed and wrapped, a sound, healthy head should keep at least four
5nths in storage at a temperature of 33 degrees and a fairly high humidity. Almost
) percent of the plant is removed in trimming the head as it is prepared for storage,
1 additional 30 percent loss may be expected during four months of storage and as a
jiJBsult of the necessary trimming after removal from storage,
"The heads freeze easily and. once frozen they are a total loss. Pit storage
pes not prove a desirable method for more than a few weeks time unless the weather
jjjays cold. A cool, damp basement sho-ijid prove satisfactory for short storage periods.
1 covering of soil will absorb offensive or'ors."
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Ucnr "Miracle " In Serminatiiy; Seed Aids Fall garden
Making seeds germinate in dry weather isn't exactly a miracle, tut it vrill
vork wonders toward success of fall gardens, which, are needed more than ever nor in
jutting dovTn living expenses, says L. A. Somers, vegetahle gardening extension spe-
cialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Too often the fall garden isn't planted at all and many times when it is
planted it fails "because it is hard to get seeds to germinate during the drouthy
feather of July ajid Aug'-ist. Gardeners operating small areas can get aroiind this by
ipplying Water artifically.
"First of all , the ground should he prepared carefully and thoroughly as
:he season for planting approaches. If the soil is real dry, the furrows for the
seed sho-uld be made somewha.t deeper than for spring planting. Water should then be
)Oured into the furrow until the bottom is soft mud. The seeds are dropped into this
md. A very small amount of dry earth is then raked over the seeds
,
most of the fur-
row being left open.
"The furrows are then covered with boards for a few days until the seeds
lave germinated. After growth has started, the plants will not need artificial water-
.ng -unless the drouth is very extreme.
"Tlie fall garden may occx^iy the same area \7here the quickly maturing, cool-
'.eason crops of earl}- spring planting v.ere gro\m. About the same gro^up of crops are
;rown, with some marked exceptions. Peas, which do well in the spring garden, seldom
Lo well in the fall. On the other hand, Chinese cabbage, the endives and the kales
.re liard to grow in the spring but are easy to grow in the fall.
"Plants tliat require from 100 to 120 days for grov;th, including the cabbages,
.jiauliflower
, Italian broccoli, Chinese cabbage, beets anc carrots, should be planted in
ijiarly July. Plants that require from 70 ^o 90 >.''-ay3, including the endives, kale, head
•jiettuce , romaine , turnips, kohlrabi and winter radishes, shox\ld be planted in late July.
Hants requiring from UO to 60 days, including leaf lettuce, spring radishes, green
(inions from sets, spinach and mustard, should be planted in late A-ugiost."
-M-
Orchard Hoed Not Be "Beautiful " To Give Qual ity Crop
One thing that fruit growers do not have to do in order to market high quality
ruit is to keep their orchards clean-cultivated and beatitiii.il, according to Dr. W. A.
.uth, of the pomology division, College of AgricfJ-ture, University of Illinois,
In fact , the orchardist who overdoes cultivation v/ill have to pay the price
f erosion, which annually takes a, toll of valuable surface soil. This can never be
eplaced. Sheet erosion is serious even on gentle i;lopes<:
"A clean-culcivated and otherwise well-kept orchard is beautiful, to be sure,
nd the more thoroughlv cixLtivated it is the more beautiful it is. If there is a good
ust muLch and not a blade of grass or a T.-eed in sight, the orchard is particularl:^
Epressive
, and the owner is correspondingly satisfied.
"Costly erosion can be controlled, but this is not the way to do it. Tlie
iraplest Way is to let the gr-^.ss grc , except for an occasional mowing, after one
ight disci".g in the spring. This has been demonstrated in experiments which the
ollege lias cond.ucted to help farmers market higher quality crops at a wider m.argin
f profit. The grass under the older trees can be shaded out and v;ater can be con-
erved b-- leaving droopir^ branches. Tlie soil inmediatel;;- surrounding young trees
bould be hoed often enough to keep down the grass for a distance of about two feet
„rom the trunlm."
-M-
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Record Cot? Sale Brightening^ Future Of Dai ry Market
Paving the way to stronger markets and better prices for dairy products,
nembers of Illinois dairy herd improvement associationc are culling their cows at a
record rate, thus reducing heavy surpluses of milk, it is reported by C. S. Sliode
,
iairy extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
It is estimated that more than 20,000,000 pouncs of milk will be kept off
the market this year if culling continues at the rate it has been going during the
rirst five months, Eiiode said. In that time members of dairy herd improvement asso-
:iations have culled out nearly 10 per cent 01 their cows and sold them for beef. At
,;bat rate almost a fourth of the cows in the herds of members will be culled c'uring
l:he year, a much heavier t'.ian normal rate, it ras explained.
There are approximately 1 ,U00 dairymen, the orners of more than 20,000 cows,
|7ho are members of the 55 dair';- herd improvement associations now functioning in the
'itate, Hliode reported. They are organized br- the extension service of the agricul-
ural college to teach farmers igj-to-date methods of feeding, breeding and management
,tnd other practices which will enable them to market their dairy products to greater
advantage.
Higid ctdling which the members are now doing is expected to raise the al- '
|-eady hi^. efficiency of their herds. It is estimated that if the average cow in the
ftate were as efficient as the avera;3;e of the dairy herd improvement association-cows
:hat present production could be maintained with U07,000 less cows and herd owners
ould have $20,000,000 more to show for their work.
Benefits of the culling are indicated in the case of a Tazewell county dairy-
an who got rid of 11 cows, or almost a third of his 32-cow herd. Ee put 37>972 pounds
ess milk and 1,33^ pounds less fat on the market the following year. The herd of 21
jOWs returned $985.^3 more above cost of feed than the 32 cows had the year before.
-M-
Farmers Feeding More Sheaf Oats To Reduc e Expenses
Fifty yea.TS ago at least one Illinois farmer, N. E. Franklin, of McLean
itoity, started feeding sheaf oats and thereby saved threshing bills. More farmers
Pe turning to this practice with good results, not that the - can not afford to pay
wo or three cents a bushel for threshing oats at present grain prices, says E. T.
3bbins
, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Uinois.
Tlie practice of feeding sheaf oats also is strongly advocated by the College
' Agriculture, as a result of its experiences with the plan, Robbins said. Each year
snsiderable barn room on the college farm is filled with sheaf oats. In earlier years
fdrated lime was used to keep the mice and rats away. Now the only precaution is to
rrange the outer bundles with the butts to the outside. Cats also help keep the rats
iid mice away.
-M-
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Fotassj-ura Widens Profit Margin On Corn lU Bushels
Corn yields have "been so improved by the use of potassium fertilizers on the
light-colored soils of southern Illinois that kainit , one of these fertilizers, has
been worth as much as $73 a ton, or a net pi'ofit of $US a ton, in some cases. Tliis is
shown in the results of experiments announced 123^ C. J. Badger, associate in soil ex-
periTient fields, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Tlie margin of profit on the corn crop was widened 1^ bushels an acre as an
average for eight experiment fields on light-colored soils located at Enfield, Ewing,
Dblong, Newton, Haleigh, Sparta, Unionville and Toledo. This improvement in yield was
obtained in a grain s'-stem of farming with a soil treatment of residues, limestone,
rock phosphate and kainit compared with a treatment of residues, limestone and phos-
phate. The increase of lU bushels of corn an acre was obtained from an annual acre
rate of 200 pouiids of kainit.
Of the eight fields, the one .it Ev/ing gave the highest increase from the use
)f kainit. On this field corn yields were improved 26 bushels an acre a year by the
JOG pounds of kainit. Toledo was a close second with 2k bushels. Increases on the
jjaleigh field were the lowest, U.5 bushels, with Enfield next with 6.6 bushels. The
)ther fields ranged in between.
With corn figuj-ed at 3O cents a bushel, the 26-bushel increase on the Ewing
'ield would be worth $7.80 as a result of one-tenth of a ton of kainit. This would
lake a ton worth $78. With kainit costing $30 a ton, the net profit would be $U8.
Another potassium fertilizer, muriate of potash, has been used with good
•esults on the Ewing field for the past three years.
-M-
Slighting Yield Not Way To Avoid Evils Of Surplus
Agriculture has its troublesome surpluses, but this is no time to reduce
hem b^' neglecting shields and slighting other things which will reduce the cost of
ihat is grown, says R. H. Wilcox, of the farm organization and management department,
ollege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"The yield obtained is among the important things influencing the cost of
rowing crops. It may often be more profitable to talce some of the poorer land out
f cultivation, putting it back into pasture, woodlot or other uses, than to attempt
farm large acreages in a way that will cut the yields on the whole area.
"For instance, farmers with low corn costs last year produced the crop for
round 35 cents a bushel, including a cliarge for the use of land. They were able to
sep the costs down to this point because they liad the soil well built up, they ob-
lined good yields and they worked their land in a thorough yet economical way.
"The average cost of growing corn in east central Illinois was U3 cents a
ishel in 1931) but on some farms the figure ran vqp as high as 60 cents a bushel. Some
f these high cost farmers worked their ground and put in their corn crop without the
ire and thoroughness they could have tised on the better land in corn.
i "The same total volume of crop pro.'uction on a farm may be obtained by put-
'i-ng from 20 to 25 per cent of the lajid in soil building crops such as sweet clover,
good rotation which includes legumes often improves '--iel^s I5 to 25 per cent and at
le same time does av?ay with the necessity of plowing and working the 20 to 25 per cent
r the land that is down in the soil-building crops."
-M-
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Beef Herd Helps Livestock Farmer Make ^3 .3lH Gross
Illinois had one livestock farm that returned a gross income of ^3 >31^ i^^
1931 > aJid one of the secrets of its success was a herd of heef breeding cows, accord-
jing to Leslie Wright , of the farm organization and management department , College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Many farms that market their grains as pork find
it hard to market at a profit the legume roi^ghages that are produced hy good crop ro-
;'tations. A small breeding herd of beef cows gave the solution to the problem on this
farm, Wright pointed out.
"All of the grain is fed to livestock and the roughages are consumed by the
'lierd of beef cows. The calves produced are fed out as "baby beeves that are sent to
'narket soon after they are a year old. Thirteen beef cors and 25 brood sows were kept
m the farm in 1931 • Twelve of the cows raised calves. These will be marketed late
;his Slimmer after being fed grain, Tb.e 25 sows produced k2 litters, weaning 236 pigs.
"Of the $3,31^ gross income, $2,1S5 came from the hogs and $771 from the
;attle. Of the total cattle income, $32S was from the sale of dairy products. This
fas made possible because some of the cows suckled two calves and the others were
diked. These latter were the only ones that were fed very much grain. Tliis 220-acre
'arm grew 9° acres of corn yielding 56 bushels an acre, 66 acres of oats yielding 53
lushels an acre, 20 acres of alfalfa hay, 10 acres of alfalfa pasture, and 16 acres of
iweet clover pasture,
"The livestock and legume program has maintained the farm in a high state of
fertility. The corn yield was 11 bushels an acre better than the average of the ac-
ount-keeping farms in the area and the oats yield, S bushels an acre better,
"This farm had a gross income of $15 an acre in 1931 • ^hile 13O other farms
in the same area had $10 an acre,"
-M-
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300,00 Acres Of. Shifting Sand In State ITeed Trees
More than 300,000 acres of land in Illinois is blow sand which is constantly
leing shifted ty the wind and in many cases is blown over to destroy valuable crops
ianted adjacent to it, according to L, E. Sawyer, forestry extension specialist of
ae College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and of the Illinois State Natural
Lstory Survey. Several species of trees are well a,dapted to growth on sandy land and
r they are properly planted, will not only stop the drifting of the sand but will also
3come valuable woods crops in the course of time, he said.
"Common black locust is well aia.pted to sandy soils. Even though it is often
)nipletely "destroyed by the black locust borer, it remains one of the favorite trees
)r sand land. When planted with other varieties of trees , the black locust often es-
jipes injury and readies maturit-y even in areas heavily infested with the borer.
"The Cottonwood, a tree V7hich grows well throughout the state, does exception-
-ly well oh sand, particularly those sands which have a tendency to be wet. Pine trees
j-so are well adapted to sand, particularly the wiiite pine and the red pine. White pine
•is native to sandy land in the northern part of the state and in instances where it has
sen planted on sand farther so\ith, it has made a very satisfactory growth. Red pine,
immonly called Norwav pine in the lake states, grows on a poorer soil than does white
ne."
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Mineral Feeding Is Not The Mystery Many Think It Is
In spite of all the mystery and discussion a"bout the feeding of minerals
to livestock, the whole thing simmers down in most cases to the simple little matter
of supplying lime salts and common salt in the rations for swine and poultry, ac-
cording to Dr. H. H. Mitchell, chief in animal nutrition at the College of jigriclil-
ture, University of Illinois. Other classes of livestock so seldom need minerals,
except for common salt, that they need not he considered, he said,
"For pigs and poultry, two, or even one, of the dependable calcium
ninerals mized with salt in the proportiola of 5 ^^ ^ parts of the
mineral to 1 part of the salt makes a simple, cheap and effective mineral mix-
ture. Even this mixture is an extravagance when the ration contains calcium-rich
feeds, such as millc products, tankage, alfalfa or the like. If pigs do not eat
joinerals when getting such rations, in all prohability they do not need them.
"There are several calcium salts that are readily available, relatively
cheap ajid of proven worth. Bone meal has no superior as a source both of calcium
and phosphorus. Dicalcium phosphate is more soluble than bone meal, it is true,
ibut in extensive experiments on growing swine at this station it has not proved
jsuperior to bone meal, notwithstanding its 'citrate solubility,' 'Citrate solubility'
|aeans little or nothing in animal- feeding, since animals can digest and absorb ex-
jtremely insoluble minerals, such as calcium silicate. Dicalcium phosphate also is
|Dore expensive than bone meal.
"Cheaper than either of these two minerals are rock phosphate and lime-
stone. Of these two, limestone is much to be preferred. As a calcium mineral it is
>ut little inferior to bone meal, and if the ration contains liberal amounts of
litroganous concentrates, which are high in phosphorus, it is for all practical pur-
)Oses as good as bone meal. Dolomitic limestones are distinctly less valuable than
ligh-calcium limestone. Rock phosphate has not proved to be a good supplement in all
:ases and unless used in restricted amounts is distinctly toxic to farm animals. In
•he self-feeding of a mineral mixture, it would be safer to omit this mineral en-
irely.
"Wood ashes are sometimes good, but are always uncertain sources of calcium,
jtecause of their variable composition."
Training Tomato Vines Not Likely To Fay Any Profit
Although there are some advantages in the common practice of training and
riming tomatoes, it is doubtful if it pays, according to B. L. Weaver, of the horti-
ultural department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Both the early
nd the total yield have been reduced in experiments with staking and pruning. Al-
hoTogh earliness and total yields were increased in some cases, the outlay of labor
nd materials was considerable. Some distinct advantages of pruning and staking are
ore convenient harvesting, cleaner fruit and greater convenience in spraying and
usting to control insects.
!
-M-
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Septic Tank That Is Workinis: Can Be Safely Let Alone
Many owners of homes equipped with septic tanks are considerably confused
about the operation of them, but as long as the tanks are f-unctioning properly the
only thing is to leave them alone, says E. W. Lehmann, head of the department of
agricultural engineering, College of Igrioulture, University of Illinois,
"TThen a tank is inspected, its appearance may make the owner think that it
should be cleaned out. He gets this idea because of a thick, leathery scum on the
surface, but this is only evidence that the tank is working properly. As long as this
is the case, nothing should be done as far as cleaning out the tank is concerned,
"As the bacteria in the tank get into action, the wa^ste Ejatcrial are b 'C'?rcn
down and some of the particles float to the surface, ow^ng to the gas that is forincd.
The digested material, caxlod sludge, settles to the bottom of the tank. The volume
between the bottom of the scum and the top of the sludge in the bottom of the tanli
Ls the active space. As long as this space is sufficient for satisfactory operation
3f the tank, there is no need to clean it out, Irxnj tanks continue to operate for as
Mlong as 10 or I5 years without the biudge being renovedo
"Tanks that are of adequate size digest the sewage more completely and
therefore do not accumulate sludge as fast as tanks tliat are too small. This, no
iloubt, is the result of the fact that there is not enough volume or space for satis-
•'actory bacterial action in the small tank. Such a tank might fill up in a year or
"/WO, while one of adequate capacity would operate for many years without attention.
"Complete discussion of the requirements and of the installation of a farm
•isptic tank is given in Circular 336> 'Sewage Disposal for the Farm Home,' which may
•lie obtained from the college upon request."
-M-
Using Posts As Soon As They Are Cut Wastes Timb er
Illinois' native timber will not last long nor give satisfactory results
hen used as fence posts if farmers continue the practice of using newly-made fence
osts within a few days after they are cut, according to L. E. Sawyer, forestry ex-
ension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and of the
llinois State Natural History Survey. Many farmers do this, whereas fence posts
hould be cut several months in advance of setting, he reconmended.
"Durability of fence post material is influenced by several factors, among
hich are the kind of wood, the amount of heartwood and sapwood, the rate of growth,
efects, seasons, the kind of soil in which the posts are set and whether or not the
ark has been removed. The most durable woods include white oak, Osage orange or
edge, mulberry, red cedar, catalpa, black locust and sassafras.
"Ordinarily, if these trees are of only a moderate rate of growth, posts
ade from them will give satisfactory results, provided they are peeled as soon as
fjliey are made and allowed to season before being set. Naturally, posts set in a wet,
savy soil will decay faster than those set in a soil which has good drainage.
"Peeling off the bark is more important in the life of fence posts than
le seasoning, for the post material will soon take up moisture from the soil. If the
irk has been removed, the post can dry out rapidly between wet periods, whereas if
ie bark is left on, as is ordinarly the case, moisture collects between the bark and
le wood. This is an ideal place for wood-destroying fungi and for all kinds of in-
iS3Cts and wood-borers that shorten the life of fence posts."
ii
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Water Outranks Feed As Requisite In Handlinig: Stock
Next to air, water is more important in the feed lot or pasture than grain
in the trough, roughage in the bunk or forage on the ground, according to W. A. Foster,
rural architecture specialist in the department of agricultural engineering, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"The surest water supply is the never-failing brook or spring in the perma-
nent pasture. Often this is quite distant from the feed lots and shade^ Many arti-
ficial Water supplies may he installed or "built at low cost for materials.
"An abundant supply of pure, palatable water is necessary for growth,
health and comfort of livestock. A shortage of water reduces feed consumption and
causes much suffering among the animals. Best gains are made when the water is close
by. Milk production is increased by the use of individual cups for the cows.
"In the swine lot a concrete float chamber with a cup on the side makes a
rory satisfactory watering arrangement. This may be placed in the corners of several
lots with a cup available to each lot. The float is connected to the gravity tank,
rhich may be supplied from the well by windmill or motor.
"In the cattle or horse lots taidcs may be placed in the corners and con-
lected to one float chamber on the same level. This chamber would regulate the water
,n several tanks. It may be built of concrete or may be made from an oil barrel and
)e buried and forgotten. This arraingement safeguards the float from animal abuse and
t is away from interference by children."
Blueprint plans illustrating the layout for a satisfactory watering system
lire available from the department of agricultujral engineering for 10 cents to cover
lirinting costs.
Uj_ of IjL Q-rad-uate Boosts Standard In Pig Marketing
Whereas few farmers raise more than 70 per cent of the pigs farrowed,
harles B. Shuman, a recent graduate of the College of Agriculture, University of II-
inois, has hung up a record during the past three years of raising and selling Sk
er cent of the pigs farrowed on his Moultrie county fam.
His rate of marketing has run so high that during the three years his sales
ave averaged almost eight pigs a litter. Out of 568 pigs farrowed in 62 litters, he
as sold ^75. He is cooperating with the extension service of the college in demon-
trating swine sanitation and other approved practices.
IJ
Last summer Shuman fed 52 head and sold them September 23 , when they were
ix and a half months of age, averaging 20U pounds each. They paid well for their
sed. They were fed corn, wheat, oats, tankage and soybean oil meal. They used 39I
3unds of feed for each 100 pounds' gain ,according to the report which Shuman made on
lem to E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the college.
Shuman was graduated from the University of Illinois in I928 and the follow-
ig year received his master of science degree in agronomy.
'
*>)
-M-
||fe May Beetles Are Advance Warning Of White Grub Damage
Heavy flight of May beetles in central and northern Illinois during past
onths is advance warning which should enable farmers to prevent damage to their corn
^ 1933 J says J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural
istory Survey, in a report to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
^herever the beetles were numerous this spring will be the danger zone of damage by
ijhite grubs in 1933, he explained. Farmers should arrange to plant next year's corn
..\p land that was not in grass at the time of the beetle flight, it was recommended,
•5f the corn mast be planted on grass land, the field should be plowed in September of
his year.
-s?5^'oi:^ir;.^
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Domestic Demand . During the first six months of the year the buying power
f the American market has continued to decline. There is normally a seasonal let-
p in the summer months. It is bocoming more and more obvious, however, that the
ijustment following the price decline of the past three years, which is one of the
Dst severe in history, will not be of brief duration.
Some of the optimistic signs at this time are:
1. A slight recovery in the price level, which has now been under way for
nearly a month. This has been confined, however, to a few products such
as livestock, meats, sugar, and petroleum products.
2. The end of the decline in gold stocks, which amounted to about $500,000,000
from the first of May to the early part of June. If domestic hoarding does
not increase, the banking system should now be in a position to finance
some new business, since it is believed that foreign short-term balances
have been largely withdrawn.
3. The approximate balance which has been established in the national budget,
U, The possibility of some increase in construction work from the self-
liq\iidating project section of the new relief bill.
Some of the less favorable signs are:
1. The continued contraction in many types of basic industry, such as building
and steel.
2. The low purchasing power of large groups of people, such as farmers and
ji
wage-earners.
g^ 3» The resistance of many elements in the price structure to making the road-
H| justmonts necessary to permit trade to take place. It should be noted,
' however, that desirable readjustments are taking place in many directions.
h. The high rates which have to be paid for long-term capital.
5» The large volume of debt adjustments which the lower price level makes
necessary.
Some favorable change may come in the autumn when there is usually a
asonal improvement, but it is likely to be rather moderate.
Foreigrn Demand . Business conditions still continue unsettled abroad, and
ere is a large amount of unemployment. With the suspension of the gold standard
England and certain other coTin tries, price levels have ceased to fall in those
untries, but they have not risen in the way which many people anticipated. The
cent refunding of a large war loan by Great Britian with reduction of the rate
lOm 5 to 3i- per cent indicates a decline in long-term interest rates. Certain
ropean countries, notably France, Holland, and Switzerland, have huge funds of in-
stment capital as evidenced by their largo withdrawals from jimerica in the past
ir. If conditions should develop so that this capital would again be invested, it
juld be a great stimulus to world trade and industry,
(Continued)
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i^P" There is no change in the European policy of b-uj''ing Uo S. products. The
drift is steadily toward protection and encouragement of homo production. The Im-
perial Conference, now assemlDling at Ottawa, Canada, may adopt policies which will
favor the Dominions as a source of farm products for G-reat Britian at the esq^ense of
foreign countries like the United States.
Interest Rates . Interest rates on long-term loans continue high. Follow-
ing financial crises in the past, long-term interest rates usually have declined
rather sharply. Eventually this will happen again; there has "been some improvement
'2|n the past two weeks.
'* Since last winter the rates on debentures of the Federal Intermediate Credit
Banks have steadily declined until a recent issue was sold at a rate of only 2^ per-
cent. The St. Louis bank is now discounting at 3 1 per cent and quite likely this
Jill be reduced in the near future.
Rip Hogs . The recent reduction in receipts and rise in hog prices was partly
"seasonal, altho'ugh prices had been too low in relation to other meats.
The estimates of the U. S. Department of Agric\alturo, based on the June
pig survey, indicate about 7 per cent fewer pigs on farms than a year ago. The up-
ward trend in the cycle of ntmbers had apparently been checked by the light corn
crop of last year in the western end of the com belt , and by the -unfavorable weather
conditions last spring. This indicates lighter receipts at least -until the middle of
next winter, when summer pigs begin to be marketed.
The U. S. Department of Agric-ulture estimates that the fall pig crop, June 1
to December 1, will be 1 per cent larger than last year in the country as a whole,
although 7 per cent larger in Illinois. This is an indication of the probable size
of marketings late next winter and early next spring.
Storage stocks of pork products are lower than a year ago and below the
five-year, I927-I93I, average.
The current favorable corn-hog ratio and large supplies of corn, which will
be available if the present prospects for the corn crop are realized, will undoubted-
ly stim-ulate increased breeding, and the period of reduced supplies is likely to be
of' comparatively short duration.
Figures for Denmark and Germany for June show reductions in total number of
hogs, in young pigs and in sows in farrow, which indicate smaller supplies for the
coming year. For the first eight months of the current marketing year, United States
pork exports were 33 Per cent smaller and lard exports 5 Pe^ cent smaller than in the
same months of 1930~31-» Recently, exports of lard have been made in considerable
j?olume, probably because of low prices.
t' Corn . A large corn crop is indicated by the July 1 government crop report.
The estimated crop is 2,995 million bushels, or UOO million more than last year, 370
nillion more than the five-year average, I92U-I928 , and the largest crop since I92I.
The crop seans to be tmusually well distributed in all sections of the country: east,
south and west. The largest increases are in the western states, which s-uffered from
poor crops last year. The stocks of corn on farms have not been reported since
ifcirch Ij at that time they were 1,100 million bushels, or the largest in five years.
liarket movements have been very light, although there has been a heavy direct movement
along the northern and western edges of the corn belt to sections short of feed.
The commercial stocks are light and are now decreasing as is usual at this
season.
So far this s-ummer, the market has failed to make the us-ual seasonal rise.
Exports to date have been very moderate. The new Argentine crop is official-
ly estimated at 26S million bushels compared with U19 million in 1931' Argentine ex-
ports a large proportion of its com crop, and since the crop harvested there in 19.^2
i-s average or above, the possibilities for large exports from the United States, ex-
cept at very low prices, are not bright.
Milk and Butterfat . Three or four per cent more cows are being milked but
I 5~per cent decline in production a cow made total milk production on July 1 about
(Continued)
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1 per cent telow last year in the United States as a whole. Lighter feeding and poorer
pastures in some sections arc factors in this lower production. Pastures arc "below
average for the country, but up to or above average in the western dairy states. Butter
prices are practically at the world price level. Storage stocks of "butter on July I
wore slightly below the figures for a year earlier. Improvomcnt in prices of dairy
products depends primarily upon better demand conditions, since a reduction in produc-
tion adequate to effect a substantial increase in prices is not likely unless in some
local sections affected by droxoght . Under the circumstances, close culling by in-
dividtial farmers in order to cheapen production costs is to be recommended.
Beef Cattle . The small number of cattle reported on feed would indicate a
strong position for well-finished cattle dTiring the fall and early winter, but the
supply of short-fed cattle may easily be overdone for the fall market, ipparently
there is an increasing interest in contract feeding and this may bo a factor in in-
creasing supplies on late fall and winter marlccts.
Poultry and Eggs . The shortage in number of hens is apparently being made
up by the selling of fewer hens and the raising of more chickens. On January 1 there
were about 5 per cent fewer hens than a year earlier, but on July 1, only about I.5
iper cent less. There were 5 P^r cent more young chicks on farms of crop reporters.
Cheap and abundant feed will stimulate production. Current receipts are light, and
..torage stocks are low. Farm consumption of poultry and eggs is unusually high. The
demand for hatchery chicks was late this season.
Wheat. Wheat production for 1932 is indicated by the July crop report to
be about I60 million bushels under last year's crop and about 90 million bushels under
itho five-year, I92U-I92S, average. Winter wheat crops are smaller and spring wheat
{crops larger. For 20 foreign countries the latest estimates indicate a.bout 5 per cent
{larger production than last year.
The stocks of wheat in the exporting countries, in the United Kingdom and
j-afloat on July 1 were about I5 million bushels under last year. In spite of the
shorter crop in this cotmtry, the large carryover, which amounts to about 3^0 million
jlniBhels, will make necessary large exports, heavy feeding or another large carryover
at the end of this year. The U. S. Department of j^riculture estimates IZk million
Ibushels were fed to livestock this year, corapired with an average of 5O million
bushels from 1925""1929> ^i^'t cheap and abundant corn will discourage the feeding of
wheat during the current season. Only a comparatively small part of the present stocks
are held by agencies connected with the Federal Farm Board.
ii Exports of wheat and floux to date for the cuiTent season amount to 133 mil-
lion bushels compared with 129 million bushels last year. Eui'opean countries still
restrict imports through high import duties and milling quotas, and G-reat Britain may
idopt some form of preference on wheat from the dominions.
Oats and Barley . The U. S. crop of oats is indicated to be slightly larger
than last year's small crop but under the five-year average. The crop is particularly
;ood in the northwestern states, where d-routh cut down last year's crop, and poorer
toward the south and east, the sections to which mai'ket oats from Illinois normally
JO. The U. S. barley crop is considerably a.bove last year.
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Higher Ho^ Prices Mean The Most To Skillf-ul Feeder
Rising hog prices have bro-ught new cheer to all, hut they will mean more
to those farmers who feed with the most skill and care, according to a new circular,
"Feeding Hogs on Illinois Fanns," which has just heen released "by the College of
^jjigriculture, University of Illinois.
i|||l Feed makes up from 7O to 90 per cent of the total cost of producing pork,
"depending upon the price of grain, it is pointed out "by the author, W. E. Carroll.
He is chief in swine husbandry at the college. The swine grower who expects to make
maximtim profits therefore does not underestimate the importance of suitable rations
and proper methods of feeding, the circular points out.
Hogs may have a reputation as eaters, but the feeding of them is a unique
problem, Carroll says. The small capacity of the digestive tract of swine and their
capacity of rapid growth handicap them in utilizing roughages and other feeds of high
fiber Content. This is especially true of animals that are on full feed, such as
fattening pigs and sows that are suckling pigs. Even when they are not being fed for
high production, swine can not utilize coarse feeds extensively.
Judging the value of feeds for swine, farm grains that are available for
feeding, the importance of protein supplements, feeding the breeding herd, feeding
I
youag pigs, the value of forage crops for swine, supplying mineral deficiencies and
other feeding problems are among the topics discussed in the circular.
"Protein is most often the limiting factor in the ration of swine. This is
because common farm grains and many of the by-product feeds carry too low a percent-
age of protein for best results* As a general rule, supplements of animal origin,
STOch as dairy by-products, tankage said fish meal, have a higher supplementing value
than materials of plant nature, such as oil meals, gluten meal and other cereal by-
products."
-M-
Makes Beef Herd An Asset By Using Economical Plan
A good beef herd has been an asset to many an Illinois farm, and Dean
Mobley, in Brown County, has built up such a herd in an economical and constructive
way.
When prices were high, he sold all of his best young cattle and kept only
a few, faithful old cows v/hich had been regular producers of low-set, thick, smooth
calves. The old cows were not worth much to sell anyway. In a dozen years he has
built up a herd of I72 Aberdeen-Angus cattle in this way. When a crowd of Brown
County farmers led by W. E. Foard, the farm adviser, went to see the results recent-
ly, Mobley reported that he had improved the uniformity of his herd a lot by follow-
ing this plan. E, T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois has been emphasizing the fact that breeders and
fanners can develop uniform herds and flocks if they will stick resolutely to their
favorite type of animal.
-M-
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More Farmers To Try Reaping Seed Of Sweet Clover
With the acreage of sweet clover in Illinois increased to 800,000 acres and
with labor less of a cost, more farmers are likely to try saving some of their own
seed instead of buying it as in the past, says A. L, Young, of the agricultural
engineering department, College of Agricult-ore, University of Illinois.
"Because the seed ripens very unevenly, it is not possible, except with
some such variety as Grundy County, to save more than a small part of the total amount
of seed that may be produced. The best time usually will be after some of the earliest-
maturing setd has been lost by shattering.
"A beater such as can be made from an old binder often will get a surprising
amount of sweet clover seed. It is made by removing the sickle and covering the
guards of the binder, taking off the binder head to lighten the machine, increasing
the diameter of the reel and strengthening it, increasing the speed of the reel and
enclosing the ends and back of the platform. Such a beater knocks off only the riper
seed, but there usually is enough green seed and pieces of leaf and stem to make it
necessary to run the mixture through some sort of a cleaning mill. Even then it may
be necessary to spread the seed out in a fairly thin layer and stir it frequently
Tintil it has dried out.
"Direct combining the sweet clover seed usually is not very satisfactory.
Windrow combing probably would not be nruch better, although growers in the Dakotas
have reported this is a very satisfactory method.
"Where large quantities of laarvested seed are to be handled, large combina-
tion scarifiers and cleaners can be used. The individ-ual farmer or anyone having a
'small quantity can buy or make a small scarifier and finish cleaning the seed with
.whatever equipment may be available. Most of the small scarifiers work on the prin-
jclple of using a blower to throw the seed against a curved surface covered with coarse
sandpaper or roughened sheet metal which loosens and removes most of the hull and at
the same time gives the seed cost the scratching that is desirable when the seed is to
Ibe sown in the spring. Occasionally a farmer will hull his seed by running it through
a burr mill, or feed grinder, adjusting it so that the seed will not be crushed. This
.§ slow."
-M-
Only 3est Stock Farms Earning More Than Grain Farms
One of the most common questions about Illinois farming is answered in the
Results of studies which show that only the superior livestock farmers earn more than
the best grain farmers. The studies were made by the farm organization and manage-
nent department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Livestock farms, when efficiently operated, were found to be more profitable
than grain farms, but when inefficiently operated were less profitable than grain
farms.
"A farmer who is successful with both grain and livestock production has two
:;hances for profit, while the man who does a poor job of raising crops which in turn
ire fed to inefficient livestock or livestock that is poorly handled has two chances
5f losing," it was pointed out by H. C. M. Case, head of the farm organization and
oanagement department.
"There is not a great difference over a period of years between the earn-
ings of the average grain and the average livestock farm, as the possible extremes in
livestock farming equalize earnings in the two groups. One advantage that the live-
stock farmer has over the grain farmer is that it is easier for him to maintain the
"ertility of his soil. Consequently, his yields are higher, which adds to the prof-
tableness of his farm."

I
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Budget BalancinjS: More Difficult In FarminiS: Business
TOien it comes to balancing "budgets, farmers are up against a harder job
than are many other budget makers in a period of declining prices, according to
H. C. M. Case, head of the department of farm organization and management, College
of Agriculttire, University of Illinois. If agriculture's budget were not so hard to
balance, the industry would not be in the distressed condition it is at the present
time , he said.
"In the first place, farm costs decline slower than farm prices. Records
show that dtu'ing the past year actual cash operating costs have averaged about the
same as they did the year before, while cash sales have been cut nearly in half.
"In addition many farmers suffered a severe cut in inventory on produce on
hand, but not ready for market. Frequently corn held for feed that was worth 60 cents
a bushel near the first of the year was fed to livestock that was not ready for market
for several months. Livestock in many instances was bought at much higher prices than
it was sold for after eating the feed to put it into market condition. This situation
is much more severe in farming than in any other type of business, because of the
necessarily slow turnover in agriculture.
"The farmer's budget has another peculiarity. I.lany lines of industry have
their capital provided for by sale of stock. Dividends may be passed by, but the
stockholder does not lose his interest in the property. In contrast, a large percent-
age of farms are mortgaged. The farmer has not sold stock in his business. He has
'i given someone a mortgage for the capital that he does not have and he is required to
''.fay interest on that mortgage or lose possession of the property. The cash income on
'I many farms in the heart of the com belt during the past year will not pay cash op-
-jerating costs and interest on the indebtedness. Neither will it provide the family
'with the necessary living expenses."
&ets Higher Price By Selling Crops As Finished Beef
Getting more than the market prices for his crops is now the usual thing
for E. D. Wyman, a Vermilion County farmer, since he started marketing those crops
through beef cattle, it is reported by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist
Df the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
He feeds about 3OO calves each year. In addition to bringing him a premium
5n his crops, this plan reduces the grain acreage and saves soil fertility.
Last fall Wyman bought both steer and heifer calves as usuale The heifers
/ere put on the market early in the summer. There are still 215 steer calves on a
'ull feed of corn on 60 acres of sweet clover pasture. Balanced rations and other
iractices recommended by the extension service of the agricultural college are used.
^e calves are eating an average of about a peck of corn a day with slightly more
[ihan 1 pound of cottonseed cake. After the sweet clover has died in August, the
i'oughage for the calves will be sheaf oats and soybean hay. The calves will be mar-
jBted in the fall and replaced with freshly weaned calves at that time.
Wyman winters the calves on silage, soybean hay, oats and barley and adds
[orn to this ration in the spring. He has followed this general plan for several
lears. The grain, he reports, has averaged more income a bushel this way than if
lold on the market. Neighbors say that the Wyman farm now yields more grain an acre
Ihan any other farm in the locality.
i -M-
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11 Million Dollar Waste In Prod-ujse Could Be Halved
Losses of more than 11 million dollars because of damage to perishables
during shipment cotild be cut in half with consequent benefits both to food producers
and food users through the qo-untry-wide adoption of suggestions growing out of a
study of the problem by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
This is the conclusion of the investigators, J. W. Lloyd, chief in fruit
and vegetable marketing., and H, M. Newell, associate. They have just reported their
i
findings ajid suggestions in a new bulletin entitled, "Causes of Damage to Fruits and
' Vegetables During Shipment.
"
Shifting of the loads, either as a result of faulty loading or rough han-
Idling of the cars, was found to be the chief immediate cause of damage to shipments
of fruit, vegetables and other perishables.
Faulty loading of slatted crates sind other rectangiilar packages consisted
I chiefly of inefficient stripping of the load; failure to stow the packages rigidly
'against one another in each row lengthwise of the car; or inadequate center bracing.
Faulty loading of bushel baskets, tub bushels, half-bushel baskets and bushel hampers
usually consisted of failure to stow the packages in a compact enough arrangement to
•nake a rigid load.
Rough handling of a car in transit or in the switch yards may result in
serious shifting of the load and severe damage to the product in spite of all the pre-
cautions that may be taken to load 'the 'car properly, the investigators found.
Efficient as is the present cooperage system of salvaging the products in
disarranged loads at the Chicago Produce Terminal, such service could be greatly re-
diiced by proper loading and careful handling of cars, the investigators concluded.
Reduction in this service woiild mean less expense in the handling of products at the
railway terminal.
Losses could be still further reduced by shipping only products with good
harrying quality, by the consistent use of refrigeration in season and over distances
ardinarily requiring it and by prompt unloading of cars upon their arrival, it was
suggested.
-it-
Grazing Hurrying Disappearance Of 111. Farm Woods
Farm woods are disappearing fast in Illinois and they will continue to do so
long as farmers graze them with livestock, it is pointed out by L. E. Sawyer,
forestry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Ujaiversity of Illinois
'Bad of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
If a piece of land is more valuable for pasture than it is for timber, all
|»f the trees except a few for shade should be cut off apd the better grasses allowed
grow. If production of timber is the main consideration, all stock should be kept
'>ff the area and nature given a chance to produce as much timber an acre as is pos-
,iible, he recommended. Pasturing of woods is not only harmf\il to timber growth, but
klso the cattle must range over a much larger area of woodland pasture to get the
jiame amount of nourishment that they could get in grazing a small area of open pastxire
and.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Crop Costs Are Lowest If Treatment Includes Maniire
^ Pointing the way to wider mai'gins of profit for the farmer, results from
19 out of 26 Illinois soil experiment fields show that crops have been grown at the
lowest cost under a system of soil treatment which included manure. On l6 of these
19 fields manure and limestone have heen the most profitable soil treatment, accord-
ing to F. H. Crane, assistant chief in soil fertility at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Manure ranks as the best general-purpose fertilizer. The manure from one
horse or cow during a year contains as much nitrogen as a half ton or more of nitrate
of soda, as much phosphate as I25 pounds of superphosphate and as much potash as 200
pounds of muriate of potash, Crane explained.
"Results for the past 20 years, not only from Illinois but also from Ohio,
Pennsylvsinia and elsewhere, agree remarkably well in establishing a figure of $2 to
$3 a ton as a reasoriable and consenrative value for a ton of manure. These values are
based on its performance in improving crop yields. Taking the Illinois experiment
fields as a whole manure has increased wheat yields 3i bushels an acre, corn yields 10
bushels an acre, oats yields 7 bushels an acre and hay yields one-third of a ton an
acre.
ij^ "Manure is an effective fertilizer on dark-colored soils as well as on
light-colored ones, and is especially so on sand and alkali soils. On the Aledo,
Hartsburg, Lalfoille and Minonk fields, representing highly productive dark-colored
soils, manure last year was worth $1.56 a ton as a yield improver. On medium produc-
tive soils it was worth $2.US a ton. It had a value of $^.U9 a ton on the badly
eroded hill land of southern Illinois and a value of more than $6 a ton on sand land,
such as is represented by the Oquawka field."
~M-
Fall Pigs Do Not Bring Best Price But Cost Is Less
Spring pigs that are now going on the market are getting in on higher prices,
but fail pigs that are sold in the spring have just as good a chance to be profit
makers, according to H. H. Wilcox, of the farm organization and management department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Although the spring; market in the past has not been as good a hog market as
the late summer or early fall market, fall pigs usually are produced at less cost than
spring pigs, and as a result the margin of profit may often be just as large -en. fall
pigs as upon spring pigs, he explained.
Not only are fall pigs oftoi the low cost pork but also the raising of fall
pigs relieves the spring-grown pork from a heavy charge for the carrying of buildings
and equipment that are not used throughout the year under the one-litter system,
"Recent studies in the important hog producing areas of Illinois show that
the feed used in making 100 pounds of pork in fall-farrowed pigs was exactly the same
as required in producing pork from pigs farrowed in the spring. Much of this feed fed
to fall pigs is new corn not burdened with heavy storage and carrying charges. The
total number of pigs that a farm will grow in a year can be increased a lot by having
fall pigs. This increased volume of pork can be obtained without any additional ex-
pense in the way of buildings and hog equipment."
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August Is Month Of Lowest Winds ; March Is Windiest
Winds die dovm to their lowest velocity in Illinois dtiring August, it is
reported by George H. Dungan, associate chief in crop production at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. For the most part, wind velocities are compara-
tively low during the months when crops are in a condition to he most seriously in-
jured hy strong wind, he said.
March is the windiest month of the year in this state, judging from a
monthly average of wind velocities from I9I3 'to May, 1932* The average speed of wind
for March is 10.33 miles an hour. The other months in order of decreasing wind veloc-
ity are April, January, Fahruary, November, May, December, June, October, September,
July and August. The average wind velocity for Au^st is 5*66 miles an hour.
While wind velocities are not so high in Illinois as in many western states,
there are some days when the air movement is so rapid as to cause much injury to crops,
Dungan said. The late Prof, J. G. Mosier, of the college agronomy department, found
that when the air movement was 5 miles an hour, the amoimt of evaporation was increased
2.2 times over what it was during a calm; when 10 miles an hour, 3»S times; I5 miles,
h,^ times; 20 miles, 5*7 times; 25 miles, 6.1 times; and 30 miles, 6.3 times.
During periods of low soil moistuxe sind low himidity, high vdnds are de-
3idedly damaging to growing crops. However, "it is an ill wind that blows nobody
good," for the type of wind that injures crops the most will dry plants harvested for
j hay most quickly.
11 Strong winds injure growing crops by modifying the form and growth rate of
.P^Sie plants, as well as by increasing the evaporation. In a carefully controlled ex-
"periment in Oklahoma, using v/ind at I5 miles an hour as the sole variable factor, it
was learned that? (l) a portion of the tender foliage was destroyed by the whipping of
the wind; (2) the rate of growth as measured by height of plants was immediately re-
duced; (3) the time of maturity was lengthened by wind about 10 days for a 60-day grow-
ing period; (U) the yield of dry matter was reduced US.S per cent by wind; (5) the
jwater requirement for each Tmit of dry matter produced was approximately doubled; ajid
'(6) the number of secondary branches formed was increased 42,2 per cent by wind.
-M-
Huge Cucumbers Often Prized But Don't Bring Price
Over-size cucumbers fliay make the neighboring gardeners green with envy, but
i|ihey won't bring the price on the market, says J. P. McCollum, of the horticultural
department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This is just one of the
things to be remembered in harvesting this crop, he said.
"For pickling, cucumbers are harvested in the earlier stages of their de-
velopment. The price of fruits from one to three inches long is almost three times
^that of larger ones. It is therefore to the advantage of the grower to gather his
crop often enough to have the greatest possible proportion within the first grade,
furthermore, frequent harvesting is extremely desirable because it prevents the devel-
opment of large fruits which deplete the vitality of the vines.
"For slicing, cucumbers are allowed to become practically mature in size
,
but harvesting must be done before the seeds begin to harden. Dark green fruit, re-
latively small in diameter, is preferred on the market. Care should be taken not to
injure the vines during harvest. As 'crooks* and 'nubs' are of no value, they should
,t)e removed as soon as they appear. Clean harvesting is essential for maximum produc-
tion, since large developing fruit decreases plant growth as well as development of
ither fruits."
-M-
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Prospects In Beef Cattle Point To Increased Numbers
After the present brief period of scarcity, supplies of cattle may be ex-
pected to increase whether viewed either from the short- or long-time point of view.
This is one of the conclusions reached by L. J. Norton, assistant chief in agricul-
tural economics at the College of Agri cult-ore:, University of Illinois, in an abstract
^
of the recent beef cattle outlook report issued by the U. S. Department of Agricultvire.(• Farmers who are being encouraged to maintain or expand their cattle opera-
tions either because of low price of breeding stock, abundance of cheap feed or
recent profits from feeding should take into consideration the effect of this probable
increase in numbers, he believes. The outlook for demand and the general price level
still remain uncertain in spite of a better sentiment and the willingness of capital
again to seek investment.
"Some of the high points in the recent report follow:
"(1) The number of cattle on fanns has been increasing since 1928, but the
number slaughtered has decreased each year since I926. Sla\ighter of cows during the
first half of 193^ was the smallest for the period in maJiy years. 'If this' trend cen-
tinues, the nimibers of cows on farms at the end of the year will be near the largest
total every recorded. This expansion in breeding herds will obviously result in a
marked increase in cattle slaughter within the next few years.
"(2) The number of cattle on feed is smaller than a year ago, but marketings
I of grass cat'tle from the western states during the remainder of the year probably will
ibe larger than last year. Indications are that market supplies of grain-fed cattle
during the remainder of the summer and the early fall will be smaller than a year ago,
but will be larger during the late fall and early winter than in the corresponding
months of last year.
ijft' "(3) Prospects for an increased movement of stocker and feeder cattle this
fall point to larger supplies of well-finished cattle during the spring and summer of
1933 than in the corresponding period this year. Any business recovery will not be
immediately reflected in a stronger demand for beef because of the lag which normally
prevails between changes in business conditions and in demand for beef.
"(1+) While there has been an improvement in business sentiment in recent
Weeks, accompanied by an improvement in securitj'- and in some commodity prices, busi-
ness activity and the money level of consumers is at practically the lowest level of
the depression. As one financial observer summarizes the situation: 'The panic is
3ver; the depression is not.'"
Fall plowing Best Way To
,
Stop Spring Cutworm Damage
Cutworm injury in a corn field in the spring is most frequently determined
3y the condition of the field the previous fall. Many of the injurious cutworms de-
rolop from eggs laid in grass or weeds during August and September. These eggs hatch
in the fall and the half-grown cutworms live over winter in the field. Spring plow-
i-Dg fails to kill any large percentage of these worms. The best cutworm control lies
l.n fall plowing, early if possible.--J, H. Bigger, Assistant Entomologist, Illinois
State Natural History Survey.
L
-M-
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A[ Contract Plan Of Feeding LaPibs Has Its Limitations
Shortage of credit, cheap feed and tmsatisfactory prices to the grower for
feeder lamhs are some of the things creating much interest in contract feeding of
lambs. Various types of contracts are offered to meet different conditions and the
desires of feeders and growers. Prohahly most of these will prove equitahle to "both
parties concerned. In order to he eqtdtahle the contract must be based on a full con-
sideration of all the factors involved in the feeding of lambs. Such things as
q-uality of the lambs, weight, shrinkage, death loss, overhead, marketing expense and
feed cost of gain, require consideration.
Some farmers have been enthusiastic about contract feeding when first ap-
proached because it "soimded good to them" to get lambs to feed without having to buy
them. Far more than this is involved in the contract, for there are certain obliga-
tions to be fulfilled. Furthermore, not ever;''one will prove to be a satisfa,ctory
feeder from the standpoint of the grower or owner of the lambs. In many instances of
dissatisfaction on the part of both parties, the feeder has had no previous experience
with lambs. The contract used may have been equitable, but a barn fiill of cheap feed
does not fatten lambs. An abundance of low-priced feeds may make it seem attractive
to feed lambs, but successful feeders feed them as a definite and reasonable phase of
1 their farming practice. Through considerable eixperience they have solved the intri-
Icacies of starting the lambs on feed, of quickly detecting and treating minor ailments,
of noting changes in appetite and adjusting the ration accordingly and of being able to
know how their lambs are doing and when they are finished and ready for market.
With corn at 25 cents a bushel and alfalfa or clover hay at $6 a ton, the
[feed cost for 100 pounds gain in dry lot feeding will amount to about $3. To this
must be added about an equal amount to cover overhead, shrinkage and death loss. This
will bring the total cost to the feeder of one hundred pounds gain to a total of $6.
—
f. Gr. Eammlade, Assistant Chief, Sheep Eusbandry, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
-M-
" Sweet Ap-ple Cider" Should Be Sour
,
Too , To Be G-ood
TIQien cold weather comes, many people have an irresistible desire for apple
3ider, whj.ch seems to be an essential part of the fall season in this climate, like
pumpkin pie. This demand, which goes so naturally with the environment, should be
satisfied with the best possible cider.
i[ Good apple cider, contradictory as it may seem, should be both sweet and
sour. If its sugar content is high, while its' acid content is low, it is
Insipid. On the other hand, if its sugar content is low, while its acid content is
ligh, it is too sour. It should have "body"; that is, it should not be thin. It
should have the clmracteristic apple aroma. It should have a slight astringency,
fhich produces its ""bite." The proper combination of ingredients can usually be
iscured only by blending varieties. Sweet varieties with a high aroma, like G-rimes
tnd Delicious, can be mixed with sour varieties. Astrine^ency can be added by mixing
n a very small proportion of crab apples or market-ripe apples of varieties high in
I-annin at that stage. Cider with good "body" and aroma can be made only from fully-
'ipened fall or winter apples. Apples picked for market or stored are usually too
Teen, and should be ripened, under conditions which will insure ventilation of the
ruit, in a warm room or shed. Unsound fruit must be rigidly excluded. Cider making
s really an art by which a delightful drink can be produced.—^W. A. Ruth, Chief,
jl'omological Physiology, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
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New Spread Of TTheat Disoase Need Not Alarm Growers
The mosaic-rosette disease of wheat is now known to occur in McLean county.
In 1931 Harris Deal, near Danvers, had a field of Red Cross wheat on good soil which
yielded practically nothing. While the disease appeared to be rosette, a definite
statement was withheld until the disease could "be studied more closely. In 193^ a
small wheat plot was grown on this same soil. Some strains known to to susceptible
to this disease, as well as some known to he resistant, were used. By watching the
growth of these it was definitely determined that the disease is one of the several
forms of mosaic-rosette.
Heretofore it had been known that the disease occurred on bottom lan.d along
the Mississippi for some distance up and down from the mouth of the Illinois river,
and along the Illinois river up as far as Pekin. Some cases had been found on ad-
joining upland soil. The McLean county case is on upland rolling soil but farther
away.
The cause of the disease is neither a fungus nor a bacterium, but a virus,
an entity too small to be seen with the best microscope. Infection remains in the
soil for years, probably indefinitely where wheat is used in the rotation.
Under conditions favorable for the disease, a crop may be practically
destroyed. Nevertheless, the farmer who is informed need not be alarmed. Most of the
wheat varieties now in common use in Illinois are fairly resistant to the disease,
some of them highly resistant. The most susceptible variety, the one in which the
farmer courts especial danger in case there should be infection in his soil, is Red
Cross or Harvest Qiaeen.
Information on disease resistance and varieties adapted to any particular
part of the state will gladly be furnished on request.—Benjamin Koehler, Assistant
Chief, Crop Pathology, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Naliob Is Promising New Wheat ?or Southern Illinois
Even though Purkof is classed as a mixed wheat in the market and, there-
fore, not entirely desirable, it is still at the top in average yield at Urbana. It
has a six-year average yield of ^3*3 bushels an acre. The next variety is Wisconsin
Pedigree 2 with a five-year average of U3.2 bushels. It is a bearded, rather stiff-
^strawed wheat originating as a selection from Turkey. Men in the northern and
<(«entral portions of Illinois could improve their yields by introducing this variety.
Illinois Progeny 2 ranks in third place with a six-year average of U2.6 bushels an
..acre. It is a bearded, soft red winter wheat, A small quantity of pure seed of this
^Wriety is being distributed this fall for the first time. Other high yielding varie-
ties at Urbana are Blackhull , Ilred, Zanred, and Turkey Red.
The six highest yielding varieties that have been grown at DeKalb for a
minimum of five years are Wisconsin Pedigree 2, Minturki , Purkof, Turkey Red, lobred
and Eanred.
Leading varieties at Alhambra include Nabob, Pulcaster, Michigan Amber,
Red Sea, Purkof, Fulhio and Trumbull. Nabob has been grown only two years, but be-
^use of its unusual promise in the soft red winter wheat section of Illinois, it is
worthy of being introduced into Illinois in small quantities, at least.—George H.
Dungan, Associate Chief, Crop Production, College of Agriculture, University of
llllinois.
-M-
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Latest Outlook Facts Studied At Regional Conference
What lies ahead for the Illinois farmer, insofar as it coiild "be determined
at the recent central states outlook conference in Chicago, has been summarized by
Dr. L. J. Norton, assistant chief in agricultural economics at the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois. Dr. Norton was one of the Illinois delegates to the con-
ference which was held under the leadership of the extension service of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture and attended by representatives from I3 mid-western states.
'The conference was held September 1*+, I5 and I6.
The summary of points holding the greatest interest for Illinois farmers
follows:
General Economic Conditions
The demand for agricultural products and the business situation was discus-
Ised by L, H. Bean, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, who pointed out that the
demand for- agricultural products was largely determined by the business situation.
iSwne evidence of improvement has developed in the past three weeks, chiefly in the
industries which make consumers' goods, particularly textiles. Basic industries such
,as steel and construction do not show the same signs of recovery but do show some in-
jdication of stability. It is in these latter industries that unemployment is greatest.
iSome of the financial factors which caused so much disturbance in 1931-32 need not be
jBUch a disturbing influence this year. In fact there are definite indications of im-
provement in the financial situation. There are some signs of improvement in the
jforeign economic situation. Activity has been stabilized or even improved slightly
in Bom© foreign countries since the first of the year*
There has been in recent years a very marked rising in wheat and pork pro-
faiction outside of the United States and this has made it difficult for this cotmtry
to export these products.
Mr. Bean showed that since 1920 gross farm income has changed with changes
n the income of domestic consimers, although at times the relationship has been
iltered by changes in the export dema.nd. Since the latter part of I929 an index of
;he payrolls in leading industries has declined from 110 to U5 and an index of gross
"arm income has declined from 110 to 32.
He pointed out that industries which utilize agricultural pi'oducts have been
luch more active than those wliich utilize non-agricultural products. The consumption
'^ food and clothing has not fallen off like the production of steel, the purchase of
•Utomobiles, or construction. There are no definite signs of a significant improve-
lents in the industries using non-agricultural products even by next spring, although
mproved credit conditions and loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for
"Onstruction purposes may help some. With low activity in such industries, a large
f'olume of unemplojinent is inevitable and low prices for such farm products as moats
nd dairy products will continue until employment in these industries begins to expand.
, Dr. G. F. Warren, of Cornell University, discussed the relationship between
*he world monetary situation and price levels along much the same lines as he did at
he 1932 Farm and Home Week at Urbana. Some of his points were:
1. The most important factor governing the price of any farm product at a
jjlniQ like this is the general price level,
2. The general price level is determined by four factors: (a) Production of
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. II. W. Mumforu, Director.
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all commodities, (1)) Demand for all commodities, (c) Supply of gold and (d) Demand
for gold.
3. The most important factor in the present price sitviation is the demand
for gold.
\, If the 21 countries which have recently suspended the gold standard
should not make an effort to get tack to it and thus reduce the demand for gold, a
substantial rise in prices would take place in the country. He thought that there was
some chance of this happening tut not enough for one to base business plans on it.
5. If this did not happen, px'ices of ig21»1929 could not be re-established
without altering our monetary standard.
6, The alternative to such a change is continued liquidation until prices of
all kinds and debts are adjusted to the lower price level. Liquidation sufficient to
restore a situation in connection with real estate so as to malce possible a resumption
of activity on a large scale will require several more years.
7» The individioal should base his plans on the likelihood of readjustment to
the lower price level.
8, Some recovery from the absurdly low levels to which farm prices had fallen
was inevitable, but a general price level "substantially below" pre-war was most prob-
able unless there was a reduction in the demand for gold.
Farm Ad,iustments
I
In a session dealing with individual farm adjustments, Prof. H. C. M. Case,
|of the College of Agricultiire, University of Illinois emphasized the desirability of
keeping the present fanners on the land even if annual payments had to be adjusted to
a rental basis during the emergency period. A surplus of family labor tends to en-
trench the family-sized farm more securely. There was a tendency toward greater self-
sufficiency and economy in e3cpense. Some of these economies might go too far because
,some expenses return more than they cost, Lon^- time plans are being subordinated to
jthe emergency situation. More distinction is bein^' given to use of land, with poorer
jlakids going to pasture and greater intensity on the better lands.
Prof, Sherman Johnson, of South Dakota, emphasized the necessity of reducing
fixed costs, particularly taxes.
Prof. Warren stressed the fact that the range in farm earnings was as wide
IS in other periods, indicating the importance of good management practices.
Prof. C. E. Arnold, of Ohio, emphasized the desirability of dealing directly
'Tith consumers wherever this was practicable under existing conditions,
Reports From Individual States
Men from individual states reported generally good crops with the exception
>f local drouth areas which seem to be particularly bad in parts of Ohio and Wisconsinj
increase in interest in livestock feeding, generally low prices, and a considerable
nterest in the tax situation. All states indicated a movement of people from city to
ountry, and in some cases it was noted that the current movement was made of a much
•ore substantial class than those who returned when the depression first began.
\
m
\ Individual ProductsFeed—The total tonnage of feed grain is 13 percent larger than last seasonM about 7 percent more than the I92U-I928 average. The hay crop is 11 percent larger
han last year's outturn but 7 percent below average. Smaller supplies of by-products
eed stuffs are in sight owing to reduced demand for main products such as flour,
nile prospects also are for small crops of oil seed, particularly cottonseed.
Beef Oattlo—The cattle outlook was summarized in the Extension Messenger I'or
eptember lU. At the conference an increased interest in cattle feeding was noted,
indicating a prospective increase in supplies of beef as soon as some of the short-fed
attle are returned. The long time outlook is for an increasing supply of beef, as
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the ntmber of cattle on fanns has "been increasing for several years.
The credit situation which has an important bearing on cattle feeding seems
to be easing in some sections. Definite information was not given as to when the
proposed regional agricultural credit corporation to lend money on livestock, financed
by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, will be ready to operate. From other
sources it was learned that these are expected to make loans in considerable volume
through non-cooperative livestock marketing interests.
The tone of the discussion indicated that caution in expanding cattle feed-
ing operations was warranted and that the price paid for feeders should be watched
carefully. Prof. R. C. Ashby, of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
said: "Profits this year will come from cheap gains rather than from margins."
Hogs—The immediate outlook for hogs is a reduction of about 7 percent in
the number marketed from the spring pig crop as compared with last year. The outlook
also is for heavier weights. After the end of the last fall's crop is marketed,
receipts may be expected to be relatively lighter because of holding back for heavier
weight and also because of the smaller spring pig crop,
A general expansion in hog production stimulated by cheap and abiindant com
is indicated. This increase is getting under way faster in the eastern corn belt,
:from Illinois east, than in the western part of the belt, because of the better 1931
:corn crop in the eastern states. This expansion in hog production, which will likely
ibegin to expand marketings beginning late next spring, will tend to hold down hog
prices even if business conditions begin to improve, just as a similar expansion held
down prices in 1922 and 19^3 when business was improving. Currently the situation is
idominated by low consumer income.
Milk and Dairy Products-—The dairy industry apparently faces an increase
in output. It was reported that a shift toward fall freshening was indicated by recent
reports and that milk production this fall might be 7 percent more than a year ago.
The number of dairy cows on farms continues to increase because of retention of old
ows, which is the result in part at least of low prices which can be received for old
bows and in part the result of cheap feed. Although dairy product prices are low,
rains are relatively cheaper, and tMs encourages feeding when grain does not have
vO be purchased.
Grains—These crops were not discussed at the conference. In the corn
situation the unfavorable factors from a price standpoint are the large crop, the
Latest estimate for which was 2,85^ million bushels, a good sized carryover and a re-
iuced hog crop. The favorable factors are an expansion in cattle feeding, the certain-
ly of an expansion in hog production, a fairly active demand into the northeastern
lairy states where crop production was cut down by dry weather in the early part of
;he summer, a material reduction in the competition with wheat as a feed and the pos-
al^bility of some export business around present price levels.
Prices of the products made from soybeans have advanced moderately. The
:rop of cottonseed is materially reduced. There is also an active export demand for
loybeans. The Manchurian crop is currently estimated at 70 percent of last year and
«-iie stocks thete are small.
^'- Practically no change in the acreage sown to winter wheat in the United
'tates is indicated by the report on intentions to sow winter wheat and rye recently
ssued by the U. S. Department of jigriculture. The indicated acreage is only 1 per-
ent less than last year.
Illinois fanners, on the other hand, are planning a reduction of 5 percent,
ontinuing a trend which has been in operation for several years. The acreage planned
be sown in 1932 is slightly over one million acres less than the acreage sown an-
ually from 192ii to 1928.
-M-
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Return Of Colder Winters May Check Bew Corn Disease
A cheering opinion that the alarming new corn disease, bacterial wilt, or
blight, may disappear as suddenly as it appeared without laying waste to the main
cash crop of the corn belt is held by Dr. Benjamin Koehler, crop pathologist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Mild winters of the past several years have paved the way for the develop-
ment of the bacteria causing the disease, he believes. A good old fashioned winter
of cold weather would freeze out these bacteria, in Dr, Koehler 's opinion.
This opinion, is .borne out by.history in the case of Stewart's disease, a
plague of sweet corn with which the new bacterial wilt, or blight, of field corn is
closely related. It is true that Stewart's disease this yeax riddled sweet corn in
many areas, but scientists first reported on this disease as far back as 1897, Since
then it has appeared and disappeared in waves, and Dr, Koehler reasons that the new
field corn disease may do the same thing.
The worst case of the wilt in dent corn has been found by Dr, Koehler on
the Zollar Brothers farm, near Salem, Marion county. Altogether, he and Dr. James R,
Holbert of the U, S, Department of Agriculture, have studied the disease in 60 or more
Illinois corn fields from McHenry county on the north to Marion county on the couth
and from Adams county in the west to Vermilion county in the east. Specimens from the
Zollar farm yiere first sent in to the college by Farm Adviser Y. J. Blackburn, of
Marion county.
Two years ago there was a good corn crop on the 20-acre field on the Zollar
farm where the v;orst case of the disease was foxind, and last year the field made 60
bushels of oats to the acre. Since then, however, the vdlt infection has developed
to the place where this year there was only an occasional normal plant in the field,
the remainder being dwarfed and sttmted and -unproductive.
Two stages of the disease are now recognized as a result of studies which
iCoehler and Holbert have made of it. In the primary infection the young stalks are
rotted out at the base, and some of the plants are likely to wilt. There is a eecond-
^.iiy type of infection in which striping and dying of the leaves is the main symptom,
Enoiigh is now known about the disease so that it can be recognized in the
iarly stages, Dr. Koehler said. Consequently, if it appears another year a more
•.borough study can be made of it than has been possible in the past.
-M-
Prompt Action Needed To Control Peach Borer Losses
I
Strict economy which peach growers have been forced to practice during the
last two -or three seasons has resulted in the peach borer becoming a more serious
enace in the principal peach growing sections of the state, according to a report
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by S. C. Chandler, assistant
ntomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey. Now is the time to check
Ws threat by treating the trees with paradichlorobenzene (P.D.B. ), he recommended.
lis material should be applied \to the trees before October 15, unless this is an-
ther long, warm fall. In that Case the date coiild be extended two weeks. As it is
>w, a considerable proportion of orchards have been left untreated for two Buccoesive
'2ars, One or more season's neglect will kill some of these trees and seriously
Jaken others,
_M-
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Few Parmers , At Least , Increased Income Since 1925
If all farmers could do as well as a little group of 25 central Illinois
farmers have done during the past few years, their v/orries would be a lot lighter
than they are, according to M. L. Mosher, of the farm organization and management
department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
These 25 farmers were the best out of a group of 130 in the community who
kept records and accounts in cooperation with the farm manat;;ement department, Stiidies
which Mosher has just made of these accounts show that the 25 farmers increased their
net earnings by an average of more than ^1,200 a farm a year in 1929 and 1930 over
what they had earned in 1925 and 1926,
Hi-^iier acre yields of crops accounted for more of the increase in net earn-
ings than any other single factor. An average increase of more than five bushels of
corn an acre and proportionate increases in yields of other crops were brought about
nostly by attention to soil improvement practices, introduction of higher yielding
strains of seed, more careful storage and preparation of seed, more careful seed bed
preparation and cultivation and siiidlar practices advocated by the agricultural college.
Higher efficiency in the handling of livestock and some increase in the
amount of livestock were a close second to better crop yields in increasing incom.es.
I
This increased efficiencj'' with livestock was obtained by improvement in the quality
!
of breeding stock, by more attention to the health of the animals, by greater use of
home grown feeds in balancing rations and by closer attention to the production of
jgood quality of products and time of marketing.
i Lower operating costs, especially for power and machinery, was the third
Imost important factor in the improvement of these farms. Costs were reduced by cut-
iting down on the amo'ont of horse and tractor power, by rearranging the farms so that
they were divided into fewer and larger fields coming as close as possible to the
buildings and by increasing the size of the farms,
"With prices as they are this year, this natter of decreased operating costs
is relatively more important as compared with crop yields and livestock efficiency
than it was in former years.
"Changes in cropping systems so as to have more of the tillable land in
crops that bring relatively good net returns an acre was another factor that enabled
the twenty-five farmers to increase their earnings."
i
-M-
Benefits Of Soft Water Can Be Had At Small Expense
At least 70 pounds of soap a year is lost or wasted by every Illinois family
)f five people using water of avera^^e hardness for this state. For this and other
reasons soft water is a labor saver and a money saver. Furthermore, it may be had in
jvery home at a relatively small cost, according to a new circular, "Soft Water for
;he Home," which has just been issued by the College of Agriculture, University of II-
• inois. It was prepared by A, M. Bus-well, chief in the Illinois State Water Survey,
md E. W, Lehmann, head of the college's department of agricultural engineering.
Inconveniences and discomforts of hard water for all purposes except drink-
ng and cooking are universally recognized, the authors point out. Soft water may be
irovided either through a cistern supply of rain water or by softening clear hard
ater. The choice between the two methods lies largely with the individual home owner.
-M
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Eg^s Payiiit:; More Uow But Too Many Hens ITot Laying
Higher egg prices promise to make Illinois farm chickens a so\irce of welcome
cash income this fall, but hundreds of flock owners will be puzzled and complaining
because they are not getting any eggs, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
|||h There are many reasons why hens don't lay, but one thing is certain, ac-
'"*6ording to Alp. More attention could be given to better management on many farms
where egg production is low,
"Probably the most common reason for unthrifty birds that will lay poorly
;his fall will be worms. In the case of infested flocks it would be advisable to
treat the birds and then confine them to clean quarters to prevent a reinf estation.
Prevention of intestinal worms in chickens is covered in the college's circular No.
344, which makes reference to the use of common lye for this purpose.
"Hens won't lay their best unless their houses are kept clean, free from
lice and mites, well ventilated and not overcrowded. Four square feet a bird is best
for good results,
"There also should be plenty of feed hopper space. Hoppers ten feet long
which permit feeding from both sides will provide enough hopper space for 100 birds,
j
Plans for home-made feeders are given in the college's circular No. 533 on poultry
I
farm .eqtiipraent. Plenty of fresh drinking water also is important,
"It should be an easy matter to get a good feed mixture or ration that will
produce eggs. A number of suitable mash mixtures which, for the most part, can be
'made from home-grown {^ains are given in the college's circ-ular No. 275 on feeding
for egg production. One of many mash mixtures that may be used can be made from 200
pounds ground yellow corn, 100 pounds ground wheat, 100 pounds ground oats, 50 potmds
jineat scrap, 25 pounds dried milk, 25 pounds soybean oil meal, 2§ pounds steamed bone
meal, 2^ pounds ground limestone and 5 pounds salt."
-M-
Spread Of Wheat Disease Need Not Ruin Illinois Crop
Recent spread of the serious mosaic-rosette disease of wheat into new terri-
tory in Illinois need not alarm the growers of this state's two million acres of wheat,
if they will use recommended varieties and follow other approved practices, according
to Dr. Benjamin Koehler, crop pathologist of the College of Agriculture, University of
^Illinois,
I" Under favorable conditions the disease may practically destroy an entire
crop, but most of the varieties now common in Illinois are fairly resistant to the
disease and some of them are highly resistant, he reported. Tlie most susceptible
srariety and the one which may lead the farmer into losses in case there is infection
in the soil is Red Cross, or Harvest i^een, he said.
Spread of the disease into McLean co-unty was definitely established by the
iollege this season, Koehler reported.
Heretofore it had been known that the disease occurred on bottom land along
;he Mississippi for some distance up and down from the mouth of the Illinois river and
ilong the Illinois river as far up as Pekin. Some cases had been found on adjoining
ipland soil. The McLean county outbreak is on upland rolling soil but farther away.
The cause of the disease is neither a fungus nor a bacteriiim, but a virus,
ua entity too small to be seen with the best microscope. Infection remains in the
oil for years, probably indefinitely where wheat is used in the rotation. The col-
ege is prepared to furnish information on disease resistance and varieties adapted to
my particular part of the state.
-M-
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Operating Costs 0f Farm Trucks About 2 Cents A Mile
Farm trucks, of which there are more than Uo,000 in Illinois, are operated
at an average cost of $188 a year, or 6.7 cents a mile, for the ton and the ton and a
half sizes, according to detailed cost studies made by the farm organization and man-
agement department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Slightly more than 18 per cent of all farms in the state had trucks in the
last census, whereas in I92O only 2.5 per cent of the farms had them, or a total of
6,000 for the state. There is a tendency for the trucks to be concentrated in cer-
tain sections, the number varying from 35 ^^ Hardin ccrunty to 2,390 in Cook county.
Five other counties besides Cook hac- more than 1,000 farm trucks in the last census.
lese were LaSalle , McHenry , Livingston, Bureau and St. Clair.
Mileage on the trucks that were studied averaged 2 ,813 miles a year and the
irage load hauled was 2,825 pounds, giving a cost of 9 cents a ton mile, it is re-
wrted by P. E. Johnston, of the farm management department. In travelling the 2,813
.les, the trucks consumed an average of 253 gallons of gasoline, which was at the
ite of 11,1 miles a gallon. The average gas bill for the season was $35" 7^- This
fes 19 percent of the total operating cost. An average of nine gallons of oil was
Lsed by the trucks at a cost of about $6.
Other important items of expense were $60 for depreciation, $21 for repairs,
'0 for license, $l6 for interest on investment and $11 for tires. Miscellaneous items
Including insurance, grease and shelter, came to $18,
Costs per mile were much lower for those trucks driven a greater distance,
(he cost being 9«S cents a mile for trucks driven less than 1,500 miles as compared
.th 5«6 cents for those driven more than U,500 miles during the year.
The trucks were used 68 per cent of the time for hauling products from the
)me farm, I9 per cent of the time in doing custom hauling and lU per cent in doing
:change work for the neighbors. The hauling of livestock and livestock products ac-
counted for one-third of the work done with the trucks, while another third went into
scellaneous hauling on the home farm.
The trucks were used fairly uniformly throughout tho year, July being the
jonth of maximum use with 11 per cent of the total year's hauling being done then.
ictober ranked second in the amount of hauling.
-M-
ITew Demand Tor Soybeans Needed To Bolster prices
_
Illinois is still the leading soybeaji producing state, but new sources of
4emand not yet in sight will have to be tapped in order to restore the relatively
high prices which this crop brought prior to 1930, according to a report just released
by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois on, "Some Recent Changes in Mar-
j
keting Illinois Soybeans," These new sources of demand are needed because of the
I greatly reduced proportion of the seed crop now used for planting, the report explains.
lit Was prepared by C. L. Stewart, chief in agricult-oral economics; W. L» Burlison, head
of the department of agronomy, and 0. L. Whalin, formerly research assistant in agri-
cultural economics.
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Openinjg: Of More Cheese Factories Releases New Feed
Opening of a number of cheese factories in Illinois during the past year or
two has put farmers to puzzling ahout the feeding value of whey, a hy-product of these
factories. According to Dr. H. A. Ruehe , head of the department of dairy husbandry,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is vTorth about half as much as skim-
milk for feeding purposes. A corarion way of evaltiating whey, he says, is to consider
100 poxonds of it to be worth the price of a peck of corn.
Whey, which has a nutritive ratio of 1 to 6.8 is composed of three-tenths
per cent fat, eight-tenths per cent protein, U.8 per cent carbohydrates, six-tenths
per cent minerals and 93*5 P^r cent water. Slcimmilk, in contrast, which has a nutri-
tive ratio of 1 to 1-5 per cent, is composed of one-tenth per cent fat, 3-^ per cent
protein, 5*1 per cent carbohydrates, seven-tenths per cent minerals and 90*7 per cent
water.
.i^ "Many cheese factories skim the whey to remove the fat. In that case the
'"^t content would be much lower than three-tenths per cent
.
"Whey contains but very little protein, since the casein is removed in the
..process of cheese making. Most of the milk albumin passes out into the whey and is a
very desirable protein for feeding purposes. Whey contains most of the milk minerals
and for that reason it is very desirable for feeding young growing animals.
"The carbohydrates of whey are the milk sugar and lactic acid which are very
desirable for poultry and hogs.
"In view of the fact that whey has a nutritive ratio of about 1 to 6.8, it
|should be combined with some protein feed, such as tanlcage or oil meal. Barley and
TThey often can be used to advantage for hog feeding,"
-M-
Mud Roads Bring Uni t ed Action For Community Welfare
Most Illinois to'.vns credit at least a part of their success to concrete roads,
but Griggsville owes its "new day" to mud roads.
It was these mud roads which provided the spark that set off a new kind of
community action which is expected to benefit all the people and lead to the further
ipbullding of the community. Community action on the matter has talcen the form of
'gravel days." Recently, for example, 2U0 men with trucks and wagons hauled gravel
;o cover an eight-^ile stretch of road between Detroit and Griggsville.
To carry the project farther, the wives of the men worlcing on the job got
ether and prepared a community dinner for their husbands, fathers and sons. Not
""fit satisfied, 9^ ™en later got together to gravel the road past the house of one of
•he men who was most influential in organizing the effort. They not only gravelled
Bte road past his house but also past his neighbor's house. Since then "gravel days"
ave been held once and twice a week in the community.
4
Griggsville is one of the many places in Illinois which is cooperating in a
•Omunity action project sponsored by the extension service of the College of AgJ^icul-
^re
, University of Illinois. What has been done to improve roads and thereby benefit
^1 people of that community is an example of what can be accomplished by such commu-
nity action, it was pointed out by D. E. Lindstrom, associate in rural sociology, who
s in charge of the project. Farm Adviser W. B. Bunn, of Pilze County, cooperated in
^^he road gravelling work.
""'" "-';'•/;
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Horses Break Old Records As Proof They Are Not Done
Ik
Just in case somebody might think horses were through, Illinois teams went
out and established three new state pulling records to climax a series of contests
which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just held over the state,
it is reported by E. T. Bobbins , livestock extension specialist. All the new records
were set in the Tuscola contest. Contests had previously been held at Springfield,
Eoseville, Augusta, St. Joseph, Morrison and Olney.
Both state records for horses went to Willard Rhoads , Springfield, who last
Jar won the state championship in the class for heavy teams. This year in the class
)r teams weighing less than 3 ,000 pounds he had a team that set a new state record
Lth a lift of 2,825 pounds for 27^ feet. The team weighed 2,920 pounds. The previous
jcord Was a lift of 2 ,800 pounds made last year by a farm team of grade Percherons
led by W. A- King, Gilson.
Rhoads also took the championship in the class for heavy teams and set a new
bate record when his
^ ,8'J^~-poun6. team registered a lift of 3 j200 po-unds for 27|- feet.
The previous record In the heavy class was a lift of 3 ,150 pounds made last year by
one of Rhoads' teams.
A new mule record was set by a span of mules weighing 2 ,S20 pounds and be-
longing to David Pope, Decatur, when they lifted 2,500 pounds 27^ feet and 2,700 poionds
j
11^ feet. The old record was a lift of 2,350 pounds 27^ feet and 2 ,l|50 pounds 21 2/3
j^et
.
iK The new record for heavy teams is equal to starting several times in succes-
sion a wagon-load of Ul ,500 pounds on granite block pavement. It also is equal to pull-
ing seven lU-inch plows turning furrows six inches deep in stubble ground, according
to Robbins.
It is common knowledge among horsemen that horses vary greatly in their pull-
ing ability. However, there is a difference of opinion as to the best size, conforma-
tion and condition for maximum pulling. The object of the contests is to detennine
what relation size, type, soimdness , condition, training, driving, shoeing and style
and fit of colars and harness have to the pulling ability of horses. A new dynamometer
handled by E. L. Kleckner was used by the college in meas\iring the pull registered by
teams competing in the contests.
-M-
Fall Preparation Insures Results from 1933 Gardens
I
Gardens have done heavier duty than ever in feeding families during the past
year, and they will be even more successful and profitable next season if preparations
are started now, says Lee A. Somers , vegetable gardening extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"As soon as the winter crop has been removed to storage , the garden should
be cleared of all crop residue, weedy areas should be mowed, a heavj'- covering of manure
should be applied and the garden should be plowed.
"Fall plowing helps to control weeds, leaves the soil in good tilth and con-
trols soil-inhabiting insects as well as many diseases.
"Fall application of manure is much superior to spring application in that
it gives time for rotting to be well advanced by the time the plants need the food con-
tained in the manure,
}
"After the garden has been plowed, fence rows, briar patches, weedy areas,
ditch banks and other areas surrounding the garden should be burned over. This is not
only a worthwhile sanitation measure, but also is fine for insect control.
"After the garden has been cleaned up and plowed, the drainage system should
(be checked to make sure it is in working order. Anj'' necessary repairs also should be
made to fences and gates."
r.
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Financing ProblemG Enliven Ad.justment ConferenceG
Almost a thousand leading farmers, farm and home advisers and vocational
I agricultural teachers attacked the perplexing problem of financing the farm and home
in the annual series of adjustment conferences which the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois has just held throughout the state. This was the fifth annual
series of meetings ijnder the adjustment conference idea launched in 1928 by Dean H.
W, Muraford. Ten meetings were held so that all counties in the state could be reached.
Representatives from each county were selected by the county farm and home bureaus.
Of the 946 people v/ho attended the 1932 conferences, about 800 were farmers
or farmers' wives, 117 were fann or home advisers and 21 were teachers of vocational
i agriculture,
R. C, Ross, of the farm organization and management department, in discuss-
ling the subject, "Guides in Making Farm Financial Plans," stressed the importance of
iiising financial statements as a basis of judging the present condition of a farm bu-
|siiiesG and the amount of credit which could be safely used, and the value of income
and expense statements of past years as a basis for estimating future incomes from
which borrowed capital must be repaid. He noted the wide use now made of credit state-
,ment6 by bankers. Statements of estimated income and eirpense are less commonly used
land they are more difficult to prepare accuratelyo Changing prices and varying prices
make it particalarly difficult to estimate incomes.
Among general rules for financing which v.-ere pointed out by Ross were;
jil) Credit should be used only for purposes which will directly repay the loan; (2)
IHie cheapest form of credit should be used; bank credit is cheaper than store or im-
jplement dealer credit; (o) Aiaortization and installment systems of repnyment shcjCLd
)e used where possible; (4) Short term debts should be refunded on a long term basis
IS soon as conditions permit; (5) In periods of falling prices fixed obligations should
)e avoided so far as possible. Share rents, for example, could be more easily adjusted
10 altered conditions than cash rents.
j Miss Paulena Nickell, of the department of home economics, discussed the
subject, "Financing the Farm Home." She reported on adjustments which Illinois farm
'amilies have made in the past four years in an effort to balance expenditures with
educed incomes, as shown by the home accoionts kept in cooperation with the department
f home economics. Between 1928 and 1931 cash expenditures were reduced about 50 per
J -eat. On the other hand, the value of products furnished to the family living has been
jaintained in spite of decreases in the prices. Savings, which include insurance, have
'een better maintained than cash outlays for other items. Of 100 families for which de-
ailed information was available for 1931, 50 found it necessary to use past savings
r to borrow money for expenses.
Si Miss Nickell pointed out that a depression v/as "an enforced readjustment,"
'he noted that the declines in expenditures of farm families have not been at the ex-
'•jjiense of food and do not involve dangerous readjustments except as they involve out-
' ays for health or education. Women are becoming more careful buyers, paying more at-
5|ention to quality. She pointed out that the depression is causing an increase in in-
.|ierest in family and local entertainment which is a good thing in , tbat it„.develops
.'TeativPnA'S""^ in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress
May 8, 191-1. H.^. ^Yvmtokd, Director.
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She stressed the importance of giving the lairdly security in all financial
ilans, "More land might do it, or more land might be an added hurden. "
L. J. Norton, of the department of agricultural economics, in discussing,
"The Current Economic Situation," pointed out that the best plans have gone astray
during the past three years because of the great decline in prices. An index which
measures the price of some 700 commodities has declined from 95 per cent of the 1926
average in 1929 to 65 per cent in September, 1932. Farm products have declined even
more. From the middle of June to the middle of September the general level of prices
rose from 63 per cent of 1925 to 66 per cent. Several farm products increased in price
during this period. This rise in prices is one of the bases for the more optimistic
feeling which developed last summer. This rise has nov; been checked. There are a nura-
ter of indications that the panicky stage of the depression is over. Some of these are
the rise in prices, an increase in bank deposits since mid-summer, a return flow of
gold from abroad and a return of money from hoarding. Since the middle of August there
has been a moderate improvement in employment. The foundation has been laid for a
mo.derate improvement, b-cit producers of meats and livestock products must face the fact
that there is a large crop of corn v/hich v/ill be marketed largely through livestock
and that the inevitably abundant supplies of livestock will tend to hold prices down,
P., R. Hudelson, of the farm organization and management department, in dis-
cussing the subject, "Farm Debt Problems," pointed out that debt and credit are two
sides of the same problem. It is credit when it is obtained and debt afterwards. The
fsirm mortgage debt of the country is now about nine hUlion dollars. The interest on
this debt required about one-eighth of the gross income of all American farmers in
1931. Mortgage debt increased with prices from 1890 to 1920, but continued to increase
after 1920, when prices fell. The b-arden is now four times as heavy as in the depres-
sion in the 1890's and farm prices are nearly as low. Last summer a ro\igh survey in-
dicated about 25 per cent delinquency.
In discussing methods of dealing with this debt, Hudelson discussed the use
of foreclosure, voluntary transfer, agreement for entry, chattel m^ortgages to secure
iJgainst other creditors, and interest adjustments based on ability to pay. The large
companies have no general policy, dealin;^ with each case as an individual problem^
Jhey are not instituting general foreclosure, partly because they cannot do without a
elloss and cannot operate the farms at a profit. Voluntary transfer avoids foreclosure
'.osts and deficiency judgments and is sometimes advisable. Agreement for entry which
nits the mortgagee in the position of a landlord but does not give him absolute title
s beginning to be used a little. Chattel mortgages are used chiefly to protect against
ither creditors, A few cases were found of settlements for interest on basis of lower
irice levels, chiefly when mortgages were held by individuals.
Looking alaead, less use of credit can be expected. Many people have learned
itter lessons from using credit. Credit agencies are also likely to be more particu-
ar and require assurance of both security and income. There may be a place for credit
nions to deal with small loans in areas where the farm population is stable.
(E In discussing the topic, "The General Economic Situation and Farm Finance,"
Wton stressed the fact that the central feature of our present depression is the de-
-lline in prices. This decline corresponds to similar declines after earlier periods
f high war-time prices. The basic reason for the general decline in prices is that
jlhere was not enough gold in the world to maintain a price level much above pre-v;ar
':lice the nations went back to the use of gold as a standard for their monies. This
;hey did in the latter part of the decade of the 1920 's, and prices collapsed. The
ecline in prices precipitated the depression and in the summ.er of 1931 the depression
urned into a panic. There are definite indications that this paniky period ended in
tie shammer of 1932, A number of emergency measures were taken which have checked the
tjate of failures among financial institutions and possibly helped in making credit
':asier during the current summer. These factors all contributed to a shortening of
redit to farmers.
.1. ,;>.'"':
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lloirton nientioned three general ways of dealing with a depression caused by
a major price decline: stabilization, inflation and readjustment. Stabilization,
which was largely followed in the early part of this depression, has been very largely
abandoned as a failure. Some of the measures which aimed at malcing credit easier have
perhaps helped to check the decline, but most of the progress during the past year has
been along the line of readjustment or of bringing prices and costs into line at the
lower price level. The increased burden of debts created by the lower price level is
one of the more difficult aspects of this problem. Some relief to this situation will
result from the lower interest rates v/hich usually follow the recovery from panicky
conditions.
He discussed a number of possible currency and monetary policies. No change
in monetary system would be possible without a great deal of \insettlement which would
retard business iraprovenent . It is extremely unlikely, however, that the 1921-1929
price level could be restored without monetary change and unless a higher level is re-
stored there is no escape from general readjustment to the lower level. No matter
what is done, however, prices of farm staples, such as corn and hogs, will not remain
at current absurdly low levels once trade revives. The individual should best base
his plans on prices at or slightly below pre-war.
Opportunity will be given to individual counties to arrange a local adjust-
•nent conference to be attended by one representative of the College of Agriculture.
3uch meetings will be arranged for by the county farm bureau.
i
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Seedin,?: Of ?^eat Costs A Third Of What Cror) Is Worth
Costs of seeding the inoicated crop of 1 ,3o7 >000 acres of wheat on Illinois
farms this fall amount to more than one-third of what the crop would bring at pre-
sent prices
,
accordinr; to careful cost of production records ?.cept by 20 Champaign
and Piatt county farmers. They are cnraong the many in the state who are cooperating
with the agricultiiral economics department of the College of jigriculture , University
of Illinois in keeping such records.
Ijl Seeding costs are only one-fifth of the bill which farmers must meet before they
can begin counting profits on the wheat crop, it was pointed out.
It costs $3*75 an acre, on the basis of 193^ figures I:ept by the 20 farmers, to
get the wheat crop into the ground, not counting the cost of the seed. With the
normal yields of wheat in east central Illinois averaging 25 bushels an acre, the
seeding costs amount to I5 cents for every bushel harvested.
This was a substantial reduction over what it had cost these same farmers to
plant their wheat durinc the past ten years or so, according to R. PI. Wilcox, a
jmeraber of the agricultural economics department. On the basis of 25-bushel yields,
seeding costs under'^present levels make \rp approximately 20 per cent of the total
cost of producing wheat when teixes and a fair charge for the use of the land are in-
cluded in those total costs, he said.
il! More than half the seeding charge on the 20 farms went for man labor, power
and machinery costs, as might naturally be expected, Wilcox reported. When these
faitners analyzed their figui'es they found that durin-^ the past three seasons it has
taken very close to two hours of man labor, four hours of horse labor and one hour
with the tractor in east central Illinois to prepare the soil and plant an acre of
ffheat
.
il Of the $3'75 an acre cost, kS cents was man labor, 61 cents horse labor, and fl
lents the cost of the use of the tractor. Labor was c:-arged at the yearly average
;ost of hired labor, which in 1931 ^as 21 cents an hour; horse labor was charged at
That it cost these farmers to maintain their horses throioghout the year, 11 cents an
lour, and tractors were put in at wh^at it cost to operate them. Aside from these
;osts, the remainder of the $3.75 ^as largely miscellaneous and general farm over-
lead expense.
CampgijS'n Against Horse Parasites How in Third Year
A compaign which during the past two years ho.s restored the power of more than
.37,000 Illinois farm work horses and mules in 7^ counties is now being put -under way
"or the third season by the extension service of the College of Agi'iculture , Univer-
iity of Illinois with the cooperation of veterinarians, fann advisers and other in-
erested agencies. The work is directed against worms and other parasites which sap
he power of horses, lower their efficiency and waste fecvi. The first move in the
,932 campaign has been the issuing of a revised edition of the college's circular,
I
The Comr]^qj^^^^3j^^|^|gp^p4 Mg?^Safefi'5LJl7nsiSP.^V?3J9d=^x:o!7gre!s,M9r'T^M?^9>?fW.StRafe^ ani-
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Continued 5floi t Is Raising; Level of I'iil:: Production
The average annixal pi-oduction of 't ,691 pounds of milk, or about 5^5 gallons, by
Illinois cows can be built up to a more profitable level, but it ta'.ces more than a
single year in which to do it, according to figures just corTpiled by J. G-. Cash,
assistant in dairj' extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"For instance, aftei' thxee years or more in do.iry herd improvement association
work, 15s Illinois dairjinen hxid so increased the efficiency of their herds that they
were getting an average o.." 39.10 a year more profit above feed cost on each cow than
were S2 dairymen who had been in the association work only one year. On the basis of
16 cows as the average size of association herds, this iTould give the dair;^Tnen who
had been in the herd improvement association work three years or longer an advantage
of $1^5 a year."
The figures are based on records of I5 dairy /.erd improvement associ-ations which
completed their fiscal years during recent months.
"The added profit of the I5S dairymen is the result of carrying out, over an em-
ended period, the principles of better dairying as advocated by the extension service
of the agricultural college through the dairy herd improvement associations. In mak-
ing their added profits of $9.10, cows in those herds that liad been in dairy herd im-
provement work for three or more years produced an average of 3^*^ pounds of fat more
in the j'^ear than did the cows in the herds on test but one year. The I52 herds that
had been tested for three or more years averaged 2,693 pounds of milk and 339*1 pounds
of fat. Cows in the 22 herds on test but one year made an average of 7j660 pounds of
ailk and 30^*7 poiuids of fat. This is "anusually high for herds on test the i'irst year
itoen it is compared with the estimated avenige of ^,69! pounds, or about 5^5 gallons,
if milk for all cows in the state.
-M-
Plentifu.1 Supply Of Feeds 3oon In Wintering Horses
There will be larger supplies of feed this season than v/as the case last year,
md this will mal:e it cheaper th^an ever to keep Illinois' 900,000 farm work horses and
lules in thrifty s'nape dm'ing the vdnter, says C. ff. Crawford, of the animal husbandry
lepartment , College of JL^ri culture, University of Illinois.
m It is always cheaper and much more satisfactorj'- to keep work stock in thrifty
shape the ^'ear round than to let it get thin in tenter and feed it up in the spring.
Ms year this will be more true than ever with the larger supplies of feed, he
lointed out.
I
Stalk fields may fui-nish satisfactory pasture for idle mature horses curing late
Jail and the fore part of the winter, but should not be expected to furnish the entire
Inter's feed supply. It is hard both on the land and the horses to leave stock in
:orn fields in extrcxiiely muddj'- weather. Horses thrive outdoors and can stand a lot
f cold weather but should liave shelter from cold rains and storms. Water, of course,
hould be provided at all times. Ice should be raTioved from the tanks d-aily during
;iiOld weather. Salt also is essential.
At least one feed a day of good legume hay is desirable. It prevents constipation
||nd helps balance the ration. Colts need more protein than aged horses. Strav;, corn
tover and similar feeds arc low in protein. On the other hand, legume haj'^s furnish
lenty of this muscle-building substance.
Horses will not thrive if they h,-ave to share their feed with internal parasites,
[nfested horses should be treated by a veterinarian. The teeth of old horses somo-
imes need attention.
-M-
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Clover Seeded On Untested Land Is One To Seven Kisl:
Fanners ar^ talcing a one to seven clnance when the;- seed clover without testing
the land for acidity ano phosphoi~us, and in tinies lil:e this cash is too scarce to be
gambled awa;- li.ze this, says C. M. Linslei", soils extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Some farmers Imve tlxro^ni away as much as $1^0
in the past threo years or. clover seed tliat didn't have a chance on acid or low-
ohosphorus land, he reported.
r "Even this year fanner after fanner seeded clover on land that will not grow
clover except in the most favorable season when the rains come just at the right time.
!i;heso favorable seasons are fe\7 and far between. On much of the acid and low-phosphorus
land good clover years come not oftener tlian one in eight. The chances are one to seven
that the farmer will get a stand of clover. It is the height of optimism to continue
sowing clover seed in the face of these odds.
"A common practice throi;ighout the central and northern part of the state is illus-
trated in the Case of one central Illinois farmer. This past spring he seeded kO acres
of wheat to red clover. .This was the third year the land had been in wheat and the
third attempt of the farmer to get a catch of clover. All three clover seedings , cost-
ing about $150, were doomed to failure even before seeding, because of acidity and a
,
jiaclc of phosphorus in the land.
"Some farmers may say that the failures were caused by unfavorable weather con-
tions and not 'by the condition of the soil. This couldn't be true, because there
ire 10 acres of excellent clover on this farm which had gone through the same un-
vorable weather conditions. A tost of the soil where the good clover crop was grow-
would have sho\7n that that soil contained more li?ic and available phosphorus.
"Soil testing is sponsored by the extension service of the agricultural college
and is carried on throij£,hout the state by county fann advisors."
Straight P.ows Of Corn Are Not Al'vays Most Ideal Kind
Most farmers taire pride in straight corn rows, but Irwin and Sd Fosse, Williamson
county farmers, are more proud of their croolzed I'ows.
Those rows, crooked because they were planted parallel to the winding soil-saving
terr?.ces on an 13-acre field of rolling land, enabled the Fosse brothers to go through
some of the heaviest rains that Williamson county farmers have experienced for some
'«Mme with little or no damaging soil washing occurring on the field.
^l Illinois has more than 20 million acres of land that are subject to erosion and
ijpBll washing. Where terraces are constructed to save the soil on such fields, it
would be a good idea for farmers to plant their com rows parallel to the terraces,
according to S. G. JobJison, extension specialist in agricultural engineering at the
^llege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This method of planting is new in
inois, but has been used for many years in southern states where terracing is a
QOnimon oractice.
"Terraces require very little maintenance wlien the corn is planted in this manner.
Posse brothers adopted the plan in order to prevent undue destruction of the terrace
ridges by cultivating machinery. They recommend it as the best method of planting
2orn on terraced land.. It has the advantage of conserving moisture, for each row of
-orn parallel to the terrace acts as a small terrace holding the moisture that or-
ilinarily washes down the corn rows.
"Fosse brothers fouiid that they were able to control weeds where the rows were
nin parallel to terraces just as well as where the corn was planted in straight rows.
jPlkcy also found that very little corn was knocked dovm in turning -^.t point rows in the
l^ontcr of the field."
,-_
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Big; Crop Of Corn Hustles Farmer s To Fix Up Storage
A solid square tovyer covering' 16 acres and reaching higher than the 102-
story, l,2Ug-foot Empire State building, highest in Hew York City, could he made out
of Illinois' indicated bumper crop of 363»720,000 bushels of corn, according to cal-
culations by W. A. Foster, rural architecture specialist of the agricultural engineer-
Ijlng
department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
I' Fortvinately, he said, the crop will not have to be put in one huge pile,
pit the storage problem will be more acute this year than usual. Not only is there a
large crop but also many cribs already are filled with last year's crop and are not
available unless the corn is shelled and marketed or stored in bins. However, re-
sQ-urcefulness of the corn belt farmer will enable him to take care of this year's
large crop with little waste and at little or no extra expense, Foster believes.
"From now on the quality of this huge crop will depend upon the crib and
cribbing conditions. It is poor business to produce a high yield of good corn and
jailor/ it to waste for lack of storage. On the other hand, it is good business to re-
iduce the storage cost to the lowest possible point.
"Ear corn storage requires shelter from rains and snows and. protection from
rodents, birds and farm animals. V?liile all of these are important, shelter from
moisture, rain and snow are necessary for the corn to dry to a high-grade, marketable
product. Thisc-means a good roof to shut out moisture from above and a dry floor to
stop moisture coming up from below.
"Only the best corn should be put in the regular cribs, but only after they
have been put in shape, leaking roofs patched, floors repaired and walls made secure.
The surplus will have to be put in a snow-fencing temporary crib
, a vacant tenant
house, a section of the machine shed, the barn floor, the farrowing house , under the
broom corn drying shelter or in an emergency building,
"If none of these are available, an emergency pen of rails or poles or of
post and fencing can be made and covered with a ternporary roof. Straw may be used
for this roof. Bundled fodder or sheaf oats would shed a lot of rain and keep the
corn dry. However, corn will not dry out if it is piled in too large a bulk.
"The unused silo with a false floor ajid air shafts would care for a lot of
surplus corn. These shafts are placed about the wall at eight to ten foot intervals
and in the center. They will aerate the corn and remove a lot of moisture. Care
^should be taken to see that they are kept open at the top and bottom.
"Straw or fodder roofs on emergency storage places should not rest on the
corn. A framework of a few poles or timber and a few short poles or boards will hold
the covering away so that the air can circulate. A homemade ventilator may be in-
S
stalled in the roof by inverting a sewer pipe or section of metal pipe, such as a
uulvert, and covering it vdth an old metal basket or small tub. The pipe should be
.stilted so that the air will cet in below and the basket should be raised so the wind
Ijfill remove the air by suction."
-M-
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More Interest In Cattle Feedin,"; Is A Caution Signal
A livelier interest in cattle feeding, with many inexperienced feeders be-
ing attracted by the low price of com, has been the signal for experienced feeders
to apply extra caution and sharper judgment in planning feeding operations with cattle
to be marketed this winter and next spring, it is reported by R. C. Ashby, livestock
marketing specialist of the College of Agriculture.
The keener interest indicates a prospective increase in supplies of beef
without any indicated strengthening of consumer ability to buy beef, he explained.
Peelers who have decided about what kind of cattle they wish to feed and
about when they will sell them can do several things to safeguard their operations,
Ashby pointed out.
"First, in view of condition's, they may safely assume that the cattle,
when marketed, will not sell higher than similar cattle sold last winter and last
spring. The market records will tell what those prices were for the different classes
of cattle. Second, feeders know at what prices their feeds can be laid in or, if
they are already on hand, at what price they must be valued.
"On the basis of those prices, the animal husbandry departments of the
agricultural colleges can tell the feeder, from results of acttial feeding tests, ap-
proximately the rates of gain and feeding requirements that have been obtained with
1 the kind of cattle the feeder has in mind. Finally, marketing expense, including
'freight, yardage and commission, is easily determined and overhead and shrirJcage
charges can be closely estimated.
"With information on all these points, the feeder is then in a position to
figure out about what he can afford to pay for feeder cattle of the kind he has in
mind.
"Inexperienced feeders can profit greatly by making use of the information
available for the asking from the agricultural colleges and experiment stations.
That experienced feeders make use of this information and keep in touch with the
janimal husbandry departments is indicated by the turnouts for the annual cattle
'feeders' meetings and the keen interest in those programs."
Farm Folks Making Own Amusements To Brighten Times
Winter evenings on Illinois farms won't be so long and dull for the old
folks nor for the young folks who have come back from the city, if six four-day recrea-
tion institutes now being held throughout the state are as successful as they promise
:o be. The institutes are bein": staged by the extension service of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois with the cooperation of the National Recreation
Association and the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
At each of the institutes, representative leaders from surrounding counties
-re gathering to learn folk games, song leadership and methods of producing one- and
;hree-act plays. This training to help farm folks satisfy their desire for cultural
idvancement and provide their own wholesome play is being given by Jack Stuart Knapp,
Irarna director for the National Recreation Association. Leaders attending the in-
stitutes will go back and spread the work in their own coram-'juiities.
Two of the institutes already hs.ve been held, and the next v/ill be staged
it Bloomington, October 31 to November 3. Following that, there will be similar meet-
ngs at Effingham, November 7 to 10, and Carbondale, November lU to 17»
Eighty-eight representatives of farm groups from lU counties attended the
'irst institute, which was held at DeZalb. The second was held at Galesburg, and the
;hird at Springfield.
-M*-
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Soil Testa Saving Illinois Farmers Many Thousands
Thousands of dollars in clover seed and time are "being saved by Madison
county farmers as a result of their testing and mapping 23,000 acres of land for
acidity and available phosphorus, it is reported by C. M. Linsley, soils extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The work was done
tmder direction of Farm Adviser T. W. May. Recently, in one month alone, lOS farmers
of the county tested axii. mapped 2,300 acres.
Similar cash-saving testing is being sponsored throughout the state by the
extension service of the agricultui'al college in cooperation with county farm ad-
visers. Maps drawn up from the tests give farmers an invoice of their soils upon
which they can intelligently plan a cropping system or soil-treatment program. Also,
the tests save the wasting of valu^xble alfalfa and clover seed on land that is not
suited to the growing of these legumes.
During the foiir years that the soil testing work has been carried on in
Madison county, about 5OO farmers have tested and mapped their farm land. Some of
ibem now have a complete acidity and phosphorus map of their entire farm.
"Such tests are highly iinportant because legumes have definite soil re-
quirements, and these soil requirements differ for each legume. Many soils contain
enough lime and phosphorus for red clover, but not for sweet clover or alfalfa.
Other soils will grow sweet clover but will not grow red clover or alfalfa. Soils in
Madison county as well as in the rest of the state vary widely in their lime and
phosphorus content. Variations usually can be found within a single field.
"The tests not only were important in telliig the farmers where their soil
needed two, three or four tons of limestone an acre to correct the acidity, but also
in locating soil that already was sweet. It is true that there is not as much sweet
soil in Madison county as there is in counties in central and northern Illinois. On
the other hand, the acreage of land in this county containing enough available phos-
phorus for good grain and legume crops was found to be relatively high. Approximately
50 per cent of the land tested contained enough available phosphorus for good crops
of sweet clover, red clover or alfalfa.
"Tliis is valuable information because it is well-knovm that phosphorus is
as necessary for the successful grov/ing of alfalfa or red clover as is limestone on
I
acid soil."
-M-
Alfalfa Superior To Corn In Cheap Feed Prodiiction
Corn may be the leading grain crop of Illinois 1 but it has to take second
place behind alfalfa when it comes to producing the greatest anount of digestible
feed an acre at the least cost, according to figirres kept by a group of central Il-
linois farmers in cooperation with the agricultural economics department of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
This is an important point in cutting down feed bills, one of the big items
in the farmers* expenses, it was pointed out by R. H. Wilcox, a member of the de-
partment.
On the basis of the records kept in I93I by these farmers, the cost of pro-
ducing 100 pounds of digestible feed was $1.20 with corn, $2.02 with winter wheat,
$2.15 with soybeans, $2. IS with oats, and $2.55 with spring wheat.
Among the hay crops, 100 nounds of digestible nutrients were produced at a
cost of $l.lU with alfalfa, $1.U6 with mixed legumes, $1.US with soybean hay and
$1.78 with clover hay.
-M-
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Ideal Period Now To Replace Trees On Ro-ggher Land
The first thing the early settlers of Illinois did a hundred years or more
ago was to settle in -che tiiTi'ber and start clearing it in order to survive, but the
thing that should be done now is to reforest this and similar unproductive lands,
says E. A. Norton, assi stain; chief of the soil survey, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois- I'he very small initial investment that is necessary for
seedlings, together with th^ plentiful supply of labor now available, makes this an
ideal time for puttin^T these abandoned hillsides and rough land on a fut^oxe produc-
tive basis, he pointed out-
.un "The occurrence of so many abandoned hillsides throughout the more rolling
'S^ireas of Illinois is ejcple evidence of the shortsightedness shov^-n in clearing rough
J land for cultivation- Tliousands of acres of this land have been v/asted, rendered
"arren and worthless by erosion, and it is time to adopt a permanent and constructive
policy for its futore use. The early settlers started it, but the clearing of ro^jgh,
I
forested land is still go^ng on.
"To' neglect the worn out, gullied hillsides would be the easy course to
follow now, but this not only would be costly but also extravagant. Taxes paid on
nproductive land puts an undue carrying charge on productive area?. Large areas of
'laiproductive land centered in any one region promote tax delinquency.
"Neglect and wastefulness in the use of land makes the present generation
jopen to future criticism as robbers and destroyers of v/hat could not be used. A
Ipermanent, prosperous agriculture demands that the rough, cleared lands, now sub-
jmarginal, be utilised effactively.
"Most land ly:!n.Q on slopes greater than 15 feet in 100 feet can not be
cultivated successfully because of erosion. In fact, it takes erosion only a few
years to destroy the productive power of steep sloping land once it is cleared of its
protective timber cover. Certain of the smoother areas can be put down in sod for
permanent pasture, but the great majority of this land, particularly in the southern
part of the state, is so badly washed and giallied and so nearly worn out that its
nost efficient use is in timber."
I
Neglected Fruit Trees Targe t Of Tliinning Campaign
_
Thousands of unprofitable trees aiTion-; the 3>71S,007 bearing apple trees in
the state would be removed and at the same time needy persons would be supplied with
rood to warm, them through the v;inter itnder a tree thinning and culling campaign which
^. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois has just laur.ched throughout the state Twenty-five per cent of
ill the bearing apt>le trees in the state arc neglected and either should be eliminated
T given proper care, Marsh pointed out. Otherwise, they are not only unprofitable
ilit also are a menace to well-kept orchards, inasmuch as they harbor diseases and in-
;iects.
i "Trees and plants to be removed from the orchard might be marked by the
I'wner, and then the actual work of removing them might be done in cooperation with
i-OCal welfare organisations. For Instance, in a given community the supervisor of
['elfare v/ork would probably welcome the opportunity of bringing \inemployed men to the
I
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Boulder Dam Not Of The Type Most I\^eeded In Illinois
Illinois cam boast of nothing like the stupendous Hoover Dam on the
Colorado Kiver, but there are other types of dams which are far more important to
this state, it is pointed out by E. W. Lehmann, head of the department of agricultural
engineering, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
There are some lU million acres of Illinois land subject to gully washing,
and two different types of dams can be used to halt losses of valuable soil from such
land, he explained.
One type is made of material which will allow the water to seep through the
dam but which at the same time collects the sediment and trash carried by the water.
The other type is the non-porous, or water-tight, dam.
iP' "Dams which allow the water to seep throu^.;;h may be made of brush or woven
wire and are located so that the v^ater carrying trash or silt will deposit it back of
•11^® dam and gradually fill up the gully.
||iB "Soil saving dams are not built to obstruct the flow of water, but to con-
trol it. An important point to keep in mind in constructing a porous dam, therefore,
is to keep the center of the dam low enough so that there is a satisfactory outlet
for the water to flow through without cuttir^ around the ends of the dam. In a brush
dam the brush is woven between strong stalces or posts which are driven into the ground
with lower stakes at the center of the gully and higher ones at the sides, making a
7-shaped dam.
"?Ton-porous , or water-tight, dams usually are constructed of earth or con-
crete. Such dams must be built strong enough to hold the water back of them and at
' the same time must provide a satisfactory outlet to carry the water without its wash-
ing over or around the dam and undermining it.
"Earth dajns are provided with a tile line extending under the dam and up
above it so that the water may flow through this line after it reaches a certain
level. Such dams sometimes are called 'chimney' dams. The tile must be large enovigh
to carry the water flowing through the gully. The water accumulates back of the dam.,
thus allowing the sediment to settle out before the water flows through the tile. The
gully will gradually fill up, making it necessary to build the dam to a greater height
and extend the height of the tile."
-M-
"Canned" Simshine For Bleak Winter Found In Fruit
There was an average of only about four and three-q-aarters hours of s-'jh-
'Shine a day in Illinois d^aring the six months of the 1931~1932 winter, but if this
winter is cloudy and dark, fruits can furnish people with enough of the necessary
sunshine until spring, says R. S. Marsh, horticaltural extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
I Much of the health-giving properties of the summer's sunshine has been
stored by }Ta.ture in the season's fruit supply. Hence, the use of fruit throughout
the coming winter months will promote better health, he said.
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yew Hopes Cheer Peach &rowers In 1933 Preparations
Peach prices in 193^ got back to pre-depression levels, partly because of
a short crop, and growers are now looking forward to the 1933 crop with more hope,
it is reported "by Dr. H. W. Anderson, associate chief in pomological pathology at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. One thing that must he done no?;, if
it has not already heen taken care of, is to prepare for the usual dormant spraying
for the control of peach leaf curl and scale, he pointed out.
"Dormant spraying for the destructive peach leaf curl must be done as a
natter of insurance, regardless of previous conditions of the orchard. There is no
way of determining whether or not the disease will appear until it is found in the
;pring, at which time it is too late to spray.
"Both fall and spring applications are effective in control of this dis-
ease. Spraying therefore may be done any time between the dropping of the leaves
and the swelling of the buds in the spring. However, since the leaves of the peach
drop late and buds swell early, the time is limited. The grower must be prepared to
take advantage of the good late fall days. In the spring, thawing of the ground
:es spraying hard and disagreeable.
"The spray material should be one which v/ill control leaf curl and scale.
1 emvilsions or miscible oils will control scale but not leaf curl. Lime sulphur,
gallon to 15 gallons of water, will control leaf curl but not scale. If lime sul-
•ur is used as a dormant spray, it should be at a concentration of 12-g- gallons of
immercial liquid lime sulphur to 100 gallons of spray. If oil emulsion is used, it
ould be com.bined with bordeaux mixture, g-S-100; that is, in each 100 gallons of
spray there should be S poiunds of copper sulphate (bluestone) and 8 pounds of hydrated
lime.
"Some growers make a cold-mixed oil emulsion and add bordeaux mixture to
this as a fimgicide. Directions for making these are: In one container, a barrel
is convenient, dissolve copper sulphate at the rate of 1 pound to 2 gallons of water.
In another container mix hydrated lime in the same proportions. To make 100 gallons
of spray, pour k gallons from each container simultaneously into the tank v/ith the
agitator running. Add 1-| to- 2 gallons of oil and run the pump so that the mixture
is pumped back into the spray tank for a fev/ minutes. This is the cold-mixed oil
emulsion. Then while the tanl: is being filled with water, add S pounds of copper
iBilphate
,
previously dissolved, and S pounds of lime, as lime water, for each 100
gallons of complete spray. The mixture should be used at once, for the oil rray
separate upon standing.
"Thoroughness in spraying is essential. Tlie spores which .are responsible
r leaf curl infection are on all parts of the tree and unless the spray covers each
anch thoroughly, leaf curl may develop. The same is true of scale. Applications
ould be made at temperatures above freezing, but if the spray is given time to dry,
sequent freezing weather will cause no injiury.
"The fact that there v/ere no peaches in 1932 led m.any growers to cut costs
leaving off the summer sprays. This was justified, since there are no serious
eaf diseases of the peach which can be controlled by spraying. However, it is nov/
bime to look forward to the 1933 crop and apply the usijal dormant s sprays for the
Jontrol of peach leaf curl and scale."
-M-
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Millions Drained By Corn Fat Back By Sweet Clover
More than IO9 million dollars worth of nitrogen, the most expensive ferti-
lizer element there is, has been taken out of Illinois farm lands this year "by the
state's corn crop of more than 3^3 million "bushels, according to G. M. Linsley, soils
extension specialist of the College of Igriculture, University of Illinois.
Such drains eventually would put farmers out of business, and right nov/ it
would be practically impossible for farmers to buy back this nitrogen. Fortunately,
it can be replaced with legumes, such as sweet clover, Linsley said. Sy growing
properly inoculated sweet clover, farmers can draw their needed supplies of nitrogen
from the air through the nitrogen-gathering nodules on the clov^.r roots.
"However, sweet clover is one of the most sensitive of any of the commonly
grown farm crops to soil acidity. It seldom will grow successfully on acid soil. It
is not as sensitive to a lack of available phosphorus as are red clover and alfalfa.
"In order to avoid wasting clover seed, farmers therefore should test and
:map their soils for acidity and available phosphorus before sowing sweet clover.
Help in doing this work can be obtained from co^anty farm advisers who are cooperating
ffith the extension service of the agricultural college in carrying on a soil testing
jIBid mapping project throughout the state.
"Aided by this and similar sweet clover work of the agricultural college,
llllinois farmers last year grew 256,000 acres of the crop, an increase of 5^>000 acres
jover the previous year. The state is now growing 12 acres of sweet clover to every
iacre grown in I92O.
"Even so the greatest need of most Illinois soils is still nitrogen and
jiCtive organic matter. Long years of cropping without clover gradually reduced the
:3'upply of these materials with the result that crop yields became smaller and less
Jconomical year after year.
"Sweet clover is the ideal green-manure crop to meet this need. Because
)f its rapid growth it can be seeded in a small grain crop and plowed under the fol-
-owing spring for corn. By the fall of the first year a good growth of sweet clover
contains in the tops and roots I50 pounds or more of nitrogen to the acre. This is
LS much as is carried in I5 tons of average farm manure or in 100 bushels of corn."
-M-
Fall Plowing Is The Way To Tfiden I-iargin On Crops
^M* No matter what trend prices take in the future, farmers can widen their
argin of return on next year's crops by fall plowing to control certain insects,
• H. Bigger, entomologist of the Illinois State ITatural History Survey, has reported
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
IJj
Control of insect inj-ary is one of the most important factors in producing
'Conomically and thereby widening the m.argin on crops, he said. Fall plov/ing not
^ly is the easiest but also the most economical way to destroy certain of these
nsects.
L Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MuMFonn, Director.
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Big Farms Losing At A Slower Hate Than Smaller Ones
Hl ^lile some miglit think that the opposite would be true, large farms are
losing less, on a percentage "basis, than are small farms, it is reported hy P. E.
Johnston, of the department of agricultural economics, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. This is "because it is easier for the larger farms to reduce
operating costs to meet declining prices, he explained. Expressed as a percentage of
'. the capital invested, losses on UOO-acre farms were less in 193^ than on 100-acre
farms, he said.
Tlie thing that has made it possi"ble for Illinois farmers to cultivate
larger acreages efficiently has "been the introduction of motor cultivators, big-team
hitches, combines and other labor-saving equipment, Johnston explained- Many farmers
have increased their farm acreage when adding labor-saving equipment, but at the same
.jtime there has been little tendency to increase the n-'jiriber of workers a farm.
VA "Acre operating costs drop as the size of the farm increases, both because
of the increased efficiency and because there is less work an acre on the larger
farms. There is less work because there is less livestock an acre.
"Tliis is shown by the fact that in 1931 there was about $12 worth of feed
an acre fed to productive livestock on farms averaging 100 crop acres as compared with
$8.50 worth an acre on 200-acre farms and $6.85 worth an acre on 300-acre farms. The
total labor, power and machinery cost for each crop acre on these three groups of
farms was $15.09, $9.15 and $8.5^, respectively.
"That the amount of livestock has an important bearing on operating costs
is indicated by the fact that ainong the farms with 3OO crop acres, the labor, power
and machinery cost for each crop acre was $7.80 where $5 worth of feed a crop acre
was fed to productive livestock as compared with $8.90 where $11 worth of feed was
fed, $9.80 where $19 worth of feed was fed and $10.30 where $27 worth of feed was fed."
-M-
Timb er Sold ^Tow To Produce Cash G-oes At Sacrifice
This is no time to sell timber from Illinois farm woodlote, although many
farmers may be pressed to do it in order to raise some ready cash, says L. E. Sawyer,
'forestry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, "University of Illinois
md of the Illinois State JTatural History Survey.
Timber that two years ago was worth $55 a- thousand board feet at the local
;iding is now bringing only $35 delivered at the plant, he reported.
"If farmers are forced into the sale of some of their timber in order to
;et cash, they can widen their returns by marketing wisely. The margin between profit
md loss in the deal will be small enough as it is, but when the ordinary methods of
larketing are followed, even this small margin is absorbed by middlemen through whose
lands the crop must go before it reaches the ultimate consumer.
"The majority of concerns using timber produced in Illinois will buy it
'rem the farm timber owner jiist as readily as they will from local buyers. It is by
jiSlling direct to the ultimate consumer of the products that the farmer will realize
that he should out of his woods.
"All timber y^hich is cut from the v;oods should be utilized to the best ad-
antage, just as are the other crops produced on the farm. The better portions of
he tree and large logs should be sold as high q-aality saw logs or veneer logs. Tlie
oorer portions should be sawed into rough lumber to use on the farm or should be
ade into fence posts or crossties. The tops and limbs can be utilized to good ad-
antage as firev/ood."
-M-
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Milk Distriliution Requires Closest Clieck In 20 Years
Hot for 20 years has the milk industry needed closer supervision than it
does now in order that the health and welfare of cons-umers may he safeguarded, it is
declared hy Dr. H. A. Ruehe, head of the dairy department, College of Agriculture,
Ifeiversity of Illinois.
During the past two years low prices of farm commodities have put hundreds
of small dealers into the btisiness of distributing milk, he explained. In most in-
tances these new dealers have used lo\7 prices as an entering wedge, with the result
that milk in Illinois is now "being sold at prices ranging from 5 to 12 cents a quart.
This is a corresponding range in quality and a consequent danger that the health of
consumers will be jeopardized, he said.
"Many of these low price dealers are producing all the milk they sell,
whereas others may be b-uying from their neighbors or from whomever they can get milk
at a low eno-ugh price. Many of these dealers are absolutely untrained as dairymen,
they have little or no equipment for determining the qiiality of milk or for properly
processing it. Under such conditions the consumer is quite likely to get an inferior
I
product.
"In one instance a farmer's milk was rejected at a first class milk jDlant
because it was of such poor quality that it was not even worth pasteurizing. He im-
mediately started retailing raw milk. He sold it at two cents less a q^oart than the
jprevailing price, and some consumers thoxight they were getting a bargain. They ?/ere
merely getting a non-standard, unsafe prodiict.
"In several localities farmers have banded together to supervise the
iq'uality of milk going into their market. They are trjdng to produce a superior prod-
:uct, and it is up to consiamers to back them up by being willing to pay a reasonable
price for such a product.
"Most dairjTaen are eager to produce and sell a good, safe milk. However,
they must be protected against unfair competition with an inferior product. It is
the consumer's duty to do this as well as to see to it that the milk supply is whole-
some and safe .
"
_!..'
I
ITo Single Disease Rest)onsible For Dying Of Sim Tree;
Dying of elm trees, which has attracted inuch attention during the past
;hree or four years, is not the result of one disease alone, according to first re-
sults of an investivation announced in a recently printed biolletin of the Illinois
itate natural History Survey, "Initial Studies of American Elm Diseases in Illinois,"'
ly Hubert A. Harris.
I
Mr. Harris has obtained more than 30 distinct kinds of parasitic bacteria
Qd fungi from diseased trees, a few of which were found to be quite common and
ipstructive, while the others, although often destructive, are not often found.
' Treatment tests made with small trees in nurseries point rather hopefullj''
10 the possibility of developing a practical measure of prevention by combing spray-
Dg with pr-oning out of diseased branches.
Farm advisers and others desiring full information may obtain copies of
he biilletin either by v/riting the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois or
he Illinois State Fatural History Survey at Urbana.
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Breediriis: Swine Are FromisinK Cutlet For Soybeans
More than half of the 52 million bushels of soybeans which Illinois, the
eaiinr producer, turned out this year and vrhich are finding a slew market even at
ow prices could be disposed of profitably if they were used to supplement the rations
f the 1,000,000 head of breeding hogs in the state, according to Dr. W. E. Carroll,
hief in swine husbandry at the College of Agriculture , University of Illinois-
If thus used for breeding animals, the beans would in no way endanger the
uality of pork produced and at the same time v/ould save farmers the necessity of buy-
ng protein supplements, which usually are the most expensive part of the ration, Dr.
arrrll explained.
"Enc-ugh experimental work has now been done by the U. of I. College of Agri-
ulture to prove that soybeans can, under average farm conditions, be safely used ns
protein supplement for brood sot/s either during gestation or while they are suckling
heir litters. Pigs produced at this college by sows so fed have shown no tendency to
roduce soft carcasses, provided the pigs themselves are fed a suitable ration.
"Unfortunately, no way has yet been found to feed either whole or ground soy-
eans to any great extent to fattening hogs without producing soft pork, which is in-
reasing at an objectionable rate to packers and the market in general. In fact, this
,ti3titution has waged an active campaign for about seven years against the use of soy-
eans in the rations of fattening hogs.
i "However, if soybeans were used only for all breeding swine, the total con-
'Jmption would be a much larger proportion of the crop than is now fed to all hogs.
=d with pasture or legume hay,; minerals and farm grains, soybeans make a safe and
my times very economical protein supplement in the ration of brood sows."
•
-M-
Horses Long Used , But Better Hitch Something Hew
Horses have been used on Illinois farms ever since they started displacing
ilMi away back in I85O, but improved ways of hitching horses to get the most economical
id effective power are still being revealed to farmers. At least, down at Bradford,
; Stark county, 75 farmers recently inspected the now popular big-team hitch and pro-
'Vmced it the best combination they had ever seen. The agricultural department of the
gadford high sch^^ol is one of the many in the state where a big-team model supplied by
Ib College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is being displayed this fall and
"jnter.
The model of the big-teami hitch is composed of eight miniature horses with
mess, implem.ents and equipm.ent complete. Sc far this fall the exhibit has gone to
n high schools, and the schediile is completed through Febri:a,ry, including I5 more high
jhool'^. Late applications for the exhibit are comdng in at a rate which probably will
|ep *,hp. niodfil dm.ted up until next May.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Momford, Director.
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Egp:s G-ive Almo s
t
" Golden " Return For Cheap Feeds
More than 2, 7^0 tons daily of the present plentiful supplies of feed can
be used up profitably by Illinois' 22 million chickens if they are properly fed,
isays H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
|jf Illinois. Right now, there are few better ways for farmers to improve their in-
line on this feed than to use it for chickens, he added.
"At current egg prices it takes only about 10 egrs to pay for the 25 pounds
)f feed eaten daily by 100 hens. Consequently, anything better than 10 per cent pro-
luction means extra cash income from the grain that goes to poultry.
"J. E. Harris, farm adviser of Mercer county, reports a farmer in that
ounty who is m.aking a gross income of $30 a wekic on the sale of eggs from his 5OO-
'ird flock. It is fairly safe to assume that the weekly feed cost on this flock is
.ot more than $g.75> allowing 25 pounds of feed daily for each 100 hens.
"The farm poultry flock also can provide a profitable outlet for some of the
urplus m.ilk which is a problem in certain areas of the state. It so happens that the
ain milk producing sections also have considerable poultry and are particularly well
ocated for good poultry markets. A flock of 5OO hens can use lUo gallons of skim-
jilk a week when the milk is used as the chief source of protein in the ration.
"
"There is no particular value in the fat content of milk for poultry, so
he dairy farmer can separate his cream and sell it more profitably than he can feed
t to chickens. On the other hand, the surplus skimmilk should make it possible to
ave on the common protein supplements, which are generally the most expensive part
the poultry ration.
"A good mash mixture to use with skimmilk can be made from 200 pounds ground
ellow corn, 100 pounds ground wheat, 100 pounds ground oats, 20 pounds meat scrap, 8
-Olds steamed bonemeal, U pounds ground limestone and U pounds salt, with milk to
rirk: instead of water,"
-M-
I
Regular Premium Still Paid For High-Test Milk
Milk prices may be down 1/ per cent from^ the pre-war level, but the regular
fPmi'Dm prices for the extra butterfat- in high-^testing milk can still be obtained by
ilinois dairymen selling milk on most markets, it is pointed out by Prof. C. S.
..tiode, of the dairy department, College of Agriculttire, University of Illinois.
II
The differential paid on m.ost marlets is still 3s to k cents a "point" in
WOT of higher-testing milk, he explained. Wide awake dairymen are cashing in on
tis by giving more attention to testing their herds for production records and
?tting rid of the low-testing and low-producin^r cows, he reported.
"The usual method of buying milk is to pay a certain price for 3*5 P^r cent
•Ik. If the herd test falls below that point, an amount is deducted from the regular
-ice. If the price is $1.25 a hundred pounds for 3'5 P®r cent milk, 3 per cent milk
uld be worth ly-g- to 20 cents less a hundred pounds depending upon the differential
J- the particular market.
^ "It is obvious that the a;r.ount deducted for low-testing milk is a m.uch
•gher percentage of total price than v;o\ild be the case if the price of milk were much
gher than it is. In other words, there is a greater premium than ever on high-
est ing milk.
"Hundreds nf farmers in all sections of the state are usin^; dairy herd im.-
•ovement associations to locate the low-testing and less efficient cows in their
rds."
-M-
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Farmers To G-row More Legume
s
To Beat Grain Price
llj^k Illinois farmers are pushing a determined search for every piece of land on
tneir farms that v/ill grow legximes, 'because in the growing of more legumes they see
new hope for overcoming the surplus of cheap grains and reducing crop costs, it is
reported by C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
In McHenry county, for instance, 110 farmers took an invoice of their soils
in a series of soil testing and mapping meetings held throughout that county during
the past summer. Under the supervision of Farm Adviser W. A. Herrington and the ex-
tension service of the agricultural college, these farmers systema.tically tested and
mapped their soil for acidity and available phosphorus.
Fot majiy of these farmers were in a position to buy limestone or phosphate
to treat needy soils, but they were interested in finding out the possibilities of
their soil and in mailing the most efficient use of it.
Prices of grain are now depressed to points even lower than those of most
other farm products, Linsley pointed out. One way to get land out of grain produc-
-ion, lessen unit production costs, decrease livestock production costs and at the
same time im.prove the soil is to increase the acreage of legumes, particularly bien-
nial legumes and alfalfa, where they are adapted to the soil.
"However, no farmer can intelligently plan a rotation or soil management
program until he knows his soil, and he can learn about his soil only thro^j^'^h talcing
am invoice of it. The testing and mapping service is sponsored by the extension ser-
vice of the agricultural college in cooperation with county farm advisers."
-M-
Light Apple Crot) Does rot Prohibit ^ise Buying
Illinois has a light crop of apples this year, but there will still be a
I
chance for housewives to exercise intelligent buying when it comes to selectin- the
I proper grade and variety, says R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the
I
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Commercial apple production in the state is placed at i+SOiOOO barrels this
year as compared with 1,200,000 barrels a year ago and the five-year average of
1,119,000 barrels , he reported.
"It has been demonstrated that one peck of cull apples is enough to make
four pies, v/hile one peck of U. S. ITo. 1 apples will make I6 pies. Therefore, if
culls sell for 50 cents a bushel, U. S. No. 1 apples would be worth $2 a bushel.
n, "Tliis is a season in which red apple varieties are extremely highly colored
and attractive, but only a few of them are of the proper maturity for eatinr raw.
Jonathan, Hed Delicious emd Snow are excellent varieties to use from now up .to
February 1. Beginning'" around January 1 and lastini^- until May 1, Winesap, Rome Beauty,
IJillow Tv/ig and Arkansas are fine both for cooking and eating,
t "Many yellov.f varieties have superior quality and flavor. Such varieties as
primes. Golden Delicious, Winter Banana and Greening have twice the flavor of such
red varieties as Gano, Ben Davis, Commerce and Champion. These last-named -red apples
are desirable only for cooking, baking and pies.
"Most of the apple varieties are fine for cooking, jellies, pies and balring.
However, many housewives prefer the sub-acid varieties rather than apples that are
somewhat sweet for cooking."
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Worthless Cures Costinf; Farmers A Million Annually
Illinois farmers have paid their full share of at least a million dollars
annually that has been wasted by livestock owners of the coiontry during the past few
years on worthless cure-all remedies, according to the division of animal pathology
and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"If only a half or even a qtiarter of the money spent for useless cures was
invested in sound measures of disease prevention administered and directed by trained
veterinarians, stock owners would be money ahead, their animals would be healthier
and in better condition and public health would be better safeguarded, it was pointed
out.
About 8,000 preparations for treating livestock were branded as worthless
last year by the federal food and drug administration. Not only were the claims
accompanying these preparations unjustified but also their use in many herds and
flocks established a false sense of security which permitted the diseases to spread
unchecked.
"Experience of htmdreds of farmers in controlling diseases show that the
best and cheapest method is sanitation under competent veterinary direction, as ad-
vocated by the division of animal pathology and hygiene. Already, several success-
ful plans of livestock management have been developed throiigh veterinary service to
help farmers keep their horses free from bots, their sheep free from stomach worms
and their hogs free from roundworms. Other systems are available to combat different
parasitic diseases.
"Sanitary management is highly important in livestock raising and veterin-
ary science. On the other hand, there is no place for expensive cure-all remedies in
the control of diseases. Simple management that prevents disease has proved practical,
and the benefits far exceed the small amount of trouble and expense involved."
11! Offers Neighbors Free Fruit If His Trees Are Spared
[r More than 9OO.OOO neglected apple trees in Illinois would be cleaned out,
Hihereby eliminating one of the worst menaces to profitable fruit production, if all
orchardists were like Leo J. Dehlinger, of Richland County, says E. S. Marsh, horti-
cultural extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Univer3ity of Illinois.
Dehlinger has offered to give his neighbors their winter supply of apples
if they will clean out their unsprayed and neglected trees surrounding his orchard.
The offer was made in connection with the tree thinning and culling campaign which
the extension service of the agricultural college is now conducting throughout the
state.
Illinois' apple crop is worth more than five million dollars in a normal
year, but diseases and insects which are perpetuated in unsprayed and neglected trees
keep this figure lower than it should be, Marsh said.
-M-
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Better Varieties To Make Nut Crop More Profitable
Nut growing is coining to the front as a profitable sideline that promises
extra cash to the Illinois farmer, and &eorge Scheerer, of Junction, Gallatin county,
is out to make the most of it, reports L. E. Sawyer, forestry extension specialist
of the College of Agricultiu-e, University of Illinois and of the Illinois State Natural
History Survey.
This past season, using budding and grafting methods taught him by the ex-
tension service of the Agricultuxal college, Scheerer changed more than 100 seedling
walnut trees over to improved varieties at a total expense of less than $5- He did
the work himself, of course, with only the help of his son, but trees of the improved
varieties would have cost him $1-75 or more apiece if he had bought them at the nursery.
Thousands of seedling nut trees in the state could be made more profitable
if they were budded or grafted over to selected and named varieties as Scheerer did.
Sawyer pointed out. Budding and grafting common varieties of black walnut, chestnut
and pecan to the L-nproved varieties is not expensive, and farmers having any q-oantity
of young walnuts coming up on the rougher portion of their land could well afford to
topwork them to the better varieties. Sawyer said.
Demonstrations to show farmers proper methods of budding common varieties
of black walnut and pecan to improved varieties were put on in seven counties this
fall by the extension service of the agricultural college. Grafting demonstrations
;had been staged in these same sections of the state last spring. There was 100 per
cent survival in these grafting demonstrations, and in many cases the growth made by
the scions which were put on in April had been five or six feet dxiring the summer.
-M-
Marketing Shift Nets Dairyman $U2 On Month' s Milk
1
Illinois farmers produce about 5OO million gallons of milk a year, and some
jof them, like William Ludwig, of Woodford county, have hit upon a plan for marketing
jtheir output at a greater profit, it is reported by Prof. C. S. Rhode, of the dairy
[department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Getting a production record on his cows and marketing his milk accordingly
has been worth $1+2 in one month to Ludwig.
He cashed in at this rate on his records by selling the milk from the cows
ffith the- higher fat test as "base" milk, separating the low-testing milk at home,
(Selling cream and feeding the skimmilk to his calves, pigs and chickens.
! Before he joined his local dairy herd improvement association and started
testing his cows, Ludwig sent all the milk he produced to the milk plant. He was
producing about 17,000 pounds of milk a month and sold approximately 11,000 as sur-
plus milk. After hauling charges were deducted, there was very little return on the
surplus milk.
By selling the high-testing milk at base price plus the differential for
'he extra butterfat and saving the hauling charge on the surplus milk, his monthly
lilk receipts were increased $U2.
Milk brought in more than I6 per cent of the cash farm income in Illinois
-ii 1930> but many farmers could widen their margin of return on their dairy herds by
ising the many services of a dairy herd improvement association, Rhode said. Hun-
Ireds of Illinois dairymen are now getting records on their cows through these dairy
lerd improvement associations, and as a result they have the information which en-
Lbles them to sell their output to the best advantage, he explained.
-M-
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jlBB Temporary Sheds Help New Feeder Protec t Re turns
I l.Iany grain farmers with plenty of feed and no favorable market will turn to
cattle feeding this winter as a temporary outlet. Those without equipment or shelter
will have to build straw sheds or some other protection if they save what little mar-
gin of profit they will have, say's W. A. Foster, of the agricultural engineering de-
partment, College of Agricxoltuxe, University of Illinois. Should the winter be severe,
t|y^e saving in feed alone will pay for the time and effort in building, he pointed out.
"A dozen posts cut from the timber, four poles 20 to 2U feet long, 12 shorter
poles lU feet long and 3O rods of four-foot fencing is ample for a 12 by UO foot shed,
which is large enough for a carload of heavy cattle. Tliis allows for an 8-foot height
and for four rows of wire on the roof to hold the straw. Old boards or brush may be
used in place of the wire to hold the straw on the roof.
Each of the sides and the end of the shed is formed by two parallel rows of
fencing with straw packed between them. Like a concrete form, the two rov/s of fenc-
ing must be tied together at intervals to prevent bulging. Using heavy posts, such as
telephone posts, with fencing on both sides will hold enough packed straw to break
the wind and shut out storms. Close-mesh wire is preferable so that the animals can
not eat or pull out the straw.
ijk "Two widths of wire should be used to get a 7- to g-foot height at the rear.
""oping the shed roof upward to the front not only v/ill give a slight watershed, but
also will assist in ventilation and lighting. Snow-fence cribbing may be used.
"Another type of straw shed can be built on the south or east side of the
straw pile. One can easily cut down one side of the stack with a hay knife, build
the necessary frame work and use the removed straw for the cover."
-M-
Home-Gured Meat Users Are Warned To Avoid Disease
• With the prospects for a record consumption of home-cured meats on Illinois
1 farms diiring the coming winter, there will be more da:iger than ever from the disease
known as trichinosis, and extra precautions should be taken accordingly, it is pointed
out by the division of animal pathology and hygiene, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
li There is no cure for the disease, and consequently it is important that
]^oper preventive measures be used against it. Trichinosis is primarily a disease of
ainimals and secondarily a disease of man. It is caused by a microscopic parasite known
as trichinae.
"The only safe rule for prevention of trichinosis is to cook thoroughly all
pork and pork by-products containing muscle tissue. This is particularly essential
when pork or pork by-products are prepared at home or bought from home butchers. How-
ever, no pork by-products should be eaten raw unless prepared under federal super-
vision or competent inspection identical with tnat required by reg^alations of the
federal btureau of animal "industry.
"Under such supervision, pork products that are to be eaten without further
cooking are especially processed to destroy trichinae and are safe for consumption
without further cooking. Other pork products should not be eaten raw, since no prac-
tical system of inspection has as yet been devised whereby persons who eat raw or im-
perfectly cooked pork can be protected from trichinae.
"Prevention of trichinosis in man is a personal responsibility, under many
conditions, of the person preparing the food for use,"
f f
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Corn Price Not Likely To Remain Low For Long Period
There is nothing in the history of corn prices or in the general economic
sit-aation to suggest that the farm price of corn will remain for any long period of
time at the "absurdly" low prices now current, it is pointed out by Dr. L. J. Norton,
an authority on the history and trend of farm prices in the department of agricultural
economics. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Parmers themselves believe this, as evidenced by the wide variety of
emergency com storage space which is being used this year in Illinois and other
states, he said.
Corn is the cheapest of 20 leading agrioiltural products, en the basis of
prevailing index prices. In October it had an index value of 23 on the basis of 100
for the October average from 1921 to 1929.
This year's crop of more than 2,884,000,000 bushels is not the largest corn
crop on record, as some might be led to believe from general reports, Dr. Norton ex-
plained.
"As a matter of fact, in spite of an increased acreage of nearly 10 per
cent since 1928, the country has harvested a larger com crop than is reported for
1932 in three of the past 13 years. Nevertheless, the current crop ranks as a large
one, and furtheniiore, the carryover from the 1931 crop is rather larger. The increase in
production is largely concentrated in the western states, but around the edges of the
com belt in South Dakota, Kansas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kentucky and Tennessee the crop
is lighter.
"High transportation costs tend to retard the movement from the surplus
areas to these deficit districts. This reduces prices in surplus areas.
"There is promise of improved prices in the forces which are being set in
motion to use up the crop. Into the northeastern states, for instance, there has been
an active commercial movement. Som^e export trade has developed. Recently there has
been a small direct movement of corn from the Illinois River Valley to California by
all-water route.
"More cattle are being fed and steps are being taken to expand a somewhat
reduced ho ; output. One summary of opinions indicates a 2 per cent increase in pigs
saved this fall compared with last year's large crop and an increase cf 5 per cent in
the sows to be bred this fall for farrowing next spring. Corn is being used as fuel
to a limited extent.
"All of these things help to use up the crop and bolster the price."
-M-
Only A Beginning Been Made To &et Most Out Of Soybeans
Only a beginning has been made in developing the full possibilities of the
soybean, that versatile crop which last year was a two-million dollar one for Illinois
farmers and which had a farm value of almost seven million dollars in 1930, according
to a new bulletin, "Genetics and Breeding in the Improvement of the Soybean," just
issued by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
C. M. Woodworth, chief in plant genetics at the U. of I. agricultural experiment sta-
tion, is author of the new bulletin. The work is a product of the state y/hich leads
all others in commercial soybean production.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act ^PSJffisd by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Soil lests ffould Help Alfalfa Pay Even More Profits
Alfalfa, the most profitable hay crop that Illinois farmers grow, yields an
average of only 2.3 tons an acre in this state, and many times the crop is a total
failure. Honniger Brothers, Livingston cotmty farmers, have shown how farmers can
prevent these failures, improve their yields and thereby cash in en the crop to a
greater extent, it is reported "by C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The Livingston county dairymen made a success of alfalfa by testing their
soil both for acidity and phosphorus and then treating it with the necessary amounts
of limestone and phosplaate. Although most farmers apply limestone before sowing al-
'alfa, they do not consider the need for phosphate, Linsley pointed out.
Soil on the Honniger farm is typical of that on many farms in central and
northern Illinois. A 20-acre field on this farm was seeded to alfalfa in the spring
of 1929. There was good stand, but it did not make a satisfactory growth. The new
test for available phosphorus which was developed three years ago by the U. of I. agri-
cultural experiment station was broxo^nt into service by the co-onty farm adviser with
the result that the field was found to need phospliate. Eock phosphate was applied late
M^hat fall to all the field excepting a two-rod strip along one side.
•'fP That the phosphate was needed was shown the next spring by the heavier
growth and better color of the phosphated alfalfa. Last year the unphcsphated strip
' showed a thin stand and poor color and yielded only about one and a half tons an acre.
The phosphated part of the field, with a betcer color and heavier growth, produced
more than three tons of alfalfa to the acre.
-M-
Too Many Horses ITow Forced To PjlII With Held Breath
How long can a horse hold its breatli?
The question isn't as pointless and useless as it would seem at first
glance, according to R. H. Reed, of the department of agricultural engineering, Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. With the improperly fitted collars now
used on far too many horses, the question of how long they can hold their breath
determines how long they can keep pulling when they are trying to move a heavy lead,
he explained.
This has been demonstrated at numerous horse and mule pulling contests
which the extension service of the agricultural college has held over the state to
determine what relation size, type, soundness, condition, training, driving, shoeing
and style and fit of collars and harness have to pulling ability of horses. Reed re-
ported.
"When a team which is fitted v/ith collars v/hich are too tight is pulling at
a load which is lighter, not heavier, than its real ability, the dynamometer is pulled
about the same distance each of the three trials at the particular load. If a team
which pulls in this manner is observed closely, it becomes evident that the collars
have hindered or stopped normal breathing, and that the horses have pulled as long as
they could hold their breath.
"At some contests competent men have exairdned the teams and found that as
.many as three out of four were equipped with collars v/hich prevented the horses from
I
pulling to the best advantage."
-M-
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Q-arget Increases Disease Losses In Milk Production
Illinois' milk output last year was valued at more than 88 million dollars,
but diseases like garget, or mastitis, are one thing limiting the cash returns which
dairymen might otherwise get from their markets, according to the division of animal
pathology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Studies made by the division have shown, among other things, that a chronic,
or mild, long standing, type of garget may exist in the herd without the dairyman
recognizing it. Severe cases of garget may permanently destroy the fujiction of the
udder, while a majority of acutely affected animals never make a complete recovery.
The disease is an inflammation of the udder characterized by soreness,
tenderness and reduced milk flow. The milk may contain clumps, strings of tissue,
debris and pus. Animals s\xffering from the chronic form of the disease may spread
the infection to healthy cows.
"The diagnosis of chronic garget, which may fail to attract the attention
of the owner is, therefore, an im.portant step in the suppression of the disease. Each
cow in the herd can be tested, with the assistance of the local veterinarian, to
determine the presence or absence of garget.
"Chronically infested animals should be eliminated, as no treatment for this
disease has specific curative properties. la fact, garget in many cases is an incur-
able disease. Dairymen are warned against spending money for cure-all remedies for
{
this and other incurable diseases.
"Steps can be taken, however, to prevent the disease. In herds where the
! plan recommended by the animal pathology division is being used, local veterinarians
( have detected affected animals and removed them from the herd, thus curtailing spread
of the infection. These recommendations are based upon studies made by the division
,
to determine the bacterial flora of gargety udders and methods of diagnosing mild
leases of the disease."
-M-
Loss Of Five Herd Sires Puts Higher Value On Records
Illinois farmers, who get more than 16 per cent of all their cash income
from milk, can thank four Will county dairymen for proving the value of herd records
in saving outstanding dairy sires, it is reported by J. G-. Cash, assistant in dairy
extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
During the past year, records which these four dairyi'.ien obtained through
continual testing in the Will County Dairy Herd Improvement Association revealed that
they had be.en using five sires which were such good transmitters of efficient produc-
tion that the daughters excelled the dams. Unfortunately, the bulls all had gone to
the butcher before their value as transmitters of efficient production was established.
A. H. G-runewalt, Joliet, was the owner of two of the bulls, while the other
three were owned by P. B. Sayers, Orland Park; Basil Bennett, Lemong, and Glenwood
•lanual Training School, Glenwood.
"Fortunately, the benefits of dairy herd improvement association work did
lot stop with proving the value of the five sires which were unknowingly sacrificed
,;o the butcher. Gnuiewalt started testing in 1925 with a herd average of 241 pounds
)f butterfat a cow a year and $87.90 a cow returns above feed cost. In 1932 he had
Wilt up his herd average to 349 pounds of butterfat a cow, with the result that his
'eturns above feed cost averaged $113 a cow. The other three herd owners have records
ilmost as good."
-M-
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Farn: Folks Show Keen Interest In Farir-Home T\^eek
More alert than ever to keep abreast cf the times, several thousand farmers,
jLOJ.'m women and agricultural leaders of the state are expected to gather, January 16
to 20, for the thirty-fifth annual Fai-m and Home Week at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Lev? prices have spurred farm folks, rather than discouraged them, in work-
ing out their nvm prohlems, judging from the number of inquiries received about this
year's Farm and Home Week, the officials announced. Last year 3,173 farm folks
rgistered for the week, and the year before that there were 3,146.
Earl C. Smith, president of the Illinois Agricultural Association; Willis V..
3aker, director of the Central States Forest Experiment Station, Columbus, 0.; and
'' Pres. H. W. Chase, of the University of Illinois; and Miss Lita Bane, associate editor
of Ladies' Hom.e Journal, Philadelphia, already have been scheduled as speakers for
part of the general sessions.
Such problems as adjusting marketing costs to the lower price level, the
cutlrok for farm; real estate and efficient power for Illinois farms will be taken up
in short courses to be offered by different departments of the college. Other courses
j
will cover farm organization and costs, farm tenancy, seed and grain harvesting and
I
cleaning, farm tractor maintenance and repair, production of high quality crops, soil
I
treatment to cut costs and raise quality, forestry, livestock management, swine feeding
land management, beef cattle judging, farm butchering, cutting and curing of meat,
;
poultry raising and inarketing, beekeeping, dairy cattle feeding, breeding and manage-
'ment, farra manufacturing and marketing of dairy products, readjusting the house plan,
textiles, style sources, raspberry culture, the home vegetable garden, the home flower
garden, rural organization and working with young people.
Of chief interest to women will be the annual homemakers' conference and the
annual m.eeting of the Illinois Home Bureau Federation. Dr. Elizabeth E. Hoyt, profes-
sor of home management, Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, will be
one of the principal speakers for the homemakers' conference.
Two new features this year will be a foods and nutrition exhibit stressing
economy in foods and the utilization of farm-grown products and a display of seed-
^ cleaning machinery aimed at helping farmers cope with the growing menace cf weed
seeds.
Recreational and entertainment fei.tures include an ice carnival, a special
jwrening program by the University of Illinois orchestra, a "play night" directed by
.jflllis A. Parker, formerly of the National Playground and Recreational Association,
;and the state xmusic and drair.a tournament.
The annual Illinois Seed Grain and Utility Corn Sho?/, and m.eetings of such
organizations as the Illinois Crop Improvement Association and various dairy breed
associations are other features of the program.
^
-M-
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Corn G-rowers To Settle '52 Titles In January Show
One of the most "bountiful corn years that Illinois farmers have ever had
will be climaxed with the crowning of a new "corn king" and "corn prince" during the
annual Illinois Seed Grain and Utility Corn Show to he held, Jan\iary 16 to 20, in
connection with the annual Fam and Home Week at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois.
Premium lists have just heen sent out announcing that corn growers desiring
to compete for a share of the $500 in cash prizes nrust have their samples at the show
before Saturday, December 31. This is in order that it may be prepared and put on
the germinators not later than January 7. The Illinois show is the only state one in
the country in which a germination test for vitality and disease is used in making
'ards
.
Illinois' corn crop this year is estimated at 363,720,000 bushels, which
ranks it with the state's big ones. IThile the price is down, there are indications
that it will improve. If anything, farmers are m.ore interested than ever in improved
seed which will make it possible for them to harvest more efficient yields and thereby
lower their production costs, it was pointed out by J. C. Hackleman, chief in crops
^tension and superintendent of the show.
P The $500 in cash prizes which has been posted by the Illinois Bankers'
Issociation will be about equally divided between adult exhibitors and boys' and
girls' 4-H club members.
John Maland, Leland, is the present "corn king" of the state by reason of
the fact that his ten-ear sample of yellow utility type corn won the grand champion-
ship in the adult classes of the 1932 show. Caroline Mount joy, Atlanta, won top
honors in the junior classes and thereby became the "corn princess" of the state.
Other state charr.pions who will have their titles at stake in the 1953 show
be C. E. Canterbury, Cantrall, soybeans and early oats; Jesse Eiley, Maroa, soft red
jwinter wheat; Marius Boost, Dwight. spring wheat; Donald Brickley, Bloomington, hard
I
red winter wheat; Clarence Watson, Macom.b, red or mammoth clover and alsike clover;
and W. H. Townsend, Peotone, sweet clover.
Terracing Boosts Value Of Pasture Soil By One-Third
Increasing the value of farm land isn't easy in these times, but Henry
Means, Hersman, did it with terraces, it is reported by E. G-. Johnson, extension
specialist in agricultural engineering at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Means estimates that terraces which he has had in a five-acre pasture for
nearly ten years increased the value of the land by one-third and at the same time made
U pay enough to cover taxes.
There are more than 20 million acres of Illinois land that are subject to
srosion and soil washing. Terraces like those on the Means farm are being advocated
:ind demonstrated throughout the state by the college extension service as a means of
preventing the destruction and losses now being caused by soil washing.
When the Means pasture field was terraced, there were several ditches
phrough it, and the land was so poor that buck brush was about the only thing that
'ould grow. After the field was terraced, the land was limed and planted to sweet
•lover. It has been in pasture since then. This summer the field had an extra heavy
'luegrass sod and there was a large amount of volunteer sweet clover. The ditches
"brough the center cf the field were alm.ost entirely filled, and erosion had been
hecked. Grass was starting to grow on spots that Means said had been barren for more
han ten years. Means found this a profitable way of utilising rough land and of
•aking it pay its own taxes.
-M-
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Four Thin.^s Help Head Off Failure '>Yith Beef Herds
Illinois has more than one million "beef cows, "but they are a losing enter-
prise on many farms, according to ivi. L. Mosher, of the depart;nent of agricultur-^-l
economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. On almost every farm where
a beef cow herd is made to pay, four practices are followed, he said. These facts are
brought out in a study of records kept by hundreds of north central Illinois farm.ers
who are cooperating with the college in the farm bureau-farm management service,
t "First of all, on farms where beef cattle are made to pay, good beef type
Mows, either grade or purebred, are kept and mated to good purebred sires of one of
P^e beef breeds. Second, the herd is kept health^'. Cows that do not raise calves
are sold. In many such profitable herds, the cows are beiiig tested regularly for
Bang's disease, as well as for tuberculosis, and the reactors sold. Third, calves
are fed shelled corn and oats in a creep as soon as they are old enough to eat and
are pushed for an early market as fat calves or baby beef at from eight to fourteen
months of age, Fo-arth, the ccv/s are kept throughout the year on cheap feed.
m "Failure to provide cheap feed for the cows is where miiny beef herd owners
are losing out. Cows on successful farms are kept alm.ost entirely on pasture from
early spring \intil the corn fields are cleaned up in the winter. On some farm.s there
\ ^ffi enoijigh untillable pasture land to maintain the cows. On others the cows are kept
make use of legume pasture left down primiarily for soil improvement.
1 B "Winter feeding varies. Some farmers depend largely upon oats straw and
.e hay with a little grain. Some feed corn silage with straw and legu-ris hay for
few weelcs late in winter. It is easy to run up a heavy feed bill if corn sila.ge is
d for m^ny weeks. Some farmers depend upon silage made from cornstalks Vv-ith the
rn snapped off, straw, some hay and a little grain. The beef herd is alm.ost sure to
a loser if the cows are fed entirely on good hay and grain or corn silage thro-ugli-
t the winter instead of being given large proportions of cornstalks, straw and other
ijpiieap feed with a limited amount of protein supplem.ents. "
-U-
ITew LeAUiae Has Possibilities As Illinois Kay Crop
That much-talked of legume, Korean lespedeza, recently introduced into the
cornbelt, has demonstrated during the past season that it can produce a worthwhile
,j^3y crop under central Illinois conditions, it is reported by L. B. Miller, associate
llpti soil experim.ent fields at the College of Agricultxire, University of Illinois.
Although an annual legume of recognised value as a pasture crop, especially
on poor soils, Korean lespedeza heretofore had not been generally considered as a hay
'op. However, after its performance of the past suramer it may prove valuable for
nay, on the better corn belt soils, as a substitute crop in the event of clover fail-
,
£xe.
kjV. Try hay yields on a n-'umber of plots en the Charles Meharry farri in Champaign
tsounty averaged 2.44 tons an acre. All plots had been limed several years ago. Ad-
ditional fertilizers including rock phosphate, superphosphs.te, potash and sodium
nitrate were applied to some of the plots at wheat seeding in the fall of 1930. How-
i6ver, no significant increases in lespedeza hay yields resulted from the use of the
'fertilizers.
The lespedeza was seeded in the wheat in the sprir^g of 1931. The hay crop
Tf 2.44 tons an acre obtained during the past year was a volunteer growth from the
seed produced in the fall of 1931. Yields similar to this also were m.ade by volunteer
lespedeza following wheat on the Meharry farm near Attica, Ind.
i
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Lovrer Marketing Costs Sought To Meet Lower Prices
Adjusting marketing costs to the current lower price level so that the 413
million dollar cash income which Illinois farmers get from their principal crop and
livestock products can he restored to a more nearly normal total will be one of the
problems to be attacked during the thirty-fifth annual Farm and Home Week, January
16 to 20, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
During a rising price level, farm prices usually advance faster than do
marketing costs, but when prices are declining, marketing costs usually are reduced
more slowly than are prices paid farmers. This tends to put the producers at a
great disadvantage, it was pointed out.
Opening the marketing course, Monday afternoon, January 16, Dr. L. J. Norton,
of the department of agricultural economics, will report the outlook for agricultural
prices and discuss its relation to adjustments in marketing costs.
The outlook for livestock will be reviewed Tuesday morning, January 17, by
Dr. Norton, after which R. C. Ashby, associate chief in livestock marketing, will
outline possibilities for adjusting costs for livestock marketing to the lower price
level.
,; G-rain, which makes up a large part of the 135 million cash income Illinois
I farmers get from crops, will be treated in a similar v;ay Tuesday afternoon.
Poultry and eggs and dairy products and milk will be considered in the
.Thursday session of the marketing- course. Dr. L. E. Card, chief in poultry husbandry,
; will handle the poultry and egg discussions, Dr. C. E. Brown, associate in dairy
economy, the dairy products review, and Dr. R. W. Bartlett, of the department of
agricultural economics, the milk situation.
'Eie marketing course is only one of 25 or 30 which will be offered to Il-
linois farmers and homemal;:ers during the week in an effort to assist them in reaching
the goals of m.ore effective marketing, higher quality products, lov/er production
costs, reduction in losses and wastes on the farm and in the home, as well as general-
ly happier r-aral life and more varied community interests.
-M-
Tractor Operators To Be Shown How To Reduce Costs
II Cutting farm costs and saving losses through proper maintenance and repair
6f the 70 thousand farm tractors in the state will be stressed in this year's
tractor and gas engine short course to be held, January 23 to 28, at the College of
A.griculture, University of Illinois, it is announced by R. I. Shawl, of the depart-
:nent of agricultural engineering. Only one week's course will be given this year
instead of two as in former winters. Registration in the course is limited to 30 by
the equipment available, and a small fee is charged to cover the cost of materials
ased.
L
-if-
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G-rowtli Alone Is Hot Indicator Of Fertilizer Worth
'^P' Illinois farmers spend several million dollars annually for soil treat-
ment materials, and the real test of those iTiaterials is not the showing they make
during the growing season hut the results they produce when the harvest is in, it
is pointed out ty A. L. Lang, assistant chief in soil ejrperiraent fields, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Eere is a chance for farmers to watch their dollars and cut costs at a
time when efficient production pays a premaum, he said.
|i|b "Plants may be stimulated to make a strong fight and vigorous growth during
T^eir early stages but dry up and fail in the all-important last stage of grain pro-
duction. 'Don't coxmt your chickens before they are hatched' is never more applica-
ble than to grain crops during the vegetative stage,
"In other words the farmer must be extremely careful in drawing his con-
clusion as to what may or m.ay not be a good soil treatment. He imist think at least
twice; once during the growing season and finally after the yields have been checked
over the scales,
"Proof of this was obtained as far back as 1927 on the soil experiment
field which the college maintains at Mount Morris, One plot of wheat made an extra-
ordinary growth as a result of a certain soil treatment and attracted a lot of at-
tention and caused a lot of speculation. However, the yield at harvest time was of
I very poor quality and one bushel below that of a neighboring plot which had been
nonnal in its growth.
"Apparently the rapid vegetative growth had dwarfed the normal development
of those functions which produce the grain. Such cases are even more common in corn,
I
It is easy to apply corn fertilizers which cause rapid and large vegetative growth
'but which in the end may reduce grain yields and increase production costs,"
I
-M-
I
11,500 Trees Axed As Orcliardists Thin To Halt Loss
Intent upon reducing wastes and losses and producing more economically, 25
southern Illinois fruit growers thinned 11,500 trees from their orchards this past
:year, according to reports collected at the recent meeting of the Southern Illinois
Horticultural Society at Mount Vernon by R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension special-
ist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. These same growers have
almost 2,000 more trees labeled for removal during the coming year.
Growers throughout the state, like those at the Mount Vernon meeting, are
taking up the tree thinning and culling campaign which the extension service of the
agricultural college is conducting throughout the state.
Thinning out crowded trees, even in well cared for orchards, is held to be
particularly essential at this time if growers are to wage a successful fight against
the growing menace of insects and diseases and thereby reduce wastes and losses and
keep down production costs. Even more important is the culling out of more than
!900,000 apple trees in neglected orchards„ The state's apple crop is worth more than
five million dollars in a normal year, but diseases and insects which are perpetuated
in unsprayed and neglected trees keep this figure lower than it should be. Marsh said.
In this connection Marsh discovered that for more than 25 years Illinois has
tiad a law requiring farmers and fruit growers to remove unsprayed trees that might be
located on their property, in case it was shown that these trees constituted a nui-
sance in the neighborhood.
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Mew Soil Test Aid In Shi ft in;:; Land From G-rain Crops
Without the new test for available phosphorus developed by the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, many Illinois farmers could not decrease their
grain acreai^e and increase their legume acreage to cope with present low prices, it
is pointed out by C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist.
Many farmers are not financially able, he explained, to make the relative-
,y heavy investments in limestone and phosphate for land that is too acid or too low
,n available phosphorus for the growing of these legumes. It is necessary that they
ocate land in their fields already containing enougii lime and avilable phosphorus,
.previously developed test of the college's took care of the limestone problem, and
,ow the more recently perfected phosphorus test gives farmers a practical means of
ivercoming the other important barrier in adjusting their crop acreages.
"Thousands of farms throughout central and northern Illinois have areas of
oil varying from a few acres to entire fields which naturally contain enough lime-
tone and available phosphorus so that they could be taken out of grain and put into
Ifalfa, sweet clover or red clover.
"Farmers seldom recognize these areas. Fnat is more serious is that without
pplying the two tests, they often attempt to grow legmnes on land that is too low in
yailable phosphorus and lime. The result is a waste of seed and time.
"Each legrnne has a definite soil requirement, and these requirements vary
r the different legumes. Sweet clover, for example, is more sensitive to a lack
if lime and less sensitive to a lack of available phosphorus than either alfalfa or
ed clover. Consequently, sweet clover will grow on some soils where alfalfa or red
lover will not grow. Alfalfa is more sensitive to a lack of both lime and phos-
phorus than is red clover. Red clover, on the other hand, can be grown successfully
on land too low in lime either for sweet clover or alfalfa, provided enough avail-
able phosphorus is present.
Information on the soil requirements of these le;jujnes, along with detailed
field maps showing the lime and available phosphorus, can be obtained at soil testing
and mapping meetings which county farm advisers are v3onducting throughout the state
in cooperation with the extension service of the agricultural college.
-M-
Rural Folks Seeking State Awards In Ivhisic And Drama
Spirited interest being shown by rural folks in the new idea of developing
their own talents and providing their own amusem.ent is reflected in the fact that ap-
proximately 500 groups throughout the state are going through the "dress rehearsal"
stage of preparations for the annual Illinois Rural Music and Drama Tournament, it is
announced by D. E. Lindstrom, associate in rural sociolcgy at the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
The tournament will be held as one of the features of the thirty-fifth
annual Farm and Home V^eek, January 16 to 20, at the U. of I. College of Agriculture.
More than 150 one-act plays, 27 men's quartets, 32 mixed quartets, 23
women's quartets and 11 orchestras are entered in the trials for state honors. Other
additions may be made to this list. Thirty-eight different counties will have entries
in one or more of the different events.
County winners are now being picked in each of the events by means of con-
tests being held in each of the 38 coimties. Later, these county winners will come
together in ten district contests, and then the district winners will meet in three
sectional contests leading up to the state contest.
-M-
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Low Farm Income Hot Traceable To Increased Output
Production of farm products in the United States has not increased in re-
;ent years, and consequently the reason for the collapse of the farmers' income from
$11,950,000,000 in 1929 to an estimated $5,240,000,000 in 1932 must "be sought else-
where, according to figures compiled by Dr. L. J. Norton, of the department of agri-
cultural economics, College of Agriciiltiire, University cf Illinois.
?P The figures have just been released in the form of a preliminary report
entitled, "Trends in Production of American Agriculture, 1919-1931, and Certain Facts
About Corn."
* In view of the fact that the history does not reveal any recent increase in
'production, comprehensive remedies for the farm price situation must be broader than
' reducing production or broadening the utilization of farm products, important as
either or both of these may be, the report points out.
There has been no increase in aggregate production since 1926, and since
,then production has been rather stable, the report shows.
Far from increasing, grain production has been going down since 1919, al-
,ough there v/as a brief upswing from 1926 to 1928. Meat production has tended to
iecline since 1924. During the period since the war there has been a definite tend-
,cy to get production of both these products on a domestic basis. How far this has
gone is indicated by the fact that in 1931 only 1 per cent of the country's total meat
production was exported.
Partly because they were more profitable than grains during the 1921-1929
period, dairy products, poultry and eggs and truck crops have increased in production
faster than have grains. This reflects the change in kinds of foodstuffs used by con-
sumers during the prosperous decade of the 1920' s, the report says.
In the case of corn, the principal cash crop of Illinois and of the corn
belt, there is nothing in the production figures to explain a 15-cent price, Dr.
Norton points out.
I
"One must go back to 1896-1897 to find similar prices, but there have been
fc large number of corn crops since then which were approximately as large if not
Ifcrger than the crop of this year.
"Such a low price can be explained only by the collapse in the general price
level since 1929 and the business stagnation and loss of confidence which this price
decline has caused."
E.gg QToality Set As Flock Owner^s G-oal In Calendar
L Higher quality, which would heighten the 30 million dollar value of
itllinois' egg crop^ will be brought home to flock owners every month of the coming
year by means of the new 1933 poultry calendar just issued by the extension service
3f the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A different phase of quality
egg production, such as feeding for egg quality and care of eggs d-uring warm weather,
W.11 be put before flock owners each month by means of the calendar, it was announced
''y H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist, who designed the calendar.
IL
-M-
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Fariners Hit Upon Barter To Get Rid Of Costly Fests
Illinois has gone the rest of the country one "better in the v/ave of barter-
ing and trading by means of which famers are using low-priced products to get needed
goods and services.
In Grundy county, farmers have worked out a plan with their local veterina-
rians and Panr. Adviser R. V. Watson whereby corn and oats and perhaps poultry will be
exchanged for veterinary services in treating horses and mules to rid them of bots
and other parasites.
Other counties are expected to take up the idea, because Grundy county is
only one of many in the state where the extension service of the College of Agricul-
t'oxe, University of Illinois is launching the parasite control work to help farmers
rejuvenate their horse power and thereby save losses and wastes and cut production
costs. In the canpaign last year more than 137,000 horses and mules in 66 counties
were treated for bots and roundworms.
Under the Grundy county plan the regular cash price for treating horses and
mules is 35 cents a head. Now that the swapping arrangement has been perfected,
farmers who have the work dov/n will merely have their veterinarians credited with the
required amotmt of corn or oats at the time the usual grain deliveries are made to
local elevators. Those who are not grain farmers will trade poultry or eggs for the
necessary veterinary service.
"Having seen the benefits of parasite control work last year, farmers felt
that they could not afford to pass up the treatment, but at the sane time many of
them were without ready cash," it was pointed out by Dr. Robert Graham, chief in an-
imal pathology and hygiene at the University of Illinois. "The Grundy coionty plan is
a practical solution of the problem.
"The graiji traded for the cost of treatment will be more than saved in
feed that otherwise would have been wasted on the parasites, and at the same time the
horses will be conditioned to supply cheaper and more dependable power than would be
possible if they were parasite-ridden."
Liquid carbon disulphide airdnistered in caps-ale form is used in treating
pihe horses, this material having proved most effective in tests made by the college.
Treatment can be started anytime after the latter part of December and continued
through the middle of March, according to Dr. Graham.
-M-
Hi^er Qual i ty Is Aim In Bolstering Income Off Crops
i^ Increasing the gross income on Illinois' crops from last year's total of
$108,150,000 to a more nearly normal figure will depend largely upon improving quality
and grades through seed and grain cleaning, nev/ cultural practices, and other means
which will be covered in the crops sessions of the thirty-fifth annual Farm and Home
Week, January 16 to 20, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Guides to the production of high q-^oality crops will be the theme of the
course. Speakers will include A. C. Wilson, Illinois State Department of Agriculture;
H. K. Black, superintendent of the Minneapolis area of the grain division in the
U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics; W. P. Carroll, superintendent of the Great
Lakes area; C. A. Waalen, superintendent of the Indianapolis area, and a number of
staff members of th© agronomy department.
Corn utilization and acreage adjustment problems will be taken up in a
special session, Friday m.orning, January 20. There also will be an e:diibit and
iemonstration of new seed and grain cleaning machinery.
^rp
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Food Value Of Corn "Rediscovered " In New Circular
There are still some who can remember 'way hack when corn was as cheap as
it is now, hut almost everyone in the United States seems to have forgotten that this
grain is a good food that helped bring many a pioneer family through the winter, ac-
cording to a new circular about to be issued by the College of Agriculture, University
if Illinois. It is entitled, "Corn: Ways of Using as a Low-Cost Food."
Issuance of the circular finds Illinois with a supply of 417 million bushels
corn at a price which is the lowest since 1896. Facts given in the publication are
,med at restoring some of the lost prestige of a crop which a few years ago was worth
'0 million dollars to Illinois farmers.
Unbelievably cheap food is supplied by corn at present prices, it is pointed
t by Miss Sybil Woodruff, associate chief in foods and author of the circular. Held
in high esteem in the pioneer days of the middle west, corn of later years has been
neglected as hufiian food except in the form of cornmeal and a few manufactured products.
Even hominy is considered old-fashioned and is seldom made in the home, she reports.
Lj Different ways of using corn for food are suggested in 3C recipes which are
^iven in the circular. There also are four breakfast, dinner and supper menus sug-
gesting ways of combining corn with m.ilk, vegetables, fruits and other foods to make
.olesome and attractive meals.
"Even when not converted into the more expensive manufactured forms, corn
a palatable food," Miss Woodruff points out. "Furthermore it is one of the most
onomical foods that can be used in the farm homes of this corn growing state. Be-
des being very inexpensive, ripened field corn taken direct from the cob and prop-
ly cooked has a delightful flavor that will be a revelation to many people who
ve never known, or at least have forgotten, how good it can be.
"It can be used as a breakfast cereal, in breads, as a vegetable and in
mbination dishes in place of macaroni, spaghetti, rice and beans. Used in the
let with milk, eggs, meats, green vegetables, tomatoes and fruits it may well be
depended upon for a good share of the 'filling' or bulky food of the day. Made into
bominy or cracked or grouiid to a meal, it can be served in a great ntunber of v/ays."
-M-
Brushinfi- Peaches To Satisfy Trade Causes No In.jury
IH Brushing peaches to remove the "fuzz," a practice which is being more
widely used and which was feared might hurt the shipping and keeping qualities of the
fruit, is a safe procedure, insofar as direct injury to the fruit is concerned, it
was established in experiments conducted by the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
Results have just been reported in a new technical bulletin, "A St"Li-d.y of
ie Structure of the Skin and Pubescence of the Peach in Relation to Brushing," by
J. Dorsey, chief in pomology, and J. S. Potter, assistant in plant breeding.
The question of brushing recently has been revived v/ith more stir than
irer, since dusting with sulphur late in the season to control brown rot has become
the usual practice. Dusting materials are caught and held by the fuzz. The dulling
effect of both excessive fuzz and spray resid's.e upon the appearance of the fruit runs
counter to an insistent demand in the trade for a cleaner, more attractive pack of
frait. Brushing machines of various types have been put into use in packing sheds
in an attempt to overcome the problem.
Even before dusting stimulated the use of brushing machines, various
methods had been tried from time to tim.e to improve or brighten the appearance of
peaches. Some varieties are so "fuzzy" that an otherwise attractive color is more
or less masked or concealed.
-M-
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Report Explains How Research Furthers Many Economies
Tinois farmers rebuild their cash income to a normal figure, provide the consumer
with higher-quality food and benefit the general welfare are announced in the forty-
fifth ann-ual report just issued by Director H. W. Mumford, of the experiment station.
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
In its 258 pages the report sketches the progress made during the year
ending June 30 in solving some of the major problems that will have to be met before
the Illinois farmers' 1931 cash income of 346 million dollars can be rebuilt to a
more normal figure, with consequent benefits to farmers and consumers alike.
"When the public turns to economy, as it has, it comes to a new appreciar-
tion of agricultural experiment stations," Director Mumford points out in his report.
"The record of those institutions is full of results which have reduced losses and
wastes, produced the same output with less labor and money and overcome some of the
risks of farming. Such results are the essence of economy.
"There was a time when increased food production was the "urgent need.
Just now, however, the service of the experiment station to agriculture and to the
general public is a much broader one. The problem has now become a triple complex
involving reduction of losses and wastes, the production of higher quality products
and more efficient marketing.
"How well the Illinois station is discharging this more difficvilt assign-
ment can be judged from the results in its forty-fifth annual report. For example,
there is now a loss of more than 11 million dollars annu^ally as a restilt of damage
to perishables during shipment. Food producers and food users are the ones who pay
the bill. Studies by investigators of the station have yielded suggestions which if
adopted countrywide wo-old reduce the loss by half, with consequent savings to the
farmer and consumer.
"Each of the many projects reported upon has a similar bearing upon the
' Uptoblem of reducing wastes and losses, producing higher quality products that more
"nearly meet market demands and marketing them more efficiently and profitably.
"Experiments with fertilizers have pointed the way to economies in the use
of these materials and to possibilities for higher quality crops at lower cost.
Feeding experiments have shown how to produce cheaper pork, beef and milk and at the
same time get products which more nearly meet the standards of quality set by the
market ajad the consulting public. Spraying and dusting investigations have safe-
guarded growers against damage by insects and diseases and raised the quality of
fruits and vegetables.
"Progress toward the solution of the economic difficulties will be made by
farmers directing their individual and collective action toward the elimination of
losses and wastes, the reduction of costs, the improvement of quality and the ad-
vancemient of marketing. The experiment station conceives it as its function to ob-
tain facts, through investigation, upon which farmers, individually and collectively,
^1^ move forward intelligently, thereby advancing their own welfare and likewise that
Pf the general public."
~M-
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Uew Soil Test Of Wide Importance In Corn Situation
Thousands of Illinois farm fields which next season may he switched from
grain to clover may prove disappointments and money wasters hecause they are too low
in phosphoiTUs, according to C^ M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Farmers can protect themselves, he said, hy
applying the new test for availatle phosphorus which was developed hy soil investi-
gators of the college.
Checking of the test against clover growth in a large nuinher of fields in-
dicates that the phosphorus test is just as important as the common acidity test in
determining where red clover can he grown successfully, he said.
Record low prices of corn have set farmers to thinking m.ore than ever
about taking some of their land out of grain and getting a higher percentage of it
into legumes, as has heen recommended for years by the University of Illinois, Linsley
said. In such an event, the new phosphorus test would take on added value as a means
of avoiding guesswork and expensive risks in the substitute clover seedings, he
pointed out.
Variations in the amount of available phosphorus within a single field
made a difference in the yield of more than 1-g- tons of hay to the acre, Linsley re-
ported. Where the new phosphorus test showed a low aiTiOunt of available phosphorus,
the red clover was practically a failure, yielding less than a half ton of cured hay
to the acre the first cutting. In another part of the field where the soil contained
a medium amount of available phosphorus the yield was rr.ore than two tons.
The variation in clover growth and in available phosphorus on this field is
typical of thousands of fields on which clover may be attempted if there is any gen-
eral reduction in grain acreage next season, Linsley pointed out.
"An invoice of available phosphorus as well as of the lime in farm land will
be a money-saving guide to farmers in deciding where red clover and other legumes can
be grown successfully. Farmers can get such an invoice of their land through the
soil testing and mapping projects being carried on throughout the state by county farm
advisers in cooperation with the extension service of the agricultural college."
-M-
Happy Lore From Good Old Times Is In For Revival
9F Some of the happy lore from the "good old days" r^f the past will be re~
fK.ved and farm, folks will have a chance to rekindle their jaded spirits during one of
the evening entertainment programs of the thirty-fifth annual Farm and Home Week,
January 16 to 20, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Folk dances, in which are preserved the laioghter and tears of years ago,
will be revived. Farm folks will play much as they used to in the days of square
dancing, it was annomiced by those in charge of the program.
It is anticipated that as many as 1,500 farm, men and wom.en may take part in
the event, which will be held Wednesday evening, January 18. This is the first time
such an ^andertaking has been attempted during the annual gathering of the state's
J
farm folks and raral leaders, but success of the venture is partly assured by the
fact that requests for it have come from, all over the state. This is only another
indication, officials pointed out, that the need for recreation is greater among farm
people than in any other class.
Master of ceremonies for the program will be Willis D. Parker, a native of
[Illinois and formerly connected with the National Recreation Association.
-M-
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Low Cash Outlay For Cistern Ends Hard Water Evils
• A cash outlay of less than $9 spent in building a 6,000-gallon cistern has
solved the hard water prohlem for Henry F. Sickmeyer, a Randolph cotuity farmer, in a
way that might be used by other families of the state, it is reported by E. W.
Lehmann, head of the department of agricultural engineering. College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Aside from all the inconvenience, at least 70 pounds of soap a year is lost
or wasted by every Illinois family of five people using water of average hardness for
this state, Lehm,ann said.
Sickmeyer 's cash outlay of $8,95 bought the nine sacks of cement used in
making the mortar for the cistern and the 400 bricks used in constructing the arch
at the top. The bricks cost 1 cent each, a total of $4, and the cement was 55 cents
a sack, or $4.95. Sickmeyer' s two sons did all the work.
The cistern was made round and was 8 feet in diameter and 15 feet deep.
The soil was of the type that did not cave, making it possible to plaster directly
on the earth. A good supply of sand was obtained from a local stream without ex-
pense. The arched part of the top was constructed of brick without the use of forms,
while the top was formed by a concrete slab six feet square with a raised opening for
the pump. While considerable labor was used in excavating and in building the cistern,
the work was done at a time when there was little else to do on the farm.
The Sickmeyer bnys easily added a finishing touch to the cistern when they
constructed a small gravity type filter. This is nothing more than a concrete box
with the outlet in the bottom connected to the cistern with a tile. This box is pro-
vided with a screen in the bottom and coarse gravel, charcoal and sand on top of the
screen to form the filtering material. A cut-off was provided on the down spout so
that the roof could be washed off before any water was allowed to run into the cistern.
Complete information on the construction and care of cisterns and filters
jia given in a circular, "Soft Water for the Home," which recently was issued by the
agricultural college, Lehmann announced.
•
JFeeds Only Farm Grain; G-ets Triple The Marke t Value
Charles Prettyman, a member of the Moultrie County Dairy Herd Im.provement
Association, has almost tripled the market value of his farm grown grains during the
past five years by using such feeds exclusively for his cows, it is reported by J. G.
3ash, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Il-
linois.
His herd of ten purebred and grade Jerseys has maintained a five-year
^rage of 8,465 pounds of milk and 426.8 poujids of butterfat a cow and paid returns
Lbove feed cost of $135.48 a cow during the five years. Prettyman' s grain mixture
consisted of the common corn belt grains, corn, barley, oats and wheat, balanced with
ground soybeans to fit the needs of the roughage, which usually was alfalfa hay.
Records of the dairy herd improvement association show just how profitable
I grain marketing agency Prettyman' s herd has been, Cash pointed out. The cows re-
urned their owner an average of two and three-fourth times the market value for
ach bushel of grain which they have eaten during the five-year period.
More than 1,000 farmers throughout the state who are members of dairy herd
raprovement associations sponsored by the extension service of the agricultural col-
ege are learning the economy of feeding home grown grains that are properly bal-
nced, Cash reported.
-M-
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i- " Hone.y>-Cream" Is FromisiniS; Outlet For Two Products
Honey-cream, a new product developed ty the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, already has found a ready market and promises to open another
outlet for farm products, according to a new tulletin telling how to make it, which
has just been issued by the college. The new product adds another possibility to
the Illinois farmers' output of butter, cream and whole milk, which in the last census
was valued at more than 75 million dollars, officials of the college believe.
Honey-cream is a combination of high-test sweet cream and strained honey
and is suitable for using as a spread on bread, biscuits, waffles and the like. No
butter is needed with it.
P. H. Tracy, associate chief in dairy manufactures, who developed the new
product, is the author of the bulletin telling how to make it. He was assisted in
certain phases of its development by V. G-. Milum, a bee and honey authority in the
university department of entomology.
Cream testing 75 to 80 per cent butterfat must be used in making honey-
cream. This high-test cream can be obtained by equipping centrifugal separators with
tinware made especially for the purpose. The milk is heated to 142 to 145 degrees
I
for 30 minutes and then separated at that temperature with the screw adjusted for a
high-testing cream. The milk used must be of high quality and free from metal con-
tamination.
The milder flavored honeys, such as sweet clover, cotton, tupelo, white
thistle, white orange and alfalfa, proved most popular in a test of various samples
of honey-cream. Additional flavor combinations are possible, using maple, coffee,
chocolate, orange, sorghum and raspberry. However, when such flavoring materials are
added, it is necessary to reduce the amount of honey in order to obtain a product
that will spread properly.
The honey should be heated to at least 155 degrees momentarily and mixed
with the cream while still warm in the proportions of 42 parts of honey to 58 parts
of cream. The mixture is then poured into packages and immediately stored at 40
j degrees or lower to enable the honey-cream to cool rapidly.
Honey-cream must be kept refrigerated to prevent the fat from separating and
to retard the development of the tallowy flavor. Hancid flavors also may develop from
the use of raw cream or uhheated honey. Honey-cream can be k'^pt for about two weelcs
if the temperature is 40 degrees or lower.
The fat content of honey-cream made by this method (with 42 per cent honey
and 58 per cent cream testing approximately 75 per cent butterfat) will be approximate-
ly 43.5 per cent and the total solids approximately 80 per cent.
Copies of the bulletin telling how to make the new product may be obtained
ftee by writing the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Rotation Is Sure Step In Widening: Het Crop Income
Good crop rotation put into force in the new year is one of the surest
steps Illinois farmers can take tov/ard getting a larger net income out of the 150
million dollars worth or more of crops they are producing annually, according to F. H.
Crane, of the soil fertility division. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
G-ood rotation takes on added importance for 1S33 Taecause low grain prices
liave set farmers to thinlcing more than ever aoout taking land out of grain crops and
getting a larger percentage of it into legumes. Crane pointed out. No thinking person
would seriously consider handling the so-called surplus problem by lov/ering acre
yields, but changing rotations to provide a larger acreage of legumes is fundamental-
ly sound, he said. Furthermore, he explained, f.armers are on the lookout for any-
thing that will lower unit costs of production, improve the quality of their products
and reduce losses and wastes from insects and other hazards.
"G-ood soil management is a step in this direction, but good soil ms,nage-
raent is not possible without crop rotation. Even a poor rotation is better than none
in maintaining yields on a lower cost basis. On the Morrow plots here at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, corn grown continuously on the same plot has averaged only 25
bushels, whereas in a corn-oats rotation it has made 34 bushels and in the corn-oats-
clover rotation, 47 bushels. IJo fertilizer, manure or limestone has been applied on
these three plots, and the stra,w, stalks and clover hay have been removed.
"However, rotation alone without the help of other good soil practices is
not enough to insure the lowest cost yields. In all of the three cropping systems
previously mentioned, average yields dropped off 10 bushels or more in the 20-year
period 1908-192? as compared with the previous 20--year period.
"Soil treatment without crop rotation does not maintain yields, at least
aot economically. Limestone, phosphate and manure applied on the continuous corn
.plot have not raised corn yields to the level of what they are on the corn-oats-
J2lover plot without treatment. At the Rothamsted experiment station in England,
l/ields of barley grov/n year after year on the same soil have declined from 50 bushels
'5o 28 bushels in spite of heav^'' applications of manure."
Fruit &rower s To TT^.r On ',7s.ste Of A Million Or More
Apple growers of Illinois, whose last good crop was damaged to the extent
a million dollars by the codling moth, will open a new and more intensive warfare
this pest in a series of 30 fruit grov/ers' schools to be held over the state
ing the coming weeks by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Schools held in counties where apple growing is important v/ill stress con-
rol of the codling moth from the standpoint of spraying, orchard sanitation, band-
Bg, pruning, tree thinning and culling and soil management. TiVhere peach production
nd small fruit growing is more important than the apple industry, the schools will
e modified to meet the local situations. The object in all the schools will be to
ive fruit growers a larger net income off their products, which in 1931 were valued
t more than 7 million dollars.
Reconarnendations made at the schools will be based upon proven methods
jOrked out by the experiment station of the college to help fruit growers reduce
osses and wastes, improve the quality of their products and lower their unit costs
|f production, it was announced by E. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of
le college, who will be in charge.
-M-
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^7ar Debts
.
Other Issues , To Cliniax Earm-Home ^eek
V7ar debts, corn and hog prices, land utilization and five other issues that
are just as live as these are expected to climax the thirty-fifth annual Farm and
Home Week, January 15 to 20, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
These debate provokers will be brought into the open in a series of general
sessions where all visitors, fanners, homeraakers and raral leaders, will be asseiubled.
The remainder of the educational prograin for the week will be taken up with 29 short
courses arranged by different departments to further more effective marketing, cut
production costs, improve the quality of farm products, eliminate losses and wastes,
as well as promote happier rural life, higher standards of living and more varied
comraanity interests. Balancing the program, there will be a full round of entertain-
ment, contests and special meetings.
The function and v/ork of the state department of agriculture will be the
topic for the first general session to be held at 3 p. m, , January 16. Some repre-
_Bentative of the department who is yet to be announced will handle this assignment.
Harper Sibley, of Sibley Farms, Sibley, 111., and of Rochester, iJ. Y. , will
take the stage at the 10 a. m.
,
general session, January 17, to explain international
factors affecting the prices of corn and hogs. Tliat afternoon at 3 p. m. , H. W.
;,;aHford, dean of the College of Agriculture, will present the report of the special
committee, Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities, on the agricultural
situation.
"(That shall be done about the war debts and the farmer's interest in the
question v.'ill be taken up at the morning session, January 18, oy James W. G-arner,.
head of the department of political science at the University of Illinois. Pres.
1. W. Chase will appear that afternoon to speak on, "Your University, or Training
Citizens for Illinois."
The two sessions, January 19, v/ill be given over to, "Reforestation as a
.leans of Lsuid Utilization," by Director Willis I.I. Baker, Central States Forest Ex-
periment Station, Columbus, 0., and, "Pleasuring Up to Emergency Needs in Homemaking,"
by Miss Lita Bane, Ladies' Home Journal, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pres. Earl C. Smith, of the Illinois Agricultural Association, \¥ill wind up
the week, January 20, with an explanation of the aims and objectives of organized
agriculture.
^|i
I
-M-
Firewood Cutting Is Sacrificing Too Many Good Trees
A record amount of firewood cutting going on in Illinois this winter is
resulting in the sacrifice of too many good trees which would be far more valuable
for lumber or shade tlian they will ever be for heat, in the opinion of L. E. Sav/yer,
forestry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
There probably are plenty of trees in the state that are fit for nothing
but firewood, but the tendency in making wood is to take the cleanest, straightest
trees because they will split easily and work up fast, Sawyer said.
"Such trees are just the ones which should not be utilized for wood. Even
tho-ugh the market for all kinds of lumber is low, good trees will be worth far more
when utilized for some other purpose than they will for firewood.
"In many of the smaller towns and even in the farm yards of the state,
valuable shade trees are even being butchered to make stove wood."
m -M-
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New Cash Rent Contract G-ets Aroiuid Low Farg Prices
Illinois' 20,000 cash rent tenant farmers, hard hit "by record low prices
for farm products, would be able to meet their rentals under a plan devised by
C. M. Case, of the department of agricultural economics, College of Agriculture,
iversity of Illinois. Landlords remaking contracts with their tenants under the
revisions of the plan would be protected when prices rise again.
Briefly, the plan provides for adjusting the cash rent to the present
le price of the same quantity of the same products needed to pay the rent during
e period from 1921 to 1930. Changes in prices of farm products would detenr.ine
iW much rent is to be paid.
Case gives an example of how the plan would work out, for instance, on a
lyiarm where practically the entire income was from the sale of milk. During the
riod from 1921 to 1930 the Illinois farm price for whole milk was $2.34 a hundred
pounds. The farm was renting, say, for $7 an acre. The rent on each acre would be
equivalent at 1921-1930 prices to almost 300 pounds of milk. Three hundred pounds
>t milk at the present time would be worth $4.56, on the basis of an average farm
price of $1.52 a hundred for the past 12 months.
"In other v/ords, based on the price of the tenant's products, it might be
j,s fair for him to pay $4,56 an acre cash rent for the past 12 m.onths as it was to
oave paid $7 an acre for the period 1921 to 1930.
"This is only a simple illustration of the plan. On most farms the income
is received from several sources. It would be fairer under such conditions to take
into account the price of several farm, products and the relative amotmts of these
products tliat are usually sold from the farm.
"Tables have been prepared showing the amounts of different products which
were worth a given amount on the basis of 1921-1930 prices.
^,
"In putting this plan into operation it is necessary, first of all, for
llihe landlord and tenant to agree upon the proportion of different income sources
that will be used as the basis for determining rentals in the future. '»Vhether prices
rise or fall, the rental would be adjusted to the changes,"
b -M-
Butter Lauded By Hoover Competes At State Contest
Butter of the kind that pleases Pres. and Mrs. Hoover will put added
glamour in^o the second annual state butter and cottage cheese contest to be held
in connection with the thirty-fifth annual Farm and Home Week, January 16 to 20, at
'ttie College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Mrs. Frank A. Burford, Monmouth,
Wiose butter recently drew a letter of praise from the ViTnite House, y/ill have a
sample of her product entered in the contest, it was announced by P. H. Tracy, asso-
ciate chief in dairy manufactures, who is in charge of the contest. Mrs, Burford
won the state championship in the first contest held at the 1932 Farm and Hom.e Week.
-M-
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Farm Youngsters Produce Fancy Beef From Plain Feed
Fancy "beef can "be produced without fancy feed, and Illinois "boys'' and
rls' 4-H Club members have proved it during the past year, it is reported by E. T.
Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Success of the youngsters carries a lesson of how farmers and cattle
feeders might widen the margin of net return which they have left out of their 237
illion dollar gross income from livestock, Robbins said. Many of the boys and girls
who used mostly home grown feeds and bought only the necessary protein as a supple-
jnent produced as good calves as anybody, he reported. In all, there were approxi-
,tely 1,800 baby beef 4-H Club members in the state last year following methods
commended by the agricultural college extension service.
"One of the very best 4-H calves produced in the state this past year was
d by Marion Syrcle, Siloam Springs, Adams county. It was the champion in the county
,ow, third in the light Aberdeen-Angu.s class at the state fair and grand champion in
the Producers' Show and Sale at East St. Louis. It was sold at auction there for 35
cents a pound, a total of $273.
"Marion fed this calf shelled corn, which was gound during the last few
weeks; soybean oil meal, with some cottonseed meal added at the last, and clover hay.
He fed no appetiser of any kind. The results from the ration speak for themselves.
"Another of the good calves fitted this year was the one fed by Franklin
Allen, of Tazewell county, and sold in the Chicago calf club auction at $10.25 a
hundredweight. The ration for this calf was shelled corn, whole oats, whole soy-
beans and alfalfa hay. Franlilin estimates that he got 70 cents a bushel for the
.crn fed this calf,"
Both of these rations are economical and conform to the practice of many
of the mos'^ experienced and successful cattle feeders of the state who stick as
closely as possible to home grown feeds with a minirc.um of purchased protein to bal-
ance the ration, Robbins said.
He warns that considerable care must be taken in feeding soybeans because
too much of them is likely to throw a calf off feed. If beans are used at the
start of the feeding period, it usually is best to use some such feed as linseed oil
meal, soybean oil meal or cottonseed meal as part of the protein feed, at least dur-
ing latter part of the feeding period.
-M-
Eurning Cheap Corn Might Improve Price For Remainder
Current record low prices for corn luijht be improved if even a sm.all por-
tion of the country's 3 billion bushels was burned for the cheap heat that this
grain will now provide, accordinij to a report prepared by E. W. Lehmann, head of the
department of agricultural engineering. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
A ton of common Illinois coal costing $5 furnishes no more heat than 50
bushels of ear corn worth around $6, the report says. Furtherm.ore, if the farmer
burned the corn, he would be saved the expense of shelling the grain and hauling it
to town and the cost of getting the coal back. A poxmd of corn will produce as reach
leat as a pound of wood, and spoiled corn will give as much heat, po-ond for pound,
IS good corn will, the report adds. However, not only the cheapness, but also the
suitability of corn to the heating equipment and heating purposes must be considered.
There is no basis for scruples against the use of corn as a fuel. Corn
|ias been burned in the past for heat, and today there are a number of things for
|»hich corn is regularly used besides hunaan food and feed for animals.
-IvI-
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,___,, Farmers Turn To Hew Things: Must Sift The Results
H Progressive farmers will be nore eager than ever in the new year to try
'*^ut new crop varieties and test certain soil practices, in the opinion of L. H. Smith,
of the agronomy departm.ent, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. G-reat
caution against jumping to unwarranted conclusions in farm experiments with these
new crops and practices is urged hy Prof. Smith.
The gross crop income of Illinois farmers has shrunk to the point where it
is now probably less than 100 miillion dollars annually, whereas in 1929 it was more
than 213 million dollars. New crop varieties and certain soil practices therefore
will probably be seized upon more eagerly than ever by the more progressive farmers
IHhs a
means of getting the most net return possible out of the gross income that is
Kft, Prof. Smith said.
IP "Field experiments which farmers make on their own farrr.s are a good thing
in principle, provided farmers undertake them fully aware of the pitfalls that may
lead to wrong conclusions,
"In the first place, there is seldom a piece of land in which the soil is
uniform throughout. To be convinced of this one has only to plant a series of rows
of corn, wheat or oats from uniform seed and then see the variations in the yield of
these rows at harvest time. In one experiment there was as much as 100 per cent
variation in the yield of corn rows planted in a single field from the same lot of
seed.
"Ko doubt much of the delay in trying to improve corn by the old-fashioned
I
method of ear-row selection can be attributed to this very stumbling block of soil
' variation. The only way to overcome it is to repeat the plots and make liberal use
of check plots.
"Then a.gain, it is very rislcy to depend upon the results of a single
season, because seasons are so variable in their effects upon crop growth. A crop
I
well adapted to the circumstances of one season may fail entirely another season.
j
In careful scientific work five years are considered necessary for a variety trial
J
before judgm.ent can be pronounced v/ith much assurance."
i
-M-
Home Investment Shrinks Least in 1955 Inventories
Eleven billion dollars or more which Am.erican farmers have invested in
homes ana other buildings is the one item, which will show the least shrinkage in the
new year inventories, according to W. A. Foster, of the agricultural engineering de-
partment, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"This," he pointed out, "is only added evidence that home, after all, is
the world's greatest institution, and the American farm home leads them all. This is
the one asset vifhich will net shrink. Fiartherrnxore, the farmer's home investment dol-
lar is still paying in full in comfort, health and satisfaction, things which cannot
be bought on any market."
American farm homes represent an investment of $232 for every man, wom.an
and child on farms, according to Foster's figures. This is more than half of the
$425 total invested in all buildings. Illinois is eleventh among all states v/ith
$386 invested in the farm house for each farm irjhabitant. Connecticut leads with
5730 a person, and Alabama foots the states with $77.
"At this rate of investment each farm house inhabitant in Illinois is pay-
ing only 7i cents a day for the shelte"r of the home, Foster figured. This omits
^ taxes, which vary, but allows a total of 7 per cent for interest, depreciation and
jnaintenance. Wliat other investment has given the comfort and satisfaction the home
|iffords?"
-M-
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A^ricult-gral Prosperity A Key To National Welfare
Solving the problem of industrial anemployment "by whatever means that is
done is no more vital to national welfare than a restoration of agricialtural pros-
perity, Dean H. W. M\amford, of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
declared in the keynote • address of the annual Farm and Home Week progrsun.
Continued growth of this nation is impossible without a remimerative agri-
culture and a.viril farm population, and wise statesmanship will recognize the fact,
he added.
He brought home to Illinois farmers, homemakers and rural leaders for the
first time the report on the agricultural situation as prepared by the special com-
mittee of the Association of Land G-rant Colleges and Universities. Dean Ivfumford
lias a member of the special committee.
The outstanding problem, he said, in the restoration of agricultural
prosperity is to close the gap between prices of farm products now at 55 per cent
of the pre-war average and farm costs at 140 per cent,
"Considering the grave condition of agriculture in the United States,
tnere is justification for the serious consideration of proposals for raising the
prices of farm commodities which have not yet been applied in this country.
"Until there is a modification of the policies of economic isolation and
national self-sufficiency which now prevail throughout the world, the United States
will find it difficult to maintain the volume of its exports. The present situa-
tion calls for policies and measures designed to strengthen cooperation among na-
tions in dealing with basic world pr6bleras.
"At present price levels farm debts are a national problem requiring the
assistance of the national government on a large scale. Further development of the
federal land banks is to be recommended. To keep present farm business intact and
to prevent the wholesale dispossession of farmers there is also need for govern-
mental action in supplying short-term credit to meet maturing obligations and carry
on current operations.
"Relief for tax-burdened lands can be given by states and counties through
reducing governmental services and activities, through increasing efficiency in the
administration of governmental units and in the services and activities supported
by public funds and by changing tax systems to obtain a greater proportion of rev-
enue from sources other than farm property.
"Continued research and education on a wide range of agricultural problems
are necessary if agriculture i s to keep pace with progress in other industries and
occupations. The present trend in urban educational institutions and among in-
dustrial leaders toward emphasis on national planning and a more positive direction
to national activity should have its counterpart among agricultural educational
institutions and leaders."
-M-
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Farmers Study Uew Possibilities For Cutting Costsik
Many new possibilities were investigated at Faiin and Home Week of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, as fairoers made a search for newer
methods that will help them shave their production costs still lov/er and thereby
recover part of the 100 million dollars or more which they have lost in gross in-
come from their principal crops during the past several years.
One of the possibilities was a new crop by the name of Korean lespedeza,
a second was waste—saving methods of handling farm manure and a third was economical
tillage methods.
Illinois farmers are showing lively interest in Korean lespedeza because
t meets the need for a pasture legume which is less sensitive about its soil re-
airements than the clovers and alfalfa and which at the same time will produce
plenty of hay or pasture, it was pointed out by 0. H. Sears, soil biologist of the
college.
On sour soils, as well as on soils of a low productive level, lespedeza
produces a good stand, thus saving the expense of soil treatment, he explained. In
seasons and under conditions where the lack of moisture kills ordinary clovers,
lespedeza usually survives, thereby saving wastes and losses in labor, land, feed,
seed and time, he added.
Although a drouth-resistant, poor land crop, lespedeza is at its best in
seasons of plentiful rainfall and on good soils. Sears said.
"It is, however, highly important that lespedeza be inoculated. Unless
it is known that suitable nodule bacteria are already present in the soil, the seed-
ing of lespedeza without inoculation should not be considered. Like other leg-jmes
lespedeza has a favorable effect upon the crops which follow it."
jd| The equivalent of 69 years of experimental data on varieties and culture
' Of lespedeza have now been gathered by the experiment station of the College of
Agriculture, it was reported by J. J. Pieper. These resiilts indicate that the crop
is well acla.pted to the southern third of the state, only fairly well adapted to
central Illinois and probably not at all in northern Illinois, he reported.
Turning from the new crop, the farmers took up cost-saving and waste-
reducing possibilities in the care and treatment of their soils. From a third to
one-half of the plant food in the 50 million tons of manure produced annually in the
state could be returned to the soil through improved methods of handling the ma.nure,
it was estimated by F. H. Crane, This might mean millions of dollars to farmers in
j^rms of cheaper production, he pointed out.
"Ip "The best v/ay to take advantage of this is to haul manure directly from
the stable to the field and spread it at once. The heating which results in loss of
ammonia does not occur then, and any plant food washed out will be washed into the
soil.
"IVhen it is necessary to store manure, losses will be reduced if it is
packed 7/ell and wet, so as to exclude the air, and stored preferably on a tight
concrete floor. Field tests have shovm that a ton of manure hauled directly to the
field or properly stored is worth around 70 cents a ton more than manure piled in
the barnyard for a time. Also the fewer tons applied an acre the larger will be the
returns for each ton."
Stressing low-cost tillage methods, R. S. Smith told the farmers that ex-
cept for very heavy soils, the smallest number of ciiltivations that will keep down
weeds is the best number both from the standpoint of cost and of yield. Other ex-,
periraents have shown that medium depth plowing is best, and that in Illinois it
does not pay to go to the expense of trying to improve the subsoil by deep tillage
ar by the use of dynamite.
-M-
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^ Farm Folks Seek niisjiest Possi Dle Standard Of Living
Higher standards of living v;ere set for the one million people living on
Illinois farms during the thirty-fifth annual Farm and Home Week at the College of
jigriculture. University of Illinois. Depleted incomes have left food and shelter as
the only reward for an increasing numter of fann families, but farm folks today were
cut to make the most of this heritage.
Different methods of propagating garden flowers, so that farm folks could
grow something to bolster their morale, were even explained by H. B. Dorner, chief
in floriculture.
Mrs, Spencer Bv/ing, Bloomington, speaking before the annual homemakers'
session, turned the thoughts of farm women into happier channels, by describing her
visit to the island of Bali, off the east coast of Java, where the slogan of the
people is, "iJever do today what you can put off several days hence."
The old smoke house, symbol of savory dishes, may have disappeared from
many farms, but Sleeter Bull showed farmers how they could home-cure pork without
the use of such traditional equipment.
In a revival of the old art of home butchering, he pointed out that the
farmer who converts some of his hogs into hom.e-made pork can get part of his year's
neat supply at very low cost. The three-cent hog supplies the once high-priced
bacon at 8 cents a pound and other pork cuts at proportionate prices, he reported.
Pointers were given as to the best methods of sla-oghtering hogs on the
farm, and then pork carcasses were cut up in different approved ways. One method of
cutting showed how considerable lard could be obtained from the carcass, while
another method utilized almost the entire carcass for chared meat, leaving only a
few pounds of lard and of fresh meat.
G-eneral neglect has spelled the doom of the home apple orchard, but with
it gone the same area might well be planted to raspberries and other small fruits,
it was explained by R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist. By the proper
selection of varieties of strawberries, currants, gooseberries, blackberries and
grapes, the farm family can have a continuous supply of fresh fruit available in
late spring, summer and fall, he said.
A winter's supply of fresh vegetables was insured for the farm family
that would follow the detailed directions outlined by Lee A. Somers, vegetable
gardening extension specialist. Potatoes, carrots, beets, turnips, rutabagas and
similar crops usually can be stored to best advantage in out~door pits, he recom-
mended. Onions and cabbage usually can be stored in a basement which is cool but
which protects against freezing. Sweet potatoes and squashes can be stored in the
warmer part of the basement, he said.
Directions for planting and harvesting vegetables for storage also were
outlined by Somers.
-hi-
Dairy Cattle Might Help Lead Way To Improved Times
Illinois' million or more dairy cows can go a long way toward bringing
ck better times for agriculture, it was brought out during the thirty-fifth annual
3m and. Home Week, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Dairy cows are
outranked only by hogs as a cash producer on Illinois farms, and consequently any-
thing which can be done to improve dairy methods or prices will have far reaching
effect, it was pointed out. Dairy cattle produce about 15 per cent of the Illinois
farmer's cash income and provide consumers with almost 600 m.illion gallons of milk
a year.
Only the highest producing cows can produce a profit with milk selling at
$1.30 a hundredweight. Dr. W. B. Hevens, of the dairy department, told the herd
owners. Dairymen make a mistake, he said, in trying to produce milk profitably with
a large herd of cows producing small amounts of milk. More profit could be made by
I
selling off the lowest producing cows and keeping only the better ones. This also
would help decrease milk surpluses.
_
Improved methods of feeding have markedly in-
creased the returns from many herds, Dr. Nevens reported.
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New Corn ' Champ ' Tells How He Put Up State Record
Good seed and fertile soil are the secrets in the success of I. Edward
'icConnell, of Reynolds, Rock Island county, who has just won the 1932 state champion-
ship for the economical production cf high quality corn in the state where corn is
"king.
"
This title went to hin when he was annoiinced as the winner of the 1932
Illinois Ten-Acre Corn Growing Contest and of first place in the Illinois 100-Bushel
Com Club at the thirty-fifth annual Farm and Home Week at the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois. His score in the ten-acre contest was 89.2 points out
rf a possible 100.
His yield of 136 bushels an acre was a new high record in the three years
that the college has been conducting the ten-acre contest to further the more eco-
nomical production of higher quality corn. However, only 40 points out of 100 were
allotted to ^''ield in determining the winner, it was pointed out by J. C. Hackleman,
^rops extension specialist, who is in charge of the contest. McConnell was given
•:he full 40 points for yield. In addition he scored 34 points out of a possible 40
n cost of production with an acre cost of $16.96, while he was given 15.2 points
--ut of a possible 20 for quality.
The average cost for all winners in the contest was $15.77 an acre. Even
if all Illinois farmers had kept the bill to this low figure, it would have cost
them more thaji 39 cents a bushel to produce the 1932 crop, on the basis of the state's
average yield of 42 bushels an acre.
The seed McConnell used was of the newer high-yielding hybrid type for which
:e paid $7.50 a bushel. The field in which he made his championship record was a 12-
acre patch of brovm silt loam that up until 1929 had been in bluegrass pasture as
long as McConnell could rem.ember. Many a load of manure had been spread on it from
the barn and from the lots. It had been in corn for two years previous to the prize-
winning crop.
The field was plowed six inches deep the last of March and then double-
disced twice and harrowed once in preparation for the crop. The seed was treated for
disease control and then seeded in hills on May 13 and 14 at the rate of four kernels
a hill, the hills being 3 feet 4 inches apart and the rows the same distance. The
stand was good and there was no subsequent damage by insects, diseases or storms.
I
The crop was cultivated three times with a two-row cultivator and once with a rotary
ihoe.
The land was valued at $150 an acre, and no limestone or fertilizers of any
kind were used.
Six corn growers of the state won gold medals for producing 100 bushels or
:-ore corn an acre in the 100-bushel club, whereas in the two previous years only
three other growers had ever gotten into the select group of gold rr.edal winners.
This is further evidence of the high yields and good quality in Illinois' 1932 corn
crop of 386 million bushels, it was pointed out by J. C. Hackleman, crops extension
specislist of the college, who is in charge of the contest.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumforu, Director.
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Improved Seed Powerful Aid In Reducint:; Crop Wastes
Illinois farmers must depend heavily upon improved seed as a means of re-
cing costly losses and wastes on their 20 million acres of cultivated land, ac-
cording to Dr. W. L. Burlison, head of the department of agronomy, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
Crops of the state, which a few years ago were worth more than 213 million
dollars, require more than 17 million bushels of seed annually. This is an industry
in itself, Dr. Burlison pointed out. More care in the selection, handling and use cf
seed holds marked promise for raising the quality of crops, reducing losses and
wastes and thei-eby widening the margin of return, he added.
The state's corn crop of almost 9 million acres requires more than 1;^
million bushels of seed, while 2x million bushels of seed wheat are required to seed
the acreage of this crop which Illinois grows.
There is still about 4 million acres of oats grown in the state, and this
requires more than lOf million bushels of seed annually. Barley, one of the minor
crops of the state, talces 580,800 bushels of seed for the 328,000 acres. Rye, another
inor crop, uses 79,000 bushels of seed annually.
Because of its outstanding acreage of legumes, Illinois runs up a heavy
total of seed in this class of crops, Dr. Burlison pointed out. For example,
800,000 bushels of soybeans are required to seed the acreage of this newcomer. Sweet
clover, a crop in which Illinois ranks high among other states, uses up another
174,417 bushels of seed. Illinois is still not growing as much alfalfa hay as is
j
needed here, but nevertheless the state uses 48,500 bushels of seed. Timothy and mix-
tures of ti!X)-thy and clover hay use up another 237,000 bushels of seed. Other tame hay r
]
qiiires 455,000 bushels of seed. Additional minor crops bring the total seed require-
i ments of the state up to alm.cst 17-g- millicn bushels annually.
I
-M-
Scil Held To Be A Key Factor In A.iy Farm Relief Flan
1 ^
Plans being made at this time to restore agricultural prosperity will be
surer of succeeding if they consider the soil as fundamental, because from it come
the products on which the industry is based, says E. A. Norton, of the agronomy de-
partment, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
1^ Any schemes for relieving agriculture which do not talce into account the
•l^mndamentals underlying the industry are likely to give only temporary satisfaction
and may be of more harm than benefit, he said.
"There is no more important single factor in successful farming than the
efficient use and proper management of the soil. This is not always as easy as it
ight seem, because soils differ markedly in productive power. This fact is generally
recognized both by farmers and investigators, but it is not always given due con-
sideration. These differences are the result of the forces of nature acting in
various combinations to produce the characteristics of soils. Repeated observations
and study have made it possible to group soils into units or tjrpes, each type having
similar features and reactions.
"The characteristics of each soil type determine how the soil will drain,
its ease of cultivation and its general productive level. They also determine the
best methods of land management and the kind and amounts of material that can be
added to the soil profitably. Soil characteristics, coupled with prevailing climatic
and current economic conditions, determine what crops can be grown most successfully
and whether the land is best suited for grain, dairy, fruit or general livestock
farming or whether it should be kept in pasture or timber."
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i Economy Raising Research' s Value In Mind Of FablicWhen the public turns to economy, it begins to see a higher value in the
research and investigational work of agricultural experiment stations, says Director
H. W. Mumford in his annual report for the experiment station of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
"The record of that work is full of results which have reduced losses and
stes, produced the same cutput with less labor and money, paved the way for the
oduction of higher quality products, led to the development of more efficient mar-
keting and overcome seme of the risks of farming, thereby benefiting both the
farmer and the consumer. Such results are the essence of economy."
As an example, Director Mumford cited the fact that there is now a less of
more than 10 million dollars annually as a result of damage to perishables in ship-
ment. Food producers and focd users are the ones who eventually pay the bill.
"Damaged shipments have been inspected and studied in freight yards and
produce terminals. S"ach studies by investigators of this station have produced stig-
gestions which if adopted co^ontrywide would reduce the loss by half, with consequent
savings to the farmer and the cons'omer.
"When we come to the state's livestock industry, which a few years ago was
bringing farmers a gross income of more than 366 million dollars, we find that cattle
herd owners are suffering losses of millions of dollars a year as a result of Bang'
s
disease- This is a contagious malady which causes premature birth of calves and
ads to other losses. A simple and practical plan has been developed through re-
arch and investigation to control this malady by blood testing of cows and sanitary
gement of the herd, thus making it possible to rebuild healthy herds at a minimum
st
.
"With the help of more than IOC qualified veterinarians the plan has been
tended to 9OO herd owners in 9^ counties. One of these farmers, Leonard E. Davis,
Coles county, has stopped losses that amo^onted to $200 annually. On this basis,
s one project alone has been worth $180,000 annually to the 9^0 farmers who are
ready enrolled, and more are coming in every year.
"These are only two of the many projects of the experiment station which
ve a bearing upon the problem of reducing wastes and losses, producing Mgher
ity products and marketing them more efficiently and profitably."
-M-
Sffi ngham Adviser To Describe Work With Yo^ong People
G. H. Iftner, farm adviser of Effingham county, will speak over Station
KMOX, St. Louis, at 12:U5 p.m., Saturday, February 11, on the subject, "Working With
TOTing People." His talk will deal especially with the work which he and the exten-
sion service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois have been carrying
I
on in Effingham county during the past year or two.
'
-M-
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Flock Owner Who Supplies Quality tp;>s:s '^ill Profit
Farm flock owners and other poultryraen of Illinois, who sell about 102
million dozen eggs a year, can get a higher price for their product and find a surer
market for it if they will cater to the growing demand for cfuality eggs, according
to a new circular, "Producing and Marketing Oood Eggs," which has just been issued
by the College of Agricultiire , University of Illinois. Eggs sold by Illinois flock
owners had an annual value of almost 30 million dollars in the last census.
Authors of the circular are F. E. Elliott, formerly assistant in poultry
husbandry, and L. E. Card, chief in poultry husbandry. They outline a six-point
production program and a four-point marketing program to help egg producers talce ad-
vantage of the demand for higher quality.
The six production pointers are: (1) Gather eggs twice daily in cool
weather and three times or more in hot weather; (2) cool eggs before casing; hold
them in a place that is cool, below 60 degrees if possible, and that is free from
bad odors; (3) never produce fertile eggs except for hatching; (h) prevent dirty
eggs by having clean nests and clean houses and by confining layers when yards are
muddy; (5) feed properly; fiornish oyster shell or lime for strong egg shells;
avoid bad flavors caused by rape, onions or garlic; adjust feed so as to produce a
desirable yolk color, and (6) cull out and sell hens producing poorly shaped, thin-
shelled and small eggs.
The four marketing pointers are: (1) Always grade or sell to someone who
will grade and pay for the eggs on a graded basis; (2) pack eggs in clean, strong
cases with good fillers and flats; (3) sell eggs at least twice weekly and more
often if economically possible, and (k) choose the most profitable outlet available
after considering the time and trouble involved.
-M-
Parasites Spread As Threat To 111 .
,
Poultry Millions
Illinois farmers have received a cash income of as much as U6 million
dollars annually from their poultry flocks in recent years, but they stand to lose
heavily "onless more deadly methods of dealing with worms and other parasites are put
into use, according to the division of animal pathology and hygiene. College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Investigations made by the laboratory show that
an increasing number of chickens throughout the state are falling prey to costly
parasites.
"There is no one remedy that will kill all forms of parasites. Successful
control of any one kind of parasite requires that its life history be understood.
Qualified veterinarians should be consulted.
"Even though the treatments may seem simple, getting rid of parasites and
keeping them out of the flock is a big undertaking which seems to be endless. Poultry-
men should always try to prevent the flock from becoming infested in the first place.
Much can be done in this direction by treating all purchased birds for parasites bet-
fore they are bro^jght on the premises.
"It is useless, however, to treat a bird for parasites unless the new sur-
roundings are clean and free from all kinds of filth. Sanitation, therefore, is an
important step in controlling parasites.
"Elimination of parasites by the use of drugs can not be accomplished by
putting the material in the feed. It is necessary to treat each bird separately.
Different species of parasites are eliminated by different drags, thus making it
necessary to have a competent veterinarian make the diagnosis. Flock owners should
g^rd against remedies sold for the purpose of eliminating all forms of parasites.
-M-
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TrainJTijg: Of Trees Improved To Cut Loss In Orchards
Another pruning season has focused the attention of apple growers upon the
possibilities of reducing costly losses and lengthening the life of trees through
adoption of the new system of training and pruning apple trees developed by the Col-
, lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The system has proved outstandingly
I superior to other methods of heading, it is reported by V. W. Kelley, of the pomology
division.
There are 3 3~^ million bearing apple trees in the state, and past losses
as a result of tree breakage made it urgent that an improved method of training and
praning trees be developed, Kelley explained. The older systems of training resulted
I
Kin branches lyhich formed narrow angles with the tr"'-inlc= Thepe would not withstand the
trains of heavy crops, windstorms, sleet and ice.
H "The new system of forming the heads of apple trees, which consists in dis-
' Dudding the young tree to groups of buds, has many advantages. It is the quickest
^ethod yet devised which will produce a strong, permanent framework. The heading-back
kit, which is the greatest weakness of other methods, is 'onnecessary. This new method.
requires the least pruning of any system. The reduction in severity of pruning will
bring the trees into profitable bearing sooner. The initial framework is permanent,
which malces it unnecessary to remove large branches in mature trees. The average life
1 of the trees will be increased because of strength of crotches and the absence of
trge
wounds. "
The new method consists of planting one-year unbranched whips five to six
et in length without the customary heading-back cut. Troups of three or four buds
are left at intervals of eight inches where framework branches are desired. All other
buds are cut off with a knife. The whip is then allowed to grow undisturbed for a
year. Before growth starts the second season, a selection of laterals is made at each
point where buds were left the previous season. One lateral, which is considered best
for the framework branch from the vie\^oint of siz,e, angle and direction, is chosen at
each location. All other vigorous laterals are removed.
Slow-growing horizontal laterals are left because they do not interfere with
the selected framework and their leaf surface will aid in nourishing the young tree,
iBy this method four or five well spaced and properly directed framework branches may
be secured the first year after planting.
-M-
K5-Point Program Set Up To Assist With Rural BeliefWith the back-to -the-land movement putting added strain on farm communities
^
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just set up a five-point pro-
gram for handling poor and unemployment relief problems among the two million rural
people of the state.
' The five points are: (1) Organize a citizens' committee in each community,
<) investigate each case thorcjghly
, (3) deal with each case according to the need
ismonstrated, (k) make best use of home resources and (5) establish a center for the
exchange of information concerning the needy and problems of relief.
The program and its supporting material were prepared by D. E. Lindstrom,
issociate in r^aral sociology, and Miss Sybil Woodruff, associate chief in foods. The
experience of administrators of poor and unemployment relief in approximately 35
I^UTal communities of eight coionties was used as the basis for part of the suggestions.
Jopies of the five-point program and the details of how it works are being made avail-
able to all interested persons.
-'i
'
'
-M-
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Better Porlc Plan Means 13 Millions In Buying Power
Possibilities of boosting the annioal net return and bolstering the b'uying
power of Illinois swine raisers by the sum of almost 13g million dollars even under
present low prices for hogs have been demonstrated on thousands of farms during the
past year by means of an economical pork production program sponsored by the exten-
sion service of the University of Illinois, College of Agriculture, it is reported
by E- T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist.
If economical methods as demonstrated 'onder the plan had been used on all
the U,900}000 hogs on farms of the state, the added net return over common methods
would have amounted to 13-5 million dollars even under the extremely low price of
$3'^0 a hundredweight for hogs prevailing in January, he explain-d^
As a matter of fact, he said, widespread use of the approved methods is
noT7 being .'aade th:roughout the state, and more farmers are taking to the plan every
year as a result of the extension service program. At the end of 1332 it was re-
ported that 3 3I95 fanners in different parts of the state were endeavoring to follow
the methods.
Economical pork production as demonstrated in the extension service plan
sn^hasizes both swine sanitation and economical feeding, the latter being based on
balanced rations mixed from farm grains and low-cost protein supplements. Sanita-
tion has proved that it combined savings and gains of about $1-35 ^^i growing a hog
even under present prices, and the economical feeding gains another $1.35 > making a
total gain of $2.70 a hog.
"This changed production not only is enabling farmers of the state to cut
their costs of pork raising and prevent losses and wastes but also is putting them
in a position to market their hogs more efficiently and profitably. Since hogs
contribute more than 25 per cent of the annual cash income of Illinois farmers, the
benefits of the work should raise the level of the entire livestock industry of the
state", Eobbins pointed out.
One striking example of changed production which might be of far reaching
benefit and importance has developed in one phase of this project on economical pork
production. Soybean oil meal was used this past year by large numbers of Illinois
farmers in place of linseed oil meal in the mixture including tankage. It gave fine
pesults. Farmers have been urged to make such a change and use soybeans as a source
|tJf protein for their brood sows. This teaching is being advanced as a result of ex-
^periments conducted by the college to broaden the outlet for soybeans by developing
possible ways in which they might be utilized for swine. The 700,000 sovts and boars
in Illinois could handily eat an average of four bushels of soybeans a year. This
would make a total of 2,800,000 bushels, almost one-half of Illinois' I932 crop of
6,300,000 bushels.
-M-
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Farmers Tal:e To Seven-Point plan As Livestocl: Aid
Widening the margin of livestocic retui"ns and at the same time reducing
grain surpluses is the object of a seven-point program around which Illinois farmers
are being rallied by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Thirty-seven one-day county schools attended by hundreds of farmers al-
ready have been held and 2h more are scheduled as a means of getting the details of
the plan before livestock raisers. Low-cost production of higher-quality animals
that are sold on the highest market possible is the aim of the program. By this
means livestock raisers can widen their margin of net return and thereby malce up for
some of the I30 million dollar shjrinlcage in their annual gross income, it was pointed
KBUt.
F Some of the liveliest interest th^at iias developed in the schools has been
shown by the younger men and by successful livestock raisers, Eobbins reported. In . •
Znox county Rufus Miles, Appleton, rras in the field at 3 o'clock in the morning husk-
ing com by lantern light so that he could get out a load of corn that day and still
attend the meeting in Galesburg.
The seven-point program is based upon farm accounts whJLch hundreds of farm-
ers have kept in cooperation with the college and which show why the best stockmen get
more income than some of their neighbors. Four of the reasons which are embodied in
the program are: (1) Eaising better stock, (2) keeping stock healthier, (3) having
stock fat when marketed and (U) aiming for high markets.
Three other points in the program also are aimed at improving livestock re-
turns and, in addition, they would reduce grain surpluses. They are: (1) KaJ<;ing ef-
ficient use of horses, (2) keeping more land in legume crops and (3) using legume
crops as the basis for satisfactory rations in maintaining the grain-consiming live-
stock.
"Farmers declare that they are going to use these pointers in their o^vn
business without waiting for legislation designed to reduce market supplies of grain,"
1 Bobbins reported.
I Following the county schools held by Eobbins, many of the farm advisers are
following up the idea by holding local schools throughout their counties.
The 2U counties in which schools are yet to be held are Brown, Carroll,
Christian, Clark, Clinton, Crawford, DeTTitt, Sdgar, Effingh-am, Ford, G-reene, Grundy,
Kendall, LaSalle, Macon, Marshall-Putnam, Moultrie, Piatt, Randolph, Eock Island,
St. Clair, Schuyler, Shelby and Woodford.
-M-
Dull Burrs Load Electricity Bill With Huge Wastes
Illinois farmers in the last census liad an electric light and power bill
of $1,191,792, and one way they can keep wastes and losses out of this item is to
replace the burrs in burr mills just as soon as they get dull, says E. H. Eeed, of
the department of agricultural engineering. College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
"New burrs in one case would have saved as much as $2.52 worth of electrical
energy in grinding one ton of grain, not to mention the saving of nearly S 3/^ hours
of time.
"In this case the badly worn burrs ground 100 pounds of medium fine oats in
3'+ 1/3 minutes, using 2.5 kilowatt hours of electrical energy. When the old burrs
were replaced with new ones, the sam.e amount of feed was produced in S minutes, using
Wt four-tenths of a kilowatt hour of energy."
-M-
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Stiffer Standards Must Be Applied To State' s Orchards
New and stiffer standards of profitableness will have to be applied to Il-
linois' 71 million bearing fruit trees when farmers and fruit growers talre stock of
their orchards at inventory time this spring, says S. S. Karsh, horticultural exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agriculture, Urdversity of Illinois.
Present price levels have tightened up the limits beyond which production
and marketing costs can not go if the orchard is to be profitable, he explained.
Many fruit growers realize that trees which night have been profitable under a 1922
price level can not even pay production costs under present prices.
"Inventory time in the spring is a good time to get rid of these profit
killing trees. Some of the unprofitable trees may be of a suitable age for top-
working to a more profitable variety. Other 'boarder' trees should be removed from
the orchard and new trees set in their place if the orchard is on a good site.
"One variety last fall sold for 50 cents a bushel and another sold fof $2 a
bushel. It seems that many growers might well replace their 50-cent varieties with
the $1.S0 and $2 ones. In resetting or top working, it would be well to consider
carefully such red sports as Gallia Beauty, ?.ed Lome, Black Jon, Starking Hichared,
Hed V)"illow and the two relatively new varieties, Turley and Golden Delicious.
"Althoiigh the peach orchard should be inventoried Just as carefully as the
apple orchard, it is not practical to bud or top-work peach trees unless they are
quite small.
"The best thing to do in some orchards, apple as well as peach, is to re-
move certain blocks of trees and not reset the area. A grower in Adams coTinty de-
cided to remove a block of trees this season and thereby saved the expense of buying
a new sprayer. The additional spray rig was needed to take care of a young orchard
just coming into bearing. By cutting out the aged orchard, thds particular grower
released one of his old machines for use in the young bearing orchaJ'd.
"Other tree inventories will suggest additional orchard planting without
removing any of the present trees. This may be necessary in order to use the present
labor supply and equipment more efficiently or to get diversity in plantings and
varied production so that a \nder range of adjustments can be made to market con-
litions."
-in-
Poult rymen Once Over-Pessimistic May Now Over-SJxpand
Just as some poultrymen were too pessimistic a year ago, some of them may
e too optimistic now, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of
;riculture. University of Illinois. Ee warns prospective flock OTmers, especially,
about getting over-enthusiastic on the basis of profitable egg prices during the last
months of I932.
"Poultry and eggs bring in more than 11 per cent of the millions in Illinois
cash farm income, which explains why good egg prices should be hailed with optimism.
However, there is little reason why flock owners as a group should adopt a general
expansion program. Undoubtedly, for some an increase in size of flock, buildings and
equipment would be justifiable. However, any marked increase in the poultrj'- business
should depend largely upon the availability of a good market, other farm activities,
the experiences of the operator and the relative iniportance of poultry to other farm
enterprises within the area."
-M-
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Prospects Are Ai£:ricul:.ure Will Recover Some In 1933
Illinois agriculture may malce seme recovery before 1933 ends, according to
the annual state agricultural outlook report just issued by the College of Agricul-
t^ore, University of Illinois.
"Some recovery," the report says, "may be made possible by various govern-
j
mental efforts combined with adjustments between prices and costs, charges and debts
which went forward throughout 193^ and which apparently will continue through 1933-"
In the main, however, the agricultural outlook for 1933 depends largely
upon the prospects for recovery from the general world-wide depression, during which
I the annual gross income of Illinois' farmers has fallen off approximately 250 million
! dollars, the report points out.
"Present economic conditions make desirable a continuation of the economy-
j of-operation and live-at~home programs," the report states. "Both land o^vners and
\
creditor agencies should keep in mind that the security of their investment rests on
j
maintaining the soil in productive condition and they might well discourage systems
I
of farming which do not provide for this.
I
"Low grain prices make the increased seeding of hay and pasture crops,
i
particularly legumes, warranted. Although present prospects indicate a reduced crop
j
of winter wheat in the United States, the large prospective carryover added to an
1
average crop of spring wheat would leave supplies in the cotmtry at the end of the
season much in excess of domestic requirements. In the case of corn, recovery from
the present low prices is inevitable, but prospects for such a recovery in the im-
mediate future are not bright. Soybean stocks Iiave been cleared up by good export
' demand stimulated by low prices and by difficulties in Manchuria.
"The number of hogs on farms in the United States is about the same as a
year ago, A moderate increase of 2 per cent over 193^ is indicated in the number of
sows to farrow this spring. Foreign hog production is being reduced a little.
"Cattle numbers continue to expand, and the calf crop in 1933 is likely to
be the largest on record. Numbers of sheep seem to have reached their peak- Al-
though the number of dairy cows has continued to increase, the q^oantity of milk and
butterfat sold did not expand in 1932-
"The number of hens on farms is about the same as a year ago, but is
slightly below average. Storage stocks of eggs are practically exhausted and storage
demand is likely to be better than last spring. The need of caution in expanding
number and in making investments in poultry equipment is evident.
"There will be a further reduction in the n\imber of horses because of the
present limited number of colts and because of the age of horses.
"There are enough frmt trees to produce heavy commercial supplies under
favorable weather conditions. Liberal supplies of all the important vegetable crops
are in prospect.
"Farm wages declined in I932 and are likely to be still lower in 1933 •"
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumforh, Director.
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Soybeans May Be An Elixir For Trade jlnd. Agriciilture
Soybeans, almost unlcnown in the United States 20 years a,^o
,
may be the
"new" crop which will help restore agric^xLture and pump new blood into industry and
trade, judging from a new bulletin, "Supply and Marketing cf Soybeans and Soybean
products," just issued by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Eecently the crop has claimed a position in the national economy of the
United States well beyond that which might have been expected a few years ago by
persons 'onfamiliar with its full possibilities, the bulletin points out. With more
than 13 million bushels produced in the United States last year, the crop is full of
challenge to consumers, to persons connected with processing and market distribution
and to those engaged in making and administering national and state legislative
policies, as well as to operators and owners of farm land in regions where soybeans
can be profitably grown, the publication adds.
The new bulletin reports studies of the supply situation with respect both
to soybeans and soybean products, the present and potential market for soybeans, the
means and methods by which they are marketed, their economic cliaract eristics in re-
lation to improvements in marketing and the influence of various factors on the
prices paid for them.
Authors are C L. Stewart, agricultural economics department; W. L.
Burlison, agronomy department; L. J. Norton, agricultural economics, and 0. L.
Whalin, formerly a member of the agricultural economics department.
Soybeans come in the "new" crop classification, because, generally speaking,
they have a long way to go before they are as widely known for their qualities as are
the major farm products of the corn belt, the authors point out. There is no doubt,
however, that workers in many fields are discovering new features in this multi-
product crop and are calling it to the attention of more and more people whose nat-
Toral interest it touches. All this, the authors point out, tends to fix soybeans
more firmly in the national economy.
-M-
Light Liming Seen As Boon To Bigger Legume Acreage
Scarcity of ready cash with which to buy limestone need not block Illinois.
Jtrmers from going ahead with the increased seeding of legume crops which seems
iheduled for this spring, says C. M. Linsley, crops extension specialist of the
Jllege of Agricultuj^e, University of Illinois.
Clover seedings on land needing limestone can be protected against failure
and waste of seed by reducing the us^oal application of two to four tons cf lime an
icre to an emergency amount of 5^0 po^onds an acre drilled in the row with the clover
jed, he reported. Experiments conducted by the College of ^riculture. University
(rf Illinois and by other experiment stations d-uring the past three years have demon-
Iftrated that this method of applying lime is effective for clovers on soils that are
)t more than medi^om acid and contain a fair supply of available phosphorus, he
lounced.
Illinois already is growing more than a million acres of alfalfa and sweet
^over, and indications are th^t the acreage of these and other legumes will be in-
creased this spring. The extra acres in most cases will represent land talcen out of
Surplus grain production.
"Of co^axse, light liming can be considered only as a temporary measure,
since its effect will last only for one clover crop. However, in the present emer-
gency the plan will allow many farmers to continue with their legume program -ontil
such a time as they can again make investments in regular applications of limestone."
-M-
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Protein Supplement 5 Make Huge Saving In Pork Costs
Between three and four million dollars in the cost of corn alone can te
saved by Illinois farmers in fattening their crop of four or five million spring pigs
by feeding protein supplements to balance the rations instead of feeding com alone,
according to W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
This is one answer to the much discussed question of whether or not farmers
can afford to feed protein supplements to balance their hog rations with prices what
they are at the present time, Carroll said.
The saving in com costs is not net saving, for out of it would have to
come the cost of the supplements. However, protein supplements save so much corn,
not to mention their other benefits, that farmers can afford to pay as much as $1.6l
a hundred pounds for them when corn is selling for ik cents a bushel, it was explained.
In addition to saving com costs, protein supplements put the pigs on an earlier mar-
ket and reduce death losses and the number of ranty pigs.
"When fed in dry lot tests, protein supplements saved 5 3/^ bushels of com
a pig over what was req-oired when corn alone was fed. The pigs were fed from weights
of 60 pounds to final weights of 200 pounds. With a crop of between fotir and five
million spring pigs in prospect, this would mean a saving of between 23 and 28 million
bushels of com or a saving of between three and four million dollars, figuring corn
at lU cents a bushel..
"The saving would be more than the 5 3/^ bushels of corn with pigs that were
still lighter than the bO-pound ones used in the tests. In addition, the pigs reached
market weight just about in half the time required by similar pigs that were fed only
com. This would be a great advantage in finishing spring pigs for the high, early
fall market.
"Skim milk, buttermilk and the 'trinity' mixture of 2 parts tankage and 1
t each of oil meal and alfalfa meal are about equal in value for pigs just weaned.
"Tankage and soybean oil meal are not good dry-lot supplements when fed
alone. When mixed in the proportion of 3 to 1 with good alfalfa meal, either supple-
sor.t is good. One hundred pounds of the tajikage-alfalfa meal mixture contains as much
pro-.ein as 135 pounds of the other mixture.
"Soybeans are a satisfactory supplement for brood sows, but should be fed
very sparingly if at all to fattening pigs because of their softening effect on the
pork produced.
"In general, the ration of young pigs and milking sows should contain a
higher percentage of protein than is necessary in feeding older hogs and dry sows.
Animals on full feed likewise need more protein than those being fed a light ration.
An ab-'ondance of young, tender alfalfa, red clover or possibly rape makes the feeding
of protein supplements "onnecessary except in the case of young pigs, milking sows and
pigs that must be forced to gain rapidly."
l i
I Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8,
1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Cut In Acreage Of Grains To Follow Legume Increase
What amo-'ants to a volxintary grain acreage reduction program will be put into
effect "by Illinois farmers this spring through a marked inci-ease in the 1^ million
acres or more of legumes they already are growing, it is announced hy J. C. Hackleman,
crops extension specialist of the College of jigriculture, University of Illinois.
Conferences which he held with farmers and farm advisers in 12 counties rep-
resenting all parts of the state disclosed a decided trend toward an increase in
legume acreage, which would operate to reduce the acreage in grains, Kackleman re-
rted.
"This is just another example of how farmers are adjusting and "balancing
their production as a result of the research and extension work of the college,"
Hadcleman said. "For instance, Illinois crops had a farm value of $321,769,000 in
the last census, but some of the most important ones were crops that were new ones
j5 years ago. Alfalfa, soybeans and sweet clover are examples. On the other hand
farmers of the state have reduced their corn acreage 12-| per cent, or about one-
eighth, in the past 3^ years and their wheat acreage 62 per cent since the war.
"These adjustments in production to meet changing conditions have been made
possible largely by the college's research and extension work with crop rotation
systems, improved and adapted varieties of new crops and sound cultural methods.
"Alfalfa, of which Illinois farmers already are growing more than 2^0,000
acres, probably will come in for the biggest increase because of its outstanding merit.
"Although they are going to increase their acreage, farmers are going to be
:'.ore careful than ever not to waste money by putting seed on acid soils. This is
especially important in the case of alfalfa. There was a relatively short seed crop
of alfalfa in 1932, with the result th^t the price will be proportionately more ex-
pensive than for some other crop seed.
"Farmers can make sure that the land is adapted to the legumes and thereby
save themselves losses of money and seed by using the soil tests developed by the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The tests are very simple, the cost is
negligible and the savings are significant. Many farmers have reported saving not
only alfalfa but also red clover seedings by care in the testing and mapping of their
soils."
-M-
Sanitation Urged For Checking New Poultry Disease
Strict sanitation at present is the only hope for checking the new poultry
se , leucosis or leucemia, which is spreading as a threat to the 37 million
dollars' worth of poultry raised on Illinois farms, according to the animal pathology
^|Bkd hygiene division at the College of Agricultiire, University of Illinois. No spe-
'^fic treatment for the disease is known at this time. Control of it must be attempted
through general sanitary measures, together with the disinfection of premises before
new stock is introduced. It also is advisable to avoid breeding from infected flocks.
There is some danger in buying chicks hatched from eggs produced by infected flocks,
the laboratory pointed out.
"Symptoms may be manifested in fowls four to six months of age, and the
disease may continue in a chronic foim to cause heavy losses. In mature fowls the
disease is marked by low egg production, unthriftiness, blindness, large livers and
paralysis. If suspicious symptoms of the disease appear, flock owners are advised to
take typically affected fowls to the local veterinarian."
-M-
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" Henocracy" Not Needed To Protect Illinois Flocks
Technocracy, or perhaps it might better be termed "henocracy," has ap-
peared in the poultry industry, but the owners of Illinois' 200,000 flocks need not
resort to it in order to get the benefits, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension special-
ist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. All they need do is fol-
low the Illinois poultry sanitation plan as outlined eind advocated by the college,
he said.
"Henocracy" is Alp's name for the new system under which hens are kept in
individual metal coops assanbled in battery form. In Miami, Fla. for instance,
60,000 laying hens have been placed in batteries in a 500-room hotel. The concentra-
tion of so majiy birds in one building is made possible through the use of batteries
equipped with labor-saving devices for cleaning the equipment and caring for the
birds. The hen is even deprived of an opportunity to admire her egg, for as soon as
It is laid, it rolls into a trough to be gathered.
The practical lesson in this for Illinois flock owners is the strict sani-
tary conditions under which the hens are kept, Alp pointed out. Much the sajne bene-
fits which this close confinement gives in the form of disease and parasite control
can be obtained by Illinois flock owners through following the college's poultry sani-
tation plan, he said.
Details of the plan are outlined in the college's circ-ular. No. 37'+> "Keep-
ing the Farm Flock Healthy," which is being made available to all those requesting it.
The matter is especially important just now with baby chdcks coming on as
the foundation stock of next fall's laying flock, Alp said. The success of next
fall's egg production will depend, first of all, upon the health of the flock. Every
sensible precaution therefore should be taken to start out with a healthy flock and
keep it healthy, he said.
-M-
Corn Acreage Cut Will Deal A Blow To Insect Hordes
Hordes of destructive insects may actually be starved to death at immeasur-
able savings to farmers if Illinois' nine million acres of com land is reduced this
spring and the freed land put into legume crops, J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist
of the Illinois Natural History Survey, has reported to the College of Agriculture,
^aiversity of Illinois.
This is one benefit not usually reckoned with in considering the corn acre-
;e adjustment question, which is in the minds of farmers just now, he pointed out.
Only five of the 25 most serious insects of corn also feed on clovers,
Igger pointed out. Furthermore, only four of the 15 most destructive insects
of clovers also feed on com.
"This trait of being particular about food is one of the easiest things to
understand about insects. Insects not only prefer to feed on certain closely related
plants, but many of them will die of starvation if one of their food plants is not
available.
"This is why a good rotation of crops is sure protection against insect in-
jury to the com crop. Thus where corn is planted in a rotation following a clover
crop, it is generally free from serious insect injury. On the other hand when corn
is planted following another grass crop it frequently inherits many insects from the
previous crop.
"No epicure is more fastidious regarding his food than are the majority of
insects. Vegetable insects, for instance, generally confine themselves to a single
species or group of closely related species. G-rass-feeding insecVs generally feed
only on members of the grass-plant family."
-M-
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Culled Seed Corn Cuts Acreage And Returns Millions
There is a way for Illinois farmers to cut their average corn acreage
567>557 acres, or almost 10 per cent, and "be ahead more than h^ million dollars over
what they otherwise would he on the smaller acreage, according to George H. Dungan,
^associate chief in crop production at the College of Agriculture, University of
'^Illinois.
That way is through careful culling and selecting to eliminate diseases
ikand disease susceptihility in the 1,012,155 hushels of seed ears they would need to
"•plant the reduced acreage, he said.
Incidentally, few people realize that Illinois farmers, aided "by their ex-
periment station studies on crops, soils, rotations, and markets, have adjusted their
corn acreage downward hy almost 12-g- per cent, or ahout one-eighth, in the past 33
years. Prof. Dungan said.
Research work by the college has shown that efficiency of yields is in-
creased 11.2 per cent and quality of the grain improved by careful culling and select-
ing of seed ears at this time of the year, Prof. Dungan announced.
"Farmers can't quite producing entirely or their income stops. What they
need is something which will enable them to increase their acre returns through still
more economical production. Such a possibility is opened ap tiirough seed culling and
selection.
"Applied to the state's past five-year average yield of 35*9 bushels of
corn, the 11.2 per cent improvement '.vould mean U.02 bushels an acre. Even imth corn
at 14 cents a bushel, this would add 5^ cents to the returns from each acre, and at
the same time farmers would be reducing their costs per bushel and would get a higher
quality product.
"With yields of 39 '9 hushels an acre, farmers of the state could grow a
five-year average crop of 323,080,000 bushels on 8,097,2^3 acres, or 867,557 acres
less than the five-year average acreage. With culled seed adding 5^ cents an acre to
l^fae total acre returns, the reduced acreage would yield $^,53^j^56 more than it would
if planted to ordinary unculled and unselected seed.
"At the rate of one bushel of seed ears for every eight acres, it would take
,012,155 bushels of seed to plant the reduced acreage. Not every ear that is dis-
eased or susceptible to disease can be detected and removed in the culling and select-
ng process, but the seed lot can be greatly improved by observing ten important
)ints."
-M~
Eog Shrinkage Studies Are Reported In New Bulletin
In the first study of its kind ever completed on the debated question, the
experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has found
that there was essentially no difference in average shrinkages between hogs marketed
by truck and those marketed by rail. Findings made in the study are reported and
sunmarized in a new bulletin, just released by the station, "Shrinlcage of Hogs From
Farm to Market by Truck and Hail," by R. C. Ashby, associate chief in livestock
marketing,
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfori), Director.
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(^^B^ Pork Profi ts Too Narrow To Stand Losses From Anemia
^
__
^f Profit margins on the four or five million pigs farrowed in Illinois this
^"^jrin^ will te too narrow to risk any losses from nutritional anemia, especially
since this trouble can be prevented, says W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at
dttke College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Young pigs develop nutritional anemia when they are kept out of contact with
the ground during the time they are eating no food but their mother's milk, be ex-
plained. Within four or five weeks the malady may have developed to the point of
endangering the lives of the pigs. The trouble is caused by a lack of iron. Under
controlled experimental conditions the lack of copper also is a factor. Prevention
therefore is a matter of keeping the pigs under such conditions that they can pick up
iron-containing materials before they begin to eat solid food or of supplying addi-
tional iron to them during this critical period.
"The trouble has been completely checked in the university herd by painting
^le udders of the sows with a solution containing iron and copper. The method formerly
used is being simplified this spring. One pound of copperous (ferrous sulphate) and
2.5 ounces of blue vitrei (copper sulphate) is dissolved in 3 quarts of water. This
solution then is applied to the udder of each sow once a day as long as she stays in
the barn or -ontil the pigs are eating well.
"Pigs that are farrowed on pasture apparently do not become anemic, but
precautions must be taken with early-farrowed pigs that must be kept in pens for four
to six weeks. The Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station has successfully prevented
the development of anemia in confined pigs by bringing into the pens pieces of blue-
grass sod for the pigs to work over. It is likely that clean soil free from round-
worm eggs would do as well.
"The early stages of anemia caJi not be recognized by outward symptoms, but
later on the pigs become inactive and listless, which increases the likelihood of
their being crushed by the sow."
-M-
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Fanners To Save By Getting More Out Of Machines
Better maintenance and repair of their I60 million dollars' worth of im-
ements and machinery is ^ne way that Illinois farmers are going to cut production
costs and thereby widen their margins of net returns duxing the coming year, accord-
ing to E. G-. Johnson, extension specialist in agricult^oral engineering at the College
of Agric^alture, University of Illinois.
At the request of farmers he has held meetings on farm machinery repair, ad-
justment and management in 25 counties, and the attendance has varied from I5 in sub-
zero weather to 100 in favorable weather. In Williamson county it rained the day of
.'the meeting and day before. Despite this fact the attendance was around 30. One man
I walked to town the night before the meeting so he would be sure of being on hand for
S the start of the session.
Ordinarily Illinois farmers make a yearly expenditure of more than 3^ mil-
f lion dollars for implements and machinery, or about $1.50 a crop acre. This year
t they hope to cut this item by means of better care, timely repair and proper adjust-
aent as ta^Jight at the county meetings, Johnson said.
Farmers who were '•jmable to attend the meetings but who T7ish to take advan-
jtage of machinery savings are being supplied upon request with the collegers Circular
Jo. 309? "Farm Machinery—Its Parch^se, Care, Operation, and Adjustment," by E. I.
;Shawl.
-M-
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Chick Mashes Can Be Mixed At Home If Care Is Used
Many poultry flock owners who are wondering about using their own farm
grains for chick-starting feeds this spring can do so with good results if they care-
lly select, grind and mix the ingredients, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension special-
st of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Flock owners of the state were raising more than 38 million chickens an-
nually in the last census, so that economy of feeding is a "big item, he pointed out.
"When ground wheat is used in place of wheat "bran and wheat middlings, a
good starting mash can be made from ^0 pounds ground yellow corn, I5 pounds ground
wheat, 10 pounds finely ground oats, 10 pounds dried skimmilk or dried buttermilk,
10 pounds meat scrap, k pounds alfalfa leaf meal and 1 pound salt.
"When soybean oil meal is available, the formula is ^0 pounds ground yellow
com, 10 pounds soybean oil meal, 10 pounds finely ground oats, 10 pounds dried skim-
milk or dried buttermilk, U pounds alfalfa leaf meal, 10 pounds groimd wheat, 3 pounds
bone meal, 2 pounds ground oyster shell and 1 pound salt.
"When wheat bran and wheat middlings are used in place of ground wheat, the
formula is 50 pounds ground yellow com, U pounds alfalfa leaf meal, 10 pounds wheat
flour middlings, 10 pounds dried slciramilk or dried buttermilk, 10 pounds meat scrap,
15 pounds bran and 1 pound salt.
"When the chicks can be given milk to drink instead of water, a mash can be
made from 55 pounds ground yellow com, 5 poionds alfalfa leaf meal, I5 pounds finely
ground oats, 2 pounds ground oyster shell, I5 pounds ground wheat, 2 pounds bone meal,
5 pounds meat scrap and 1 pound salt.
"A mash mixture which has given satisfactory results when fed to chicks con-
fined to batteries can be made from UO pounds ground yellow corn, 20 pounds wheat bran,
20 pounds wheat flour middlings, U poionds alfalfa leaf meal, U pounds dried milk, 10
pounds meat scrap, 1 pint of cod liver oil and 1 pound salt,"
-M-
Even Cheap Feed Pays More If rt I_s Skillfully Used
Feed may be cheap, but skillful feeding is still worthwhile in reducing
production costs and widening the margin of net return on the 75 'to 85 million dol-
lars' worth of milk produced annually by Illinois farmers and dairymen, it is pointed
; out by J. G. Cash, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
IjRersity of Illinois. This is sho^vn, he said, in results obtained by 96I members of
the 5^+ dairy herd improvement associations sponsored by the college to further the
more economical production of higher quality milk.
"One dairyman, in Christian county, increased his net returns above feed
cost $10. gU a month by changing his herd of 18 cows from an unbalanced to a balanced
ration. He was feeding com and cob meal, but changed to a balanced ration and fed it
aecording to the dairy herd improvement association tester's feed chart. The result
iflftB that he decreased the feed cost of producing a pound of butterfat 3 cents.
|i "Another member of this same association was overfeeding his cows, the cost
ffef his feed one month being $27.68. The tester nade out a feed chart which the herd
owner followed the next month, with the result that the feed cost dropped to $19.31,
or a saving of $8.37 in one month's time. There was no slump in the production of
the herd."
-M-
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Farm-Grov/n Fertilizer Best For Illinois Corn G-i-ov/ers
Corn may still be cheap, but Illinois farmers don't have to v.-orry about
ing prepared mineral fertilizers in order to get more economical yields from the
933 crop, says L. B. Miller, of the agronomy department. College of Agriculture,
iversity of Illinois. Suitable "home grovm" fertilizers are the key to successful
rn production in this state, he said.
Experiments conducted by the college during the past several seasons prove
t successful growing of corn under any price level depends not upon supplying it
rectly with prepared mineral fertilizer at planting tine but rather upon the liberal
e of organic matter, he reported, Svery corn belt farm should be so organized in
,ts cropping system and livestock handling so as to provide "home grovm" fertilizer
in the form of barnyard manure or suitable green manure, he recomiijended.
Rapid increase in the use of limestone and sweet clover in Illinois during
cent years is evidence that more and more farmers are following this recommendation.
Her said,
A summary of trieils made by the college during the past three seasons shows
that the use of prepared mineral fertilizers on corn at planting time did not improve
the yield in all caises. Instead, there were many cases where there was an actual loss
as a result of such treatment. As an average for the three years, mineral fertilizers
applied to the corn at planting time improved the acre yield only slightly. A few
areas regularly responded to potash.
The trials were made on farms in all parts of the state, the mineral ferti-
lizer being applied to corn at planting time and also to wheat at seeding tim.e. Soil
types were selected to represent a wide variety of conditions.
The chances of getting extra bushels of grain from mineral fertilizers ap-
plied directly to wheat at seeding tim.e were 15 times greater than in the case of come
«.Bence, the logical practice for the farmer who grows both wheat and corn and who wishes
to use mineral fertilizers is to concentrate the fertilizer on the v/heat crop. Legume
seedings usually are benefited by such fertilization, and that, in turn, v/ill make
corn production more efficient, Miller said.
-I/r-
American Families Developing K'ew Self-Sufficiency
A new self-sufficiency which will maize a more solid foundation for family
life of the immediate and long-time future is no1M being developed by American families,
in the opinion of Miss Paulena Ilickell, of the home economics department, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois,
This is in striking contrast to the before-depression craze of trying to
keep up with "the Joneses," she said.
The readjustment is a challenge to the homemaker-consumer to recognize the
problems of purchasing and business management, to take an active rather than a pas-
isive part in the standardization of goods frequently bought and to readjust the man-
agement of the family income, she believes.
-M-
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^^^p Many Fruit Trees May Blossom But Hot Produce Crop
Illinois' seven million or more finiit trees of bearing age will soon be in
blossom, but even though they bloom heavily, not all of these trees will produce fruit
unless Nature is given a helping hand, says R. L. McMunn, of the pomology division,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
About half of the apple and pear varieties, most of the sweet cherries and
about all of the plum varieties are self-unfruitful, he explained. That is, they are
'juable to set fruit when pollinated with their own pollen. When such varieties are
set by themselves either as individual trees or in large blocks, no fruit can be ex-
pected' even though the trees bloom heavily.
Ij^ "Illinois' fruit and nut crop was valued at more than 10 million dollars in
"^e last census, and when any individual grower fails to get a crop, it is a sizeable
loss. Those who already have trees of bearing age that are failing to set a crop be-
cause of lack of pollination can overcome the trouble by top-working,
t"In this type of grafting, one or more limbs on the unfruitful tree are grafteda good pollen parent variety. Spring is the proper time to do this type of grafting,
nee it will take three or four years for these nev/ grafts to blossom and be of value,
no fruit can be expected before that time.
"Growers can, however, get a crop of fruit on their unfruitful trees this
I
year if they will boquet them. Boqueting is the placing of blossoming branches from a
I
good pollen parent variety in the tree that needs pollination. These limbs should be
i removed from the pollen parent tree just before the first flowers open, placed in a
'bucket of water and the bucket and branches hung in the tree, well out toward the end^;
of the limbs. Better results will be secured if several buckets of flov/ers are sus-
ipended in the tree.
"Of course, it is advisable to determine before buying fruit plants if they
. caji produce when planted alone or if they are self-unfruitful and need another variety
(planted close by to make them set a crop. If the variety is self-unfruitful, the best
Ipollen parent also should be bought and the two varieties then planted in close prox-
imity to each other.
"By means of research work investigators have worked out possible combinations
for the different fruits. While it is impossible to list all possible combinations, the
experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is always glad
to answer questions relative to pollination.
"
-M-
Women Search For More Than Style In Buying Dresses
Contrary to the opinion of some maniifacturers and retailers, women want more
an just style in their clothes. They want service, too, for they expect most of the
tresses they buy to wear two seasons.
\ These facts have been brought to light in a study made under the direction of
iss Mary C. Whitlock, of the hom.e economics department. College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, An indication of the service women expect and receive from ready-
made silk dresses was gathered by Miss Whitlock's students in a questionnaire sent to
a representative group of students, faculty and townspeople.
Of 674 dresses included in the study by far the largest number were expected
to wear more than one season. There were 134 that were expected to wear a season and
a half, 259 that were expected to wear two seasons and 88 that were expected to wear two
and a half seasons. There were 183 that were expected to wear only one season.
-M-
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Less Pr-gnin^ Thi s Spring 'iVould Build Up Apple Profi ts
Profits from Illinois apple crop, which has heen worth four nillion dollars
annually within recent years, can "be increased if growers will do their spring pruning
in line with the new system worked out in research v,'ork by the experiment station of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is pointed out "by "V. W. Kelley,
of the pomology division.
Even moderate pruning of young apple orchards decreased profits in the ex-
periments. Heavy, moderate and light pruning were compared vdth no pruning on 800
Duchess and Wealthy trees. The trees were in the pre-'bearing and the initial bearing
stages covering the period from 5 to 15 years of age.
Contrary to the usual practice of many growers, the experiments clearly in-
dicate that after the framework has been established, young apple trees should be
pruned only lightly until they have reached the age of heavy bearing. Young trees
shO"ald not be given a general thinning throughout the top, a practice which may be
advisable for older trees. Instead, cuts should be limited to the removal of water
sprouts, crossing branches, and an occasional lateral in particularly crowded areas
of the trees. Filler trees which are to be removed after bearing a few crops should
be left unpruned from planting.
One important finding made in the experiment v^as that pruning postpones the
1 time when the trees begin to bear. At 10 years of a^e practically all of the unpruned
i trees bore, while only 85 per cent of the moderately primed and only 70 percent of the
heavily pruned produced any fruit.
Pruning not only lengthened the early unproductive period but also decreased
the yield of the bearing trees. During the 10 years since the experiment started on
'five-year-old bearing trees, moderate pruning, which represents the amount of wood cut
out in most commercial orchards, decreased the yield 50 per cent. Heavy pruning cut
;the yield 75 per cent.
The benefits in increased size of fruit and better color and quality, which
[were very small in trees of this age, were not enough to make u.p for the loss in yield.
!ln 1931, for instance, the yield of marketable fruit on the unpruned trees was greater
than the total yield on the pruned trees.
The decreased yield has been the result of several factors, chief of which
are reduction in the n'umber of fruit buds fonned, removal of fruit buds by pruning and
decrease in tree size.
I
-M-
Parm Horses Not To Be "Jobless" In Illinois This Year
There will be no such thing as unemployment for the 902,000 horses and mules
)n Illinois farms this year, for farmers are going to use them to the limit as a source
3f economical power, it is reported by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist
)f the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Whenever farmers gathered at meetings this winter, they discussed the savings
lade by working their horses steadily last year, and they are going to do it again this
season, he said. For one thing, this saved expense. In addition the horses and mules
ite up about 22h million bushels of corn, or about one-seventeenth of the 1932 crop,
snd 36 million "bushels of oats, or more than one-fifth of the 1932 crop,
"Already farmers are making eveners, buck ropes and tie chains to use in the
spring. They are getting directions for these from the college's Circular 355, 'Big
?eams on Illinois Farms. ' Altogether 26,000 copies of this circular have been given
-0 farmers v;ho have asked for it. It has illustra,tion3, measurements and directions
'or arranging big-team outfits and driving them with only two lines for the driver to
landle.
"
-M-
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$5 An Acre "Bonus " Paid For Manure 3y Illinois Soils
Prompt action in spreading the manure piled up as a bj^-product of Illinois'
nine million head of livestock will "bring farmers thousands of dollars in cash that
they otherwise would not have for another year, it is pointed out "by Lj B. Miller,
of the agronomy department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Daring
the rotation period ending in ISYi , manure applied at a normal rate returned $5.21
an acre annually as an average for all types of soils in experiments conducted hy
the college.
"However, if a pile of manure wMch has accumulated dviring the winter is
not taken to the field in time for application to the crop the following spring, its
benefit is virtually delayed for another year. The resulting slow turnover in in-
vestment adds another large loss to that which normally occurs as a result of leach-
ing and decomposition when manure is exposed to the weather during storage.
"In times like these no one would think of making an investment in com-
mercial ffertilizer and then letting it stand unused for a year. Because manure is a
l)^%)roduct , its value often is underrated. Quick return of it to the fields lessens
storage losses, makes for a more sightly and workable condition in the barnyard and
speeds up the turnover on the investment, hastening the time when the cumulative ad-
vantages of the use of manure begin to show up.
"Highly productive, dark soils like those on the soil experiment fields at
Aledo , Hartsburg, LaMoille and Minonk, retiirned $1.56 a ton, or $5.^6 an acre, an-
nually for manure during the rotation period ending in 1931* Calculated on the basis
of the crop tonnage previously produced, 3*5 tons of manure an acre was returned to
these soils. Medium-productiye soils, whorvs the calculated rate was only 2.5 tons
an acre, returned $6.35 an acre for the manure, bringing the ton value up to $2.48.
"With the exception of sand land, the lighter applications of manure on
the less productive soils greatly decreased the acre returns. However, the ton
value went as high as $4.49 on the badly eroded hill land of southern Illinois.
Sand land at Oquawka made the largest acre return of $8.46 for the small application
of 1.37 tons."
(
-M-
Illinois Com Faces Worst Chinch Bug Threat In Years
Unless wet weather comes to the rescue, Illinois' nine million or more acres
corn this spring will be hit by the worst infestation of chinch bugs that the state
has had in kto years, according to a warning to the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois by Wc P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History
Survey. Cold weather of the past winter froze out but few of the pests, he reported.
Two precautionary measures for immediate consideration are the burning over
of the winter hibernating places of the insects and the planting of chinch-bug-resistant
Varieties of corn developed and tested in research work by the experiment station of th^
agricultural college and the Natural History Survey, Flint recommendedo Throwing up
creosote or coal tar barriers to prevent the migration of the pests from small grain
fields to com may be necessary later in the season, he said.
-M-
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Richer Soil Cuts 7e,g:etable Costs And Improves Quality
Cheaper and higher quality vegetables can be produced in the thoudands of
gardens that will be put out in Illinois this spring if the soil is enriched the way
research results have shown it should be, according to J. W. Lloyd, chief in oleri-
culture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
This is more important than ever this year because gardening will be done
on a larger scale than ever before, he said. Even in the last census Illinois was
producing more than ik^ million dollars worth of vegetables for sale and another 7^
million dollars worth in fann gardens for home use only. There were l67,000 farm
gardens alone in the last census, but thousands of "relief" gardens will be added to
this number this year, it was pointed out.
"Land not already rich may be enriched, and the proper methods of doing
tliis have been worked out in research work by the College of Agri cul tiire , University
of Illinois. Probably the best material for enriching a garden soil is animal
manure. This should be plowed under or spaded into the soil.
"If manure cannot be obtained and the land has been in sod the past year
or two so that it is fairly well supplied with organic matter, commercial fertilizer
may be substituted for the manure. A fertilizer containing k per cent nitrogen, 8
per cent phosphoric acid and 6 per cent potash is a good general-purpose fertilizer
for vegetables.
"This should be applied at the rate of 100 pounds for a garden area of
5,000 square feet; that is, a garden 50 by 100 feet or an equivalent area. The ap-
plication shotild be made after the land has been plowed or spaded, and the material
should be thoroughly mixed with the surface soil by harrowing or raking.
"It costs no more in money or labor to plant and cultivate a garden on
rich soil than on poor soil. However, the rich land will yield much larger crops of
. vegetables than the poor land. The production of more vegetables at the same total
:f cost means a reduction in the cost for each unit of vegetables produced. Stated
another way, a smaller area will be reqioired to produce the family vegetable supply
if the land is rich than if it is poor."
4
Qrchard Insects Survive Freezes To Remain A Threat
Sub-zero weather of the past winter froze out so few orchard insect pests
that growers will have to apply the usual sprays to prevent losses and inferior
quality fruit in Illinois' 106,000 orchards according to W. P. Flint, chief entomolo-
gist of the Illinois Natural History Survey and of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Two of the most serious of these pests are San Jose scale and
odling moth.
Although growers will have to spray for San Jose scale, they have the ad-
tage of improved sprays developed and tested by the experiment station of the Col-
lege of jigriculture. University of Illinois and the Illinois Natural History Survey.
These sprays are now saving southern Illinois growers alone approximately $75^000 to
$100,000 a year.
"For the 5^ million apple trees of the state a 3 per cent lubricating oil
emulsion or one of the miscible oils used at the manufacturer's direction is the
cheapest and best control for San Jose scale.
"For the four million peach trees the best and most efficient spray material
for the control of both San Jose scale and peach leaf curl is an oil emulsion or mis-
cible oil combined with Bordeaux mixture. Tliis spray costs a little more than half
as much as lime sulphur, which once was the only control known, and in addition the
new spray is a better scale killer and easier on the operator."
Codling moth sprays are not put on until later in the season.
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$1-A-Week Rations Satisfy If Cooked And Served Ri|g:ht
People can "be fed nutritionally adequate diets for as little as $1 a person
a week. Complaints atout such rations usually can be traced to a laclc of understand-
ing as to how foods may be cooked and served to make them palatable, according to Miss
Sybil Woodruff, of the home economics department, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. The cost of relief rations issued through commissaries might be con-
siderably less than $1 a person a week, and the diets still be adequate, she said.
Some of her suggestions for conserving flavor and nutritive value and making
inexpensive foods more palatable are:
"Distribute the flavorsome and colorful foods throughout the week so that
each meal will have at least one item to make it attractive. Eat part of the week's
supply of vegetables in the raw form. Generally speaking, raw vegetables contain more
vitamins tlian the same vegetables cooked. Cabbage and carrots are especially good
served raw,
"Cook vegetables only until they are tender and not overcooked. Use little
enough water so that all the water can be served with the vegetable or saved for soup.
Important nutrients are lost if the water is thrown away.
', "The flavor of fmit can be made to go a long way by serving it as a sauce
i over puddings and cakes. Leave plenty of water on the fruit and thicken the sauce
with a little starch or flo\ir for either puddings or for pie fillings.
"Fresh orange peel contains valuable vitamins; it might be obtained at no
cost at soda fountains. This peel can be ground and used to flavor puddings, pudding
sauces, jams, fruit sauces, and other desserts.
I
"Sour milk is very useful in cooking and has lost none of its nutritive
'lvalue. Recipes for hot breads can be changed from sweet milk to sour milk or butter-
milk by using one-half teaspoonful of soda for each cup of sour milk and at the same
I time reducing the baking powder called for by two teaspoons.
I "Cooking potatoes in their skins saves nutritive value. Save the rind
j
from bacon or salt pork. Cook the rind with beans or with potato soup to give flavor.
I Save all fat trimmings and bones from meat. Brown the meat for stews in thJ.s fried-
out fat; boil the bones with vegetables or stews to give flavor,"
I
Illinois G-rowers Wanting Peas Must Plant Seed Early
Of all the millions of dollars worth of vegetables that will be grown in
Illinois this year, the pea is one of the first planted and must be started early or
not at all, especially in the southern part of the state, says J. P. McCullom, of
the department of horticulture, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"There is but little difference between the hardiness of smooth and
wrinkled peas, but most wrinkled varieties take longer to mature than the smooth ones
and should be planted just as early. Owing to the fact that hot weather decreases
yields, early planting is more important with late than with early varieties that
would have time to mature before being injiired by heat.
"Since late-planted peas produce low yields in most regions, it is better
to obtain a succession by planting early, medium and late varieties early in the
season than to plant an early variety at different times. The rate of ripening in-
creases with temperature, mald.ng it impossible to harvest peas over as long a period
in Warm as in cool, weather. Quality does not seem to be affected by tonperature , but
Warmer weather does shorten the time during which peas of maximum quality may be
harvested."
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Fertility Of Soil Determines Rate Of Corn Planting
It will take more than a million hushels of seed to plant Illinois' corn
crop at the common rate of seeding, "but there might be some advantage in increasing
this rate on the more fertile soils, according to results of experiments reported by
L. B. Miller, of the agronomy department. College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
On soils that are fertile enoiogh, thicker rates of seeding would swell acre
returns as a result of heavier yields. At the same time farmers could reduce their
acreage and still get the crop they wanted or needed, he pointed out.
An average of 2^ kernels checked in hills U2 inches apart each way is the
common rate of planting for the nine million acres of com grown in Illinois. At
this rate a "bushel of seed will plant about eight acres.
When the rate of planting was increased to four kernels a hill kO inches
apart each way on fertile brown silt loam in Putnam county, the yield of com was
lOU.l bushels an acre in 1932. In contrast, three kernels a hill gave cnly 91»9
bushels an acre, sdtemate two and three kernels a hill yielded 79 bushels and two
kernels, 66 bushels.
Lighter rates of planting usually have given the better yields on poorer
soils, Miller reported. On sandy soil in Crawford county, for instance, corn that
was drilled at the rate of one kernel every 28 inches in rows h2 inches apart yielded
7.5 bushels an acre more than com that was drilled at the rate of one kernel every
17 inches in rows U2 inches apart.
The study of the rate of planting com has been going on for several years
on the college farm under direction of Gfeorge H. Dungan, associate chief in crop
production. There, on the fertile soil the thicker stands usually have given more
profitable yields than the common rate of planting. Winners in the Illinois Ten-
Acre Com Growing Contest have regularly used thick planting to get their more prof-
itable yields.
By producing their crop with larger acre yields, farmers can switch some
of their corn land to much-needed legumes and thereby get a better and more profitable
balance in their cropping systems, Miller pointed out.
He warns, however, that the extra seed and labor required for close plant-
ing of com are justified only on soils that are high enough in fertility to produce
large yields during average seasons. During unfavorable seasons thick stands usTially
are at a disadvantage, even on good soil, and may cause yield reduction and lower
quality, he said.
I
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White Grubs ^threaten Damage To Corn In Some Fields
White grubs will be bad in Illinois this j'-ear and may cause heavy damage in
any com that is planted on bluegrass sod or timothy sod, according to a warning by
J. K. Bigger, entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
Threat of the damage puts a premium on good rotations and upon the growing
i of clovers as is recommended by the College of Agriculture ,University of Illinois, it
I Was said. Growers who have land that was in red clover, sweet clover,alfalfa or soy-
1
beans during I932 can plant corn on such land without danger of its being attacked by
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Fruit Losses Can Be Cut By Eealin^ Injuries Of Trees
Thousands of trees in Illinois' 106,000 fruit orchards which have been
permanently injured by rabbits, mice and low temperatures during the winter and which
in a few years would be a dead loss to growers can be saved, according to fi. L.
McMunn, of the pomology division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Bridge grafting, in which a piece of scion wood is grafted into the trunk
above and below the inj-ory, will keep injured trees in vigorous condition for many
years, he said. In case the injury is a large one, it may be necessary to set in
several pieces of scion wood, spacing them two inches or so apart. Since the bridge
grafting should be done when the trees start to grow in the spring, it is advisable to
go over the plantings and examine each tree in plenty of time to locate all injuries,
he suggested.
There are more than 10| million young and bearing fruit trees in Illinois
orchards, but they will not return the maximum profit ^jnless they are kept in pro-
duction just as long as possible, McMunn said. Injured trees soon succumb to dis-
eases produced by wood-rotting fxmgi and within a few years are ready for the axe.
Although the productive life of these trees could be lengthened by any person who is
at all skillful with a sharp knife, very few growers try to save such injured trees
or realize the extent of the injury until it is too late to save the trees.
"All injured trees should be marked in some conspicuous manner so that they
will not be missed when the bridge-grafting is under way. In regions where mice are
prevalent and the trees are growing in sod or some other permanent cover crop, it is
advisable to remove the earth from around the tree trunk for a depth of four to six
inches. This is necessary to detect the work of one kind of mouse which does all its
feeding on plant parts that are underground.
"Eabbit injury and injury produced by most kinds of mice is above ground
and can be readily detected. Inj-ory produced by winter temperatures usually shows
up on the south to the southwest side of the trunk as a crack in the bark. As the
;3eason advances the bark on either side of this crack often bends back, dies and ex-
poses the trunk wood."
Detailed instructions for bridge grafting are explained in the college's
circular No. 3^1, "Bridge Sraft and Save Trunk-Injured Trees."
1
Further Steps Taken To Advance Crops Not Common Now
Efforts to find new crops and make the most of some of the less common
:rops have been carried a step farther by the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois with the publication of a new circular, "Growing and Harvesting Muskmelons."
"t was written by J. W. Lloyd, chief in olericulture.
Improved methods worked out in research studies by the college are dis-
Bsed in the new publication. It tsikes up the use of fertilizers, time of planting,
lelection and preparation of the field, planting the seed, thinning the plants, trans-
ilanting for the early crop, cultivation, control of insects and diseases, varieties,
leed, picking, grading, packing and selling.
Muskmelons are not new for Illinois but they are one of the less commonly
;rown crops which might repay improved methods of growing aJid marketing, it was
'Ointed out by officials of the college. In the last census there were 1,551 Illin^^ls
'arms growing 2,190 acres of muslanelons valued at $173,^1?.
-M-
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Apple Costs Cut More Than A Fifth By Us i rip; Nitrogen
H^ Costs of growing a "bushel, of apples in orchards needing nitrogen have "been
deduced 22 per cent, or more than one-fifth, "by applying nitrate of soda or ammonium
sulphate two or three weeks before the trees were in full bloom, according to results
of experiments reported by R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
This finding will be all the more important this year in helping Illinois'
93 ,9^^ apple orchard owners widen their margin of net return on the three or four
million dollars' worth of apples which they produce annually, he pointed out. This
year in Illinois there is an abundance of flower buds on apple trees, which have been
practically uninjured by the winter weather. Experiments have shown that a heavy
bloom on apples is a severe drain on the available nitrogen supply, Marsh explained.
Consequently, it will be sound practice for growers to feed trees in orchards th^t
have not been manured or that have not had a legume crop disced into the soil, he
said.
In the experiments 10 cents worth of fertilizer applied to 30~year-old
."1 finesap apple trees improved the yields five bushels a tree, Marsh said. The cost of
growing each bushel of apples was reduced because the added yield required no extra
spraying or cultivating.
A general rule that is followed by fruit growers is to apply one-fourth
poimd of nitrate of soda or ammonium sulphate for each year that the tree has been
planted in the orchard. For example, a 20-year-old apple tree would require five
]
pounds of fertilizer, and a 30-year-old tree, Js pounds.
"However, the amount varies with the kind of pruning, method of soil
J management and the variety of apple being grown. As a rule trees growing in sod re-
j quire more fertilizer than trees in cultivated orchards. Also, trees that are given
a thorough pruning will need less fertilizer than those th^t are not pruned.
"The need of nitrogen usually is indicated by the short terminal growth in
the twigs, a reddish color of the bark and a yellowish tinge in the foliage. In case
.] there is any doubt about the need of nitrogen, a few trees might be left unfertilized
:i BO that the yield could be compared Tdth that of the fertilized trees at harvest."
Farmers Almost Certain To Make Mone3'' liaising Colts
Everything is in favor of Illinois fanners making money raising colts on
cheap feed during the next fe^r years, in the opinion of E. T. Robbins, livestock
extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The
number of horses is getting smaller, prices of horses are going up and there is no
chance of increasing the number in a hurrj"-, he explained.
There are only about 30,000 colts under one year of age in the state, if
conditions in Shelby covrnty can be taken as typical, and Robbins says they can. In
that county there were only four colts under a year of age in 100 horses tb3,t were
entered in the college's project to control horse parasites.
The average life of farm horses is 15 to l6 years. However, the rate of
breeding in 1928 and I929 was so slow that the average life of fann horses would need
to be increased to about 25 or 30 years if the horse numbers of 1930 were to be
maintained. Twice as many colts must be raised in order to check the steady decline
in number of horses, which has been progressing for more than a dozen years, Robbins
said. At the present time there are only 7^2,000 horses on farms of the state, or
about 57 per cent as many as 12 years ago, he reported.
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Illinois' Intended Corn Crop Is Smallest In Years
Illinois farmers this year will grow the smallest corn crop that they have
ever had in the past 23 years, if they carry out their reported intentions on March 1,
according to an analysis of the figures by L. J. Norton, of the department of agricul-
tural economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Only 8,281,000 acres of corn will be grown in the state this season if
farmers carry out the intentions which they had at the time of the joint survey by the
federal and state departments of agriculture on March 1, Norton pointed out. Intended
plantings for 1933 were reported to be 9^ per cent of the 1932 acreage.
Records going back 23 years to I9IO do not reveal a corn acreage this small,
Norton reported. The intended 1933 acreage would, in fact, be 18 per cent below the
average for I906-I915; a quarter of a century ago, he said.
This is striking evidence that farmers do adjust their production and are
alert to changing conditions, despite the notion of some critics that growers go on
producing blindly regardless of supply or demand, Norton pointed out.
Illinois' reported reduction in corn acreage is the largest for any of the
corn belt states, although the acreage will be generally reduced throughout that
.j
section. In the south central states corn acreages also will be reduced, while in
' the eastern and southeastern states they will be better maintained.
The survey shows that there will be a decrease of U per cent in the total
acreage of field crops this year. This indicates an increase in land in pasture.
This checks with the increase in numbers of cattle in the state as shown by recent
estimates, Norton said.
Ill
"Intended 1933 plantings of Illinois farmers reflect their reactions to
elative prices. Corn, which has been lo'^er in price since harvest than it has been
llince the winter of 1896-97, is being curtailed 8 per cent from the 1932 acreage.
On the other hand, soybeans, which have been relatively more favored in price, are
.ieing increased 25 per cent over the 1932 acreage.
mP "The intended increase in the soybean acreage brings it back to where it
was in 1931? 'the previous high year in acreage. However, the soybean crop is the
only one to show any substantial increase.
"A large part of the 1932 Illinois crop found an outlet in foreign markets,
but the outlook for the 1933 crop is still uncertain. The world market price for
soybeans is determined to a large extent by the crop in Manchuria and the cost of
silver exchange. No figures are available as yet on the prospective plantings of
soybeans in Manchuria this year, although stocks on hand are reported to be relatively
small. The boycott against Manchurian goods in China and weak purchasing power of the
Japanese farmers are reported to be forcing a larger proportion of the Manchurian crop
Into the European market."
The intended acreages of principal crops shown as percentages of the acreages
aarvested last year are as follows for the United States and for Illinois, the U. S.
igure being given first:
Corn
—96.5, 92; spring wheat, other than durum—102, 100; oats—97, 97;
)arley~98.2, 102; soybeans~108.9, I25; flaxseed~87.2 , ~; and tame hay~101.1, 98.
-M-
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Ag. Bcperinent Station Finishes k^ Years' Service
Forty-five years of service nhich have brought notable achievements of
benefit both to farmers and the general public were rounded out this month by the ex-
periment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The station
officially came into being on March 21, 1S8S, under provisions of the Hatch Act.
2. W. Mumford, the present dean and director, has been at the head since 1922.
Conservation of the land resources of Illinois as a continuing source of
state wealth, reduction of production and marketing costs, improvement in the q-oality
of farm products, adjustment of production to demand and broadening of the market out-
let for farm products have been the most notable achievements of the station and will
be the purposes to be stressed in the future, Director Mumford said.
Forty-five years ago the agriculture of Illinois was little more than in its
infancy, but today, even under the low prices now prevailing, it represents a capital
investment of 3 3/'^ billion dollars in land and buildings, implements and machinery
and livestock and in producing products which brought in a cash income of ^13 million
dollars in 1930, the last year for which figures are available.
During the forty-five years of its history the Illinois experiment station
has led the world in corn breeding, revolutionized scores of farm practices and made
countless discoveries which have paved the way to the present high development of the
state's agriculture, Director Mumford pointed out.
"What has been done in soil conservation is especially significant in view
of the fact that people at one time thought the great fertility of Illinois soils was
inexhaustible, a misbelief which led to gross mistreatment of the land. As a result
of the experiments made in the past and those planned for the future, this natively
fertile soil is perhaps the one major natural resource of the state which may be
continued unimpaired and inexhaustible for future generations.
"Equally as outstanding service has been performed by the station in re-
I
ducing production and marketing costs, improving the quality of farm products, ad-
j
justing production to demand and broadening the outlet for farm products."
Stockraen Arm Selves With Facts To Get 3xtra Income
I Things are looking 15) for 3 >632 Illinois stock raising farmers since they
attended county schools during the past winter and learned how the most successful
stockmen make from $900 to $1,000 extra income a year off their stock in normal times.
Sixty-four of the schools were held under direction of E. T. Bobbins, livestock ex-
tension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
There are 92 million head of livestock on Illinois farms, and in 1930
farmers of the state were getting a gross income of 320 million dollars from this
source. Farm managanent records were brought into play at the countj?- schools to show
::ow the most successful stockmen make from $900 to $1,000 a year extra without in-
creasing production.
This extra income comes through raising better animals, keeping them
aealthier, selling stock in better market condition and selling on higher markets, it
was explained at the schools. It also was explained that the better stockmen have
nore land in legume crops, and this decreases the grain acreage; they use legumes for
Dasture and hay so as to supply much of the protein in their rations, and they maie
sfficient use of their horses.
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New Hog Disease Appearing: Again In Illinois' Herds
A serious new disease, erysipelas, Ms reappeared again this year among
Illinois' 52 million swine and may cause heavy losses unless it is promptly recog-
nized and stamped out, according to a warning by the laboratory of animal pathology
and hygiene, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Veterinarians in different parts of the state recently have suspected the
disease in two different herds, and their suspicions have been confirmed by a check-up
made by the laboratory.
Swine erysipelas was first recognized last year. At that time a clinic was
held at the agricultural college to acquaint veterinarians with the nature of the
^isease and the best methods of coping with it.
" The disease affects the joints, causing stiffness and lameness. Affected
pigs are unthrifty and unprofitable in the feed lot
.
In different European countries eyrsipelas is the menace to the swine in-
dustry that hog cholera is in this country, according to officials of the animal
thology and hygiene laboratory. Heretofore it has not been recognized as of serious
'economic importance in this state, but veterinarians fear that it may be more preva-
lent than herd owners think.
j||l|| Erysipelas has occurred in animals immunized against cholera. In animals
That are susceptible to hog cholera, this disease and erysipelas might occur simul-
j taneously, it was said.
-I Control consists of rigid sanitary measures and q-uarantine, together with
'The use of anti-swine erysipelas serum. The diagnosis of swine erysipelas by
clinical symptoms and post-^nortem findings should be confirmed by laboratory tests in
order to avoid errors in treatment.
It is important for veterinarians as well as livestock owners to know that
both the acute and the chronic type of the disease have been encountered and that ef-
fective control depends upon expert diagnosis, it was pointed out.
-M-
Poor Herds Make Largest Gains If Given Fair Chance
li| The poorest herd of milk cows in Illinois hasn't been found, but it probably
would make the largest gains of any of them if brought into a dairy herd improvement
associr.tion, according to J. G. Cash, assistant in dairy extension at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Too often dairymen think they must have a high
producing herd in order to profit from membership in a dairy herd improvement associa-
,,,,W.on, when as a matter of fact the largest gains often are made by the new man with
'IBhe low producing herd, he said.
Jl, "There is the case, for instance, of the new man in the Boone county associa-
«.on who had a herd average of only 2^6.9 pounds of butterfat in 1931* By following
better dairy practices and culling some of his low producing cows, he was able to in-
crease this average to 290,3 pounds of butterfat in 1932* In spite of the drop in
S
rices, this increase meant an additional $5«70 return above feed cost of cow.
I
'
"Back in 1929 a new member of the Coles county association had a herd aver-
age of only 217 pounds of butterfat a cow and a very small return above feed cost
when he enrolled in the work. He started following the better dairying practices as
outlined by the extension service of the agriculttiral college and began using his
records as a basis for culling out the low producing cows. Each year his herd has
iShown an improvement in efficiency and production until in 1932 it averaged 33^.3
{pounds of butterfat and returned an average of $70.92 more a cow above feed cost than
U did in 1929."
-M-
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i Hew Crop Helps Diversify Production On Poor Soils
There is a relatively new crop read;/ for any poor land which Illinois
farmers may taire out of surplus grain crops this spring in an effort to adjust their
production to demand, accordin^^- to J. J. Pieper, assistant chief in crop production
at the College of Agricult\ire
, University of Illinois.
It is lespedeza, a. legume which will grow on poor soils or on soils that
are too acid for the better laiown legumes, such as red clover, alfalfa and sweet
clover. In more normal times farmers might he able to buy limestone for sweetening
such soils in preparation for the better laiown legumes, but such is not the case this
year. Lespedeza therefore fills a real need, he pointed out.
The experiment station of the College of jigriculture , University of Illinois
is ready with the equivalent of 11 years' research on the best varieties of lespedezas
for Illinois, Pieper announced.
First, there are three annual lespedezas that grow somewhat large, are late
in maturing and are poor seed producers as lespedezas go, he said. These are
Tennessee 76, wild lespedeza and Kobe. These three apparently are well adapted in the
southern third of the state.
Second, there is the Korean lespedeza and the new Harbin lespedeza, which
•ras introduced just a short while ago into the United States and is the smallest and
jarliest of all. Seed of this one is not yet available for planting on a field scale,
{orean at the present time is the one best adapted to the central third of the state.
;t also is adapted to the southern third, but probably will not yield as well as those
)f the first group. Both Korean and Harbin are annuals and like those in the first
rup should be grown in regions where they will reseed themselves each year.Thdrd is Se2:'icea, the perennial lespedeza. Lii-e the others it is a good
leed producer and promises to yield well as a forage. It has not proved adapted to
;he northern tliird of the state in tests which have been made of it. Another disad-
vantage is that the seed of it is high priced at the present time.
ijk Lespedezas are well enough adapted in the southern and central thirds of the
'Xate to be given a trial, and as a green manui-ing crop will be about equal, ton for
on, to common manuring crops. Lespedeza seed must be inoculated, the same inoculanta
eing used as for cowpeas. One advantage of the lespedezas is th^t they probably are
he most drought
-resistant legumes that there are.
They can be grown alone or in small grains. Probably the greatest use of
:em will be as a supplement to permanent pastures. They will probably find their
reatest use where the clovers will not grow and thrive. While lespedezas will give
I
good stand under very adverse conditions, the amount of growth they make depends a
teat deal upon the fertility of the soil.
-M-
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Q^L 1^ ,000 Trees Set Out As Further Step To Save Soils
Illinois' own reforestation and land conservation program has gone fon^ard
this spring with the planting of lU,000 hlack locust trees to control erosion and
gullying in Schuyler county, it is reported by L. E. Sawyer, forestry extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and of the Illinois
Natural History Survey.
ik The work is part of the program which the college is carrying on in soil
"treatment and management , forestry and other lines to conserve the land resources of
Illinois as a continuing source of wealth to the state. Plantings similar to those in
Schuyler county also have been made in Sandolph, Edwards and Richland coiinties.
In all there are 9,000 square miles of land in the state on which erosion is
either serious or destructive, and on all of fnis land which is gullied, black locust
trees should he planted to check the damage. Sawyer said. The remainder of the 9,000
square miles should be planted to desirable timber trees, the kind depending upon the
section of the state.
ip[ The l4,000 trees planted in Schuyler county were distributed between three
-Ifhrms, 7,000 being planted on the farm of John Barton, U,000 on the land of William
!.{iller and 3,000 on a farm belonging to L. E. McKinzie, farm adviser of Schuyler
county. Miller also has a large number of black locust trees which he has raised
from seed, and these also will be put out on his farm.
Four thousand trees planted in 1931 on 'the Barton farm already are showing
rtiat can be accomplished. Some of these trees are as much as 16 feet tall and two
inches in diameter. Erosion has practically stopped on the land where these trees
jjere planted, and some of the gullies have filled in from two to three feet.
Ife The lUjOOO trees planted tliis spring were boughit in Tennessee and Kansas
lior $2 a thousand. They were set four feet apart in the gullies and six feet apart
ion the more level land. When set four feet apart, approximately 2,760 trees will
I plant an acre.
One advantage of black locust trees is that they are a legume that will put
.nitrogen in the soil. As a result a fine stand of bluegrass csja. be grown in a locust
jplantation. When they get big enough, the trees can be used to good advantage for
fence posts. The trees are subject to attack by the black locust borer, but even
when this happens, the roots continue to live, sprout and hold the soil in place,
Sawyer explained.
Hitching Time ITo Barrier To Use Of Big-Team Outfits
Any farmer who can spare a minute has all the time he needs for hitching
and unhitching a horse in a big-team outfit, according to E. T. Hobbins , livestock
extension specialist. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
These big-team outfits will be used more than ever in getting cheap and
economical power out of Illinois' S6S,000 horses and mules this season, but some in-
experienced drivers have worried that it would tal;e a lot of time to hitch up and un-
tii-tch the teams, Bobbins explained.
An average of a minute was all the total time it took to hitch up and un-
W.tch a horse in big-team outfits entered in two plowing contests which Robbins staged
last fall in Sangamon and Piatt counties. There T7ere I7 teams ranging in size from
five to eight horses and including a total of 110 horses. The average time of hitchin^:
to the plows was 3S seconds a horse and the average time of \mhitching was 22 seconds
1 horse.
•I.
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|K_ Tests Establish Merits Of Alfr.lfa On Drone Sand Soil
'^^' Alfalfa is one crop that Illinois f'ivmers can depend upon as a substitute
for surplus grains, and this is especially true on the thousands of acres of dune
sand land around Henderson county, according to H. H. Farnham, assistant in soil
experiment fields at the College of Agriculture, University of IllincTis,
Alfalfa has proved that it is one of the best crops for a dune sand land
rotation by yielding an avex'age of four tons an acre a year during the past five
years in experiments which the college has conducted on its Henderson county soil
experiment field near Oquawlca , Farnham reported.
IJH More than 2U0,000 acres of alfalfa Iiay aJready are grown in Illinois, and
'Experiments li]:e those on the Oquawka field pave the way for even more extensive use
of the crop, it was pointed out. Successful growing of the crop in this state was
first made possible by the college's research work on nodule bacteria, and later ex-
periments with improved varieties, cultural methods and disease control have f-orthered
the growing of this legume.
Alfalfa plays a unique role on sand lane!, like tliat in the vicinity of
^Tisnderson county because the reduction of damage by drifting sand is highly important.
The rotation must be planned to minimize the area left bare over the winter and earl;'-
spring months. The rotation which the college has worked out for this pui'pose con-
! sists of corn, soybeans, rye, clover-alfalfa, wheat and alfalfa. The alfalfa is
! allowed to stay dovm six years. If cornstalks are allowed to remain on the land, the
danger of the sand blowing is lessened.
Limestone and organic matter have improved yields of alfalfa and other crops
the most on this land. During di'v seasons too heavy application of manure are likely
to hurt the following crop. For that reason it is advisable to divide manure in such
a rotation and apply it partly to the com and paitly to the rye.
If it is available it is advisable to use an alfalfa drill for clover-
alfalfa seedings, since thds method insures more even covering of the seed, an im-
portant consideration on sand land.
-M-
Daii'yicen Turn To Fruit As Balance In Fa^m Business
Farmers in the dairy area of northern Illinois, who were selling more th^n
38 million dollars' worth of whole milk, cream and butter annually in the last census,
are showing a record interest in fruit growing as a means of supplying their home
; needs and adjusting their production to market demands, it is reported by R. S. Marsh,
horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Five hundred forty-one of them recently attended demonstrations on pnining and spraying
which Marsh staged in one week in Jo Daviess, Stephenson, Lalce , DuPage and Kane
counties.
"This is a record attendance for this tj'pe of work and indicates that these
farm people e,re ma]i:ing a sincere attempt to grow their home supply of fruit and r.t the
same time balance their production of other farm products with demand. Their chief
interest was in grapes, raspberries, strawberries and apples.
"In DuPage county, at the Frank G. Keller farm, 260 people attended the
! demonstrations. This is more than double the record of any southern Illinois county
where fruit is produced commercially in carload lots. This is the fifth year tliat
demonstrations have been held on Keller's fai-m, and the attendance of 260 breaks his
previous mark of 185 . Although the temperature was IS degrees and a 25-mile vrest
jwind made it unpleasant in the orchiard, the crowd stayed to the end, when they were
I
surprised with doughjnuts and coffee by Mrs. Keller."
N
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Illinois rarmei-s Spend Only Half As L!uch As In '29
Illinois farmers have teen forced ty low prices to reduce their cash ex-
penditures to only one-half of what they were in 1929, thereby drying up the flow of
Lllions of d,ollars through the charmels of trade and coirimerce, according to P. 3.
lipfohnston, of the department of agricultural economics, College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. This is revealed, he said, in an analysis which the department
made of finai^cial records from 2,000 farms.
Fifty farmers in one county who were made the object of a special study
.pent an average of $3,3SU a farm less in I932 than they did in 1929, or a total of
1169,200 for the group.
"Such revelations indicate that there is some foundation for the theory
at 'general prosperity awaits an improvement in the purchasing power of the
'armer," Johnston said. "At the present time it is conservatively estimated by the
ederal department of agriculture that between six and seven million city worlrers
re unemployed directly or indirectly because of the decline of the farmer's buying
ower.
"
Fnile all of the 2lU,U97 farms of the state probably did not reduce their
ash expenditures as nuch as the a.verage of the ^0 farms, the percentage reductions
or the 50 farms are typical for the state as a whole, Johnston said.
The biggest reduction was made in cash expenditures for improvements, the
lO fanners spending only 2h per cent as rrach on this item in 193^ as they did in
929. There was a reduction from sn average of $3^9 a farm in 1929 to $S3 in 1932,
T a drop of lG per cent. "It is evident that farmers no longer are maintaining
heir equipment in a reasonable state of repair," Johnston said.
The reduction in machinery expenditures was almost as drastic, amounting to
1 per cent. Livestock and feed purchases in 1932 were reduced 55 Sind 59 per cent,
respectively, from the 1929 level. Also, these farmers spent only $218 a farm for
abor in 1932 as compared with $505 in I929. This was a reduction of U3 per cent.
Livestock expenses for such items as serum and medicine were reduced 35 ps^ cent and
crop expenses U5 per cent.
"For the whole farm business, expenditures were $2,89^+ a farm in 1932 com-
pared with $6,278 in 1929, or a decrease of 5^ per cent in the four-year period.
This drastic decline in expenditures was forced by a decline of 57 per cent in the
cash income for these farms during the same four-year period,"
-M-
Horthern Illinois Is Among Favored Barley Districts
ISTorthern Illinois is one of the few favored sections of the United States
that can grow malting barleys, which are expected to be more in demand now, but even
there seedings made after the middle of April have little chance of succeeding, ac-
cording to George H. Dungan, associate chief in crop production at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois,
-M-
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Vac cilia tin,?: Birds In Sarly Su jner Halts Pot: Losses
Vaccinating young chickens in May, June and July against chicken pox is
now a proven way for Illinois farmers to protect the nillions of dollars in cash in-
come from poultry, according to the laboratory of animal pathology and hygiene, Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Poultry and eggs now bring in about 11
per cent of the cash income of Illinois farruers, but the total would be even higher
were it not for the inroads of chicken pox and other barriers to the production of
jk-Jiigh quality products, it was pointed out. The disease also is known as canker sore
' mouth or avian diphtheria.
Routine vaccination is recommended to all owners of flocks on infected
premises as a result of a two years' study by the laboratory. Either fowl pox or
pigeon pox vaccine can be used. It was demonstrated that there is no danger of
causing chicken pox by using pigeon pox vaccine. Occasionally, however, serious re-
sults follow the use of fowl pox vaccine. It also was found that unhealthy flocks are
not good subjects for imirujiization with pigeon pox vaccine. Complete protection
was not established in all flocks vaccinated with the pigeon pox product in 1932,
but in general the results were satisfactory.
The pigeon pox vaccine used in the Illinois tests is a product of the col-
lege's laboratory of animal patholo.gy and hygiene and is not the strain developed in
England and used in the commercial manufacture of vaccine.
Vaccination should be restricted to flocks in which the disease occurred
during the previous year. All fowls vaccinated with fowl pox vaccine should be
placed in voluntary quarantine for two months. Chickens suffering from any other
disease should not be vaccinated.
Vaccine in limited amounts will be furnished free by the laboratory of
animal pathology and hygiene for field trials during the coming year. No charge is
made for the va,ccine, but it must be administered by the local veterinarian accord-
ing to instructions issued by the laboratory. Interested flock owners should get in
touch with their veterinarians.
-M-
New Farr-i Lease Has Fentn-ircs Not Rit In Any Others
Protective features not found in any other farm lease form are included in
(lithe new Illinois crop share-cash farm lease form just prepared by the agricultural
^leconomics department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and adaptable to
I the Sj million acres of cash tenant land in the state, according to E. C. M. Case,
chief in farm organization and management.
One illustration of the new points is a clause not found in any other lease
which says that the tenant's responsibility is "to occupy and to use for agricultural
purposes only." Restrictions of this 1-dnd were introduced because some o\mers have
had difficulty with tenants moving away from property to adjoining farms, which en-
dangered the insurance on the buildings, and some men have had tenants give their
time to purposes other than agricultural production. Case said.
The new lease covers only to a crop share-cash t)lan of renting. It can be
•adapted to the use of an adjustable cash rent settlement wMch had previously been
jionounced by the department and which is available in mimeographed form.
Both the new crop share-cash rent lease and a livestock lease prepared by
:|Uie department are available to all interested persons at a charge of five cents a
r
copy to cover the cost of printing, Case announced,
-M-
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Small Fruits Fay Illinois Farmers For Diversifying
Small fruits, of which Illinois now has more than 10,000 acres, have become
a reliahle cash producer that one Illinois fanner this past season paid the
taxes on his l60-acre farra with the money he got off a tT?o-acre planting of raspber-
ries and strawberries, it is reported by A, S. Colby, chief in small fruit culture at
ijAe College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
ly Good ntirsery stock is available this spring at reasonable prices, and it
can be made to produce abundantly by following methods worked out by the experiment
station of the agricultural college, he said. It is important to get clean, vigorous
stock of varieties which are known to succeed in the state. The college is con-
tinually testing new varieties and can vouch for a number of good ones. It is recom-
mended that grov/ers pleunt only those which have shown themselves to be hard5'-, produc-
tive and of good quality.
dB "Choice home-grown strawberries, raspberries and othor small fruits should
^Und a ready outlet on local markets, because the public is becoming small fruit
'conscious. Also, with the new varieties now available, the family needs for a
delicious and healthful food may bo supplied at small cost throughout a long season on
a small plot of ground with plenty to can and otherwise preserve for later use.
"A suggested varietal list, with the varieties arranged in order of their
ripening seasons, follows:
"Strawberries—^Blakemore (for long hauls, canning and preserving). Premier,
Dunlap or Burrill, Aroma, Gandy. Everbearers: Mastadon and Rockhill.
"Raspberries—^Red: Chief and Latham; black: Logan, Cumberland and Quillen;
purple: Royal, Columbian and Potomac.
"Blackberries—'Eldorado and Alfred,
"Currants—Wilder, Red Lake (promising),
"Gooseberries—Poorman and Chautauqua.
"Grapes—Portland (white), Fredonia (blue), Worden (blue), Caco (red).
Concord (blue), Golden Jiuscat (yellow) promising, Agawam (red), Urbana (red) and
Sheridan (blue). The last four varieties may be kept in cool or cold storage for at
least three months if they are allowed to ripen on the vines and are carefully
stored,"
-M-
Hi/?ih Quality STuts Goal Of Farmers Seeking: New Cash
The way Illinois fanners are going out to build up the S5,000 pounds of
its now produced annually in the state is a good indication of how they are trying
diversify and balance their production to better meet market demands, says R. S.
irsh, horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
Illinois,
More than twice as many counties are going in for improved metliods of nut
awing this season as was the case last year, he reported. Sixteen counties have
jteked for demonstrations on methods of top-working seedling nut trees to improved
laative varieties of pecans and walnuts, while last year only seven counties put on
Isuch work, he said.
The sixteen counties in which demonstrations will be held for the benefit
jipf interested farmers and nut growers are White and Jackson, April IS; Gallatin and
Laski, April 19; Johnson and Pope, April 20; Saline and Williamson, April 21;
Jott, April 26; Pike, April 27; Calhoun, April 2S; Vermilion, May 5; Schuyler,
9; Peoria, May 10; Bureau, May 11, and Marshall-Putnam, May 12.
-M-
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Farmer Can Be T?.rifty Without Stinting: His Faraily
Another old idea has hsen upset "by these times, and that idea is that the
thrifty farmer should sell everything that is saleable and not reserve plenty of the
best farm produce for his own family, says K. L, Mosher, of the department of agri-
cultural economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Records which the department collected from about 200 north central Illinois
farms show that those where the more farm produce was used in the home were more prof-
itably operated than the others. The families consisted of from foiir to five or six
persons ea.ch. When the figures were reduced to a uniform basis of five persons a
j
family, it was fotind that 5^ families used farm-raised produce valued at twice as
!
much as that used by 5O of their neighbors.
On the basis of these figures Mosher calculates that many Illinois faim
families could use additional farm-grown produce that would cost upwards of $50 a
person a year if bought in town at present retail prices. This represents a saving
in cash cost for food of about $250 a family.
The 50 families using the most farm-raised produce used an average of 3^5
gallons of whole mill: a year as compared with 3^5 gallons on the other farms. Further-
more, they used 26S pints of cream as compared with only 6? pints on the other farms.
Homemade butter consumption on the farms using the most hone-raised products averaged
137 pounds as compared, with only UU poimds on the other farms.
Other ways in which the one group of families lived better than the other
were 259 dozen eggs as compared with 15I dozen, 5b chickens as compared with 3^» 135
pounds, live weight, of beef as compared with only 3O pounds, 1,^03 pounds of pork
as compared with U29 pounds, 23 poixnds of mutton as compared with none, lU pounds of
honey as compared with 5 pounds, 22 bushels of potr.toes as compared with 10 bushels,
5 bushels of fresh fruits as compared with 1.5 bushels, and lUS quarts of hone-
canned fruits and vegetables as compared with 80 cjuarts,
"While it is very unlikely that the 5O families that used the amaller amounts
of home-raised products bought as much other foodstuffs as the differences indicate,
it is undoubtedly true that they did buy much more than the families using the most
home-raised products. Certainly they did not live as well."
1
Delayed Plowing Of Sweet Clover Adds Little Benefit
^ Sweet clover is the top-ranl-dLng soil improvement crop in Illinois, but its
Benefits are not gteatly increased by allowing it to mal:e a large growth before plow-
ing it under for corn in the sprir^, according to C. K. Famham, assistant in soil
experiment fields at the College. of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The average
iate for early plowing in experiments conducted by the college has been April 17 and
and that for late plowing, Kay 3. An average of the yields talcen from four plots of
varying productive levels showed no significant difference in favor of delayed plow-
i-ng as against early plowing. Sweet clover is one of the crops that was nev; and
'relatively xmtried in Illinois 25 years ago, but these and other experiments by the
college have helped make it so popular that more than 256,000 acres of it are now
;rown in the state, Farnham said.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act u^rSved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. \V. Mumkord, Director.
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li^ Crop Adjustment ExoanAinJ- Acrea '-.e Of Pasture Land.
Emergency hay and pasture crops will play a more inrportant role in Illinois
agriculture this spring as a result of the intentions of farmers to adjust their total
acreage of field crops dovraward about k per cent, according to J. J. Pieper, associate
chief in crop production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Fif-
teen to twenty per cent of the crop land of the state normally is used for liay and
pasture, he reported.
Hay and pasture land can be made the most profitable on the farm, and the
experiment station for years has conducted experiments with different forage crops
and cultural methods to help farmers take advantage of this fact, Pieper said.
jfc "A combination tb^t has been widely used has been Canadian field peas and
"oats, the field peas being seede''. at the rate of about 90 pounds an acre and the oats,
a bushel an acre. This has yielded more than two tons of liay an acre. Winter vetch
-;.iy be substituted for the field peas with equally good results, the vetch being seeded
at the rate of Uo pounds an acre.
]P "Canadian field peas and t:-ie winter vetch are the only legumes which can be
seeded as early as oats to produce a hay crop by the time small grains are cut.
"Occasionally a pasture mixture is seeded with such an emergency forage with
the idea of having it come on to furnish pasture after the emergency forage has ceased
to give further feed. The pasturing of the early emergency forage does not interfere
with the more permanent forage mixture. A permanent forage mixture could be made up
from 5 pounds Kentuclcy blucgrass, 'J- pounds red top, U pounds timothj'', 2 pounds alsike
clover and 2 pounds white clover, the total amo'ont being the rate at which the mixture
should be seeded an acre.
"This mixture could be modified hy putting in such crops as alfalfa, sweet
clover, red clover, lespedeza and orchard grass. Also, any of these legumes could be
seeded alone in the emergency forage mixture. Such crops as alfalfa, red clover and
sweet clover have been used extensively.
"For late emergency for?^e , nillets have been widel;/ used, but more recently
it has been foiond that Sudan grass is better yielding than the millets and that in most
cases it is more palatable.
"For the raising of late emergency h-ay, a combination of Sudan grass and soy-
beans has given the best results in experiments conducted bj^ the college. The mixture
is seeded at the rate of 10 pounds of Sudan gra.ss and a bushel or a bushel and a half
of soybeans an acre. This mixture is seeded at the time com is pla^nted. Soybeans and
millet also make a good combination, but it does not yield as much as soybeans and
^, Sudan grass.
\l "Sudan grass alone is used a great deal for late emergency past-ure. It can
"be seeded as early as the first of May in central Illinois and can be pastured in about
six weeks after seeding. The millets alone have also been used, but here again they do
not make as good forage .alone or in mixtures as does the Sudan grass.
"Soybeans are used to a lax'ge extent for hay by seeding tliem alone, either in
^rows or drilled. Drilling is preferred if hay is to be made out of the crop.
P "The late emergencj^ forage crops can be used either for hay or for pasture.
P is a little harder to put in a permanent pasture mixtui'e in late emergency forage.
In mailing up such mixtures , the grower should consider the cost of the seed, yield of
the crop, the palatability of the crop and the use to whJ.ch it is to be put."
-M-
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BiiS: Crop Of Beef Puts Premium On Skillful FeedinjS:
The largest beef calf crop that the co-untry has ever produced probably vill
turned out this year, and consequently there will be more of a premium than ever on
careful feeding and management as a means of protecting the narrower margin of profit,
says R. R. Snapp, associate chief in beef cattle at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
If Illinois fanners are looking for speedy turnover and quick returns on
calves born before ipril 1, they can market them to advantage at around ten months of
age by creep-feeding them grain while they are on pasture, Snapp said. The calves,
of course, must be the lo\.'-set, thick-fleshed tj^e that produce muscle, bone and fat
^multaneously , rather than muscle and bone alone. If fed grain from creeps while
ning on pasture with their mothers, such calves will weigh approximately I5O pounds
re in the fall tlian they otherwise would. Calves born in February and March and
died like this frequently average JOO pounds when sold in JTovember and December.
"In contrast, calves which are not fed during the nursing period weigh only^
'50 pounds the following July when they are I5 or 16 months old. Twenty bushels of
grain and 200 pounds of hay are ample for the calf which is creep-fed. Twice this
much grain and four or five times this much roughage are required to finish a calf
which has had no grain previous to weaning. Labor and equipment charges are much less
where creep feeding is practiced, since the calves often are marketed before really
cold weather.
"Several years experience rrith creep-fed calves at the experiment station
have demonstrated the importance of teaching calves to eat grain before they are turned
onto pasture. Othemrise, they will shy wide of the creeps erected in pasture. Even
though only two or three calves are old enough to eat while the herd is still in dry
lot, it will pay to feed them, for these older calves will set an example for the
younger ones.
"Feed mixtures for nursing calves usually are made up largely of farm-grown
grains. Equal parts of shelled corn and oats by measure have given excellent results.
i^parently the protein which the calves get in their mothers' ::iilk and in the fresh,
green pasture is enough for their needs until midsummer. At that time the addition
of one-half pound of linseed, soybean or cottonseed meal a head daily will prevent the
ins from falling off d''.u'ing the season of flies and dry pastures."
Planting Hate Is Big Factor In How Sweet Corn Pays
^r Returns from the 6S,0G0 acres of sweet com grown for canning in Illinois may
be increased or decreased as much as a ton and a half of good unhusked ears an acre by
Varying the spacing and rate of planting, according to results of experiments conducted
during the past several years by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The crop has had an average annixal farm value of $1,113,000 during the past
several years, and the acre returns may be increased with only a very slight increase
in seed and labor costs by using the correct rate of jjlantiiig, it was pointed out by
^. H. Michaels, of the department of horticulture.
The most profitable yields for both Country Gentleman and Narrow Grained
Evei'green varieties were obtained by planting in drill rows J,S inches apart ivith the
olants separated eight to fourteen inches in the row, Michaels reported. In making
the comparison between different rates of planting, the investigators planted the corn
In four different row widths wittt from two to five plants a hill, as well as in drill
rows with the plants spaced eight, fourteen n.nd twenty inches apart.
-11"
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New G-old Policy Will Not Influence All Prices Alike
|b Any benefits accruing to Illinois farmers from the government's new gold
policy will be reflected first in the prices of such products as lard, which are pro-
flwiced for foreign markets, according to Dr. L. J. Norton, of the department of agri-
cultural economics. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Cotton is prob-
ably the best example of national farm products which will be most influenced by the
new policy, he said.
This country exported more than 55^ million pounds of lard in 193^, and II-
.Inois being a leading hog producing state had a large stake in those exports, he
pointed out
.
If wheat prices were not out of line with world markets, they would be di-
rectly affected, but the U. S. level of prices is now such as to make the wheat mar-
ket a domestic matter, Dr. Norton said.
"Any product for which there is a speculative market, however, may be bid
up in anticipation of improved outlets. This applies to grain and at this season
of the year, to butter and eggs. On the other hand commodities which must be sold
currently to consumers will not be affected until whatever general stimulus the new
policy may have in industry increases consumer buying power. Milk is an illustration
of such a product. The speculative movements which such a change induces are likely
to Carry prices too high and to be followed by reactions."
In an outlook statement which the U. I. College of Agriculture has Just
issued for Illinois agriculture, economists of the institution points out that moderate
improvement seems more likely than further decline. They warn, however, that the dif-
Ificult
nature of the problems still to be solved should not be overlooked.
W The outstanding change affecting the position of Illinois agriculture during
lihe past few weeks has bsen Lhe sharp rise in grain prices, particularly in corn. Less
fcarked rises have occoiTsd in some other commodities. The stocks of corn remaining on
(farms are large, and the market has not yet been tested out by the increased marketings
which must eventually be made. It is probable that the price of corn has gone past its
low point for this cycle, the outlook statement says. The absurdly low price which
krevailed prior to the advance, some increased de-iiand and slow marketing were among the
factors which contributed to the riea.
r "Business activity in the country and emplo:/ment , which are factors in the
Jdemand for farm products, seem to be back to the level reached before the banking holi-
day. Certain factors suggest further improvement, but others are still unfavorable.
Among the latter the important ones are the continued low level of prices and incomes,
the low level of activity in the construction industries, the large number of maladjust-
ments between different classes of prices and the large volume of bank deposits tied
t^) in closed banks,
"Factory payrolls are relatively lower in Illinois than in the country as a
iwhole because a larger part cf Illinois industrj^ is engaged in the metal-working, or
.construction, industries."
-M-
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Soybean Growers Scanning Costs Qf Increased Acreage
'— Soybean production costs, which are a leading question now with a 25 per
Imrent increase in the Illincis acreage in prospect, will be close to what they were last
jH>ear, with the exception of higher seed costs, according to E. C Ross, of the depart-
iKent of agricultural economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
IP The estimated total cost an acre in 1932 was $13. OU where the beans were com-
bined and $15. OU an acre whore they were harvested by the binder-thresher method, after
allowing $5 for interest on land, he reported. These figures are on the basis of
records collected from JZ growers in lU central Illinois counties who harvested U,219
acres of beans as grain last year.
I, The average yield on these farms was 27.5 bushels an acre, making the bushel
•ffcost U7 cents under combine harvesting and 5^*5 cents under binder-thresher harvesting,
idth no credit given for the straw in either case, Ross said.
"Prices received for mill beans at harvest time were less than these costs,
but were more than the cash outlay in producing the crop. In fact, the margin above
cash outlay was larger for the bean crop than for the common grain crops. This ac-
counts in large measure for the prospective increase in acreage this year."
Although soybeans are one of the relatively new crops that have been bro^oght
in within recent years to help farmers adjust and balance their production, a total of
617,000 acres, including 315jOOO acres grown alone for grain, were produced in the state
in 1932 , Ross said. Research work which the college h^s conducted has been largely
responsible for the present popularity of the crop through the development of improved
and higher quality varieties, more reliable cultural methods, wider utilization of the
crop and more effective marketing of it, Ross said.
"On the basis of figures collected on the U,219 acres in 1932, total operat-
ing costs up to harvest time amounted to $U.2U an acre, representing 6U cents for labor,
$1.56 for power, 73 cents for I.67 bushels of seed and $1-31 for machinery and overhead
expense. Harvesting costs where a combine was used were figured at $2 an acre, this
being the common rate of custom cutting last year. Harvesting by the binder and thresh-
er method cost $U an acre. Of this amount labor made up $1.0U, power 97 cents, thresh-
ing $1.38, twine 31 cents and machinery use 3O cents.
"Taxes on land figured $1.80 and interest on land value $5 an acre.
"Actual cash outlay for the crop varied. If it is assumed that half the la-
bor used on the crop was hired, tractor fuel and seed purchased, harvesting machinery
hired, twine (where used) purchased and taxes included, the cash outlay in the case of
combined beans was $5-35 an acre and >^5'78 an acre where the crop was harvested with
binder and thresher.
"The difference between these figures and the sale value of the crop repre-
mted what the farmer had left to paj' for his labor and the use of his equipment and
,nd."
-M-
Big-Team Outfits Coming To Rescue In Delayed Spring
Lateness of the season and a combination of several other factors make this
e year of years for using big-team, tandem hitches with the 868,000 horses and mules
In Illinois, according to E. T. Robbins , livestock extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture , University of Illinois.
Farm power has to be economical because farm incomes are at the lowest point
In recent history, and then too, horses are getting older, fewer and less efficient,
the season is from ten days to two weeks behind and is getting abnormally late, horses
'are not hardened to the field work which will be required of them and the improved
hitches will make it possible to get more work out of smaller, older horses and mares
that are raising colts, he pointed out.
I'-iJ „M-
I
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Proper Tree Care gets Most Oat Of Light peach Crop
Peach growers of Illinois now have prospects for only a fair crop this sea-
son, but they can make the most of it by proper pruning and nitrating of their trees,
it is pointed out by M. J. Dorsey, chief in pomology at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
The state has not had a full crop of peaches since 1931? but research work
conducted by the experiment station of the agricultural college has given growers
sound methods of pruning, spraying, management and marketing whereby they can ease
eir losses and make the most of what crop there is in years like thJ.s, Dorsey pointed
.t. The 1931 crop was U,300,000 bushels valued at $2,150,000.
"In some orchards the bud survival this spring will be so low that even if
nditions at ithe time of bloom are favorable for a set of fruit, the crop will be
only scattering. Under these conditions it seems advisable, first, to make the neces-
sary heavier duts to keep the tree within bounds if it has grown too tall and, at the
same time, leave a larger number of shorter laterals. These can be cut out later in
the spring after the set can be determined. In this way two essential things can be
done: first, leave as many fruits on the tree as possible and, second, direct the
growth so that the bearing wood for the next year's crop is properly placed on the
tree.
"When the bud survival is very light, so that the crop is only scattering,
it may be advisable to give the trees whatever pnoning is necessary to thin out and
direct the growth. This is especially true where there has been previous season's
neglect. When there has been a complete bud kill, advantage can be taken of this to
reshape the tree and 'head in' the outermost branches when the planting distance has
been rather close.
"With heavy pruning and a light crop, the nitrate applications can be re-
duced in case there is a good bud survival. At the same time if there is uncertainty
las to the set and hence the crop, nitrate applications could be withheld until two or
[three weeks after bloom, when the extent of the set could be determined.''
With prospects for only a fair crop, peach growers face still further losses
in the form of the worst epidemic of leaf curl th^t has ever been experienced in this
ate, it is reported by Dr. H. W. Anderson, chief in pomological pathology.
The disease can not be controlled after the buds have opened, Dr. Anderson
id- Consequently, growers who have leaf curl in their orchards must bear the loss
s season and take steps to overcome it. This can be done by keeping diseased trees
a vigorous growing condition during the spring and summer. Heavy applications of
rtilizers containing readily available nitrogen are advised. Sodium nitrate or am-
Inixm sulphate at the rate of three to five pounds to bearing trees should be applied
soon as possible. If a strong secondary growth is not obtained on diseased trees,
other application of fertilizer should be made later in the season.
The serious outbreak this spring is the result of a combination of circ-um-
ances. Dr. Anderson explained. Owing to the expected crop failure as a result of
last winter's low temperatures, many growers decided not to apply a dormant spray.
Duch sprays must be put on every year if 'leaf curl is to be controlled, since there
is no way of forecasting the behavior of the disease. The second favorable factor
iras the prolonged cold, I'ainy periods in late March and early April.
-M-
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Tag-Crossing May Smooth Out Risks In Producing Corn
Farm value of Illinois corn crop has zoomed from a high of UbO million
lars to a low of 102 million dollars within recent years, "but plant "breeders of
.e College of Agriculture, University of Illinois believe that they are vrorking on a
new method of corn improvement which will help balance the lean years with the fat
§es> The U60 million dollar crop was harvested in 1917 and the 102 million dollar
e in 1931.
The new method is top-crossing, which will soon be tried for the fourth
ar in experiments by the college plant breeders. It is not a price-raising scheme,
except as it improves the quality of the grain, but it is promising as a means of
! taking some of the risks out of growing the crops, according to W. J. Mumm, associate
in plant breeding. Ordinary open-pollinated varieties of corn as now grown by farmers
I are full of a surprising large number of barren and low-yielding stalks which run up
I the bushel cost of producing the crop and lower the quality of the grain. Heretofore,
only slow progress toward eliminating these evils has been made by the usual farm
method of mass selection of seed from open-pollinated varieties.
Top-crosses are crosses in which the shoots of an ordinary variety of corn
are pollinated with pollen from an inbred line, the resulting seed carying whatever
improvement is made by the cross.
In one yield test at the college diiring the 1932 season the five best top-
crosses yielded 68.5 bushels an acre, had 2.8 per cent of barren stalks, U.5 suckers
for each hundred' plants and U.U per cent of their stalks were leaning, lodged or broken.
^ contrast, three open-pollinated varieties, the kind commonly grown by farmers,
""eraged 63.5 bushels an acre, had 6.5 percent of barren stalks, 27.8 suckers for
,ch hundred plants and IS. 3 per cent of their stalks were leaning, lodged or broken.
It was established In this same test, however, that just because corn has
ten top-crossed does not necessarily mean that it will always be better. In this
irticular test I5 top-crosses were compared with three good open-pollinated varieties,
lid Yellow Dent, Eversole's White Dent and Illinois High Yield strain. There were
ve top-crosses at the top of the list in yield, but at the same time there were six
ihers at the bottom of the list.
Marked improvement in market quality of the grain has been made by top-cross-
In one comparison made at Bloomington by J. E. Holbert , of the federal depart-
Bent of agriculture, one of the college's top-crosses had less than 3 per cent of
»0iled grain, while another under the same conditions had more than 20 per cent,
[r Good-top crosses, like commercial hybrids, have a number of features such
B8 standing ability, evenness of maturity, uniformity in size of ear or good quality
In the shelled grain, in addition to yield, that would commend them to growers. Cer-
tain of them would probably be worth growing o» the basis of easier gathering and im-
proved grade of grain, even if the yield were no better than that of ordinary varieties.
-* -M-
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Type Of Industry May Double City Factory Payrolls
Factory payrolls which were more than double those of certain other manu-
facturing cities in the state were enjoyed last year by Illinois cities producing
goods for current consumption, such as foods, beverages and leather goods, accord-
ing to E. W. Bartlett
,
of the department of agricultural economics. College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Such cities had a decided payroll advantage over
cities producing more durable goods, such as cement, metals, transportation equipment
and agricultural implements, he reported.
From the standpoint of farmers, the status of payrolls is particularly im-
portant for products such as fresh milk which are produced in the locality where they
are consumed, Bartlett pointed cut.
In cities like Sprin^jfield
, Peoria, Blooraington, East St. Louis, Decatur,
Quincy and Danville, which produce more consiamption goods than the state average,
factory payrolls in 1932 averaged 5I.5 per cent of what they did in December, I928.
This month is selected as the base because it is the first one for which payroll data
for all cities is available.
In contrast, in cities like Aurora, Sterling-Sock Falls, Rockford, Joliet,
Rock Island and Moline, where the metals industries predominate, monthly factory pay-
rolls in 1932 averaged 25,3 per cent of what they did four years previously.
The state average for monthly payrolls in 1932 was 35 per cent of the De-
cember, 1928, figure.
Ajnong the cities producing consumption goods, Springfield averaged 58 per
cent, Peoria 5^ pe^ cent, Bloomington and East St. Louis 53 per cent, Decatur and
Quincy h'^ per cent and Danville U2 per cent. In East St. Louis nearly half of the
reported payrolls originated from the foods products industries, because of the
stockyards there.
In Chicago, where more than half of the Illinois factory wage earners are
employed, monthly factory payrolls in 1932 were 35 per cent of the December, 1928,
level.
Among the cities where the metals industries predominate, Aurora and Ster-
ling-Rock Falls average 3^ per cent, Rockford 27 per cent, joliet 25 per cent. Rock
Island 19 percent, and Moline lU per cent. Moline monthly factory payrolls in 1932
were less than one-seventh of those of December, I928, The manufacture of farm im-
plements which is the major industry in Moline, has fallen to an extremely low level,
primarily as the result of the increased quantities of farm products which are re-
raired to buy implements and the small margins, if any, above farm operating expenses.
One-twelfth of the wage earners engaged in the metals industries in Illinois are normally
loyed in the manufacture of farm implements.
Bartlett 's analysis is taken from payroll data which is compiled monthly for
selected cities by the Illinois Department of Labor,
_^_
Too Fine Grinding Of Feed Eats TJp Livestock Profits
Feeding costs on the 9^ million head of livestock on Illinois farms can be
'cut and the margin of net return widened if the many farmers who grind their feed do
not grind it too fine, it is pointed out by Ralph C. Hay, of the agricultural engineer-
ing department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As much as eight
cents may be saved on each 100 pounds of feed by grinding coarse rather than fine
when electrical power is costing six cents a kilowatt hoiir, he said. Experiments at
several stations show that from three to eight times as much power is required for fine
grinding as for coarse grinding either of grain or roughage.
-M-
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Sheep Score High In Utilization Of Alfalfa Pastures
»e
Alfalfa, to which Illinois farmers are turning as a substitute for corn
and some of their other surplus crops, has proved in experiments to be one of the
best pastures for the 699,000 sheep and laTJbs on farms of the state, according to
f. G. Karamlade , assistant chief in sheep husbandry at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Even with lamb valued at only 5 cents a po\ind, alfalfa pasture brought
a gross return of $2k an acre in experiments conducted last year by the college,
he announced. The alfalfa maintained an average of seven ewes and twelve lambs an
acre for 100 days. During the time the lambs were on pasture they gained enough
weight to equal USO pounds of lamb an acre. In addition the pasture maintained the
ewes.
This is in line with experiments which have been conducted at several dif-
erent experiment stations during the past few years and which show that an acre of
alfalfa furnished more feed and produced more pounds of lamb than any other crop,
glammlade announced.
\ Largely as a result of experiments conducted by the College of Agriculture,
pniversity of Illinois, alfalfa has become such a successful and popular crop in the
tate that the acreage of it has been tripled in the past ik years. In 1919 only
18,968 acres were grown, while last year the total was 288,000 acres. It was the ex-
periment station of the agricultural college which first discovered and demonstrated
th^t the cause for the general failure of alfalfa in Illinois was the lack of suitable
nodule bacteria in the soil. Since then the institution has followed up with numerous
ixperiraents establishing superior varieties, improved cultiiral methods and profitable
.tilization of the crop.
As a pasture for sheep and lambs, alfalfa seems to be much less likely to
use bloat if the sheep are placed on it and not removed. This is the opposite of
'hat is commonly advised. A satisfactory method to follow seems to be to let the
heep have a good fill of bluegrass or to feed them a large amount of palatable rough-
,ge before they are turned on the alfalfa and then leave them on continuously. Under
his plan no cases of bloat h^ve been reported in experimental work.
-M-
Large Brood Of "17-Year Locusts" Due In Illinois Soon
People who believe in signs will soon be in their glory, for the " 17-year
custs" are due back in Illinois this year and the brood will be one of the largest
|hat occurs in this state, it is announced by W. p. Flint, chief entomologist of the
llinois Natural History Survey and the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
e insects will start appearing about the latter part of May.
Contrary to the old superstition, however, their coming will not forebode
r, pestilence, famine or any other catastrophe for the human race, Flint said. If
.heir coming means anything at all, let us hope it signifies the end of the depression,
e said.
The last big brood swarmed the state in I92O , and although the insect is
l^own as the 17-year locust, this southern strain recurs e\rery 13 years, Flint re-
ported. There have been scattered broods at a few points in the southern part of the
i^tate during the past two years, but nothing to compare with the expected occurrence
phis season, he said.
"From the records of the past appearance of this brood in I92O, it will oc-
cur over the entire southern part of the state, extending as far north as Iroquois,
Livingston, McLean and Hancock counties.
"They will do no harm to growing crops, but will injure shade and woodland
trees and also fruit trees by puncturing the twigs with their sharp egg-laying devices
and often weakening the twigs so that they break over and die."
^-
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Efficient Farm Management Still Makes A Difference
There is no substitute for efficient farm management, and Illinois farmers
•e demonstrating that this holds true in poor times as well as in good. For instance,
spite of low market prices and high operating costs, some farms continue to have
iller losses than other farms in the same community because they are more efficiently
laged. Lower prices for farm products have decreased the difference in earnings be-
reen the best-managed farms and the farms managed with less than average efficiency
len the difference is measured in dollars. The difference, however, when expressed
a percentage basis is as large as ever.
In 1929 when the average net farm income for a group of 380 central Illinois
_
(counting farms was about ^4,000 a farm, the most profitable one-fifth of the farms
bad an average net income of $3,400 a farm higher than the least profitable one-fifth.
0& the other hand, in 1932 when the average accounting farm in the same area had a net
loss of about ip500 a farm, there was a difference of ;i;i,900 a farm between the small
net income ^n the most profitable one-fifth and the average net loss on the least
profitable one-fifth.
Under present conditions a bonus of $1,900 for good management is no trifling
sxiia. fiecords for 1932 prove that the farmers who had the best crop yields, the most
productive cows, who produced the most pork a litter with the least feed and who kept
down the expenses for labor, power, and machinery were the farmers who were best able
to pay tajces and interest and meet family living expenses.
Since the selling price of land will vary with the average profitableness
of the agricultural industry, there has been no legislation proposed which will help an
inefficient farmer earn a farm. In the long run, those farmers who operate most effi-
ciently will be able to provide for their families the hi,5hest standards of living.
-
P. E. Johnston, Assistant Chief, Farm Organization and Management, College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Conditions Threaten Flea-Beetle Damage To Corn Crop
Up to date the 1933 season has been typical of conditions favoring dam.age to
yotmg corn by flea beetles. Tliese beetles are generally present in greater or less
a-umbers
, but under favorable conditions corn is able to grow away from them. During
seasons when the ground is wet and cold corn does not grow fast and the flea beetles
aay damage it severely. They are tiny, shiny black beetles with a characteristic flea
tiop which makes them easy to recognize. Farmers throughout central Illinois will re-
inember the injury by these pests in 1928 and 1929.
Clean cultivation to keep down weeds before the corn is planted and the use
<}t harrow, weeder, rotary hoe or frequent cultivation after the corn is up will help
:fco prevent initial infestation and reduce injury after it has started. Good growing
conditions are the best remedy after the damage has started. - J. H. Bigger, Field
Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey,
-M-
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Statistics On Swine Protein Feeds Are far From Dull
Statistics ordinarily make dull reading, tut statistics on the price of
protein supplements that are used in hog feeding have been full of plenty of excite-
ment since the first of the year for the farmer who is trying to get just a hit more
out of his hogs than it costs him to produce them.
liBjL. For example, the year opened with the wholesale price of tankage at $35 a
l^ma and that of soybean oil meal, $21.50. At these prices soybean oil meal should,
under most conditions, be a better buy. On March 6 this advantage was narrowed by
tankage dropping to $30. On March 11 the oil meal was reported at $20.50 and on the
13th, $21 with tankage holding steady. The advantage went strongly to tankage on Febru-|H^ 1 when it was quoted at $22,50 and soybean oil meal stood at $21.70. These prices
prevailed until March 1 when tankage begaji its advance with a quotation of $25. Another
advance, to $27.50, was made March 17, and on the 28th, $30 was reached, by April 10
another $2.50 was added and still another advance of $2,50 on April 21 brought the
price to $35, The advance in soybean oil meal started March 9 at $22,30. On the 10th
it was qaoted at $22.70 and remained there until April 17, 7,fhile tankage moved from
$25 to $32.50 in steps of $2.50 during this period. On April 17 the oil meal advanced
to $23,20, two more advances of $1 each were scored on April 20 and 21, while on April
26 it was quoted at $25.70.
Feeding tests with fattening hogs suggest that soybean oil meal is worth pos-
sibly two-thirds to three-fourths as much as tankage. On this basis the advantage,
which went so strongly to tankage all through February, grew less as tankage advanced
ontil when tankage was $30 and $32.50 and the oil meal was quoted at $22,70, there
was little to choose between them.
During most of January, then, soybean oil meal, at the wholesale prices
(juoted, was a better buy than tanicage as a supplement for fattening hogs. During Febru-
ary tankage sold within 80 cents a ton of the oil meal and was much the more attractive
buy. Even with price changes that occurred in March the advantage continued with tank-
age, while quotations during April left little choice between the two.
With prices changing so abruptly as indicated by the above study, it is im-
portant that the man who piju'chases these feeds keep in mind their relative feeding
value. A good general role to keep in mind is that protein is the nutrient that is
"ranted and it should be purchased in v/hichever common feed will supply it at the lowest
:ost a poiind. To obtain this figure, simply divide the cost of 100 pounds of the sup-
Jleraent by the number of pounds of protein it is guaranteed to contain. For example,
?ith tankage at $35 a ton and soybean oil meal at $21,50, as they v/ere in early Janu-
iry, a pound of protein in tankage would cost just under 3 cents, while in soybean oil
aeal it would cost just over 2j cents. In February, however, protein supplied by
lankage at $22.50 a ton cost less than 2 cents a pound, while in soybean oil meal at
1^.70 a ton it cost more than 2§ cents a pound, - 'tY, E, Carroll, Chief, Swine Husbandry,
|B^lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois
-M-
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Sericea Lespedeza Becoming More Popular In Illinois
The interest in lespedeza Sericea is growing rapidly. This is a perennial
lespedeza, and for that reason it seems to have a greater future than the annual Korean
lespedeza. Like all the lespedezas, this perennial one seems to be a warm-weather
plant and best adapted for the southern regions. Experimental work with it was begun
by the Illinois Experiment Station in 1927 at the Elizabethtown experimental field i:a
Hardin county. It has grown there ever since the first seeding and has lived through
the winters successfully. Beginning with 1930 it was seeded at a mimber of the other
experimental fields thruout the state. During the mild winter of 1930-31 it froze out
entirely in the northern third of the state and was badly winter-killed in the central
third of the state, but showed no injury whatever in the southern third. Seedings have
been extended to the various experimental fields in the state until at the present time
IMt
is being attempted on nine of the experimental fields scattered from the extreme
arthern to the extreme southern part of the state.
H Field notes which have been gathered from some of these stations this spring
Ipidicate that lespedeza Sericea has been winter-killed worse this past winter than in
tCoy previous year that it has been grown. It appears again that all of the seedings in
the northern third of the state have been winter- killed completely. In the central
part of the state it appears that the old plants which are two years or more old were
winter killed almost entirely. Some of the new seedings of last year have come through
the winter in fair shape, although there has been considerable winter-killing even with
the new seedings. It appears from these experiments that certain strains of lespedeza
Sericea, especially the early ones, are more wintur-hardy than the strain which was
first introduced into the United States and which has been grown so widely over the
southern corn belt.
At the Alhambra experimental field both the old seeding ajid the last year's
seeding, including early strains, have been killed out completely. This is true also
at the West Salem experimental field. Reports from farmers who have grown lespedeza
I
Sericea throughout that general region also indicate that it has been vdnter-killed
in most cases. In one case, in Bond county, where the lespedeza was protected somewhat
by the addition of strawy manure, it has come through the winter. As more experimental
work with this perennial lespedeza is conducted, it appears that the region to which
it is adapted is more and more restricted to the southern end of the state. It has
given excellent yields of seed and hay from the Sericea plots at the Alhambra and
jjlizabethtown experimental fields.
i" Because of the high price of the seed, experimental work has no.t been extended
sufficiently to make it possible to conduct experiments with the crop for green manure,
pasture and hay. There is every indication, however, that the yields of forage and
seed will be encouraging. It is believed that new strains of lespedeza Sericea will
be developed which will be more winter-hardy and which will be earlier in maturity.
As time goes on the regions to which lespedeza Sericea is adapted will be extended
farther north. Like the others lespedeza Sericea is a poor-land, acid-soil crop. -
J. J. Pieper, Associate Chief, Crop production. College of Agriculttire, University of
.Illinois.
-M-
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Late Season Puts Farm Power Units To G-rueliniS; Test
A late season such as we are now having is a real test for many power units
farms. Thap farmers who have tractors are using them was evident when a count
made one week: disclosed that there were more than two-tMrds as many tractors being
operated in the field as there were horse outfits. On the "basis of the number of
tractors act•aa^y owned by farmers, there should have been three or four horse outfits
to each tractor operating.
Further evidence which indicates that the farmers in Champaign county are
iising their tractors is the increased quantity of fuel and oil they are purchasing
his spring. The lateness of the season has been a big factor in causing the farmer
to bring out the tractor, and many of them have been operating long hours. Consider-
able quantities of kerosene and fuel oil are being used at greatly reduced prices,
resulting in an act-ual cash outlay an acre of a rather small amount.
IThe iticrease in price of feedstuffs has been a factor in putting the tractor
sack to work* More important than this their use is due to the fact that the seed
bed mill be more quiclcLy prepared and the crop will be planted more nearly at the
right time. For an obvious reason, a little later in the season the percentage of
tractors seen in the field will be greatly reduced.
In comparing large and small power units in farming, the mistake often is
luade of assuming that the larger the unit the more efficient it is. This is not the
Case when the large unit is made up of a number of sm^aller units, such as a big team.
In other words, a four-horse team will mai<e available more than one-half as much
energy as a unit made up of two four -horse teams hitched together. The great disad-
vantage of the four-horse outfits is each team requires a man to drive it, making two
Den for the eight horses, while onlj^ one many is needed to operate them when they are
-ombined in one large unit.
With cheap labor, the argument in favor of using large teams is not as
-reat as in times of high labor costs. In other words, two men with two four-horse
outfits will do more work than one man using one eight-horse outfit. The chief
advantage of the big teams is that they save some labor, and when arranged in tandem,
revent side draft in plowing. The chief disadvantage is the loss of time in handling
md the fact they can not be used long hours each day during a rush period such as we
ire having this spring.
The old statement, "as long as a machine keeps riuining it should be left
ilone ," is not correct. The farmer who has been fore-handed and put his tractor in
rirst-class condition is now able to get his work done without serious delays and
Jreakdo^TOs. The statement might well be revised to say, "The man who knows nothing
ibout machinery should avoid tampering with it, but it will pay him to have someone
iilse who does Icnow give it a thorough inspection and complete overhauling at regular
'•ntervals."
--E. W. Lehm.-inn, head, department of agricultui^al engineering, College
>f Agriculture , University of Illinois.
-M-
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Good Grading And Packing Helps Strawberry Markets
The markets this year appear to be "draggy," and special attention to the
rading and packaging of strawberries will be essential even to partially successful
irketing.
1. Have each picker responsible for picking a certain area, such as a row,
ad check up to see that he is doing the job.
2. Pick berries by pinching the stems with thumb nail and forefinger—do
)t pull them off. Leave one-half inch stem attached, but avoid long stems.
3. Avoid bruising in picking; do not allow the picker to have more than
liro berries in his hand at one time. Have the berries placed gently in the qu^irts.
Ls means frequent moving of the tray to have the boxes close at hand.
h. Pick every berrj"- that is three-fourths red.
5- Keep picked berries in a cool place out of the sun.
6. Grade the berries before offering them for inspection or sale.
7. In f:rading, remove from the pack all over-ripe berries showing the dark
2d color, all button or knarly berries, all green berries not three-fourths colored,
^11 berries smaller than three-fourths of an inch in diameter, all bruised, rotten
i-burned, or dirty berries, and all berries that have injuries, such as bird pecks,
isect stings, and hail marks.
8. In placing the berries back into the quart box, pull sides out a bit
ad shake gently in order to allow the berries to settle into place. Do not bounce
lem up and down.
9. Fill the corners and have the box filled slightly above the top of the
irt. The boxes must be filled or they will arrive in the market slack and be dis-
Dunted. A few of the berries will necessarily be bruised, when the division board
put in, but these few bruised berries are better than the pack being slack. A
Lack pack allows the berries to bounce around, thus causing the berries in the center
the quart box to become bri;iscd. and begin to leak. Excessive bruising should., by
LI means, be avoided.
10. Three division boards should be put in the crate—one on top of each
3w. These should be put in with the throe cross braces dovm, thus allov/ing some
pace above the filled quarts for the berries at the top of the quart boxes.
11. Nail the lid on the crate with two nails, one in each end. Use egg
rate nails for this and avoid over-large boxing nails.
12. Deliver the berries to the loading shed as soon after picking as pos-
Lble and in as cool a condition as possible. This may best be done by hauling under
ivas. Shipments should be made the same day the berries are picked. Avoid bruis-
Iig in transit by bringing the crates in a vehicle having good springs. Strap the
rates do^vn to avoid bouncing and tal:e the bumps easy. A lot of good berries graded
^11, are ruined on the way to the loading shed by a careless driver. —E. S. March,
^rticulture extension specialist. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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.^1^. Hill Fertilization Hay Kelp Late-Planted Corn Crop
|ir Corn planting will be delayed considerably this spring in most sections of
"Ihe state. The indications are that even then it will be planted in cold, rather
wet soil. Observations and some experimental evidence point to the fact that corn
planted under these conditions often responds profitably to hill applications of fer-
*tilizing materials.
' During the past few years spring weather h-?.s been very favorable, and the
practice of hill-dropping materials has been so unprofitable in Illinois that most
fanners hsye entirely discr.rded the idea.
This season may be one in which favorable results can be obtained. If this
« true, it would seem advisable and of considerable practical value for those men
have hill-dropping equipment on hand to buy a few sacks of a standard fertilizer
h as 0-20-0, U-12-U or U-I6-U and try it on a small acreage. —A. L. L?jig, assis-
t chief, soil experiment fields. College of Jigriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Increasing Sweet Clover Acreage Proves Its Worth
Since I929 mineral fertilizers have been running a losing race with sweet
Lover in soil improvement value. It is significant that during the past few seasons
tie use of sweet clover has continued its steady increase, reaching nearly a million
acres in Illinois in 1932. Most of these acres are seeded primarily to add fertility
':o the soil. Sweet clover is very effective in doing this, even 'jhen used as a pas-
cure or seed crop.
The use of mineral fertilizers on Illinois farms continued to increase until
1929, but has decreased rapidly since then. The cash expense of factory-processed fer-
tilizer has forced it far behind in the race, making it impractical except where un-
usual soil or crop conditions prevail.
Inoculated sweet clover provides an efficient fertilizer factory on any farm
having sweet soil and a f?.ir supplj'' of the major mineral plant foods. There is no
better evidence of the economy of this leg^jme as a soil builder than the fact that
its acreage in Illinois has increased 20 per cent during the past four seasons, while
the use of mineral fertilizers has been reduced approximately 75 pcr cent. —L. B.
Miller, associate, soil experiment fields, College of Agriculture, University of Il-
linois.
I
-M-
Wh-itc C-rub Damage To Lawns May Be Easily Prevented
This year is a year of great abundance of white grubs throughout most of
Illinois. While serious damage will be done by these insects to growing crops in the
field, their attention is by no means limited to such crops. The white grubs also
"ill be a menace to all sorts of areas in sod, particularly to golf greens and parks.
Experimental work of the past five years has shown that lawns may be en-
tirely freed of grubs at a comparatively small cost by a simple method of treatment.
Arsenate of lead should be applied at the rate of 1 pound to every 200 square feet
3f lawn s^orface. It should be put on with a sifter or shaker in the dry or powdered
form, making the distribution as even as possible. After the application is made the
Uad should be thoroughly washed in with a stream of water from a hose. Care should
i»6 talcen to see th^t this is thoroughly done. This is all that is necessary. While
the grubs are not killed at once, experiments have shown that in three weeks to a
fXaith. they have practically all disappeared from the lawn.
Arsenate of lead is a poison and should be kept away from all irresponsible
!>ersons. —1:7. P. Flint, chief entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey and Illi-
|i©is Agricultural Experiment Station.
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L?.tG Season Turns Corn Growora To Bta.rlier Varieties
^
With planting delayed between two and three weeks in the important corn
producing sections of the state, the College of Agricultiire, University of Illinois
has comhed the state to locate several thousand bushels of seed of early, short-
season varieties, which are now about the only hope of growers in many sections, it
s announced by J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist.
The state's com crop has had an average annual value of more than 172
lllion dollars even under the low prices of the past four years, "out its worth and
ality is seriously threatened when the season is as backward as it is this year,
ackleman pointed out.
Plowing and seed bed preparation are now so far delayed on mginy farms that
nly by planting early varieties can farmers hope to have their grain mature before
rost catches it, he said.
Varieties that are more promising at the present time for use in the east
entral portion of the state, where the situation is worst, are early Ninety Day,
ilvermine, Western Plovman, Will County Favorite, Golden Kirjg, Golden Glow and other
ocal strains of like maturity, Eackleman reported.
A considerable quantity of seed of these varieties already has been located
d other stocks are being sought, he announced. Farmers interested in getting seed
ilose at home can get a list of available lots from the college or from their county
arm advisers, Hackleman said.
Delay of the planting season by wet weather is especially serious in the
ast central section of the state, Hackleman explained. This is the heaviest sur-
".us corn producing area of Illinois and the portion of the state which has the
east opportunity to utilize soft corn in case such a calamity should result from
B combination of late planting and early frosts, he said.
The advantage of early varieties for late planting lies in the superior
[tiality of the crop rather than in an increased yield, according to George H. Dungan,
sociate chief in crop production at the U. I. College of Agriculture. Both the
rcentage of moisture in the grain and the proportion of cob to ear are less for
arly varieties than for late varieties. This reduces the danger from spoilage in
torage and means a higher quality of grain for feeding and for the market, he
explained.
"Illinois' average yield of 43 bushels of corn an acre in 1932 was the
highest on record, but there is sure to be a reduced acre yield this year as a
result of late planting. Yields of full-season varieties were reduced from 25 to
30 per cent by planting in June in field tests conducted over a period of five
years by the agronomy department of the U. I. College of Agriculture. When medium-
early varieties were planted late, the reduction in yield an acre was only 17 per
cent. Early varieties have consistently shown a smaller reduction in yield than
late varieties as a result of late planting. However, eai'ly varieties did not
yield more than full-season varieties when planted late. The difference was the
result of the fact that short-season varieties when planted early did not yield as
high as full-season varieties planted early."
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mcmfokd, Director.
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Cities Like Chic ag o Helped Most By Business P.evival
A permanent increase in business activity will bring about the greatest
improvement ^.n consumer purchasing power in cities such as Pittsburgh and Chicago,
whose primary industries are engaged in the production of durable goods. These
durable goods consist of products such as metals, cement, locomotives and trans-
portation equipment. From the standpoint of farmers, an increase in purchasing
power in these cities is necessary to bring about an increase in demand, particularly
for products such as fresh milk, fruits and vegetables.
The major industry in Pittsburgh is the production of steal. Lack of
demand for steel in 1932 crippled industry in this city, and with the exception of
Detroit, resulted in greater unemployment than in any other large city in the country.
Pittsburgh fr.ctoiy payrolls in 1932 averaged only 25,9 per cent or about one- fourth
of what they were in 1925-1927. In April, 1933, payrolls in this city wore 20.2 per
cent of the base period. Although lower than the average for 1932, this represents
'. 21 per cent increase over those for January, the low month of this year.
Chicago factory payrolls in 1932 averaged 34.2 per cent, or slightly more
than one-third of what they were in 1925-1927. Even at this low point they v/ere 32
r cent higher than those for Pittsburgh in 1932. While the metals industries pre-
iminate in Chicago, nearly one- third of the total payrolls in this city come from
.6 food prod'ucts industries, such as the packing industry and bakeries, and from
printing and paper goods industries. Payrolls in these consumption goods
Lustries have been maintained at a relatively high level.
Chicago payrolls in April, 1933, were 26.4 per cent of the base period.
revival of industries in Chicago which produce rnaterials for building and other
construction purposes, will be valiiable in strengthening the demand for farm products
in this city.
Factory payrolls in Kilwaulcee in 1932 averaged 37 per cent of those in
1925-1927, in Baltimore, 41 per cent, in ITew York, 47 per cent, and in Philadelphia
payrolls were 52 per cent of those in the base period. On the average, April
factory payrolls in these cities were about 7 per cent higher than those for the low
nth in 1933,—R. W, Bartlett, Department of Agricultural Economics, College of
Ticulture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Seeding Of ^[e_ Will Protect Alfalfa Pastured Bz Hogs
Charles Meek, of Greene County, seems to have solved the problem of pro-
cting alfalfa pasture from injury by early pastioring with sovvs and pigs in the
ring. He sowed alfalfa in small grain last spring and then early in the fall
drilled in a seeding of rye. The rye started right aw^ and made a good start last
fall.
This spring the fields sown in this -iJay were used for early spring pigs,
leek had 182 sows averaging about seven pigs a litter. There were so many sows and
pigs that they ate the rye dovm rather closely. The rye made an earlier growth than
J
ihe alfalfa and this protected the alfalfa from injury. How the lye is about gone
and the alfalfa is making a good showing. This seems to bo a plan which other hog
raisers could follow to advantage.
In order to grow his own seed for continuing this system. Meek sowed a
small field of rye which has not been pastured and will be cut and threshed. He does
not want to have rye mature and scatter about the farm in general,—E. T. Eobbins,
livestock extension specialist. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
I
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Banding Apple Trees Eelps Reduce Codling Moth Damage
^r'
llbnd
al]
The banding of bearing apple trees with chemically treated bands will help
to reduce the damage done by the codling moth or apple worm. The bands should be
applied in the southern part of the state by June 1 and in the central and northern
t by June 15 to 20.
By means of the bands, the habit of the mature worm in seeking a place to
hide before it changes to a moth has been turned to advantage in killixig this apple
pest. A corrugated paper strip four inches wide, troatod with chemicals kills the
worms when they hide away in the band to pupate. One bpjid is usually placed around
the trunk of each apple tree.
Experiments have shown that 50 to 75 per cent of the worms will enter the
ids placed on trees scraped free of rough bark. Less than 2 per cent of the worms
entering these bands ever emerge as moths to produce another generation of worms.
However, bands are profitable only on trees that hs.ve been thoroughly scraped of all
l^oose bark. There is no use applying the treated bands to the trees in an orchard
ess the trees are thoroughly scraped to a height of about eight feet above the
'ound. Also, the ground under the trees should be kept as free as possible from
l trash, prunings, discarded sacks, baskets, crates and other litter.
Last year 1,500,000 worms were destroyed in one orchard at a cost of about
.ve cents a tree by the use of these bands. Catches in treated bands oftexi average
200 worms a band and go as high as 1,200 to 1,400 worms a band.
t Treated bands for this purpose are now on the market or may be quite easilyde by the grower at a very reasonable cost. Complete directions for preparing
such bands can be obtained by writing to the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.—M. D. Farrar, research entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey.
-M-
Wet Spring Makes Sweet Clover Root-Rot Disease Worse
Root rot is causing serious loss to sweet clover in a large part of the
southern half of the state this year. This disease has been observed in Illinois more
or less for the past seven years, occurring most severely in fields that have been
rather wet during the spring. It caused alarm in 1929, a year when the early part
of the season was nearly as wet as this one. In seasons not favorable for this root
rot, the damage has not been great, and the fanner has paid little attention to it.
Damage has been primarily in the soutliem half of the state during these
years, Kankakee county being the furthest north to report the disease. It is not yet
Known whether the disease may be expected to aove fartiier north or whether it is
limited by climatic, soil or other conditions.
There are indications that this sweet clover root rot is caused by a fui^-us.,
but this has not been yet established for certain.
Control consists in providing good draino.ge as far as this is possible, A
d^tiire outlook for more resistant varieties is promising. A breeding program for
toperior sweet clover varieties more resistant to root rot is now under way by the
Kent breedii:^ division of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
—
Jinjamin Koehler, crop pathologist. College of Agric\ilture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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Rains Malcin^ Root Rot Loss Heavier In Sweet Clover
Efforts which Illinois farmers have been making during the papt several
ears to better adjust their production through the growing of more sweet clover
ve been given a setback by the wet weather of this spring, according to Benjamin
oehler, crop pathologist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Aggravated by the wet weather, a disease known as root rot is causing
erious loss to sweet clover in a large part of the southern half of the state, he
eported. At the present time about all farmers can do to cope with the disease is
provide good drainage. However, the prospect is promising for the development
f varieties which are more resistant to the disease than those now grown. A re-
earch breeding program for superior sweet clover varieties more resistant to root
ot is now under way in the plant breeding division of the agricultural college.
Following out the college's program for better balanced production, farmers
f Illinois were growing more thaji 850,000 acres of sweet clover in 1932. It was not
msiny years ago that the crop was frowned upon as an obnoxious weed.
This grov/ing acreage of sweet clover has been more or less menaced by root
ot for the past seven years, the disease being most severe in fields that have been
ther wet during the spring. It caused alarm in 1929, when the early part of the
season was nearly as wet as this one. In seasons not favorable for the root rot,
the damage has not been great, and the farmer has paid little attention to it.
Damage has been primarily in the southern half of the state, Kankakee counly
Weeing the farthest north to report the trouble. It is not yet known whether the dis-
ease may be expected to move farther north or whether it is limited by climatic, soil
or other conditions. There are indications that the root rot is caused by a fungus,
Kat
this has not been established for certain.
Another discoviraging thing to sweet clover growers has been the difficulty
f harvesting the seed, whicli in many cases would be a highly profitable crop, ac-
cording to R. C. Hay, of the department of agricultural engineering. Farmers have
reported that clipping off the tops of the young second-year plants to a height of
eight to ten inches with a mower running high or with a binder helps to overcome these
jl'^fficulties. The clipping must us-aally be done by June 1 or there will be danger of
Tcilling the entire crop. This practice seems to give a shorter, more uniform growth
and a more even ripening of seed. This makes it possible to harvest a greater percent-
age of the seed crop with less difficulty in harvesting, whether with a binder, combine,
or beater.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Muuford, Director.
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Soybean G-rowers Warned Mainst Using Inferior Seed
Illinois' production of more than six million bushels of soybeans in 1932
represents nearly one-half of the total United States production. While the heavy
movement of commercial beans for export was in progress, farmers made no effort to
hold out seed beans because of lack of demand; hence, the high price of seed beans
may limit the 1933 acreage with a scarcity of seed beans farmers should guard against
planting old seed unless the seed was of high quality and has been stored under ex-
septionally good storage conditions. Repeated tests by the agronomy department have
shown that high quality one-year old seed may be used under certain conditions, but
Lt is always safer to use new seed of the previous crop when possible.
Weather conditions in many instances will prohibit frequent cultivation to
111 a crop or two of weeds on the ground before the soybeans are planted. The seed
3d should be well prepared and the rotary hoe should be used to prevent a crust from
Torming before the beans come through the soil. Sprouting weeds are easily killed
before they emerge from the soil; hence, the hoe should be used frequently until the
3ans are tall enough to shade the ground.
Soybeans vvhich were harvested as seed in 1932 produced an average yield of
bushels an acre. The results of tests at Urbana by the agronomy department show
fchat farmers of Illinois may expect a lower yield in 1933 as a result of late plant-
ings. Soybeans seeded between May 1 and May 20 yielded two bushels more an acre than
those seeded June 1; three bushels more than those seeded June 10, and five bushels
more than those seeded June 20. These are results of a six-year test at Urbana.— C. A.
Van Doren, Assistant in Crop Production, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-l'.-
Hill Fertilizers Worth Trying Out On Delayed Corn
So much of Illinois' 8|- million acres of com will be planted late this
ring that it may be profitable to use hill applications of fertilizers in order to
irotect the crop's value, which has averaged 172 million dollars during the past four
ears, according to A. L. Lang, assistant chief in soil experiment fields at the Col-
ege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
During the past few years spring weather has been so favorable and the
actice of hill-dropping fertilizers has been so unprofitable that most Illinois
'armers have entirely discarded the idea. This spring, however, corn not only will
le put in late but also the indications are that when it is planted it will be put
nto cold, wet soil, Lsing pointed out. This may therefore be a season in which hill-
opping will give favorable results.
"Farmers who have hill-dropping equipment on hand might well buy a few sacks
Of a standard fertilizer such as 0-20-0, 4-12-4 aJid 4-16-4 gind try it on a small
acreage. If the practice should prove profitable in a season like this, it would
enable the corn grower to plan a fertilizing program for his whole acreage whenever
seasons like this on© occurred in the future.
4 "Value of the state's corn during the period 1910 to 1931 ranged from a high
f more than 459 million dollars in 1917 to less than 102 million dollars in 1931, and
a delayed planting season is one hazard which contributes to this wide fluctuation.
Hill-dropping of fertilizers might be one way to overcome some of the costly risks in
late planting.
"
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Delayed Season May Produce ITon-Stop Tractor Records
The present non-stop record of 408 hours for continuous tractor operation
is held by California, but Illinois farmers will probably set some records of their
own in an effort to overcome the long delaj'' in their season's work, according to
E. G. Johnson, extension specialist in agricultural engineering at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. The possibility of operating tractors long
ho\irs will be used to the limit in the case of most of the 70,000 tractors in the
state, he believes.
The present record for continuous operation is held by a tractor run under
test by the agricultural engineering department, University of California. The
tractor ran for 408 hours without stopping, pulling a normal load in second gear 384
hours and 58 minutes. The remainder of the time, 23 hours and 2 minutes, was used
in servicing the tractor and in making adjustments.I "Most farmers will not attempt to operate their tractors anything like this
'^.ong without stopping. The test is mentioned, however, to show how reliable tractor
ower is when the motor is kept in good operating condition and given the necessary
(bare and attention.
H "Farmers who have taken the tine before this busy season to give their
_Jtractors a thorough inspection, making all necessai-y repairs and adjustments, will
^void delays owing to breakdowns, and the tractor will operate more efficiently.
"It also is wise to inspect the tractor regularly to see that valve clear-
ces, breaier points, rod bearings, spark plug gaps and other adjustments are prop-
rly nade and that all moving parts of the tractor have" been properly lubficated ac^
ording to directions in the instruction book. It is no credit to a tractor operaAor
'hen he says, 'I have run my tractor three years and never had a spark plug out.'
"During a rush season there is a natural tendency to run a tractor even
.hough there are peculiar noises that should be investigated. Often times tightening
nut or maicing an adjustment at the right time to eliminate these noises will save
.ours of delay and many dollars' repair expense. The present farm tractor is a high
rade, simplified and reliable machine which any person of ordinary intelligence can
earn to operate efficiently in a very short time if he will make the effort."
-M-
Tractor Efficiency Stepped Up During Fast Few Years
The efficiency of tractors that are being manufactured at the present time
IS been greatly improved over tractors that were manufactured a few years ago. As
a source of power for the farxner, t?iis greatly increased efficiency results in lower
sosts and improved operating conditions.
The increased efficiency in some instances has been as much as one-third,
itil a few years ago the dra^-'bar horsepower developed by most tractors was only one-
lalf as great as the horsepower developed at the belt. At present, the improved
tractor will develop at the drawbar as high as 80 percent of the belt horsepower
rating. ^Then tractors are compared with other power available, this feature of im-
proved tractor efficiency and economy is usually overlooked.—E. T/. Lehmann, head,
Department of Agricultural Engineering, College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois.
-M-
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Smaller Incomes Have Brouisjit "Heroic " Farm Economies
Heroic adjustments which fanners have made to meet conditions are reflected
in accounts kept by 1,500 Illinois fanners which show a gross cash income of $2,U35 a
farm in 1932, or 57 per cent less than the $5,701 average of I929, according to R. R.
:i jBidelson, of the department of agricultural economics, College of Agriculture, Uni-
If^ersity of Illinois.
This is in line with recently announced federal department of agriculture
figures which show that the gross income of Illinois agriculture in 1932 was
$2140,736,000 as ccmpared with $57U, 262,000 in 1929. This is a drop of more than 52
per cent.
To meet this reduced income, the average account-keeping farmer cut his
expenses for upkeep on improvements 7^^ per cent, or to 26 per cent of the 1929 figure,
the records show. Machinery e:^enses, including gas and oil, were reduced to 39 per
cent and hired labor to 50 per cent of the amount paid out in 1929. Other items such
as those for purchased feed, livestock and seedj were reduced in proportion. However,
the average cut in taxes was only about S per cent of the amount paid in 1929. The
records were not complete for interest payments, another itsn largely out of the con-
trol of the individual.
Even after he had made all the cuts in his operating expenses, the average
accounting farmer had his net cash income reduced from $2,^21 in 1929 to $932 in 1932.
This wa§ all that was available from the farm business to meet interest and debt pay-
jinents and the family living expenses. The 1930 census indicates that Ul pe r cent of
ifthe owned farms in Illinois axe mortgaged and that the average mortgaged farm of I60
acres had to meet interest and other debt charges of $^59.
"in addition," Hudolson pointed out, "there are other forms of debt owed by
many farmers, including notes to banks and implement companies. It should be noted,
too, that nearly half the farms in Illinois are rented and that this net cash inccme
of $932 for 1932 had to be divided between the landlord and tenant. Finally, it should
te remembered that these figures are for farmers who are progressive and business-like
enough to keep eiccounts and have them analyzed. Many studies have shown that these
farmers are more successful than the average of all fanners and that they farm larger
^ifSttai. average farms,"
-M~
Better Farm Buildings Are Another Ad.justment Problem
Buildings on Illinois farms were valued at almost 781 million dollars in
the last census, but there is much to be done toward improving them as conditions
right themselves, according to W. A. Foster, of the department of agricultural
engineering, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In order that these im-
.provanents may be made as economical and as modern as possible, the department has de-
jVeloped a blue-print plan service in which there already are hundreds of plans for
jfam homes, bams, sheds, storage bins and other farm structures. At the present time
four out of five farm homes in the state are without running water, eight out of nine
fare without water piped to a bathroom and five out of six are still using the kerosene
lamp,
Printed in furtherance o£ the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Revival Of Horse Rai3in,E; Is Seen As promisiriig: Trend
Signs of a horse raising revival in Illinois recall the fact that in 191O
fanners of the state were taking in more than five million dollars annually from the
ale of surplus horses and mules, it is pointed out by E. T. Bobbins, livestock ex-
tension specialist. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
How far the revival will go remains to be seen, but Bobbins believes that
the use and production of horses and mules will take land out of surplus prodaction,
reduce expenditures, add to the state's taxable wealth and help increase the price of
fann commodities.
Fast declines in horse raising are making it necessary for Illinois farmers
|| « buy work horses and mules this spring, Robbins said. Many of these animals are
lid, inferior or small culls shipped in from western states, Dlfhat is more encouraging,
however, is the fact that a larger number of Illinois famers have bought good, young
stallions this spring direct from breeders, who report a renewed interest in horse
raising. Many of these stallions already were broken to harness and are doing their
share of field work,
"In 1910 when Illinois farmers took in more than five million dollars from
^fthe sale of about 50»000 surplus horses and mules, they were doing a good job of
"farming with about 73 million dollars invested in farm machinery. Farm mortgage debt
was only II5 million dollars. By 193^ they were jaylng out money for horses and mules,
had more than I6O million dollars invested in fann implonents and machinery and had a
mortgage debt of 199 million dollars on owner-operated farms. Many students of the
industry believe that part of this increase in debt is the result of failure of Illinois
farmers to maintain their horse stocks."
The present revival of horse raising is partly the result of work which the
extension service of the agricultural college has been doing during the past ten years
in encouraging farmers to make better use of their horses and mules. Among other
things Robbins has held big-team demonstrations in SU counties of the state.
General-Purpose Tractors In *^ Had Expenses Of $257
« General-purpose tractors, which Illinois farmers will use to the limit in
-.iWtempting to catch up on their delayed work, had an average expense of $257 a tractor
In 1932 on central Illinois farms, according to figures compiled by P. E, Johnston, of
the agricultural economics department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
.rhis figure compared with $286 a tractor in 1931,
fitv. These tractors were used an average of Us6 hours in 1932 with a cost of 52.
S
Jents an hour as compared with 51*^ hours in 1931 at a cost of 55.6 cents an hour.
Phase famers spent, on the average, $S7 for fuel and $20 for oil in 1932 as compared
fith $9U for fuel and $32 for oil in 193I. The average repair bill was $lU in 1932
jnd $20 in 1931. Depreciation and interest on investment were major expense items
!!^ch were about the same for both years.
I The general-purpose tractors included in the study for both 193I and 1932
jlowed, on the average, 7.S acres in 10 hours, pulling lU-inch gangs. With 7-foot
' Sandem discs they covered 23 acres in a 10-hour day, with two-row rotary hoes, 32
icres, and with two-row cultivators, 22 acres.
General-purpose tractors which could be used for cultivation were used only
9 hours less in 1932 than in 1931. On the other hand, cost records indicate that
worses were used about 100 hours more in 1932 and standard tractors 100 hours less
^sn in 1931.
-M-
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Mowin,^ Pasture Weed3 Protects Feed And Production
Pasture grass is almost invariably greatly reduced in its growth "by lack of
'TOisture during midsummer. This means that anything which adds to the reduction of
the soil moisture decidedly decreases the yield of the pasture at that critical time
ilkf the year.
"~ In July and August weeds use up and thus waste a large amount of soil
moisture in the pastures on many faims just at a time when every hit of moisture and
every bit of feed is so badly needed. This lack of feed causes a great loss by re-
ducing the flow of milk from dairy cows and checking the growth in young animals.
Many farmers try to prevent this loss frcm lack of pasture by going to the expense of
giving extra feed in the bam or on the pasture, which causes an added expense in both
*oney and labor, thus reducing the profit.
*B This loss from lack of feed can be partiedly prevented by mowing the weeds.
In addition to robbing the pasture of moisture, weeds spoil the stand of grass, caus-
ing the turf to become thin and allowing still more weeds to come into the pasture each
succeeding year.
dB Because of short pasture cows are often greatly underfed and are sometimes
•'Tompelled to eat a poisonous weed such as snake root, which occasionally causes great
loss. Although not actually poisonous to the cows themselves, many other weeds will
taint the milk, causing it to be off-flavored and much less desirable for human food.
To help prevent this loss of both milk and growth, pasture should be mowed
as often as needed to keep the weeds down and prevent them from going to seed. The
I
time of year the mowing should be done and the number of mowings required will depend
: entirely upon the number, size and kind of the weeds. This varies greatly in different
pastures. The number of mowings necessary a year should become less as the weeds be-
come fewer and the turf becomes thicker. If good pastures are carefully mowed for one
or two years, sometimes all that is necessary after that is a little hand cutting in
connection with proper pasturing to keep the weeds down and the pasture in a clean,
firm, highly-productive condition.
Mowing weeds in pastures does not take much time and where the weeds are bad
it will add greatly to the feed that the stock can harvest themselves with no addi-
tional labor and just at the time of year when it is most needed. In addition to this
money value the improvement in the appearance of the farm from a fine, clean pasture
adds greatly to the interest in good faming and pride in the farm home.'—^W. J. Fraser,
Department of Dairy Husbandry, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Forestry Probl em Being Attacked Through U-H Clubs
The original forest area of Illinois of more than I6 million acres has been
depleted that at the present time the state has a forest area of only a little more
than 3 million acres, most of which is in farm woods. There are more than three millioji
acres of cleared land in Illinois that would prodice more if planted to timber than it
will in any other crop. The extension service of the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois is now sponsoring a U-H forestry project designed to teach farm boys
and girls how to recognize and appreciate different trees, how to handle existing wood-
d ani how to participate in reforesting areas unsuited to other agricultural uses.
-M-
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Farm Tracks Ran 3.2bg Miles At Cost Of $196 In '32
Farm motor trucks, of which there were UO,371 on Illinois farms in the last
insus, had operating costs at the average rate of $192 in I93I and $196 in 1932 for
,e ton and the ton and a half sizes, according to records collected by the department
' agrictdtural economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
These trucks were driven an average of 2,S13 miles in I93I and 3,268 miles
1932, making the mile cost for the two years 6.8 cents and 6 cents, respectively,
cording to p. E. Johnston, a manber of the department.
A gallon of gas ran the trucks 11.1 miles in I93I and 11.3 miles in 1932'^
average gas bill was $36 in I931 and $Ul in 1932, while the oil bill was almost
each year. Depreciation was calculated to be $60 a track in 193I and $68 in 1932,
while interest on investment was $19 a truck for each year. The average license cost
was $6 a truck less in 1932 than in 1931.
The average load hauled was 2,800 pounds in both years, but since most of
,
the trucks ha-uled a load only one way, the average weight of load was reduced to 1,^25
ipeunds. This gave the trucks an average of about 2,100 ton miles for the year, or a
cost of about 9 cents a ton mile.
Hauling of livestock and livestock products accounted for 33 P®^ cent of the
tetal miles driven in 1931 » while hauling of crops and feed accounted for 28 per cent,
I
the remaining 39 per cent being accounted for in hauling of miscellaneous materials,
largely chores on the home farm.
Home farm hauling was considerably more important than custom and exchange
hauling combined. Work for the home farm accounted for 68 per cent of the total miles
driven, as compared with 23 per cent for custom ha.uling and 9 per cent for exchange
work.
Development of grain elevators along the Illinois river, which will provide
cheap transportation to coast and foreign markets, will increase the importance of
trucks in the field of grain transportation for central Illinois, in Johnston's
nion.
-M-
Dairy Breeds Do Not. Differ In Digestibility Of Milk
For many years breed partisans have assumed that the milk of one dairy breed
was more digestible than that of another. The correctness of this assumption, so far
as it pertains to completeness of digestibility, may be seriously questioned as the
result of experiments conducted by the department of dairy husbandry. College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Laboratory experiments were conducted to compare the
milks of the five leading dairy breeds—Ayrshire, Brown Swiss, Guernsey, Holstein,
and Jersey—^with respect to completeness of digestibility. No significant differences
in the digestibility of the milks of the five breeds were found. This was an important
finding in itself, but the most striking fact brought out in the trials was that milk
is almost completely digestible.—W. B. Nevens, Department of Dairy Husbandry, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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Erosion Control project Touches 2,650 Square Miles
Ten approved Illinois areas in which soil erosion control work is just now
ng launched under provisions of the government's emergency conservation act in-
clude 2,650 square miles, or 1,696,000 acres, about one-fourth of the seriously
• eroded land in the state, according to figures prepared by the soil survey division
.of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The ten areas, including parts or all of the counties designated, are as
tllows:
1.—JoDaviess; 2.—Stephenson, Carroll, Whiteside and Ogle; 3.—Knox,
oria, Stark and Paiton; U.—Palton and McDonough; 5.—Brown, Pike and Schuyler;
,6.—Pike; J, -Jersey, Madison and Macoupin; 8.—Randolph and Monroe; 9.—Perry,
[Washington and Jackson; 10.—Williamson, Saline, Hamilton and Franklin.
Sites for the civilian conservation corps camps to be established in the
areas will be selected immediately and public meetings held to explain details of the
I
plan to interested land owners. Such meetings will be held in four of the areas with-
in the next week. The se are the SalinG-Franklin-Hamilton-Williamson area, the
Handolph-Monroe area, the JoDaviess area and the Carroll-Stephenson-Whiteside-Ogle
jarea. At these meetings cooperative agreements will be drawn up between the govern-
Joent and land owners desiring to participate in the work.
i The purpose of the project is to provide useful occupation for unemployed
citizens of Illinois in the construction and carrying on of works to check run-off
water and reduce the carrying of silt into the Mississippi, Illinois and Ohio rivers
and their tributaries, thereby aiding in flood control and land conservation. Dis-
tinct public benefits are expected to accrue from the work, inasmuch as soil con-
servation and flood control start with the control of soil erosion and drainage on
the individual farm, it was pointed out by officials of the project.
Types of work proposed include the building of brush, log, earth or rock
dams and the construction of ponds, reservoirs and diversion ditches. Where possible
jthe construction work will be supplemented by the planting of trees or other vegeta-^''
tion.
There will be approximately 200 men in the civilian conservation corp camp
that will be set up in each of the areas. These workers will be supervised by array
officers and directed by a staff of technically trained men.
Administration of the erosion control and reforestation phases of the
emergency conservation act in this state is under the Illinois State Department of
Conservation with the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Illinois
Uatural History Survey, water survey and geological survey acting in an advisory
, capacity. The agricultural college and the U. S. Department of Agriculture, cooperat-
I ing, also will give special instruction to the technical staffs of the camps.
Soil erosion control to be carried on as an emergency conservation project
; under direction of the Illinois State Department of Conservation comes as a supplement
I to the work which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has been carrying
I
on for years to cope with erosion, which has become the greatest single drain on soil
fertility.
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Preventing Off-navors Will Protect Quality Of Milk
The proper control of the flavor of milk is recognized as one of the most
iportant problems confronting the dairy fanner. In many cases milk that might grade
gh bacteriologically will grade low from a flavor standpoint. It becomes necessary,
erefore, that the dairy fanner be skilled in the detection and prevention of off-
avors, especially those caused by feeds and weeds.
Feed and weed flavors are imparted to milk mi.inly through the blood of the
low. The tainted air of the bam may give some flavor and odor to the milk, but
rdinarily this mode of transfer of flavor is relatively onimportant.
Feed and weed flavors are usually caused by the more succulent and highly
avored feeds and weeds. Such flavors can be largely prevented by following proper
lethods of feeding. In most cases feed flavors are imparted to the milk for only a
ew hours after feeding. For this reason cows should be given highly flavored feeds
everal hours before or, preferably, just after milking. Most of the feed and weed
flavors disappear from the blood in about three hours, but some remain longer.
Silage—Throughout this region the silage flavor is the most common feed
' flavor encountered during the winter. Legume silage has more effect than corn
silage. This flavor may be prevented by feeding after milking,
*-•• G^reen feeds (corn, cowpeas. alfalfa, rye )—These feeds will produce abnormal
flavors and odors in milk if fed shortly before milking, but they have no effect if
fed after milking.
Sweet Clover—Sweet clover may cause bitter flavors in milk. This is
'thought to be the result of a digestive disturbance that sometimes occurs in cows when
they are turned on pasture, especially in the sptlng. This disturbance may occur when
the cows are on any kind of pasture, however.
Soybeans and soybean hay—Soybeans apparently have no effect on the flavor
of milk.
Vegetables (cabbage, turnips, iiotatoes etc.)—Vegetables such as cabbage,
turnips and potatoes are conmon sources of undesirable flavors in milk. They should
be fed just after milking.
Weed3~-In early spring and late summer weeds are common sources of unde-
sirable flavors. Hagweeds, wild onions and garlic are perhaps the most troublesome
in Illinois^ When grass is plentiful and of good quality, cows will not eat weeds,
When the pastures are short, supplementary feeds such as silage or hay should be
used. The quality of the pasture should also be improved by frequent mowing.—^R. J.
Ramsey, Department of Dairy Husbandry, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Use Of Pneumatic Tires Speeds Up Farm Tractor Work
The 8^year-old tractor used by the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois in experimental work has been given a new lease on life by being equipped
with large, low-pressure tires. It has been speeded up in plowing at least one-third
by means of these tires, according to the cooperator who operates the tractor.
Formerly it took twenty minutes to make a round in plowing. It now travels
the same distance in fifteen minutes, making four rounds an hour instead of three as
formerly. This increased speed means that there is a reduced acre cost of practically
one-third. It should be kept in mind that low-pressure tires for use on tractors are
still a new venture in mechanical power applications on farms, and there are many
conditions under which they have not been thoroughly tested.
The ground must be in proper condition to utilize such equipment without
undue slippage. The additional cost, however, for equipping a tractor with this type
of wheel in comparison with the old type, is surprisingly low,—^E. W. Lehmann,
Department of Agricultural Engineering, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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1952 Corn Costs 28 Cents A Bushel In Chanpaign-Piatt
Costs of produciig corn averaged 26 cents a bushel in 1932 on a group of
Champaign and Piatt county farms whose operators cooperated with the department of
agriculttiral economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in keeping
cost records. The corn was raised on land valued at an average of $136 an acre and
yielding 57^ hushels. This cost of 28 cents a "bushel in 1932 compares with 43 cents
in 1931 and 60 cents in 1930.
In 1930 the average yield of corn was only 39^ hushels an acre on the farms
keeping records in the same county. At the "beginning of the 1932 crop year the
operators of these farms decided to reduce the value of their corn land $40 an acre,
"bringing the average down to $136. This resulted in a reduced land charge or rental
of $2 an acre. This in turn had the effect of reducing costs of producing corn "by
three to four cents a bushel over what it would have been the previous year with
similar yields.
While the variation in costs from farm to farm was not as great as it had
been daring the previous years, it varied from 25 cents on the farm with the low
costs to 36 cents a "bushel on the farm with the high costs. The yields were quite
uniform last year, and the total cost of production an acre did not vary as much as
it would have varied had the cost of the things going into making a corn crop been
at a higher level than they were last year.
A yield of 57-| bushels an acre coupled with a long open spring and fall,
making it possible for most of these farmers to get their work done without hiring
additional help, were the principeil factors in pulling down both the acre and the
"bushel costs in 1932.—R. H. Wilcox, Department of Agricultural Economics, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
vf. -M-
Dixon "Vocational Judges Capture State Championship
Outscoring 1,742 other contestants from 184 other high schools, a group of
12 boys from the Dixon high school took the all-around championship in the fourteenth
ajinual state judging contest for vocational agricultural students, held June 16 and
17 at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Dixon took third in fat
stock judging, fourth in grain judging and sixth in dairy judging to win the all-
around championship with a total score of 3,953 points over the Bement and Olney
squads, which tied for second place with a score of 3,667. John N. Weiss, teacher
of vocational agriculture, was coach of the Dixon squad.
First place teams in the different divisions of the contest were Gibson
City, fat stock; Lovington, dairy; Tower Hill, poultry; Atwood, grain; and Washburn,
com.
Highest scoring individuals in these different divisions were Fred Benson,
Dixon, fat stock; L. Filson, Sullivan, dairy; Mack Little, Moweaqua, poultry; Ivan
Caskey, Paris, grain; and Jacob Jecklin, Polo, corn.
A new record was set for fhe contest this year when a total of 1,754 boys
representing 185 high schools competed. This was 114 more contestants and 19 more
high schools than were entered in the 1932 contest.
-M-
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Cash Cost s Avera<°;e $1 , 764 A Farm In Champaign-Piat
t
One of the major problems that farmers are having to face at the present
me is that of cutting their cash costs. A group of 20 Champaign and Piatt county
ers, keeping detailed cost account records in 1932, found that their cash costs
eraged $1,764 a farm, or $5.75 an acre.
The $1,764 in cash spent in operating these farms for a year was distributed
>s follows: taxes, $549, or 31 percent; maciiincry and equipment, $361, or 20 percent;
ivestock expense, $351, or 20 percent (of which $216 was for the purchase of fooler
attle, sheep or hogs); hired labor, $304, or 17 percent; crop expense, $83, or 5
rcent; grain, feed and seed, $80, or 5 percent; buildings and improvements, $^
;
.d horses, $12.
Excludii^ the cost of purchasing feeder cattle, sheep or hogs and the cost
f taxes, the combined items of hired labor, horse expense, machinery and equipment
accounted for 68 percent of the cash expenses on these 20 farms. A wide range in
the cash costs of man labor, horse expense, machinery and equipment exists from f arm
to farm when these items are considered individually. This variation is materially
reduced when these items are considered together, as they must be, in showing the
cost of the "power unit" on the farm. The 20 farmers had an average cash cost of
$677, or $2.21 an acre, for the combined items while on the individual farms, the
cost varied from $.49 to $3.89 an acre. This variation in cash cost is due to kind
of power used, amount of labor it is necessary to hire and the extent to which equip-
ment and buildings are being maintained and repaired.
Direct cash costs on these 20 farms averaged 62 percent of the total farm
,^xpense. Thus, while the cash outlay averaged $5.76 an acre, when the value of
wperator and family labor, depreciation and the other non-cash costs were added to
.he cash costs, the total expense an acre was $9.32.
Some methods by which the cash farm costs might be reduced include properly
adjusting the size and kind of power machinery and equipment to the size of farm and
to the type of farming carried on; maintaining a somewhat diversified system of
farming so that man labor may be used efficiently throughout the year; keeping
productive livestock that will utilize available family labor; producing one's own
feeder livestock; producing work stock on the farm; growing feed crops that will make
a balanced ration for the livestock; growing clover and other seeds on the farm; and
last, insofar as possible, b-adgeting the farm expenses in advance of their occurrence.
|B While cash costs are now being greatly reduced on many farms, it is likely
^hat some of this reduction will mean larger cash outlays in a few years. These 20
farmers spent only $23.70 a farm for buildings, improvements and fencing during
1932. This would indicate that they are not making necessary replacements to com-
pensate for wear and depreciation.
It is not low costs alone but low costs in relation to income that makes
for profitable farming. One should combine the different factors of production in
j^iat proportion which will return the highest average net income. That organization\^ the farm business which will give an individual farmer the highest net returns
when prices are favorable is also likely to te the most profitable organization when
prices are unfavorable.—Elm-er Sauer, Department of igri cultural Economics, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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Checking Com'blne Before Harvest Begins Saves Losses
Illinois combine owners can save themselves hours of valuable time, much
.bor and money by going over their machines before the approaching small grain
arvest begins. First, all broken and badly worn parts should be removed for repair
or listed for replacing. Then with the new parts on hand they can be put on when
the first rainy day cones. Parts so badly worn that they will likely break during
the season should be included in this work.
The chains, both roller and steel, commonly used on combines should be
removed and cleaned in kerosene or distillate, thus removing dirt and grit that cause
rapid wear, and then lubricated thoroughly with a heavy oil. An old paint brush is
good for cleaning chains and for applying lubricant to them. Sprockets should be
aligned and badly worn ones replaced, as they wear chains rapidly. Chains should be
allowed a little slack, as excessively tight chains wear rapidly and put unnecessary
strain on bearings. Elevator chains should be given the same care and while they
are removed, broken and bent drags may be replaced or repaired. This is also a good
time to clean out the bottoms of the elevators.
Snap clutches should be pried apart with a cold chisel to insure against
their sticking from rust and causing unnecessary breakage. A small amount of lubri-
cant between the sleeve and sprocket will prevent rusting and insure a free working
clutch.
Concaves and cylinders should be gone over, teeth tightened and bent teeth
Straightened. If any cylinder teeth are broken, they must be replaced to balance
the cylinder, goid if the teeth are worn, it is best to replace a second tooth
opposite each broken one for proper balance. Special wrenches for replacing end
tightening teeth save time. With the concaves in place the teeth should be centered
so that there is the same clearance on each side of a tooth as it passes through the
opposite teeth. Centering is done by means of set screws at the sides of the con-
caves. If the cylinder has more than l/32 of an inch end play, the cylinder bearings
require attention.
Proper cylinder speed i*s important for good threshing and should be checked
frequently. Every combine owner should have some kind of a speed coujiter for this
purpose. The proper cylinder speed may be obtained by adjusting the governor on the
combine motor.
Instructions should be followed strictly in caring for air cleaners and oil
filters on combine motors. A good grade of motor oil should be used, watched and
changed according to directions. The cooling system should be thoroughly flushed
out at the beginning of each season. With these points in mind and the ignition and
fuel systan given proper attention, little trouble need be expected.
The draper or canvas should also be inspected. Rivets, new slats for
broken ones and patches may prevent trouble later. A little Neat's foot oil or
harness oil on the leather straps will soften and prolong their lives. Broken sec-
tions in the sickle and bent guards will also require care.
After this work, all loose nuts should be found and tightened, all bearings
thoroughly greased and all parts, wrenches, hammers etc. removed from the machine
before starting up.—Ealph C. Hay, Department of Agricultural Engineering, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois,
-M-
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Shrinkage Is Lot In Big Carryover Of Illinois Com
Illinois fanners on June 1 had what was perhaps the largest carryover of
rn on their farms that they have ever had, hut they stand to lose a smaller percent-
;e of it by shrinkage than at any time during the past seven years, according to
'eorge H. Dungan, associate chief in crop production. College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois.
Com cribbed on December 9 in shrinkage experiments conducted by the college
had lost only 3»87 per cent in weight up to June 3» he reported. In contrast the aver-
age percentage shrinkage of seven com crops up to June l.of the following svimmer was
12.24 per cent.
The estimated record carryover of l60 million bushels of corn now on farms
of the state will continue to lose weight up to the last of July or the first of
August, after which time it will gradually increase in weight, according to Dungan.
The maxirai:im average shrinkage in tests with seven corn crops occurred at the end of
July and was 13. 63 per cent. The average shrinkage of this same corn by the end of the
next February was 10. lU per cento In other words the corn gained approximately 3.5 per
cent in weight from the end of July up to the end of the following February.
The reason for the low percentage of shrinkage in the 193^ crop is the fact
that the grain was unusually dry when it went into the crib last fall. It not only was
well matured, but also much of it was husked late in the season, giving it an oppor-
tunity to dry out on the stalk. The 1932 corn that lost 3,37 per cent in the shrink-
age experiment contained IS, 6 per cent moisture when stored.
Corn of the 193^ crop lost 5.86 per cent of its weight by June 1 of the fol-
lowing year. It contained 19.9 per cent water when stored. On the other hand com of
the 1926 crop lost l'+.73 per cent of its weight by J\ine 1 of the following summer. The
ears contained 29,6 per cent water when stored.
tUo Danger Of Locusts Having Poisoned Blackberries
There is no scientific foundation for the truth of numerous stories which
ve been circulated this year concerning poisoned blackberries in sections of the
state where the 13-year strain of the 17-yeaJ locust has been abundant, M. D, Farrar,
research entomologist of the Illinois Natural History Survey, has reported to the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Such stories infer that the locusts
have stung the blackberry fruits, causing them to be deadly poisonous as human food.
"The locust does not harm blackberries nor any other fruit so far as the
food purposes of the fruit is ccncerred. The adult insects feed but little and spend
the greater part of their short adult life laying their eggs in the smaller branches
of certain woodland trees. Quito often considerable damage is done to young orchards
located near infested woodlands by the egg punctures of the female locust.
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Checking Combine Me^ Save Costly Harvesting Losses
Prospects are poor for small grain crops in Illinois this season, but one
ng fanners can do to save themselves the loss of valtiable time, labor and money is
go over their combines and other reaping machinery before harvest begins, accord-
ing to R. C. Hay, of the department of agricultural engineering, College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois,
The condition of the state's estimated winter wheat crop of 23,664,000
bushels was about average on June 1, but the condition of oats was the poorest on
record. Spring wheat and barley, both of which were sown late, were below average.
Rye prospects were about average,
"Firat, all broken and badly worn parts on combines and other reaping ma-
chinery should be renoved for repair or listed for replacing. Then with the new parts
on hand they can be put on when the first rainy day comes. Parts so badly worn that
they will likely break during the season should be included in this checkup.
"The chains, both roller and steels commonly used on combines should be re-
moved and cleaned in kerosene or distillate, thus removing dirt and grit that cause
rapid wear, and should then be lubricated thoroughly with a heavy oil. An old paint
brush is good for cleaning chains and for applying lubricant to them. Sprockets should
be aligned and badly worn ones replaced, as they wear chains rapidly. Chains should be
allowed a little slack, as excessively tight ones wear rapidly and put unnecessary
strain on bearings. Elevator chains should be given the same care. While the chains
are off, any broken or bent drags may be replaced or repaired. This also is a good
time to clean out the bottoms of the elevators,
"Snap clutches should be pried apaxt with a cold chisel to insure against
sticking from rust and causing unnecessary breakage. A small amoujit of lubricant be-
tween the sleeve and sprocket will prevent rusting and insure a free working clutch.
"Concaves and cylinders shoTild bo gone over, teeth tightened and bent teeth
straightened. If any cylinder teeth are broken, they must be replaced to balance the
cylinder, and if the teeth are worn it is best to replace a second tooth opposite each
broken one for proper balance. Special wrenches for replacing and tightening teeth
save time. With the concaves in place, the teeth should be centered so that there is
the same clearance on each side of a tooth as it passes throxigh the opposite teeth.
Centering is done by means of set screws at the sides of the concaves. If the
cylinder has more than I/32 of an inch ond play, the cyliner bearings require attention,
"Proper cylinder speed is important for good threshing and should be checked
frequently. The draper, or canvas, of the combine also should be inspected. Rivets,
new slats for broken ones and patches may prevent trouble later. A little Neat's foot
oil or harness oil on the leather straps will soften and prolong their lives. Broken
sections in the sickle and bent guards also should be repaired,"
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Some Thinning Of Peaches May Pay Illinois G-rowers
Peach prospects are somewhat below average for Illinois as a whole, hut in
the northern part of the district the set is so heavy in many of the better orchards
that thinning will he necessary if growers are- to market the highest quality fruit,
according to M. J. Dorsey, chief in pomology at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
Illinois' peach crop has an average farm value of more than two million
dollars, and proper thinning to balance production and get higher qiiality is one way
for growers to protect what they have at stake in the crop, Dr. Dorsey pointed out.
This year, especially, growers are out to make the most of their possibilities because
they have not had a full crop since 1931 when the yield of U, 300,000 bushels had a
farm value of $2,150,000. Last year there was only 5 per cent of a crop.
This year it may be safer to delay thinning somewhat later than is usually
advocated, according to Dr, Dorsey. This is mentioned, he said, because the present
season is something like the one of 1927 when the ground was Tinusually wet throughout
the early part of the growing season. That year, as many growers remember, there was
a late drop of apparently normal peaches. There are some indications that this might
occur again this year where the soil is wet and the drainage poor,
"Of course, the characteristic June drop of smaller poaches is over for the
most past, so that it wo\ild seem reasonably safe to do the thinning between now and
the end of the month. Where there is evidence, however, of a drop of the larger, ap-
parently normal finiit, it would be best this year to delay any thinning until that is
over,
"Quality of the fruit can be improved by judicious pruning without cutting
the total yield. This is shown by figures on the ntmiber of peaches of the different
sizes that it takes to make a bushel. When peaches are at the June drop stage of
growth and have a suture diameter of ,91 inches, it takes 3»700 of them to make a
50-pound bushel. When the fruit is hard ripe it takes 96O peaches of 1»U inches
suture diameter to make a bushel, 5OO of 1 3/U inches diameter, 3OO of 1 3/^ to 2
inches diameter, 2^40 of 2 to 2 l/U inches, 210 of 2 l/U to 2 I/2 inches, I50 of 2 I/2
to 2 3/U inches and only 100 of 2 3/U to 3 inches diameter."
-M-
Fewer Cows Return More If They Are Better Yi elders
How progressive Illinois dairymen are getting larger returns from fewer and
better cows and at the same time putting less milk on the market through following
recommended herd practices is shown in the case of the Ogle County Dairy Herd Improve-
ment Association which recently completed another years' work, it is reported by
J. G. Cash, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. An average cow in the two highest producing herds of the association re-
turned as much above feed cost as three average cows in the four lowest producing
herds. There were 19 cows in the two best herds and 56 cows in the four lowest pro-
ducing herds. The average production a cow was UU6.6 po"unds of butterfat and the total
return above feed cost was $959*57 in the two highest producing herds. The lowest pro-
ducing herds had an average production of 222,7 pounds of butterfat a cow and a total
return above feed cost of $96^.58.
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Farmers ' Markets May le. Improved By Wage Increases
Heartened ty the recent sensational rise in prices of grain, farmers now
have the additional prospect that markets for their other produjcts, as well as mar-
kets for other consiimers' goods, will be bolstered if present efforts to restore wage
scales to higher levels are successfiil v;ithout reducing employment, according to
L. J. Norton, of the department of agricultural economics. College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
If wage scales can be restored to hif^her levels, this would tend to in-
crease the ability of employed workers to buy goods and this would further increase
employment in other lines, he explained. Interests of farmers are not served by
excessively high wages, but they are served by having as many people as possible
employed at reasonable wage scales, he added.
As it is now, prices of foodstuffs which the farmer has to sell have lagged
behind the recent sensational rise in r)rices of grains, and one reason for this is be-
cause consumer income, as measured by workers' incomes, ha.s not risen as raioidly as
factory production has expanded.
"The recent rise in prices of Illinois farm products has been most evident
in 'orices of grain, the production of which is being reduced by one of the most un-
favorable seasons in our history. Even before the rise, grains had been stronger
than livestock and animal products. Between February and May wholesale prices of
grains rose 6I per cent and wholesale prices of livestock and poultry only I7 per
cent. In June grain has been stron^r, and livestock, especially hogs, weak.
"Production of manufactured goods increased from 59 ^Per cent of I923-I925
in March to 80 per cent fti May, an increase of about one~third, reflecting increased
buying stimulated by the turn in the business tide. An index of payrolls, however,
increased only from 37 per cent of I923-I925 in March to k2 per cent in May, an in-
crease of slightly less than one-sixth. This lag in payrolls has held down prices of
food and other cons^jmers' goods.
"In May, 1933 » ^he labor cost per unit of output in factories was apparently
only 53 per cent of the I923-I925 cost, reflecting wage reduction and increases in ef-
ficiency. There has been a striking reduction in this ratio in recent months. For
example for the year I932 ps a whole, the labor cost per unit of output was 70 per
cent of I923-I925 compared with 53 per cent in May. This probably reflects some wage
cutting and the increase in output per man which apparently occurs whenever total
production rises from very low levels."
Soil Conservation Program Is Advanced Another Steu
Work which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is doing to
I conserve soils of the state has been advanced another step with the publication of
the Ford county soil report, fifty-fourth in the soil survey series.
-M-
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ConsiLiie r Income Varies Widely In Illinois Marke t
s
In spite of the general increase in payrolls in the United States and in
linois there are still wide differences "between consimer incomes in different local
rkcts of the state, it is pointed out hy R. W. Bartlett, of the department of agri-
tural economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. These differences
e of vital concern to farmers in those areas "because local consumer purchasing power
s an important influence upon the total dollars that consvimers can pay for foods
such as meat and milk, he explained.
In Bloomington, Danville, Decatur, East St. Louis, Peoria, Quincy and
Sterling-Rock Falls payrolls in May were a.hove the state average. Averaged together,
payrolls in these cities were U3 per cent of Decemher, I92S.
In Aurora, Joliet, Moline, Rockford, Rock Island and Springfield, on the
ther hand, May payrolls averaged 23 per cent of the "base month, December, 192S, or
ore than one-fourth lower than the state average.
May payrolls in Springfield, Peoria, and Rockford were lower than those in
arch. In fact, Springfield payrolls in May were only 28 per cent, or less than half
f the 1932 average.
The index of all Illinois factory payrolls in May, 1933 1 "sis 32 per cent of
hose for December, 1928, or I5 percent higher tha.n in March, the year's lov/est month
date. Chicago payrolls increased from 26 per cent to 30 per cent, or by practically
be same amount as those for the state as a whole.
-M-
IlliigQ.is Fqjm People Are Believers la Organization
Although the farmer is traditionally represented as an individual who
efers to "go it alone," farm people in Illinois believe in local farm family organi-
ations to further their educational, social, cultural and economic interests, it was
'cund in studies by D. E. Lindstrora, associate in rural sociology at the College of
Agriculture
, University of Illinois. Results of the studies are reported in a new
bulletin, "Local Group Organization Among Illinois Farm People," 7?hich has just been
released by the college.
A total of 23^ groups, or farm family organizations, were studied, the
:iajority of which included all in the family as members. The most prevalent types in
the state are farm bureau units, parent-teachers associations, community clubs, home
bureau units, granges, community -jnits and farmers' clubs.
Sixty-four per cent of the U33 farm people submitting data in the study ex-
pressed the opinion that farm family groups should, ideally, emphasize educational
purposes. Moreover, since only a few persons stated definitely that farm family
organizations should enter into. buying and selling activities, it is to be assumed that
those mentioning "economic interests" as a desirable pursuit of such organizations had
in mind the furthering of economic interests through educational activities, Lindstrom
pointed out. Of the actual rural organizations studied, nearly half wore originally
fonned to serve educational purposes particularly. Changes in purpose had been more
in favor of educational activities than other activities.
-M-
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Feed Savings Wot Only Profit From Feeding Tankage
There may "be a tidy profit for Illinois farmers in feedin,^ their four mil-
on or more spring pigs a good protein supplement, even thou^^h the supplement at
I
resent prices may cost more than the value of the feed it saves, according to W. E.
trroll, chief in -swine husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University of
llinois.
I With corn worth 38 cents a oushel, 100 pounds of tankage saved an average
f $2.17 worth of earn when fed to 52-pouiid pigs in nine different experiments. How-
ever, when marketing- advantages which were obtained by feeding tankage were added in,
-he total value of tankage became $8.15 a hundred, or $163 a ton. This is a good re-
'n on the basis of a Chicago quotation on tankage of $Uo a ton in carload lots,
rroll pointed out.
Pigs that weigh 50 pounds by the first of Jime and gain at the rate of a
'Und a day a head as they will about do on corn and good pasture, could be marketed
t 200 po-unds on November 1. By increasing the rate of gain to 1 I/3 pounds through
t^he use of a little tankage, as was done in the nine experiments cited, the pigs
uld be brought to market weight just after the middle of September.
Even on last year's low market, the price of 200-pouiid hogs in September
s $U.50 a hundred, while by November 1 hogs of this same quality and weight were
rth only $3.30 a hundred.
The more rapid gains resulting from the feeding of the supplement in these
ne experiments required only 20 pounds of tankage for uach 100 po-unds of gain made,
en if the tankage had not reduced the total feed required for gain, the difference
selling price of hogs alone wo-uld have Justified a price of $6 a h-ondred, or $12C
ton, for tankage. If to this is added the val-'je of the corn, at 3^ cents a bushel,
.t was actually saved by feeding tankage in those tests, the total value of tanlcagc
comes $g.l5 a htmdred, or $163 a ton.
-M-
Costs Poult rymen 13s" Cents 4 Dozen To Produce Eggs
Eggs, of which Illinois farmers were producing almost 137 million dozens
mually in the last census year, were produced at an average cost of 13"^ cents a
zen in 1932 on a group of record-keeping poultry farms in this state, according to
gures anno-unced by R. H. Wilcox, of the department of agricultural economics, Gol-
ige of Agriculture, University of Illinois. At this rate the farmers' bill on the
mual production reported in the last census would have been more than 18 million
liars.
While this was the average cost for a relatively large group of poult rymcn
in the sta,te, some of the flock owners in the group kept their costs down as low as
6 or 7 cents a dozen. The low cost on all these farms was the result, mainly, of the
very low prices of feeds during the past year. Higher feed prices will males costs
much higher in 1933
.
Another group of men not specializing in poultry production but using their
flocks as a so-urce of income along with other farm enterprises kept cost records on
their poultry along with their Illinois farm acco-unt book records. The cost of pro-
d-ocing eggs on these farms was 9*6 cents a dozen.
-M-
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Clover Best Crop Where Chinch Bug: Has Riddled Com
Extensive areas in central and. north central Illinois where chinch bugs
e ruined the corn or harley crops can best be planted to alfalfa or red clover, ac-
rding to J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
iversity of Illinois. Planting these legumes not only would put a crop on land that
iherwise would be idle and costly, but also would be in line with the national agri-
Itural adjustment program, which is designed to reduce the acreage of grain crops,
linois farmers already have adjusted their cropping systems to the point where they
are growing a million acres more of legumes than they were in 19lO-19l'^i ^^'^'^ the acre-
age can be vastly extended by seeding alfalfa and red clover on land where the corn or
barley has been riddled by the chinch bugs, provided the soil is adapted, Hackleman
I pointed out.
It is important that soil condittohs' in the field be known before either
,
alfalfa or red clover is seeded. The land must be sweet and must have a sufficient
amount of phosphorus. Simple tests are available for detemining this. The seed bed
alrepjdy" has been prepared and by occasional additional cultivations can be kept in
excellent condition for seeding. Red clover and alfalfa can be seeded sometime after
'August 1 to 10. This will help to solve the problem of crop acreages and will ma!^e it
a,terially easier for farmers to put a crop adjustment program into effect for 193'^«
Choosing something to replace com that has been rained by chinch bugs is
Idoubly difficult because the crop must be one that is immune to the bugs and that can,
at the same time, be planted at this late date. Sudan grass and millets, which could
be seeded at this season of the year, are out of the question because they are highly
favored foods of chinch bugs.
About the only cash grain crop available at this late date is buckwheat.
This crop usually can be seeded up until July 10 to I5 in the central part of the
state and still mature a fairly satisfactory crop of seed. Bucl-iwheat usually will
yield from 10 to as much as 25 bushels to the acre depending upon soil fertility and
ilBasonal conditions. The best varieties are Japanese and Silver Hull.
\W Many inquiries are coming in regarding the use of soybeans in the chinch-
big-ridden area. They can be seeded successfully and will give a, fair response, but
should not be considered a safe seed crop when planted after July 1, Hackleman said.
In some seasons when frosts are delayed beyond the a.verage time, varieties like Manchu,
'andarin and Illini might produce a reasonably satisfactory seed crop, but it is not
afe to advise seeding at this time for seed production.
Soybeans could be seeded now for hay and could be expected to moke one-half
to two-thirds of a normal yield. Wh.en seeded late soybeans tend to dwarf their growth
considerably and instead of reaching heights of 2S to 3*5 inches, are more likely to
row only 15 to 20 inches tall and then attempt to make a seed crop. This reduction in
aeigijt naturally affects the yield of hay.
-M-
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Farmers Can Still Feed Harvesters As Well As Ever
Agriculture may not be as prosperous as in former years, but the hands who
Till harvest and thresh the 23 million bushels of wheat and the other small grains in
Illinois this year may be well and cheaply fed if care and Judgment are used in select-
ing the meat and planning the meals for then, it is pointed out by Sleeter Bull, as-
sociate chief in meats at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Naturally, the meal must be based upon meat not only because of its high
lutritive value as a source of energy for work of for protein for repair and growth of
Tuscles but also because of its palatability. Meat, especially fat moat, furnishes the
mergy necessary for hard physical work in a very concentrated and available form. Lean
jeat is one of the most valuable foods for the rebuilding of worn out muscle tissue and
for growth of new tissue. While milk, eggs, fruits and vegetables are all valuable com-
ii^Maents of the diet, meat should be the foundation of the working man's diet.
IB "If proper judgment is used in the selection of meat, it is a very economical
J|bd, especially at the present time. The chuck ribs and the shoulder arm of beef make
?fieap but excellent roasts and pot roasts, especially when cut from young, fairly well
fattened cattle. Brisket, or plate, is even cheaper, but should be stewed, that is,
jimmered, not boiled. These cuts usually are quite fat and may be used advantageously
rhen noodles or dumplings are made. Ground beef or meat loaf is another economical
lish.
"The present low price of hogs supplies pork at very reasonable figures. The
sicnic, which is the lower part of the shoulder, either fresh or cured, is one of the
lost economical cuts of meat. This cut when cured often is sold as a substitute for ham
rnder the name "California ham" or "Cala." The Boston, which is the upper part of the
shoulder, either cured or fresh, sells at a very low price and contains very little
raste. Many people prefer cured Boston to cured ham, especially when baked and sliced
old. Bacon squares (jowl bacon) and bacon ends (brisket bacon) are much cheaper than
:>acon and are just as good for cooking with beans, greens and similar foods. Salt pork
ilso may be used for this purpose. Sausage, bologna, frankfurters and similar meat pred-
icts are economical and relished by most people.
"At present prices of poultry the farm flock may economically furnish a part
)f the meat supply. Most harvest hands do not object to chicken with gravy, noodles,
lumplings or hot biscuits."
G-rading Peaches Will Bring Value Nearer ' 29 RecordI
•^ Illinois' 1933 peach crop may not be up to the Ui—million-dollar record of
.he 1929 yield, but growers can make the most of what they have and consumers can more
iasily get the kind of peaches they wish if orchardists will grade and size their fruit
.0 improve its market quality, says J. W. Lloyd, chief in fruit and vegetable marketing
Jft the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
IB "So particular is the market about imperfections in peaches that, under
ll^mal crop and market conditions, it is lonwise to pack for shipment to city 'markets
vty peaches that are below the stajidaxd Illinois-U, S. No. 1 grade. Detailed specifi-
:ations for this grade can be obtained from the Illinois State Department of Agricul-
^re, Springfield,
"As to size of peaches, the larger they are, so long as they are uniform and
itherwise of good market quality, the better the market likes them. Peaches packed at
;he 2^-inch minimum usually command a prem.ium over 2-inch peaches. There usually is no
ise of packing Elbsrta peaches less then 1-f inches in diameter."
-M-
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Skillful Feeding May Help Offset Low Price Of Fork
Present low prices for hogs will not shrinlc farmers' returns b,s much as
iy otherwise would if swine raisers will cash in on the facts that experimenters
have worked out with reference to the feeding of protein supplements, according to W. E.
Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
^ There are an estimated U-| million spring pigs now being fattened on Illinois
iarms, and if feeders will apply what is now known about protein supplements, they not
only will take the guesswork out of feeding but also will be surer of higher net re-
turns, he said.
"1,- Rapid gains are economical gains ajid result in fewer runts than slow
gains do.
JMk "2,- Young pigs stand in greater need of and rill respond more to protein
''wpplements than older pigs will. The rate of gain of bO-pound pigs fed corn and tank-
age in dry lot was more than double that of similar pigs fed only corn, while each 100
pounds of tankage that was fed saved 11,5 bushels of corn. This was an average for six
experiments. In eight similar tests with 130-pound pigs the daily gain was increased
only by 50 per cent and each 100 pounds of tpjikage saved on].y 6.7 bushels of corn.
gK- "3»~ Frotein supplements are more essential and more valuable when fed in
iWy lot than when fed on good pasture. As was previously reported, the rate of gain
of 60-pound pigs fed com and tanlcage in dry lot was more than double that of similar
pigs fed only corn, and each 100 pounds of tankage saved 11.5 bushels of corn. In
icontrast as an average for nine experiments the rate of daily gain by 52-pound pigs fed
on pasture was increased by only about J)S per cent through feeding tankage and corn in-
stead of only corn, and there was a sa\'lng of only 5,7 bushels of corn for each 100
pounds of tankage fed as compared with 11.5 bushels for the dry-lot pigs.
"U.- Skim milk, buttermilk and soybean oil meal are all satisfactory as sup-
iplements if they are fed properly and are not priced too high.
I
"5.- Kog prices are always higher in the early fall than later, and selling
iprice has a very great influence on the net profits realized from the enterprise."
-M-
Eacon and Eggs In Lead As Bargains For Food Buyers
1^ Bacon and eggs, which make tip that great ail-American dish, were the best
bargains, on the basis of 1925-1927 comparisons, for consumers in Chicago, St. Louis
and Peoria during May, the most recent month for which figures are availahle, accord-
ing to an analysis of prices by R. "W. Bartlett, of the depart-^.ent of agricultural
economics. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Potatoes, butter and oranges
also were listed among the "best bargains." Other food products which were relatively
.cheap in these cities were coffee, canned corn, canned peas and bread.
iK At the other extreme, retail prices of sugar, fresh milk, evaporated milk,
"Rtnned tomatoes and round steak were somewhat higher than the average prices of all
foods.
Taking all commodities together, retail prices were lower in Peoria than in
the other two cities. The average prices of U2 foods in that city in May was 5*+ per
cent of these same prices for the period 1925-1927 as compared to 59.5 per cent in
Chicago and 60 per cent in St. Louis.
I
-I',l-
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Pork Cost Study G-uide In Boosting Farmers ' Return r.
IIB Profits which Illinois farmers get from the near-record crop of U,792iOOO
^Plgs now on farms of the state will depend not only upon prices and the agricultural
adjustment act hut also upon how skillfully swine raisers handle some 29 cost factors
which are largely under their own control. This is set forth in a new hulletin which
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has ready for state-v/ide distrihu-
tion on the subject, "Some Important Factors Affecting Costs in Hog Production."
As a handbook on successful pork production the bulletin appears at a time
when there are more pigs on farms of the state than for several years and with swine
raisers hard pressed to get the widest possible margin of net return out of low hog
prices. The bulletin gives an analysis of IO6 hog cost records kept by 3^ to 37
central Illinois farmers for the three-year period of I92U-I926.
Although general price levels change, permanent val-ue has been given to the
sttdy by expressing costs in amounts of feed and hours of labor rather than merely in
terms of dollars and cents. The study was made and the bulletin prepared by H. H.
Wilcox, associate chief in farm organization and management; W. S. Carroll, chief in
i swine husbandry, and T. 5. Hornung, formerly with the U. S. bureau of agricultural
I
economics.
The most outstanding fact brought out by the study, in the opinion of the
authors, was the wide variation in hog costs between the record-keeping farms in the
•same year. It took only 395 pounds of feed to make 100 poxonds of pork on that one-
third of the farms with the lov/est costs. At the same time on a corresponding number
of farms with the highest costs it took 597 pounds of feed to make 100 pounds of pork.
Eeasons for high feed costs and other fattening expenses found on some farms are
clearly set forth in the bulletin.
Under price conditions prevailing at the time of the study, the average cost
of producing 100 pounds of marketable pork on all the farms was $9.UU, $S.75 and $7.91
for I92U, 1925 and I926, respectively. The average farm price of corn was 93 cents,
79 cents and 63 cents in I92U, I925 and I926, respectively, and the average yearly
value of hogs at the Chicago market for the same three years was $g.lS, $12.03 and
$12.39» respectively.
The average amounts of concentrates consumed for each 100 pounds of market-
able pork produced was U57. ^75*5 and Us6.9 pounds, respectively, for the three years.
Man labor used in producing this amount of pork amounted to I.5, l.UU and I.65 hours,
rtiile less than half an hour of horse labor was required.
Because of the complex nature of costs involved in maintaining the breeding
herd and the relationship of those expenses to the final cost of producing pork,
particular attention was given to items chargeable a,gainst brood sows. The bulletin
also carries farm figures which help in clearing up the long debated questions of the
relative economy of gilts vs. tried sows for breedir^" stock, of the one- and two-
litter systems, of raising early- rather than late-farrowed pigs and the economy of
swine sanitation.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MoiiPORD, Director.
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t^ Chinch Bug? Lfay Sil Ifenacr: Until Middle Of Septemher
Unless adverse weather checks them, chinch hu^s not only will continue to
menace the corn crop until the first to the middle of Septemher but also may estab-
lish themselves so well that they V7ill soriously threaten the crop next season, ac-
cording to W. P. Flint, entomologist of the Illinois Natural History Survey and of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The hugs, which are now causin,": d.amage over a greater area of Illinois than
has been infested for nearly 5O years, will continue to fe^-.d and breed for another six
weeks to tv/o months, Flint said.
"Should the weather remain dry, the pests mp.y reduce the state corn crop by
as mtich as 25 or 3O per cent. The crop will be especially hard hit because in many
cases it is not up to the seasonal average in size, and the stands in many fields are
poor. The chinch bug is primarily a sun-loving insect and will settle in greatest
numbers in the thin stands and more open fields. Favored by dry weather, the second
brood will certainly develop in very large numbers and not only will destroy a large
part of this year's corn but also will produce eno\igh bugs to seriously threaten the
stand another year.
"There is practically nothing that can be done to fight the bugs now in the
corn fields. Where corn in the infested area was interplanted with soybeans, as was
recommended earlier in the spring, the damage will not be so heavy. Resistant varie-
ties of corn developed by the Illinois Natural History Survey and the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois will withstand the attack of the second brood bugs
|and in most cases produce yields in spite of the infestation.
"Tliere will be no advantage in rujining chinch-bug barriers after July I6 or
18, as by that time the bugs will have developed their wings and become generally
scattered over the fields. The more vigorous the corn grows, the more fertile the
soil and the better the stand, the less will be the dajnage from the bugs for the re-
mainder of the year.
"As soon as all the bugs are in winter qxiarters, which will be about the
first of November, plans should be made for burning them out during the winter. This
will reduce the danger of damage to next year's corn."
Farmers have not been caught unawares by the chinch-bug plague this season,
as warnings about probable damage were issued as early as last January by the Illinois
Natural History Survey a,nd the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. At
that time sufficient mmbers of bugs could be found in hibernation to indicate a
chinch-bug infestation over approximately two-thirds of Illinois. In fact, all of the
state except the southern one-fourth and about one tier of counties on the north was
infested. Heavy rains of May greatly reduced the nurabcr of bugs, but a sufficient
number survived to cause serious damage in ma.ny localities from Randolph, Perry and
Wayne counties on the south to Cook, Kane, Bureau, Henry and Rock Island counties on
the north. Ample warning was given so that everyone could be prepared to fight the
bugs this spring.
At the present time the first brood has matured in small grain, and in many
'Bases the bugs have marched into the corn. In other fields they have been stopped by
barriers. At the present time the bugs have wings, and a general matim; flight is
taking place which will scatter them generally over the corn fields. During the re-
! niainder of this month and most of August the chinch bugs will be ma.ting in the corn
fields and laying their eggs behind the leaves of com stalks or in the grass in the
fields.
-M-
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Good Fall Garden Will Help Offse t Earlier ??! lures
Widespread loss of food and income which gardeners have suffered this year
as a result of the heat and drouth can be partly made up if steps are taken at once
to make the most of fall gardens, says Lee A. Somers, vefjotable gardening extension
STiecialist of the College of Agricultiu-e, University of Illinois. In a year like
^^9 hom.e and commercial gardens in the state produced more than 2? million dollars'
worth of vegetables, but the present season has been one of the most ujifavorable for
gardening in years, he pointed out.
"The first fall planting can be made in the area where the quickly-maturing,
cool-season crops like green onions, spinach, mustard, leaf lettuce, turnips,
kohlrabi and peas have been harvested. This first fall planting should include crops
having from 95 'to 105 days growth period. These are the late cabbages for storage and
for kraut, Italian broccoli, Chinese cabbage, endive, carrots and beets. Carrots and
beets sown at this time are far superior to spring-so^vn ones for storage purposes.
"In central Illinois these crops should be planted about mid-July. In ex-
treme northern Illinois the planting date for the different vegetables is about two
weeks earlier and in extreme southern Illinois about two weeks later than in the
central section.
"By mid-July to late July the area o,ccupied by part of the early potatoes
and that occupied by the early cabbages should be cleaned up and prepared for the
second fall planting. This includes those crons that have from 65 to 80 days growth
period. Turnips and winter radishes for storage, kohlrabi, head lettuce and Cos
lettuce, or Romaine, comprise the group. It also is well to include a second planting
of Chinese cabbage. In central Illinois this planting should be made in the early
days of August,
"By mid-August most of the other cool-season crops, as well as the early
sweet corn and beans, will be harvested. The area they occupied can be put in crops
having U5 to 55 days growth period. Spinach for canning, as well as for fresh use,
mustard, leaf lettuce and spring radishes comprise this group. In centra.1 Illinois
these crops should be sown in late August or early September.
"Too often fall gardens aren't planted at all and many times when they are
planted, they fail because it is hard to get seeds to germinate during the drouthy
weather of July and August. Gardeners operating small areas can get around this by
applying water artificially.
"If the soil is real dry, the furrows for the seed should be made somewhat
deeper than for spring planting. Water should then be poured into the furrow until
the bottom is soft mud. The seeds are dropped into this mud. A very small amoimt of
dry earth is then raked over the seeds, most of the furrow being left open.
"The furrows are then covered with boctrds for a few days until the seeds
have germinated. After growth has started the plants will not need artificial water-
ing unless the drouth is very severe."
I Higher Prices TTet Most 'Yhen Grain Waste Is Stopped
With grain harvesting started, one way for Illinois farmers to cash in on
the higher prices which now prevail is to fix leaking bins and leaking roofs and other-
wise stop the costly wastes of grain that occur during harvesting, storing and market-
ing, it is pointed out by W. A. Foster, rural architect of t'ne agricultural engineering
department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. An estimated crop of more
than 23 million bushels of wheat, not to mention other grains, already is being cut and
threshed. Losses while grain is in storage exceed those during harvesting a.nd market-
ing, he reported.
-M-
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Fam Act Means If To ^ Millions On Wheat In Illinois
Cash benefits available to Illinois wheat growers participating in the
wheat production control campaign of the agricultural adjustment act are estimated
to total between $U, 733,730 and $?, 3*^1. 777, according to tentative figures announced
by the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
The exact amount of the total benefits will depend upon the final allotment
to the state and the price a bushel that is fixed as the compensating payment.
Whatever the state's allotment of bushels is, it will be based upon the
1928-1932 five-year average production of 3I, "353,200 bushels. Official county figures
on the five-year average production have just been compiled by A. J. Surratt, agricul-
tural statistician of the Illinois State Department of Agriculture, and released to
county farm advisers by H. W. Lfumford, director of the extension service, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Tentatively, it is estimated that the state and the county allotments will
be about 60 per cent of the five-year average production, this percentage being set be-
cause about 60 per cent of the wheat crop is consumed as human food in this country.
On this basis the state would have an allotment of 12,93^,920 bushels.
Also, while the bushel rate for the compensation payments on this pllotment
has not been announced, it probably will be around 25 to 2S cents a bushel.
Logan county farmers stand to profit the most from the wheat production con-
trol campaign, because their five-year average production of 1,179.130 bushels is the
highest for the state. On the basis of tentative allotment percentages and benefit
rates, fanners of Logan county would be paid a total of from $17^,877 to $198,102 for
cooperating in the movement.
St, Clair county, second in the state averages with a total of 1,139.530
bushels, would receive estimated benefits of from $170,937 to $191, UU9. Pour other
counties, Ifeson, Madison, Morgan and Sangam.on, are ranked among the leaders with a
tve-year average production totaling more than a million bushels.
The allotment of individual growers will be figured on their production for
e three years 193^. 1931 ^^'^ 1932. Farmers are being urged to save themselves time
and trouble by getting certificates from threshermen on the amount of wheat threshed
during those years or certificates from elevator managers on amounts of T^heat sold.
County farm advisers and other extension workers of the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois will cooperate in the educational work and the preliminary
organization of the wheat production control cam.paign, but the adjustment act, itself,
is a federal governmental measure and will be adjrini stored from Washington, Director
ford pointed out.
-M-
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Careful Use Will Convert Surplus Straw Into Gains
Millions of tons of straw which are now piling up on Illinois farms as a
-product of threshing, if properly used, can he converted into more efficient crop
elds that will enable the farmer to cut costs of production, widen his margin of
it returns and better adjust his cropping system, according to results of experi-
ts conducted by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University
af Illinois. The state this year will harvest an estimated crop of 1,595.000 acres
of wheat, U, 0^9,000 acres of oats, 315,000 acres of barley and 49,000 acres of rye.
Best results on light-colored soils, such as prevail on the Ewing and
Toledo experiment fields, where the experiments were conducted, were obtained by
using straw in connection with limestone and sweet clover and in the absence of potash
fertilizers, it is reported by C. J. Badger, associate in soil experiment fields.
Soils of the two fields, which are located in Franklin and Cumberland county, re-
spectively are described as gray with impervious, non-calcareous subsoils. A crop
rotation of com, oats, mixed legume hay and wheat is followed on both fields.
At Ewing a residue system of soil treatment, including green manure sweet
clover, limestone and rock phosphate, has been applied for some years. Under these
conditions two tons of oats straw applied to the siveet clover and plowed down ahead of
the corn crop have given a four-year average increase of 23 bushels of corn an acre,
nearly two bushels increase in wheat and about a third of a ton more legume haj^ an
acre. The legume hay yield was a two-year average.
This more efficient production is what makes it possible for the fanner to
cut his unit costs of production, widen his margin of net return and release acres
that can be used in diversifying and balancing the cropping system, Badger pointed out.
At Toledo both oats and wheat straw have been applied in several systems of
soil treatment. Straw plowed down in addition to a residue system of soil treatment
improved corn yields five bushels an acre as an average for three years. When it was
used in addition to residues and limestone, there was a 13-bushel improvement in corn
yields; when it was used in addition to residues, limestone and rock phosphate, it
gave a 10~bushel improvement, but when it was used in connection with residues, lime-
stone, rock phosphate and potash, there was a one-bushel loss in corn yields.
Straw may be returned directly to the land, as can be done when grain is
combined, or it may be used for bedding and returned as manure to the soil. Used as
bedding, straw helps save some of the liquid manure, thus making it more valuable a,s a
soil builder.
i
-M-
Webworms Again Threatening Damage To Illinois Lawns
Striped sod webworms, which destroyed patches or even entire lawns in Il-
linois during the summer of 1931. are again threatening to ruin lawns, golf courses
and pastures, according to a warning to the College of Agricultiire, University of Il-
linois by J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History
Survey.
"Applying dressings of lead arsenate to lawns or golf greens will protect
them against the worms. The arsenate may be applied as a spray or a dust. Whether
sprayed or dusted the lead arsenate should be used at the rate of 1 pound of powder
on each 100 square feet of lawn. If it is sprayed on, the proportions used in the
spray and the rate of spraying can be regulated to get the necessary amount on the
lawn. If the material is dusted on, weighed amounts can easily be applied to measured
areas of sod. If the material is dusted on dry, it should be thoroughly washed into
the grass, so that much of the material is finally lodged around the base of the
stems,"
-M-
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Malting Barl eys Bring A Preni-um If Harvested Right
Illinois' indicated crop of 6,300,000 bushels of barley is Uo per cent
.aller than last year, but farmers fortunate enough to have a crop which escaped the
inch bugs are in a favorable position to market pure grain of such malting vari-
ies as Velvet, Wisconsin 37 and Wisconsin 3? at a premium, provided they harvest
d thresh it right, according to J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the
liege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
To be of high quality, malting barley must be harvested when it is ripe,
cause immature or green barley produces an undesirable malt, Hackleman explained.
cause of the threat of the chinch bugs and the universal desire to get barley cut
fore it went down in a windstorm, there was a natural tendency for farmers to cut
eir barley this year before it was really ripe. Growers having one of the better
.rieties that command a premium usually are better off to risk some shattering in
der to get a higher quality of harvested grain.
The full premium will not be paid for malting barley at the terminal market
If it has been sldnned or broken in threshing. Too close threshing which breaks many
of the kernels or breaks off portions of the hull injures the barley for malting pur-
poses. During threshing it pays to keep careful watch on the quality of grain coming
from the machine. If there is too much skinning or breaking of the grain, the sepa-
rator should be stopped and a checkup made.
The cylinder should be tight so that there is not too much end play. The
next important point is to see that the teeth are well lined up. Usually two sets
of concaves are needed in threshing barley laut sometimes it is advantageous to remove
one row of teeth, leaving only three.
Threshing wet barley is a dangerous practice and often results in low-
priced grain. G-ood malting barley must be high quality s;rain that is heavy, plump,
uniform kerneled, bright colored, mellow in texture and free from mixtures and damage.
-M-
Peach Crop Pests Not Likely To Be Bad From Now On
There is a crop of 1,7^,000 bushels of peaches in prospect for Illinois
this year, and from now on it will be safer from destructive insects than it is in
some years, S. C. Chandler, assistant entomologist of the Illinois Natural History
Survey, has reported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Tlie plum curculio, one of the serious peach pests, is very scarce this
season," Chandler reported. "The carryover last year was small and consequently
there was a light infestation. As a consequence the Natural History Survey issued a
notice that over most of the peach territory two sprays containing arsenate of lead
would be enough. Curculio beetles have just begun to emerge from vrormy drop peaches.
Cage tests made at Carbondale indicate that only a very small percentage will emerge.
An arsenate of lead spray one month before harvest does not seem necessary this year.
The federal suggestion of not applying lead later than six weeks before harvest would
preclude its use.
"The Oriental fruit moth also is at a lower ebb this season than for some
time. To date the best control of this insect has been throxigh the use of oil dust.
For those who have a supply of this material on hand, it would be advisable to dust
three times, starting a month before harvest. That is the period during which the
Oriental fruit moth turns from attacking the twigs to entering the fruit. No arsenate
of lead should be used in these dusts. For those who are not prepared to dust, how-
ever, it is questionable whether it would pay to go to much expense in trying to con-
trol the insect by spraying, in view of the light infestation this season."
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Ogle And Coles Teams State Winners In U-H Judj^ins
Teams from Ogle and Coles counties defeated 123 rivals for the state
honors in livestock and dairy cattle judging in the annual championship judging
contest for Illinois boys' and girls' U-H club members held at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The Ogle county team, coirrposed of Glenn Sheely, Jacob Jacklin and Roland
G-eyer, all of Polo, and coached by Clyde Fry, local U-H club leader, captured the
championship in the fat stock division of the contest by scoring a total of 1,303
points out of a possible l.SOO to defeat 75 other fat stock teams from 5I counties.
Coles coxmty's team, composed of 77ayne Daily and Harlan Rathe, both of
Mattoon, and Donald Davis, Charleston, and coached by Farm Advisor Melvin Thomas,
outscored US other teams from 33 counties to win the championship in dairy cattle
judging with a total score of 1,U20 out of 1,S00.
Isaac Rowand, a member of the Vermilion county fat stock team, was the
highest scoring individual in this division of the contest with a total of 5^5 out
of 600 points, while honors in the dairy contest went to Kenneth Littlejohn, a mem-
ber of the DeKalb county team, who had a total of U97 out of a possible dOO points.
Contestants in the fat stock division were required to judge two rings
pach of beef cattle, sheep, hogs and draft horses and give reasons for their Tjlacings
on one ring in each class of stock. In the dairy division each contestant was re-
quired to judge two rings each of Jersey, Brown Swiss, Holstein and Guernsey cattle
and give reasons for the placings on one ring in each breed. Placings and reasons
of the youthful judges were scored by members of the college animal husbandry and
dairy departments.
The ten highest scoring teams in the fat stock division of the contest
were Ogle 1,303, Vermilion 1,275,' Adams 1,273, Warren 1,25^, Fulton l,2Ul, Macon 1,220
Piatt 1,210, Bureau 1,201, Livingston 1,200 and Marshall-Put nojn 1,176.
The ten highest scoring fa,t stock judges v/ere Isaac Rowand, Vermilion coimty
505; Glenn Sheely, Ogle county, U73; Roland Terpening, Warren, U69; Jacob Jacklin,
Ogle, k^k\ William Pingerlin, Adams, k^k; Harold Kleckner, Winnebago, UU9; Howard
Parrish, Macon, kkf ; Carroll Stevens, Menard, kkG; John Clausen, Piatt, UU5, and
Clinton Petticord, LaSalle, kk2.
In the dairy division the ten highest scoring teams were Coles 1,U20, DeKalb
1,331, Vermilion 1,329, Peoria 1,328, Marshall-Putnam 1,301, Richland 1,2U2, DuPage
1,217, Bureau 1,199, Bond 1,176 and Grundy l,l69.
The ten best dairy judges were Kenneth Littlejohn, DeKalb, U97; Russell
Byerly, Vermilion, U93; Donald Davis, Coles, ^92; William Gray, DuPage, ^79; Oran
Williajiis, DeKalb, U7g; Harland Rathe, Coles, U73; Marjorie Frye, Peoria, U73; Milton
Frank, Marshall-Putnam, U6g; Terrill Stinson, Saline, U62, and Wayne Daily, Coles, U55
-M-
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Farmer s Seeking Cheapest Cro-ps To Adjust Acreages
With acreage adjustments uppermost in their minds, Illinois farmers, es-
pecially the tenants, are carefully eyeing the labor and power demands of different
crops in an effort to work out a rotation of crops that will require as little labor
and power as possible consistent with good farm income.
In east central Illinois during 1931 and 1932 one-third of the farm labor
was hired, necessitating direct cash outlay on the part of the farmer. Wliere tractors
were used, 57 per cent of the operating expenses on them required direct cash expend-
itures, with an additional 29 per cent yearly reduction in their value throu?;h de-
preciation and wear and tear. The cash outlay to cover horse labor is less than IC
per cent of the total horse labor cost, yet horses have been depreciating at the rate
of slightly over 20 per cent on farms in that area and carry almost as heavy a re-
placement rate as the tractor.
Among the important Illinois grain crops, corn requires more labor and
power than the others, with 12|- man hours, 27 horse hours and l|- tractor hours ex-
pended in growing and picking an acre yearly. Labor on soybeans competes almost di-
rectly with corn, and when the crop is cut with the binder and threshed, it talces
about the same amount of labor and power as corn. However, when soybeans are har-
vested with the combine, it requires to grow and harvest an acre 5 man hoiors, 9a
horse hoxirs and 2 hours with the tractor in the field.
An acre of winter wheat harvested and threshed taJ-ces 8.6 man hours, lU
horse hours, and 1.2 hours of tractor use to grow and harvest. Combined whe3,t is
being produced in Illinois with 3»6 man hours, 6.5 horse hours and 1.1 hours of
tractor use.
The oat crop consistently calls for less man labor and power an acre than
any important Illinois grain. An acre of oats is now being produced with 6 hours of
man labor, 10 hours of horse labor, and six-tenths of an hour of tractor use. Other
reasons why oats persist in the rotation, although they have been an unprofitable
crop for many years, are that they call for field labor when there is little else
to do on the farm, they furnish good feed for certain kinds of stock and are one of
the good nurse crops for legume and grass seeding. - R. H. Wilcox, Department of
Agricultiiral Economics, College of Agric\ilture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Fulling Contests Scheduled For Six Illinois Fairs
Horse and mule pulling contests for this year have been scheduled for
Springfield, Aiogust 22 and 23; Roseville, August 25; St. Joseph, August 3O; Augusta,
September 5; Olney, September I5; and Tuscola, September I6. Arrangements for these
contests have been made by S. T. Hobbins, livestock extension specialist of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The horses will be weighed and the height measured the same as last year.
The other measurements will not be taken excepting on the best pulling teams. All
horses will be watered immediately before weighing. A.11 drivers must ride on the
seat of the truck. This is a new rule, and it will be strictly enforced. The reason
is thp.t it is safer for the drivers.
The present state record for tep-ms weighing less than 3iOOO pounds is a
lift of 2,S25 pounds 27| feet. This record was made at the Tuscola Fair last fall
by a team belonging to Willard Ehoads, Springfield and weighing 2,920 pounds at
that time. The state record for teams of 3>000 pounds and more also was made by one
of Willard Rhoads ' teams at Tuscola last fall. The team holding this record weighs
3,875 pounds and lifted 3,200 pounds 27|- feet.
-M-
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Good Wheat !Tot Likely To Be Daraa.?ed By Chinch 3-i\^s
Having just come through a had chinch bug year, Illinois famers are
wonderin,^ whether sowin,r wheat will increase the numher of these bUjS-s. Discontinu-
ing wheat will have little or no effect on chinch hugs once the outbreak is well
.started. Barley, on the other hand, is so favorable a plant food for the bugs that
^it is not wise to sow barley in areas where the chinch bugs are known to be abundant.
iln such areas this crop is almost sure to be seriously damaged even though it is on
'strong ground.
Chinch bugs prefer the sioall grains in about the order of barley, spring
^wheat, winter wheat, rye and oa,ts. Of course, there are exceptions, and one will
'often find a thin oats field more heavily infested than good fields of wheat. As
I
a general rule, the bugs will be in the thin spots in the field, and a ranlc, strong
[growth of wheat or even of barley will suffer very little injury.
It is practically impossible to stop growing small grains entirely in any
^of our Illinois farm sections. Small grains are essential in carrying out the best
I rotations. If wheat is not grown, and the oats, barley or rye acreage is increased,
:
there will be practically no benefit insofar as reducing the nximbers of bugs is con-
iCerned. It is much better to have chinch bugs in a crop of small grain than it is
!to ha,ve them go directly to the corn from their winter quarters.
The question of planting wheat in chinch bug years is always a troublesome
lOne. Judging by the experiences during past chinch bu^ outbrealcs in Illinois, it is
• better to plant wheat if planted on strong ground. During chinch bu,g outbrealcs, how-
lever, it is unwise to sow wheat in a poor soil where the chances are that the stand
[would be thin and the plants weak. Under such conditions bugs will seriously damage
the wheat itself. Wheat planted on strong land and with good seed will in most cases
[produce well in spite of chinch bugs. If the stand is very thick and heavy, the crop
iWill not be seriously infested, - W. P. Flint, Chief Entomologist, Illinois Natnral
[History Survey and Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
G-arden Webworms May Threaten Uew Alfalfa Seedings
New alfalfa, fields v/hich Illinois famers put out to adjust their crop
icreages will run their greatest risk from insects during the fall just following
seeding, soon after the new plants l^ve started to grow. One of the most important
_of the possible pests to the new alfalfa seedings is the garden webworm. The damage
appears as destruction of the leaves by small green worms having a row of small,
slack spots down each side of the back.
,
The leaves are eaten and the entire plant
nay be v/ebbed, or there may be a single tube of webbing from the leaves to a crack
>r burrow in the ground. In this the .worms may be found during the daytime, coming
3ut at night to do their feeding. ' ,;
Control measures must be started just as soon as the injury is observed or
the field may be destroyed in a few days. The plants may be protected and injury
^stopped by dusting them with calcium arsenate or lead arsenate at the rate of about
[10 pounds an acre, cr by using the arsenate of lead in a spray in the proportions of
pounds to 50 gallons of water, and using about 100 gallons of solution an acre.
'A field or potato sprayer can be used for making the application. Keeping down weed'
^around the margins of the fields, and clean cultivation for some time previous to
llfalfa seeding are also helpful in preventing injury. - J. H. Bigger, Field Entomolo-
gist, Illinois Natural History Survey.
-M-
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Prof . Hudelson Named Successcr To Dean F. H . Rankin
Students who will be returning within another month from all Tiarts of the
state to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois will he ,°:reeted by a
5W dean in the person of R. R. Hudelcon, who was, himself, once a farm boy and a
kt\ident of the college. He has been ap-nointcd assistant dean of the college to suc-
ceed F. H. Rankin, who will be retired September 1 after 32 years' service.
•At the present time Prof. HTodelson is associate chief in farm organization
id management and acting state manager of the government 's wheat production control
fampaign in Illinois.
As assistant dean he viill have charge of agricultural courses and st^jdent
liffairs, in addition to handling other duties. IKiring the 1932-1533 school year there
}re a total of 70^ students from all but six counties enrolled in the college. Dean
:in has held the assistant deanship for the past 12 years and during that time came
ko be intimately known by thousands of students who arc now scattered throughout Il-
linois and other states.
"Prof. H\adelson, who has been a member of the college staff for the past
sight years, is unusually fitted both in experience and training for his new position,"
ian Herbert W. Mumford said in announcing the appointment.
The new assistant dean is U7 years of age, having been born February 20,
l.8S6,at Chambersburg. He was graduated from Illinois State Normal University, Normal,
In I9O8 and four years later received his bachelor of science degree in agricult^ore
from the University of Illinois. H« then Joined the staff of the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Missouri, where the degree of master of arts was conferred upon
' Lm in I915.
Except for the period of his war service, Prof. Hudelson remained at the
liversity of Missouri until 1922, and at the time of his resignation was associate
rofessor of soils. As a member of the Missouri staff he had charge of soil experi-
Jnt fields and taught soils courses.
During the war Prof. Hudelson went to France as an officer in the 3lUth
leld Artillery and later served as captain of Sattery C in the 2?th Field Artillery.
From 1922 to 1925 Prof. Hudelson was engaged in farm management and land
ppraisal work with the Doane Agricultural Service, St. Louis. It was from this work
it he came to Illinois as a member of the farm organization and management depart-
During the 1931-1932 school year he was on leave on a social science re-
iarch fellowship at Harvard University.
-M-
Jackson County Soil Report Is Fifty-Fifth In Series
With the release of the Jackson county soil report by the experiment station
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, soil reports are now available
_
r 55 counties of the state. The latest report is one of the series which, when com-
plete, will cover the state, giving every farmer or land owner the necessary informa-
tion for maintaining or improving the fertility of his soil.
I -M-Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress Uajr 8, 1914. H. VV. Mdhfokd, Director.
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Crop Adjustment Is Made Easier By Earlier Research
Illinois farmers, whose crops in 1932 had a total farm valioe of almost I35
aillion dollars, will ho "better ahle to adjust their cropping systems to the govern-
ment's wheat production plan and to other phases of the agricult^aral adjustment ad-
linistration program as a result of research work which the experiment station of the
Jollege of Agriculture, University of Illinois has conducted in past years with red
!lover and other crops, it is pointed out ty crop specialists of the college.
Red clover is singled out hecause it has long "been the main corn "belt
legume and undoubtedly will be one of the first crops to which wheat growers will
turn when looking for substitute crops. In past years it would have been used even
Bore widely than it was as an acreage adjuster had it not been for the fact that it
Failed nearly one-third cf the time even on treated land. Experiments which the col-
lege conducted to help overcome these failures will now pay bi/^ger dividends than
fever with the wheat adjustment program under way, it was pointed out by J. C. Hackle-
ban, crops extension specialist.
One thing the college's experiments have proved is the superior merit of
native grown red clover seed. This year on the college farm, in experiments which
have not yet been completed for the sea.son, strains of native grown clever seed made
fine hay yields of good quality while regional 3tra,ins from other sections of the
United States that were grown alongside the native strains were iDractically a fail-
ure for hay and furthermore will produce little or no seed this fall. An Ohio stra.in
gave a 35 P^^ cent stand, three Oregon strains averaged 58 per cent stand, two Tonnes-
see strains which originally came from Ohio averaged 58 per cent stand, two other
Tennessee strains avera^d 59 per^cent stand and fouj* Illinois strains averaged 85
per cent stand. One commercial strain gave 95 "f'sr cent stand.
The experiments also have shown that farmers who expect to have a satis-
factory meadow next spring should clip off the weeds ?.nd excess stubble durin-?; August
and allow the clover to make a good vigorous top grov/th before winter sets in. J'all
clipping has increased the yield of seed as much as 20 per cent and the yield of hay
as much as 25 per cent in these experiments.»Much of the clover that was seeded this spring v;as killed out during the
routh and consequently farmers who are fortunate enough to have a stand of stubble
clover are ahead in the crop adjustment program, Hackleman pointed out. It will be
to their advantage to fall clip and follow other precautions which will help their
clover fields carry through with a good stand, he said.
-M-
rrof . Flint Outlines Crop Plan For Chinch Bv^ Areas
A croppir^ program for next year which will help farmers handle chinch bugs
^n the cheapest manner possible and at the same time will permit the gro?/ing of the
Imam acreage of crops which the bugs v.'ill not infest has been outlined by W. P.
lint, entomologist of the experiment station, College of Agriculture, University of
linois and chief entomologist of the Illinois Natural History Survey.
His s-uggestions for the heavily infested chinch bug areas follow:
1. Reduce the acreage or entirely stop the growing of barley or spring
leat
.
2. Plant the normal acreage of oats and a little less than the normal
reage of winter wheat, being careful that winter wheat is planted on good, strong
'ound and that a good grade of seed is used.
3. Plant all the legumes possible by themselves or in the small gradn.
the bugs still threaten in the spring at corn planting tim.e, put in as much cf
le corn acreage as possible with soybeans planted in the hills.
-M-
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Canadian ffinninft's Prove Merit Of Illinois Soybeans
Supremacy of Illinois in soybean production was demonstrated again when
jrowcrs from this state took all the first-prize blue ribbons for soybeans in the
pecent World's Grain Exhibition and Conference, Regina, Canada, it is reported by
C. Hacklcman, crops extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
^f Illinois, who served as one of a committee of ten American judges for the event.
[llinois growers also scored heavily in the corn classes of the Canadian show, which
Jrought together grain entries from many states of the United States and from 22
)ther nations.
Winnings collected at Regina climaxed one of the biggest years that Illi-
lois soybean growers have ever had, for in 193^ they produced 6,300,000 bushels of
soybeans, or almost half of the 13,2^5,000 bushels harvested in the United States.
'ing the ik years from I9I9 to 1932 Illinois farmers adjusted their acreage of corn
ind other crops so radically that the acreage of soybeans was multiplied UU times.
fourteen years ago there were only lU,000 acres of soybeans in the state, whereas
Ln 1932 there were 617,000 acres grown for hay and grain. Paving the way for the
successful introduction and growing of the crop have been extensive experiments which
bhe College of Agricult-ore, University of Illinois has conducted with different
varieties and cultural methods.
C. E. Canterbiory, Cantrall, Sangajnon county, took first on yellow soybeans,
bhe major one for soybeans at the Regina show. He won with his sample of Illini, the
lew high-yielding and sijperior seed variety developed by plant breeders of the U. I.
College of Agriculture. Other winners in this class were Eugene Baughman, Edinbiorg, '
ind Hirsch Brothers, Oreana.
In the class for soybeans of all other colors besides yellow, Glenn G.
Sechert, Stonington, took first with a sample of black beans. There were no other
Illinois winners in this class.
Illinois took more prizes than any other state in the class for corn of the
bediiam-maturing type. Heading the list of Illinois winners was I. D. Heckman, Cerro
)rdo, who captured second place. I-Iine other awards in this class went to Illinois
growers, the list including Hirsch Brothers, Oreana; Oscar Moujitjoy, Atlanta; W. E.
Praughber, Stonington; J. A. Paluska, Waverly; W. G. Butler, Auburn; W. E. Mills,
lerman; C. E. Curry, Stonington; Jesse Rilej^', Maroa, and W. S« C^-irry, Assunption.
Three minor corn prizes went to Illinois in the class for late-maturing
Varieties. W. E. Mills, Sherman; Herman Laxier, Broadwell, and W. G. Butler, Auburn,
^ere the winners.
-M-
Clover Seed Crop Brightening Wheat Plan In Illinois
Prospects for a good crop of red clover seed in many Illinois fields are
doing much to brighten the possibilities of the government's wheat production adjust-
ment campaign in this state, it is reported by J. C. Hackleman, crops extension
(ipecialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The campaign for
Baking land out of wheat production will create a demand for seed of soil building
Brops, and at least part of this demiand can be met with the red clover seed crop
which is now in the malcing, he explained.
,j^ "For more than 25 years the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
jljBirough its system of permanent soil fertility, has advocated that 25 per cent of
the farm acreage of the state be in legumes. This goal will come nearer than ever
being realized if the wheat program is fully adopted. Red clover, long recognized as
the main corn belt legtime , ujidoubtedly will be one of the first crops to which farmers
will turn because of its triple utility. It can be used for hay, for soil building
-and also as a cash producing seed crop. "
I -M-
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Tests Show Best Wheats To Sow In Adjustment Pro^ra-n
Sixteen varieties of winter wheat which are likely to give Illinois fanners
the greatest return and the highest qiaality of <^rain from the adjusted acreage which
they will seed this fall have been singled out in variety tests which the experiment
station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has made at three dif-
ferent points in the state during the past season, it is announced by George H. Dungan,
associate chief in crop production.
For that section of the state in the latitude of Urbana, the five hii^hest
yielding varieties, on the basis of averages for three years, are Illinois Selection
I3I1 U3.6 bushels an acre; Tenmarq, U2.7 bushels; Wisconsin Pedigree 2, U2 bushels;
Purkof, Ul,9 bushels, and Illinois Progeny 2, UI.7 bushels. These varieties demonstrat-
ed their superiority in tests made here at Urbana on the college farm.
On the basis of yields for this year only, the two best varieties at Urbana
were Blackhull and Kawvale, both products of the Kansas Experiment Station. Blackhull
has been in the tests for seven years, but this is the first time that it has been at
the top in yield. It seemed particularly capable of adjusting itself to the unusual
type of season prevailing this year.
The most profitable varieties for that section of the state in the latitude
of DeKalb are Wisconsin Pedigree 2, J,k.8 bushels; Minturki, 3U.g bushels; Purkof, 3U.5
bushels; Turkey 3ed, 33-9 hushels, and Kanred 33.7 bushels. This ranking is on the
basis of averages for three years on the college's DeKalb crop experiment field.
At Alhambra, in southern Illinois, the most profitable varieties on a three-
_year basis were F-olcaster, 2U.7 bushels; Nabob, 2U.I bushels; Michigan Amber, 22.5
ishels; Hed Sea, 22.2 bushels; Purkof, 21.6 bushels, and Fulhio, 20.8 bushels.
Wheat varieties at DeKalb this year outyielded those at Urbana and Alhambra.
16 varieties at DeKalb averaged 36.2 bushels an acre, while the 26 varieties at
rbana yielded an average of 32.5 hushels an acre. The average on the Alhambra field
IS only 16.3 bushels an acre.
If fa.nii advisers know of available seed of any of the high producing variei-
les in their counties, they can help both the seller and buyer of seed by sending
:h inf orraation to the Department of Agronomy, Dun-^?an sa.id.
G-uided by teachings of the College of A.?riciilture, University of Illinois,
Llinois farmers already have adjusted their winter wheat acreage to the point where
1. 537.000 acres in the state this year is 1,826,000 acres less, or 5U less, than
3,363»000 acres grown ten years ago, Dungan pointed out. By grov^ing varieties that
ive demonstrated their superiority in the tests, fart-iers can realize more on less
Jreage of wheat, he srid. ^
Printed in furtherance of the Agriculttxral Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfosd, Director.
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Adjustment Idea Spreads To Spell Doom Of Poor Cows
Illinois farmers not only are adjustin-'^ their crop acreages 'but also are
going after their dairy herds to get rid of the cows that are losing money and piling
the siirplus of dairy products, according to J. G. Cash, assistant in dairy extension
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
One memher of the Menard-Mason-Logan Dairy Herd Improvement Association, for
,stance, has his herd down to the point where he lias four good cows that averaged
,22k pounds of milk and kk'^.S pounds of butterfat a cow during the year endin^?: July
In contrast, another member of this same association had a large herd of 25 cows
th an average of only 3,772 pounds of milk and 203-6 pounds of butterfat for the
ar.
"Figuring dairy products at the same price for both herds, the lars:er herd
returned but $201*.66 more above total feed cost than did the small herd. When it is
considered that thj.s $201.66 had to pay all other costs with the exception of feed,
such as interest on investment and labor, for the 21 cows, it is readily seen that
^
the large herd was actually losing money. At the same time it put 3i379.1 pounds of
ttHlt more on the market than did the small herd.
IH "Many more herd owners need to ra,ake adjustments like those of the man with
^H^e fo-or good cows. With the feed situation getting more critical because of short
^^Istures and reduced crops, it is more important than ever that dairymen have records
^^B each cow in their herds and be absolutely sTire that each cow is returning him more
"Wor a dollar's worth of feed than he could get elsewhere."
-M-
Old Farm Leases Don't Meet ITeeds Of The Uew Times
Many of the leases in use on Illinois' 92, ^S2 tenant farms have been put out
of date by the recent swift economic changes, it is reported by Leslie Wright, of the
1 department of agricultural economics. College of Agricultiire, University of Illinois,
j
How that landlords and tenants are in the midst of the government's farm adjustment
1 program, they might also well consider the provisions of their leases and revise them
;
to get a fair and equitable set-up, he pointed out.
"Two genera,! principles must be provided for if the lease is to assure satis-
factory relationships between the land owner and the farm operator. First of all, a
farm lease should provide for a profitable system of farming as compared with other
irms in the community and, second, a fair division of the net proceeds from the fa.rm
isiness should be made between the two parties.
"In a period of changing prices it is hard to maintain a fair division of
le net farm income. It is because of these changing farm prices that many farm leases
sed to be adjusted from year to year.
"In general, a livestock share lea,se gives more satisfactory results on farms
ire it can be used advantageously. Many points need to be considered, including the
3e of farm, the improvements upon it, and the tenant's ability to handle livestock,
well as the landlord's understanding of farm conditions. Usually the livestock
sase is quite satisfactory because the division of income between the two parties is
made on the basis of the net receipts rather than the gross receipts.
"The crop-share cash lease and the strictly cash lease are less flexible and
need to be adjusted during periods of widely fluctiaating fa,rm prices. If they are not
fair, they are likely to lead to poor handling of the land and the rapid depreciation
of it."
-M-
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Poor Crop And Feed Season Uake s Silo More Valuable
One of the poorest crop and feed seasons in years has elevated the silo to
3w importance in Illinois agricultiore, according to W. A. Foster, of the department
agricultural engineering, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Grain
rops will be the shortest in nearly half a century, pastures are very short a.nd laay
rospects are not up to standard, he pointed out.
Silage has saved the day for many a farmer v;ho mi^'ht otherwise have mji
Bhort of feed. More silos can be built to advantage if the uncertain corn crop does
|lot mature in time to escape frost, Foster pointed out. An early frost which Virould
ide corn unfit for cribbing and market would not seriously injure the crop for sila^^e.
)rn that does not bear grain or have time to matiire can be saved and made into silage.
Being a leading livestock state, Illinois lorxg has depended upon the silo
^s a feed storage building, even in normal years, Foster said. Silage is a palatable,
feucculent feed which not only provides for good gains but also keeps livestock in a
^trong healthy condition, he said.
"There are many kinds of silos. The temporary one is better than none at
nil. The silo which is reasonable in cost, has a low maintenance and care outlay and
Ifhich will last for years is a good investment on many Illinois fa.nn.s keeping livestock.
"The commonly known silo is built like a circular tower to a height of 30
feet or more. In recent depression years, hov,'ever, the trench silo ha.s again become
popular. Used originally, where sila.^'e was first introduced, the trench silo was
abandoned in favor of the cylindrical type. Emergency measures to save drouth-stricken
crops have revived the use of the trench silo. It has prevented many financial crashes
and herd losses in drouth-stricken areas.
"The trench silo is nothing more than a trench with slopin.'r sides that is
scraped out with teams or a tractor and a scraDer. The silage is cut, placed and
tramped in the usual way and covered with straw or some other material to keep out the
air. It is fed out by starting at the end, thus keeping the spoilage losses low."
-M-
Hew Sta,te Hecord Made In Boys ' U—H Club Enrollment
A new state record enrollment of 13,200 farm boys in U-H club work gives
ided assurance that the future of Illinois agriculture will be in well trained hands,
;cording to E. I. Pilchard, in charge of boys' club work in the extension service,
Jollege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Prospects are that the enrollment
^111 go to lj)f^00 by the time two remaining counties out of the 102 in the state are
sard from, he said. Last year the enrollment in boys' U-H projects was 12,00S.
There are approxima,tely 117,000 boys of the eligible age, 10 to 20 years,
living on farms of the state. Club woric is designed to train as manj'' of them as pos-
sible in improved farm practices and otherwise bring them, opportunities that mir~ht be
Jnied them. The spirit of the work is exemplified in the U-H pledge, "I Dled•<^e my
jad to clearer thinking, my heart to greater loyalty, my hands to larger se:^vice and
health to better living for my club, my community and my country."
Bureau county held its place as the leading county of the state for the
3Cond year when its enrollment reached a total of ^ih members. Paul V. Dean, county
farm a.dviser, is in charge of club work there.
Livestock projects are the most popular with the boys' U-H club members, as
Lght be expected from the fact that Illinois is a lea.ding livestock state. There are
>i39^ members enrolled in pig projects alone, while baby beef work is second with
?,532 members.
-M-
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" S"uper-B-atter " Cow l?ould 3e Boon To Consuming Pj.'blic
In spite of all the advances that have teen made in the dairy industrj'', the
super-butter" cow for the production of the millions of pounds of butterfat that are
old annually by Illinois farmers is yet to be developed, according to W. L. Gaines,
ihief in milk production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Development of such a cow is s problem for some breeding establishment to
dertaJce, and if the goal were attained it would materially contribute to a higher
standard of living by permitting the wider use of butter in place of butter substi-
tutes, he pointed out.
"It is quite conceivable that if we could develop a breed producing milk
esting 12 to I5 per cent of fat, the efficiency of fat production might be increased
ly 50 per cent with resulting benefits to consumers."
In 1932 about one-third of all the milk produced on Illinois farms, or more
Ihan li million pounds, was skimmed for the sale of butterfat. For the United States
as a whole about one-half of the total milk output is utilized for buttermaking.
"The best strains of dairy cows are now developed about as far as we can
pfford to develop them in the direction of level of yield. The big opportunity for
further development of cows as fat producers lies in securing very high testing animals.
"It is generally true that 100 pounds of milk sells at a higher price for
the city tpade than it is worth as a source of butterfat for the butter market. This
means, of course, that the cream producer must utilize all the possible ways of pro-
ducing cream at a minimum cost.
"One of the main factors and a well recognized one in producin-? fat at low
ost is to get a high yield of milk a cow a year. As has been pointed out, however,
he limit ha.s about been reached in this direction. Another factor not so well recog-
nized is to produce a minimum of solids-not-fat relative to the amount of fat produced.
This condition is met by cows yielding milk of the hiehest fat percentage.
"A good way to consider the feed cost of producing milk is by a coefficient
f efficiency, which is the pounds of milk fat produced for each 100 pounds of dige sti-
le nutrients in the feed consumed by the cow. The two main factors which influence
he cow's efficiency are the level of yield and the fat percentage of the milk. At
ow yield levels the most marked increase in efficiency comes from increasing the
evel of yield and to a m.inor extent only by increasing the fat percenta..?e . On the
ther hand, at hi^h levels of yield the most marked increase in efficiency is to be
ibtained by increasing the fat percentage, while further increases in the level of
ield give only a minor increase in efficiency."
-M-
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U. S . Tuieat Program Has Put Premium On Quality Grain
The less wheat Illinois fanners grow, the more important it will "be to im-
prove the quality so as to get the top market price and the maximum gross income for
(irhat is produced, it is pointed out "by J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of
the College of Agricultiore, University of Illinois. It will pay farmers well to see
jbhat improvement in q\iality keeps pace with acreage adjustm.ent, he "believes.
"One thing which farmers certainly can not afford to do this year is? to
seed wheat which is a mixt^jre of hard and soft types and which therefore runs the
risk of "being docked on the market. Neither can they afford to seed wheat which is
)f poor quality or that which is infested with weeds. Seed wheat that has not "been
properly cleaned also is likely to lower the quality of the resulting crop.
"Seed that is sown on the adjusted acreage this fall should h^ve as nearly
jlOO per cent varietal purity as possi"ble, it should "be clean and free from such seeds
IS cockle, quack grass, cheat and "bindweed and it should have no garlic or onion "bulbs
In it. Where there is any question atout the seed "being infected with loose or stink-
ing smut and other seed-borne diseases, it should be treated,
"Vast improvement in wheat quality has been made during the past score or
npre of years as a result of new varieties that have either been developed or tested
by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In
spite of all the pro^'Tress that has been made, there are possibilities for still more.
"For instance, one of the neii wheats put out by the college last year, the
Illinois Progeny No. 2, produced nearly 10 bushels an acre more in a comparative test
in Macoupin county and tested 62.5 pounds a bushel. At Urbana it also wa.s one of the
high-yielding wheats and was among the better yielders at Alhambra. Another wheat
which was tested at Urbana and found to be a high yielder of quality grain was the
Pulhio. This wheat is prized by millers.
"Farmers in the southwestern and southeastern portions of the state who are
adjusting their acreage could profit by concentrating on a variety like the Fulhio
which is preferred by millers buying the grain. Farmers in southwestern Illinois who
are interested in getting the most out of their wheat crop should consider the Nabob
and Pulcaster among the bearded wheats ?nd the Michigan Amber and F^alhio among the
beardless."
-M-
Poor-Season Com ?;Ia,v Be Sr-lvaged In Feeding Of Lanb
s
With Illinois corn prospects the poorest that they have been in U6 yep.rs,
iny farmers are considering turning v/estern range lambs into cornfields to ~et some-
thing out of a crop which in many cases will bring little or no return if not so uti-
lized, according to W. G. Kammlade, assistant chief in sheep husbandry at the College
pf Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Even at its best, corn alone will not produce the most on lambs that are
Ted in cornfields," Kammlade pointed out. "Experienced feeders know that lambs do
puch better if given feed to offset the deficiencies of corn. Experimental work has
lown that the rate of gain made by field-fed lambs may be doubled if there is a good
legxime pasture adjoining the cornfield or if a protein supplement or legume hay is
ted to the lambs.
"It is likely that lambs should be turned into cornfields at least by the
iiddle of September if they are to -ret the most ffood from the feed before it is
naged by frost. Digestive troubles and consequently low Tains can be avoided by
bare in feeding. Feeders also should be careful to avoid losses as a result of the
l-arabs being fly-blown because of the acciEiulation of filth on parts of the body.
-M-
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Seeding; Costs On DTheat Likely To Be Higher This Season
One thing which Illinois farmers will have to reckon with in figuring their
wheat acreage adjustments this fall is a seeding cost which in all prohahility will
jte higher than it was in 1932, according to R. H. Wilcox, of the department of agri-
:ultural economics, College of Agricultijj-e , University of Illinois.
Not alone is the farm value of seed wheat sharply higher than last year,
but also man lahor and pov/er for wheat seeding will cost more this fall than was the
:ase last year, he pointed out
.
The cost of seeding an acre of winter wheat last year went to the lowest
joint that it has been since the college started st\idies in grain production costs
nore than ten years ago. The 1932 total was $3-60 an acre.
Of this total U2 cents was man labor cost, U6 cents horse lahor and ^9 cents
bractor expense. Seed was the largest single expense last year, amounting to $1.12
in acre. Machinery other than the tractor amounted to 21 cents. The remaining 90
;ents of the total last year was for a share of the general farm overhead and mis-
;ellaneous expenses that are apportioned to different farm operations on the basis
)f the amount of man labor each operation uses.
As late as 1930 wheat seeding costs were twice what they were last year,
Indicating that the bill can fluctuate quickly from one year to the next, Wilcox
Jointed out. The principal savings in 1932 over 1930 were in seed, labor and power
iharges. The 1^32 seed costs were one-half and the labor and power costs were about
^1.50 an acre less than in 1930*
"This gives an indication of where wheat seeding costs are affected first
md most," Wilcox said. "Of these costs the wheat grower has the most influence over
lis labor and power expenses."
-M-
Time ITpw To &et Tulips In Soil For I93U "Ihilip Time "
This isn't tulip time, but it is time to get ready for tulips, according to
W. Hall, of the division of floriculture, College of Agriculture, University of
[llinois. While tulip bulbs may be planted anytime from the middle of September until
the ground freezes, early October is the ideal time for planting, as this allows the
bulbs to become thoro"ughJ.y established and to make a vigorous root-growth before the
ground freezes, he said.
"Numerous types of tulips are on the market, but at the nresent time Early
flowering, Darwin, Breeder and Cottage types are the most popular. The ideal way to
select varieties is to visit a large planting in the spring when the tulips are in
jloom.
"Tulips thrive best in a rich soil that is light in texture and well drained.
le soil where the bulbs are to be set should be pulverized deeply and thoro-ughly. One
should not work the soil while it is wet, and the use of fresh or decaying mamare
should be avoided. Eight ounces of bonemeal to a square yard of soil and a layer of
uell rotted stable manure one inch deep will supply the necessary fertility,
"It is a mistake to plant tulips singly, dotting them one by one here and
there. When they are not planted in beds for mass effect, they are probably seen at
feheir best when used six or more bulbs in a group. A sunny position should always
be selected for them. They will not make their best growth if they are planted close
:,to mature trees or shrubs.
"The bulbs should be spaced six to seven inches apart each was if used in a
bed or eight to nine inches apart in a border. As for depth of pla.nting, four inches
from the top of the bulb to the furface of the soil is satisfactory."
-M-
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New Farm Lease Provisi on Ad.1"asts Cash Rent To Prices
applies to farms which are rented on a cash basis and those where a cash rental is paid
,,Jor meadow and pasture. Landowners in general daring the past few years have found it
lljecessary to make some adjustments, depending upon the tenant's ability to pay. How-
ever, it is rather unsatisfactory to make these adjustments after the rental is once
due.
A new type of provision is being written into many farm leases, providing for
^Kie payment to the landlord of the price of a given amount of produce for each acre of
^'^and on which a cash rental is paid. For example, if it were agreed that under normal
conditions corn was worth 50 cents a bushel and the cash rent, under the same conditions,
was $6 an acre, then the rental to bo paid would be the price of 12 bushels of corn.
The cash rent to be paid would then be determined by the value of a certain amount of
corn, taking the price of com on one or more selected dates during the year, usually
on the basis of some central market rather than a local market.
When fair yields are obtained, this is a good basis of settlement. However,
in years when the crop yield is abnormal, either high or low, it may not be as fair to
both parties concerned, but in general it seems to work out better than to depend upon
cash rent of a fixed amount which is not varied at all as conditions vary from year to
year. An adjustable cash rental can be based upon the price of one or more selected
farm products which should be selected on the basis of the products normally sold from
the farm. In a dairy section it may be the price of a given amount of milk an acre,
while in a heavy hog producing section it may be on the basis of the value of a given
weight of hogs, or in a grain farming section it may better be based on the price of a
given amount of grain an acre.—H. C, M, Case, Chief in Farm Management, College of
riculture, University of Illinois.
Southern Illinois Poultry Day Scheduled For Sept . 12
Inflation and poultry prices, marketing of southern Illinois eggs for more
money, proper feeding for high-priced eggs and other topics of current interest are to
be featured during the southern Illinois poultry field day which the extension service
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois will hold at the Connaway farm,
September 12, The farm is nine miles north of Mount Vernon and one-fourth mile east of
Route 1^2 at Dix, Frank Thorp, Jr.,of the college's sni-^al pathology and hygiene
division, will conduct a clinic on poultry diseases and parasites. Speakers for the re-
mainder of the program include H. L. Shrader, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture;
E, R. Menefee, Purdue University, and L. E. Card, chief in poultry husbandry at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, There will be a basket picnic at ncjon
and music by the Monroe county German band during the program. Exhibits of a fann egg
cooler, market egg grades and poultry houses and equipment, together with an egg show,
are to be among the attractions.
I
-M-
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Storage Methods Must Vary With Different Vegetables
Vegetables should be put in storage as late in fall as safety from killing
rests will permit. Crops designed for storage should be planted with a view to bring-
them just to maturity, and hence just ready for dormancy, when they are put in
"torage. The crops should be harvested on the morning of a sunny day and put in stor-
age late in the afternoon. They should be cleaned but not washed. Great care should
be taken to avoid breaking or bruising the outer skin.
The three forces that destroy vegetables in storage are freezing, desiccating,
and rotting. Potatoes, carrots, beets, turnips, winter radishes, rutabagas and
celeriac form a group that need to be protected from each of these. These vegetables
may be stored in boxes of slightly moist sand in the basement, in submerged barrels or
boxes, in outdoor pits, or in well-ventilated vegetable root houses. Desiccation is
overcome by preventing the free circulation of air. Rotting is prevented by keeping the
temperature ao low that the organisms causing it remain inactive. Freezing is prevented
by keeping the temperature always above 3^° Fahrenheit.
Parsnips, salsify and horse-radish form a group differing from the above in
that they are not injured by freezing and hence do not need to be protected from it.
Onions are very subject to rotting and are injured by freezing, but are not
-ubject to desiccation. They should be stored in thin layers on slatted racks or
shelves in freely-circulating air in the cooler portion of the basement. Sweet potatoes,
pumpkins and squash should be stored in the same condition except in a somewhat warmer
part of the basement.
Cabbages are in a class by themselves. They may be trimmed and stored life
onions or they may be stored in outdoor pits vdthout trimming or removing the roots.
—
Lee A. Somers, Vegetable Gardening Extension Specialist, College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
-H-
Apple Growers May Need To Guard Against Bitter Rot
In the early part of the present century the most feared disease of the apple
was bitter rot. This disease appears quite suddenly in the orchard when the apples are
well along in their developnent and is usually most severe during August and September.
Through the early work of Prof. J. C. Blair and Dr. T. J. Biirrill, of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, control measures for this disease were perfected.
A conservative estimate made at the time by these men was that this disease was causing
Illinois ordiardists a loss of at least a million dollars a year.
tit has been observed that bitter rot scons to have certain definite cycles,r six or eight years it has been at the bottom of the curve, but there is some evi-
nce that the upward trend has started. Last year more cases than usual were re~
rted, and fruit growers in other states have made similar observations. So far in
1933 110 reports of bitter rot outbreaks have been received. However, growers should
keep close watch for the first appearance of this disease in their orchards and be pre-
pared to spray should it appear. Fortunately, if the first few infections are found,
quick action on the part of the growers will prevent a serious spread of the disease.
Bordeaux mixture used at a concentration of from 3 to U pounds of bluestone to 50 gal-
lons of water is recommended as the best fungicide. The preparation of Bordeaux mixture'
is described in Circular 3^8 which may be obtained free from the experiment station of
the College of Agriculture. Suspicious rots may be sent to the department of horticul-
ture for definite diagnosis.—H, W. Anderson, Associate Chief, Pomological Pathology,
pllege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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Milk Reg;ulations BecomiiiiE; More NiimeroTis And More P.l£:id
-K Dairymen are finding that the requirements under which they must produce
i^Klk are hecoming more numerous and more rigid. Most of the regulations are aimed at
I^Be thing—bacteria. These are things farmers never see, and they have no good means
'
oi' hepoming acquainted with them. There are many farmers who claim they do not he-
lieve that such things exist. They know that milk will sour or get bad flavors, but
since they have no way of becoming familiar vdth bacteria, it is hard for them to be-
lieve that such small things can do so much harm and sometimes do it in such an un-
believably short time.
In addition to smallness, another characteristic of bacteria is their rapid
rate of division. Under very favorable conditions an organism may reach adult form
and divide in twenty minutes.
Bacteria are found everywhere. They are present in water, soil and air.
Since they are so uniformly distributed, it is easy to understand why it is hard to
avoid them. The most frequent source from which they spread is utensils, such as dirty
cans, milk pails, separators, milking machines or any other equipment which comes in
contact with milk. Bat this source has been written about so much that nothing further
will be stated on this mode of contaminating milk.
IThen milk is secreted into the tiny sac deep in the milk gland, it is steril
if the cow is healthy. Of course if the gland, or as it is sometimes called, the udder,
is diseased, then bacteria get into the milk. Some of these germs are sources of dis-
ease to humans. When the milk reaches the teats of the healthy udder it is apt to pick
Up a few germs, but generally the, number that get into milk from this source is small.
Filth from the cow is a source of bacteria. The flanks and the udder of the
cow cannot help becoming soiled with the droppings of the animal, While this is an un-
pleasant source of bacteria, the number getting into milk by this avenue is not as great
as the number which get into milk from poorly cared-for utensils.
The milker contributes a few bacteria to the milk, especially when he or she
uses the wet milking method. The milker may be the agency by which such germs as those
causing typhoid, septic sore throat, diphtheria or other dangerous diseases get into the
milk. If the milker has recently had such a disease or has been in contact with a person
having such diseases, he is apt to be the cause of a serious epidemic.
The air used to be considered a source of large numbers of organisms, but it is
now known to contribute relatively few numbers to milk,
Tlie feeds which are fed to the cow may furnish some bacteria, as may the dust
which floats in the air and drops into the milk. The water with which the cans and
utensils are washed may add bacteria to milk also. If this water comes from question-
able sources, it may contaminate milk with disease germs and inthis way spread disease.
—
J, M, Brannon, Assistant Chief, Dairy Bacteriology, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois,
-M-
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Land Appraisers To Meet In School , Septeraber 25 . 26
t
Accurat land appraisal has become so complicated with the recent record
hanges in farm real estate valuations and ownership that the College of Agriculture,
hiversity of Illinois ivlll hold a land appraisers' school, September 25 and 26, it
is announced today by Dean H. W. Mumford,
This will be the second such school held by the college within recent years.
Attendance is expected to include a representative group of officials from banks,
insurance companies, real estate firms and other agencies dealing in fairo real estate.
One of the complicating factors in accurate land appraisal is the fact that
the decline of 15 per cent a year in the acre value of Illinois farm real estate be-
tween Mpxch 1, 1930, and March 1, 1933. is a rate of change which has not been equalled
since 1920, when valuations begaji to fall, officials of the college pointed out.
Land appraisers attending the school will take their problems to the field
and spend the entire first day studying actual farms and farm conditions. Representa-
tives of the college will point out how variations in t^-^^es of soil in a given com-
munity, variations in management and farm operations and variations in buildings have
a bearing upon correct appraisals.
S. F. Westbrook, vice-president of the Aetna Life Insurance Company,
Hartford, Conn. , will be the principal speaker at a banouct to be held the night of
• the first day.
As a feature of the second day's program Wood Motherland, president of the
Federal Land Bank, St. Louis, will discuss the outlook for farm real estate values,
and D, Howard Doane, of the Doane Agricultural Service, St. Louis, will give his ob-
servations on land appraisal factors other than soils. C. E. Maxwell, chief ap-
praiser of the Federal Land Bank, St. Louis, will report some observations on Illinois
i|Koil types.
Schooling in soil classification and identification, soil management and
treatment and Illinois soil types also will be offered during the second day. Speakers
'or this section of the program will include R. S. Smith, E. A. Norton, and F. C. Bauer,
f the college agronomy department.
Some of the implications of parity prices, European experiences in land ap-
raisal, farm records and their use in appraising land and production value of land
11 be discussed by members of the agricultural economics department. The speakers
or this part include C. L, Stewart, H. C. M. Case, M. L. Mosher, and L, J, Norton.
-M-
Circular Gives Plans For Straw-Loft Foul try Houses
With the housing of pullets and all laying flocks uppermost in the minds of
.trymen just now, the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just
Issued a new circular giving detailed instructions and drai^ings for the construction
>f a straw-loft poultry house. This type house has an advantage over some of the other
common types of poultry houses in that a uniform and moderate temperature is generally
more easily maintained as a result of the cheap insulation afforded by the straw.
Authors of the new circular are E. G. Johnson, extension specialist in agricultural
engineering, and H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist. Copies of the publication
nlaj'' be OC^^g^^^yf^ra^J^IWJ^gftfiiSurS^tSSSlAct approved by congress May S, 1914. H. W. Mdmfohd, Cir^/or.
-M-1
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Figures Show Shifts In Livestock Umab ers Since 1925
Significant shifts have taken place in the location of livestock within
the state of Illinois from the period when county livestock figures first became
available down to the present time. Numbers of all cattle, milk cows, hogs and sheep
for the first three years, 1925-1927» when compared with numbers for the last three
years, 1931-1933 . show a general reduction in numbers of all these classes in the
northeast area of the state, comprising the counties north of LaSalle, Grundy and
fill, and east of DeZalb and Boone, Sheep show the largest percentage decline
—
3I
per cent in this area, with hogs next, 8.U per cent. Even the dairy cow numbers show
a decline between the two periods of 8,1 per cent.
The southwest area of the state, from Pulaski county up the west half of
the state to St. Clair and Clinton county, showed the largest percentage increases in
numbers of livestock during the six years elapsing between the two periods. The
southeastern and middle western portions of the state likewise show general increases
in numbers of these four kinds of livestock.- There is no way to compare poultry
numbers for these two periods, as county figures are not available.
Milk cowsofffarms are gradually moving out of the immediate Chicago milk
shed into a band of counties that lies from 5O to I5O miles from Chicago, Outside of
this band of counties, the nqmber of milk cows has graduallj' declined.
Hogs have also increased markedly in this same band of counties about the
Chicago milk shed. The largest increase in hog numbers has occurred in the counties
west of DeZalb and Boone and north of Knox, Stark and Marshall. The largest per-
centage increase in hog numbers, however, is taking place in the cash-grain section
In I east central Illinois where a 20 per cent increase occurred between the periods of
(omparison.
The largest actual numbers as well as percentage increases in all kinds of
attle are occurring in the southern half of the state.
The increase in number of sheep, while not large, has been rather general
throughout the state, with the exception of the Chicago area and the cash-grain area
of east central Illinois. In these two areas sheep have continued to decline, moving
out into western and southern Illinois,
I
-M-
Wheat Adjustment Campaign Moving Into Final Stages
Nationally, as well as in Illinois, the wheat campaign is moving into its
final stages, according to word which R. R. Hudelson, actiig state manager in the
extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, has re-
«eived from Washington.
With farmers in all wheat states signing contract applications, the wheat
section of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration has held a final series of six
regional meetings, ajid opened an intensive effort in key counties in wheat states to
ccmplete county organization as rapidly as possible.
More than 20,000 applications for contracts were signed and tabulated in
the first few days of the campaign, and thousands more have been forwarded to state
offices but remain to be tabulated. State workers have estimated the final sign-up
at between SO and 90 percent of all wheat growers in the country, with the percentage
in the principal wheat states much higher.
Six regional meetings of State workers were completed September 12. They
were held at Washington, D. C. ; Spokane, T7ash., Fargo, N. Dak., Omaha, Neb.,
Columbus, Ohio, and Laramie, Wyo.
Although definite closing dates for the sign-up campaign now under way
have not been set, the wheat section officials expect the campaign to be completed in
a short while.
"Farmers should remember", says George S. Farrell, associate chief of the
wheat section, "that this plan runs for three years , through 1935» and that in order
to qualify for adjustment payments and the benefits of the plan in the coming years.
It will be necessary for farmers to apply for contracts this fall-"
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jK Billion-Dollar Increase Forecast For U, S. Farm Income
Gross farm income in the United States will approximate $6,360,000,000 this
ar compared with $5,1^3tOOO,000 in 1932» assiMing a continued improved demand for
.rm products the remainder of this year, according to a preliminary estimate which
e bureau of agricultural economics, U. S, Department of Agriculture has sent to the
liege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The estimate is made up of
,100,000,000 from the sale of farm products, plus at least $260,000,000 in rentals
"benefit payments by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
Most of the increase in gross income is attributed to better prices for crops,
nee prices of most types of livestock have averaged slightly lower this year than
t. Unless livestock prices advance materially during the last four months of the
iar, gross income from livestock will not be greatly different from that in 1932,
s the bureau.
The trend of fann prices in the next few months will be an important factor
determining the gross income of farmers for 1933 since farmers' marketings are
ally largest during that period of the year, the bureau explains. Should industrial
activity improve during the remainder of this year, a further increase in consumer and
industrial demand for farm products is expected. The bureau has assumed there will be
some further improvement in business activity during the next few months, but at a
somewhat more moderate rate than the improvement from March through July,
The marked reduction in production of many of the principal crops this year
has strengthened prices by reducing prospective supplies for the coming year, says the
bureau, adding that the reduction in wheat production to below normal requirements
will result in the smallest carryover of wheat from the current marketing year, since
1929.
The potato crop this year is IS per cent less than last year's, but prices
on August 15 were 2^5 per cent of Aug\ist prices in 1932. Farmers will get more money
from fruits and nuts this year than last, since prices of most fmits at the beginning
of the marketing year were much higher than prices a year ago and the higher prices
have been well maintained.
Inspected slaughter of hogs during the first half of this year was 3 per
^fcent larger than in 1932, and slaughter durir^ the last half of the year, it is ex-
^^ected, will also be some^ha.t greater than in the corresponding period a year ago,
due to an increase of I3 percent in number of hogs six months old or older on farms
June 1, and to an increase of 3 per cent in the number of spring pigs saved in 19330
Cattle and calf slaughter this year, it is expected, will be larger than in
1932, especially during the latter half of the year. Inspected slaughter of cattle
the first half of this year was nearly 6 per cent more than that of a year ago, and
the number of cattle on feed in the Corn Bel-t on August 1 was I3 per cent greater than
the number a year ago. Unfavorable range and pasture conditions over much of the
country are expected to increase m.arke':.lngs of cattle this fall as compared with last
fall, and because of redijjcsd foedci c.ejr.ajid it is expected that a larger proportion of
these cattle will be taken for slaughter. Calf slaughter so far this year has been in
excess of that of a year ago, at somewhat lower prices. A slight reduction in sheep
and lamb slaughter this year compared with 1932 is expected.
Income from livestock products and from poultry and eggs is expected to be
about the same as in 1932. Prices of whole milk and butterfat in July and August
were somewhat higher than prices in the same months last year, and should this favor-
able comparison with the same period a year ago be continued through the remainder of
this year, gross income from dairy products in 1933 vrill probably about equal that of
1932, says the bureau.
-M-
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A. A. A . May Push Sweet Clover. To New High Records
Illinois farmers already have adjusted their crop acreages to the point
—.^ere they are growing almost 18 times as much sweet clover as they were 13 years ago,
IKit this crop may be expected to spread to new prominence under the wheat program of
^e Agricultural Adjustment Administration, according to a new bulletin, "Sweet Clover
l^n Illinois," which has just been released by the experiment station of the College of
JBgriculture, University of Illinois.
IH As a soil improvement crop for the acres which will be retired from wheat
production, sweet clover has no superior among the legumes, according to the authors
of the bulletin. They are 0. H. Sears, associate chief in soil biology, J. J. Pieper,
associate chief in crop production, and W. L. Burlison, head of the agronomy depart-
ment and chief in crop production.
Experimental work started by the U. I. College of Agriculture in 1905 helped
pave the way for an increase in the state's sweet clover acreage from U8,000 acres in
1919 to 850,000 acres in 1932, it is pointed out in the bralletin. These studies have
been expanded and continued up to the present. The new bulletin reports the results
of experiments made as early as 1917 and as late as 1932.
With new demands being made upon the sweet clover crop by the agricultural
adjustment program and other farm developments, varieties and strains are being de-
veloped and adapted to almost every condition and use, according to the bulletin. Of
the more than 25 known species of sweet clover grown in various parts of the world,
more than half have been tried in the United States. The biennial white-flowered
sweet clover, Melilotus alba, is the most important and constitutes more than 80 per
cent of all the sweet clover grown in the com belt.
Another reason why sweet clover is expected to play a leading role in the
ricultural adjustment program is the fact that the culture of it is easier than that
if the other common legumes. The usual dates of seeding are the latter part of
bniary and the first of March in southern. Illinois, and the latter part of March and
e first of April in northern Illinois, Early seeding is important. Unhulled seed
y be sown in wheat as early as December,
A large proportion of Illinois farmers use sweet clover both for pasture and
il improvement. The crop can furnish more grazing than almost any other common corn-
It pasture plant.
Sweet clover thrives under a ^ride range of climatic and soil conditions, and
When properly inoculated, will grow in practically any non-acid soil in Illinois. Like
alfalfa, sweet clover is not successful if suitable nodule bacteria are absent. Unless
one of these crops has been grown on the land previously, inoculation is highly im-
portant. Most Illinois soils lack bacteria that form nodules on and fix nitrogen in
the sweet-clover plant. Manure helps get a stand of sweet clover, particularly on
recently limed land. Sweet clover seldom grows satisfactorily on sour soils, phos-
phorus as well as potassium can be used with profit on many soils before sweet clover
is seeded. The effectiveness of sweet clover as a green-manure crop also is fre-
Tiently improved by the use of potassium-containing fertilizers.
-M-
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Wheat Crop In No Danger From Fly If planted Ri|S:ht
Illinois adjusted acreage of wheat should escape serious injury from the
fessian fly, the worst insect pest of the crop, provided it is seeded on the normal
jiates for highest yield, according to results of a survey announced by W. F. Flint,
thief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey and of the experi-
pnt station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The fly is scarce this year, the infestation in many areas being only 10
Der cent of that found in 1932, it was revealed by the survey. Parasites preying on
the fly are about the same as last year.
Controlling the Hessian fly through seeding wheat at the proper time and
through other means is one essential aid in getting the stability of production which
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration is seeking, it was pointed out by Flint.
le average total faim value of the state's wheat crop during the past 6? years has
Tied from a high of $lUS,OUl,000 in 1919 to a low of $S,21S,000 in 1932, and in-
sets like the Hessian fly have been one of the hazards that have played a part in
that fluctuation, he said.
The principal way to combat this pest is to sow wheat on the date for highest
.eld, to practice crop rotation, to plow under all infested stubble promptly, to
destroy all volunteer wheat, to plow all land to be sown to wheat as early and as
deeply as possible, to prepare a good seed, conserve moisture and use good seed.
The average dates of seeding for highest wheat yields in the different
counties of the state are as follows:
Adams Oct. 1, Bond Oct. 5» Bureau Sept. 22, Carroll Sept. 19. Cass Oct. 1,
Champaign Sept. 30. tlhristian Oct. 2, Clark Oct. 2, Clinton Oct. 6, Coles Oct. 2,
Crawford Oct. 5, DeEalb Sept. 19-20, DeWitt Sept. 30, Doiiglas Oct. 1, DuPage Sept. 19,
Edgar Oct. 1-2, Effingham Oct. 5, Fayette Oct. 5, Ford Sept. 2S-29, Fulton Sept. 2g-29,
Gallatin Oct. 9, Greene Oct. 3, Grundy Sept. 22, Hancock Sept. 28-29, Henry Sept. 22,
Iroquois Sept. 27-23, Jackson Oct. 3, Jersey Oct. 5> Kankakee Sept. 23, LaSalle Sept,
21-22, Lawrence Oct. 6, Lee Sept, 20, Livingston Sept. 26-27, McDonough Sept. 27-28,
McLean Sept. 27-28, Madison Oct. 6.
Marion Oct. 6-7, Mason Sept, 29-30, Massac Oct. 10, Menard Sept. 3*^,
Montgomery Oct. 3-U, Morgan Oct. 1-2, Moultrie Oct. 1-2, Ogle Sept. 19, Peoria Sept,
20-21, Ferry Oct. 8, Piatt Sept. 3O, Pike Oct. 1-2, Rock Island Sept, 20-21, Randolph
Oct. 8-9, Saline Oct. 9, Sangamon Sept, 30-0ct. 1, St. Clair Oct. 5, Tazewell Sept.
^7-28, Vermilion Sept. 29-30, Wabash Oct, 7, Washington Oct. 7, White Oct. 8, White-
side Sept. 19-20, Will Sept. 21-22.
~M-
Fate Of Proposed Forest Units I_s Up To Land Holders
Fate of the two proposed national forest purchase units in Illinois, in-
rolving 600,000 acres in the southern part of the state, now rests with the several
thousand holders of land in the area, according to L. E. Sawyer, forestry extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Illinois
Tatural History Survey, An office to begin the purchase of the land Mil be estab-
lished by the U, S. Forest Service at Harrisburg on or about September 20, he an-
nounced. Whether or not the project will be carried through to completion will de-
pend upon acquiring the land from its present holders at a reasonable price, be said.
Work looking to the development of the two units was started in February, 1931. ^7 the
College of Agriculture, the Natural History Survey and the Illinois Ozark Reforestation
Unit of Harrisburg. Daring the past several months the work of these agencies has been
reinforced by assistance from the Illinois Department of Conservation,
-M-
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Chinch Bugs Seek Hideouts ; Threat To Crp-ps Serious
Having wrought ruin throughout the corn belt during the past two seasons,
hinch bugs are now going into hibernation in sucTi thick numbers that Illinois might
sily lose 25 per cent of its next year's corn crop, or more than $U6,000,000 on the
»asis of the ten-year average annual farm value of the grain, according to W. P. Flint,
hief entomologist of the Illinois Natural History Survey and of the experiment
tation. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
A campaign of warfare against the chinch-bug carryover, which will be
argest since 18S7. was mapped out at a recent conference which Flint and other
intomologists of the central west held at Hamilton, 111. The program covers the coming
inter, spring and summer.
Fall plowing and the burning of hibernating quarters are to be stressed dur-
ng the fall auid winter campaign. The attack upon the bugs next spring will be
rected along the lines of planning cropping systems so that they will include as many
rops as possible upon which the bugs do not feed. Some reliance will be placed upon
hinch-bug resistant varieties of corn. At small-grain harvest time majiy of the bugs
an be killed by the use of barriers.
Approximately 73 counties, or about three-fourths of the state, are now in-
ested with chinch bugs, Flint reported. The territory includes all of the state
(xcept a band of counties in the extreme southern part and a narrower strip of counties
it the extreme north.
The fact that Illinois farmers have had two bad chinch-bug years does not
ean the end of their troubles, Flint pointed out. Outbreaks of the bugs usually last
rom two to four years, he explained. Some former Illinois outbreaks not as extensive
is the present one have persisted for as long as five years, he said.
-M-
"Gassing " Borers Every Second Year Lessens Damage
Peach growers who "gassed" their trees a year ago with the P. D. B. treatment
for the control of peach borers can economize by omitting the treatment this fall, but
ill those who have not treated their trees for two or more years probably will be
ahead by doing so at this season, according to results of a survey made by S. C.
)handler, entomologist of the Illinois State Natural Historj' Survey, in cooperation with
he horticulture department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The peach borer is- one of the hazB.rds which has made the annual farm value
)f Illinois' peach crop vary from total failure to $U,Ug2,000 during the past 21 years,
'handler pointed out. Every fall growers puzzle over whether or not they should
sconomize by omitting the treatment. Data collected in the survey help answer the
luestion for this year.
Only 6,2 per cent wormy trees, a light infestation, was found in ten orchards
'hich had been treated with P,. D. B. at the end of the 1932 season. In contrast, 36.
1
upjer cent of the trees were infested in ten orchards which were treated in 1931 » or 'two
M ^ears ago. This was almost six times the infestation in orchards that were treated a
a 'ear ago. More than 5^ P^r cent of the trees were found infested in ten orchards which
"Brere last treated in 193^ or earlier or never treated at all,
"In most casses application of P. D. B. at the end of every second season is
sufficient to prevent appreciable injury, peach trees should be treated between Octo-
ber L and 20 in the area south of Carbondale; September 20 to October 10, in the area
from Centralia to Carbondale; and September I5 to October 5. in t^e section from Quincy
to Centralia."
-M-
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Smaller Soybean Crop TTjll Force Cheaper Harvesting;
Prospects are that Illinois farmers vrill harvest only ahout 3,UgO,000
shels of soybeans this year, or about one-half as big a crop as they hpd in 1932, and
onscqaently it will be more important than ever to keep down harvesting costs if the
rop is made to pay, it is pointed out by R. C. Ross, of the department of agricultural
iconomics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Other things being equal, the cost of harvesting soybeans is about five
ents a bushel less by the combine method than it is by the binder and thresher method,
.OSS reported. The total cost of harvesting an acre of soybeans nith a combine would
e about $2,2S, or 11. U cents a bushel, on the basis of a 20-bashel yield and at cur-
rent rates for wages and costs of power. This would allow $2 an acre for the use of
the tractor and combine, 25 cents for hauling the beans and 3 cents for the meals of
the laborers.
For similar yields, harvesting with binder and thresher will cost about
$3.'^0 an acre, or 17 cents a bushel. This allows S3 cents for labor, 52 cents for
power, 30 cents for machinery, 25 cents for twine, $1.15 ^ov threshing and fuel, 10
cents for meals and 2'^^ cents for hauling the threstied beans. However, with this
method of harvesting the straw is available for feeding.
"On the other hand, fe^er beans are lost with the combine method, but there
is more seasonal risk from bad weather where combine harvesting is delayed,
"With either method it is evident that some variation would occur owing to
yield and distance of haulirig the beans. The amount of cash outlay depends upon the
equipment at hand. With the binder and thresher method the usual cash items are for
wine, threshing and fuel, amoiinting to about $1,^ an acre, or 7 cents a bushel on a
'20-bushel yield. If the combine is hired, most of the cost is cash outlay, but if the
machine is owned, the cash expense may be only for fuel,
"TJhere soybeans are cut for hay, the cost of harvesting is about $2,60 an
re with a two-ton yield. Labor is the largest item, amounting to $1,57 an acre,
iwer to 73 cents and machinery, 2,0 cents. In case the hay is baled, this would add
rom $1,50 to $2 a ton to the cost, depending on local rates. Baling is the only part
f hay harvesting which usually incurs a cash outlay,"
-M- -
Proper Pruning Is Explained As Aid To Grg.pe Quality
Possibilities for improving the q'aalitj'' and increasing the market value of
the 6,000 or more tons of gra.pes produc**d annually in Illinois are reported in a new
Lletin just issued by the experiment sxation of the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. It reports the detailed results of a five-year experiment under the
title, "Some Effects of Severity of Pruning on Growth and production in the Concord
rrape," The experiments were conducted by the authors of the bulletin, A. S. Colby,
6hief in small fru.it culture, and L. H. Tucker, formerly scientific assistant in
aology,
-M-
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Marked Progress Seen In Bettering Farm ^Conditions
Marked progress has "been made since the first of the year in bettering the
conomic situation of Illinois farmers, so far as prices are concerned, and still
rther improvement can be expected if the government's program works out, according
a review of the situation by Dr. L, J. Norton, assistant chief in agricultural
conomics at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The most recent available figures show that at the middle of August farm
rices a,voraged U3 per cent higher than for the first quarter of the year, while the
ost of goods purchased by fanners had increased only about 12 per cent, he pointed
t.
"The largest increases have been made by grains, corn prices alone increas-
ng 136 per cent after allowing for usual seasonal changes between the January-March
.verage and the August figure. Hog prices increased J,0 per cent, allowing for
easonal variation in the same period. Cattle and poultry and eggs have lagged more
han other farm products,
p "Naturally, people who arc in distress arc impatient for higher prices pjid
better times, but it is to be hoped that sufficient time will be given to see hoTf the
present comprehensive program works out before more radical measures are applied.
Even where the income of any group is increased after a depression, part of the in-
crease must go to take care of accumulated obligations. Gradually, however, in-
creased income means more spending and therefore higher prices or increased employment
in other linos,
K "Among the elements of the program which will affect farm prices axe:
"1«—Permitting the American dollar to depreciate in terms of gold. The de-
preciation now amounts to about 3O per cent and was one of the important factors in
the speculative and investment buying which raised prices of speculative farm products
so rapidly up to the third week in July.
"2.
—Generalizing this price-raising process and shortening hours of labor
in some industries through the NBA activities. The NBA progran is a way of increasing
prices and wages which are not directly affected by the speculative acti"vity which
follows the depreciation in the dollar.-
"3«'
—Shortening supplies of farm products which seem to be most heavily
over-produced.
"U.
—Transferring income from consumers to producers of certain specified
products, like wheat, throtigh processing taxes. This raises returns on those com-
modities to farmers even thoudi it does not immediately raise their prices,
"5.—Establishing higher prices through codes and marketing agreements as
has been attempted in connection with milk and certain horticultural products. This
is similar to the NRA activity for industrial products. It can work in the case of
farm products where some definite scheme is devised for surplus disposal,
"6,—^Using and expending public credit to provide funds for public and semi-
public construction activities. This tends to increase employment in the construction
industries and by thus increasing buying power tends to raise prices of farm products*
This is a practical means of expending the amount of credit in use and may be looked
Upon as a type of inflation. Necessarily, the starting of any program of construction
takes time, and until the money is actually being spent, no beneficial results can be
expected."
•41-
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Compl ex Mineral Feeds A Needless Expens e On Farms
Fanners can economize on the feeding of complex mineral mixtures to the 9?
lllion head of livestock on Illinois farms without any danger of cutting down their
eturns, according to a new circular, "The Feeding of Mineral Supplements to Live-
stock," which has just been issued by the College of Agriculture, University of
llinois. The new publication is an up-to-da.te revision of a previous circiilar on the
ame subject by E. H. Mitchell, chief in animal nutrition.
Carefully conducted experiments have fn.iled to show any need for complex
lineral mixtures in general practice, the circalar points out.
"KGnerals should be used in the feeding of livestock only as supplements to
rations that have been properly balanced in other respects, particularly in respect
to protein, Itineral supplements, therefore, need contain only a few minerals in which
"arm feeds are known to be deficient. These can be supplied cheaply and mixed on the
farm.
"All mineral mixtures should contain common salt and a calcium supplement.
,s a measure of safety some form of calciiun phosphate may be used, particularly for
dairy cows and for growing animals subsisting mainly on pastures gro'vn on poor soils,
"A mixture composed of 2 parts ground limestone and 1 part salt will sup-
plement calci-um deficiencies satisfactorily, and for rations containing adequate
amounts of a high-phosphorus protein concentrate it is the best, cheapest and most con-
venient mixture to use. A mixture composed of c: parts steamed bone meal and 1 part
salt will supply both calcium and phosphorus in a favorable ratio and in readily avail-
able form, A mixture composed of equal parts of finely grotrnd limestone, steamed bone
meal ajid salt will supply much more calcixom than phosphorus. For rations deficient
both in cnlcivim and phosphorus it is a more logical mixture than the preceding one,
as well as a cheaper one.
"A convenient way in which to supply the necessary iodin in localities where
goiter has been experienced is to use iodized salt in the mineral mixtures for pregnant
females or to add minute amounts of potassiim iodid or sodium iodid to the water or
the grain mixture. As an ingredient of mineral mixtures for general use, however,
iodids can not be recommended on the basis of present information."
-M-
Improved Onion Is Object Of Hew U. I^. Publication
Onions may not rate the attention that wheat and cotton are now getting, but
nevertheless they are one of the most importajit vegetable crops grown in the United
States and as such will repay up-to-date methods of growing, marketing and harvesting,
according to a new circular, entitled, "Onion Culture," which has just been released
by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. J. TV. Lloyd, chief in oleri-
culture, is the author.
The new circular is designed as a handbook for the several thousajid onion
gro^Ters of the state whose products' w"ere valued at a million dollars in the last
census. Methods of growing the type and quality of onions thfit are in most demand on
the markets of the country are stressed in the publication.
Two genera,l types of onions a.re grown in America for use in the ripe state,
the circular explains. They are usually spoken of as the "American" type and the
"foreign" or "European" type. As a class, the American onions produced bulbs of
smaller size, denser texture, sharper flavor and better keeping quality. They also
ripen earlier and are surer to mature properly in the North.
-M-
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K. B. C. Broadcast To Open Campaign On Horse Parasites
A radio "broadcast staged with the cooperation of Frank S. Mullen, director
f agriculture, for the National Broadcasting Company, will be used in opening the
ourth year of the horse parasite control work which the extension service of the Col-
ege of Agriculture, University of Illinois and cooperating agencies are conducting to
elp farmers save feed and restore the 7^2,000 horses on Illinois farms to more use-
ful service.
The broadcast will be made October 20 as part of the regular farm and home
hour of the National Broadcasting Company, Wayne Dinsraore, secretaiT' of the Horse
Association of America, will report on the horse situation on the farm, and Dr, Robert
Graham, chief in animal pathology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, will ex-
plain the horse parasite control work in Illinois, The two speakers will occupy the
time from 12:05 to 12:20 p. m.
It is being suggested that farm advisers and veterinarians throughout the
state arrange horse parasite control meetings on the day of the broadcast and use the
radio addresses as part of the program^
The radio broadcast was arranged as an economy measure to take the place of
the district meetings which the extension service of the agricultural college has held
during previous years in getting the horse parasite control work under way. In other
respects the campaign will be much the same as in previous years, with information and
suggestions being supplied by the extension service in printed publications and in
other forms,
Horse parasite control work was first started by the extension service of
the agricultural college and the cooperating agencies in eight counties in 1930-1931
•
^?he folloiTing year about 150,000 horses were treated in 66 counties, and the next year
the work spread to 70 counties. More than 200 practicing veterinarians have cooperated
Bin administering the treatment,
A special study of results on '}G2 farms in 19 counties, including ^,0^6
horses treated for bots aJid roundwonns, revealed the success of the work, as follows:
Seventy-nine per cent of the owners noticed improvement in the general con-
dition of horses following treatment; 69 per cent of the owners detected that treated
horses worked better than untreated horses throughout the spring and summer; 70 per
cent of the owners noticed an appreciable reduction in the number of cases of choleraj
90 per cent of the owners observed a reduction in the nosefly pest during harvest; 9^
per cent of the fa,rmers expressed a desire to have their horses treated in the 1933~
193^ campaign against parasites.
Farm advisers and veterinarians in localities where horse parasites are a
prQ.'blem can get the necessary forms for enrolling fjirmers and detailed instructions
regarding treatment by writing the laboratory of animal pathology and hygiene, College
f Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The radio broadcast opening the campaign on October 20 '^ill be made from
hicago and will follow the fourteenth annual Illinois Veterinary Conference which the
ollege of Agriculture this year is holding October l6, 17 t and IS at the University
f Illinois College of Medicine in Chicago for the first time in the history of the
Meeting, Officials of the Illinois Veterinary Medical Association cooperated with the
Coi.ieges of Agriculture and Medicine in arreinging the program for the conference,
;
"Iflhich is for all graduate veterinarians of the state.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act app'oved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfohd, Director,
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Farm And Eome Hour New Feature Of W I^ L L Broadcasts
Farmers, homeraakers and other citizens of the state are assured a more
plete information service from the College of A^^riculture, University of Illinois
er a new arrai^ement whereby the university radio station, WILL, will present a
,im and home hour from 11 to 12 o'clock every Friday morning durin? the school year.
The station broadcasts on a wave length of 890 kilocycles.|B In past years the broadcasts on agricultural and home economics subjects
• ^ave been made daily, except Friday, as a IC-minute feature of the regular broadcasts.
This period was so brief that many interested 1 isteners were missing the information.
Under the new arrangement, with one hour weeklj' being given to agricultural or home
economics broadcasts, it is believed that the programs not only can be made more com-
plete and valuable but also that more listeners will be able to take advantage of
thcan.
The series already has started with the departments of agronomy, animal
sbandry and dairy husbandry taking the first three hours.
The schedule through November is as follows:
October 13—Horticulture
October 20—^Agricultural Siigineerihg
October 27—^Agricultural Economics
November 3—^Home Sconomics
November 10—Home Economics
November 17—Horticulture
November 2U—^Agronomy
A sample of what is in store for listeners during the TILL farm and home
•ur is furnished in the Agricultural Engineering program which Prof. S. 'iT. Lehmann'
s
epartment has arranged for October 20, The theme of the program will be, "Some
Power and Machinery Problems," and as such it will deal directly with some of the major
problems in the care and handling of the loO million dollars' worth of implements and
machinery on Illinois farms.
"Tnat We I&iot? About Combining Soybeans and Legume Seed," vail be discussed by
A. L. Young; "Improvanents in Plow Equipment to Control Insect Pests," by Thayer Cleaver;
"Saving Farm Machinery From the Scrap Pile," by E. G-. Johnson, and "Keep the Tractor
Bheels Turning," by R. I. Shawl.
For its October 27th broadcast the department of home economics, under the
direction of Prof, Riith A. TTardall , department head, will present an hour's program on
the theme subject, "As a Man Eateth," dealing with nutrition as related to health.
-M~
Best Silage Made From Orain Tyn^s Of Illinois Corn
Owners of the 1,330,000 dairy cattle on Illinois fanns, as well as other
vestock feeders, will get better silage from the ordinary grain varieties of corn
they will from the late-maturing varieties comnonly grown for silai:e pirposes.
is was established in tests conducted by the College of Agriculture, University of
linois and reported in a new circular, "Corn as a Silage Crop," which has just been
leased.
Ordinary corn-belt grain varieties, including Reid Tellov Dent, Leaming,
Boone County Fnite and Democrat, all single-ear varieties, and Illinois Two-Ear, a
prolific variety, were compared for silage purposes with late-^naturing, single-ear
varieties, Ardelt, Mexican June and Virginia Eorsetooth, and late-^p.turing prolific
varieties, CoCke Prolific and Garrick Prolific, Previously there had been no ac-
curate data which would help Illinois dairy farmers choose the most profitable type
or variety of corn for silage. T7. 3. Nevens, associate chief in dairy cattle feeding,
who was in charge of the tests, is author of the new circular. All things considered,
the grain varieties were superior to the late-^naturing ones for silage purposes.
-M-
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Big:!e:est Costs In Marketing Livestock Uow Overlooked
It cost 935 million dollars, or more than their total farm value, to market
the meat animals slaughtered in the United ^tates last year, hut most farmers ajid
stockmen thought they were getting off for a marketing bill of only 1*40 million dol-
lars, according to R. C. Ashby, livestock m.arketing specialist of the College of Agri-
tulture, University of Illinois.
There are two ways of looking at livestock marketing costs, and 99 out of
loo stockmen do it the wrong way, he believes. He has just worked out a new chp.rt,
based on estimates hy the Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the U. S. Department of
;riculturo, which shows in a graphic way some of the many millions of livestock mar-
Ceting costs that stockmen have been paying without giving much consideration to them.
According to the chart, the farm value of meat animals slaughtered in the
Jnited States in 1932 was 721 million dollars, the packers paid 86I million dollars
for these animals, and consumers paid 1,656 million dollars at retail prices for the
leats.
Ninety-nine out of 100 stockmen think of marketing costs as including only
freight or truckage, yardage, feed and commission, in short, the expense of moving
Livestock from the farm feedlot to the pacldng plant. On this basis livestock pro-
ducers paid lUO million dollars in marketing costs on their 1932 crop of meat animals,-
9T the difference between the farm value of 721 million dollars and the 86I million
iollars that were paid for those animals by the packers.
On the other hand, Ashby pointed out, packers maintain that the price of
Livestock is determined by what consumers will pay for meats. That is the price of
leats to consumers, less the various costs of processing and distribution is the price
)f the meat animal. On that basis livestock marketing costs in 1932 were 935 million
dollars instead of l^O million dollars.
"The.t 935 million dollars included costs of slaughter, processing, storage,
wholesaling, transportation, insurance and retailing in getting the mea.t from the
packer to the consumer. The 1^ millions of the costs, which stockmen see and know
they pay, is important and is to be reduced wherever possible. It is also desirable
that stockmen know more about the big end of their marketing costs, the 795 million
^dollars between the stockyards terminal market and consumer, in order that they may
lopt such measures as may be necessary to narrow that drain on their livestock in-
come."
-M-
Emergency Silos Depended Upon To Aid In Savinis: Corn
With corn prospects the poorest they have been in Illinois since 18S7, more
Irench silos and temporary fence silos than ever before will bo pressed into service
In an effort to save as much of the eight million acres of the crop as possible, in
phe opinion of members of the department of agricultural engineering, College of Agri-
ilture, University of Illinois. Recent crop reports indicate that the frost hazard
Is serious because of the large amoiint of late corn. To help meet the emergency, the
lepartraent has just issued two leaflets, one describing trench silos and the other,
femporary fence silos, both of which are being supplied to all interested farmers.
The trench silo is merely a trench dug in the ground in which the silage is
bored and covered over with some covering as wet chaff or straw and earth. These
silos should be used only where there is good drainage, and best results are obtained
when the soil is firm and does not cave readily. The picket fence silo is the most
Common type of temporary silo built above the ground, according to the agricultural
engineers. Woven wire fencing has been used to a limited extent instead of the picket
fenca. This type of silo gives a very satisfactory means of storing silage, provided
it is built and filled properly.
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Adjustments Will Figure In Cattle Feeders ' Meetine;
The part that Illinois' 3^^ million dollar "beef cattle industry plays in the
agricultural adjustment program will "be featured during the annual beef cattle feeders'
day which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois will hold Friday, October
20, it is announced by R. R. Snapp, associate chief of the beef cattle division.
Results of three different experiments which the college has conducted during
the past year, all of itrhich have a direct or indirect bearing upon the agricultural ad-
justment program, will be reported during the day to the state's ca,ttle feeders, whose
products in a year like 1931 had a total value of $35»510>000. Qiiality meat for the
consumer, as well as net returns for the producer, were kept sight of in the experi-
,
ments.
Of first interest to the cattlemen will be the experimental results on the
possibilities of successfully using soybean oil meal in beef cattle rations and thereby
extending the market outlet for this important by-product of corn belt farms. More
than 2S3 million pounds of soybeans were crushed for their oil in the United States
last year, but the resulting soybean meal has given both experiment stations and
practical feeders some costly trouble when they attempted to utilize it in their beef
cattle rations.
Results of experiments with five lots of Hereford calves, which will be
completed by the time of the beef cattle feeders' day, indicate that the method of
manufacturing soybean oil meal has something to do with the palatability and feeding
value of the product.
Another adjustment problem, which will be touched upon in the experimental
esults will be that of growing and utilizing pastures, which will be increasing in
.he state as farmers take fields out of grain production. Results will be available
-n four lots of Shorthorn yearlings that have been fed this past sum^ier in a compara-
tive test of bluegrass and alfalfa pastures.
Still another adjustment problem that was dealt with in the experiments is
that of working out successful methods for enabling Illinois farmers to produce their
iwn feeder calves. Last year 353»78B head of feeder cattle were shipped into Illinois,
,ot counting those that came direct to the buyers. The experiment station of the
lagricultural college has maintained an experimental boef cow herd off and on for the
ast 20 years and now ha.s a wealth of facts on the cost of maintaining cows and pro-
tacing home-grown calves.
-M-
Home Economics Broadcast On Nutrition Comes Nov
. 2.
In the October U issue of the Extension Messenger if was announced that the
iome economics broadcast from the University of Illinois Station W I L L on the sub-
ject, "As a Man Eateth," would be given October 27. This broadcast is scheduled for
Jovember 3. The October 27' period will be filled by the department of agric-ultural
3conomics. For its November 3 broadcast the department of homo economics has arranged
program including, "Eating to Reduce," "The Child Fxio ?ill Not Sat," "Low-Cost Meals
for ITinter," and "Food and Tantrims." This broadcast will be part of the series which
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is putting on each Friday morning
iuring the WILL farm and home hour, 11 to 12 o'clock.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
-M-
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23 . ygU Of state's miep.t (Growers Join A. A. A. Flan
A total of 23,73^ Illinois farmers have signed up applications for acreage
jontracts tmder the government's wheat production control program piid between now and
lext spring will receive cash "benefits of more than $2,000,000 for cooperating in the
Bovenent, it is reported by J, C. Spitler, state lesuier of farm advisers in the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois and acting state manager of the wheat
saznpaign. Reports which will swell the total are still to he received from additional
jounties, he sedd. September 25 was the deadline date on the signing of applications.
Signed applicants reported to date have an annual production of approximately
)ne million acres of wheat and 18,323,308 bushels for each of the three years of the
base period, 1930» 1931 sxid. 1932. it was announced.
In the wheat growing sections of the state, comprising the west central area
ad the district around St. Louis, the sign-up will include 75 to 95 P®^ cent of the
total production. The record for the state as a whole will be about 55 P^r cent of the
total production, it is believed.
It is pointed out by the college officials, however, that Illinois farmers
lave been whacking away at their wheat acreage for the past 15 years and since 1919
lave reduced the acreage of winter wheat in this state 5^ poi* cent. Consequently,
they had the adjustment problem well in hand before the government campaign started.
St. Clair county, across from St. Louis and in the heart of the state's
wheat belt, set the pace for Illinois with an incomplete total of 1,512 signers who
grew a total of 60,585 acres and more than a million bushels annually.
Under the terms of the contracts which will be issued later to the farmers
.jjifho have made application, they agree to reduce their 193^ acreage I5 per cent, or
^ "about 150,000 acres, below what it averaged during the 1930-1932 base period. 3y
this means the U. S, Department of Agriculture hopes to help farmers bring the sup-
plies of wheat more nearly in line with demand and bring back the pre-war relationship
between wheat prices and prices farmers have to pay, thereby restoring farm purchasing
power,
jfc In return for their cooperation in adjusting wheat production, the sign-up
"farmers will be paid cash benefits totaling more than $2,000,000 on this yea,r' s crop
alone. Last year the total farm value of the state's winter -^heat crop was only
$7,612,000, while in 1919. the peak year, it was $130,792,000, Funds for the cash
benefits are being supplied out of a processing tax now being collected on wheat, thus
making the plan self-supporting.
Benefits to individual cooperators will be paid at the rate of 25 to 2S cents
on each bushel of their allotment. This allotm.ent will be 5^ per cent of each coop-
erator' s adjusted average annual production during the three years of the base period.
Fifty-four per cent is the proportion of the national wheat crop whi.ch is consumed in
this country as humajn food, the idea being to give fa.rmers a parity price for that
part of their crop which is used domestically.
Most of the benefit payments will be made this fall at the rate of 20 cents
a bushel. The remainder, or about 5 to ? cents a bushel, will be paid next spring.
The total allotment for the Illinois fa.rmers signed up in the incom.pl ete returns is
9,l6l,65U bushels.
These payments will be the net to the growers after the cost of opera.ting
their local wheat production control associations is deducted. These associations are
now handling the wheat program, following the preliminary organization and educational
field work done by the extension seri/ice of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
-M-
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Hens Rate A "How Deal " On Housing; As ITinter Comes
Chickens last yepx brought Illinois fanners almost as much cash i ncome as
:attle and calves did and more than corn, wheat or oats did, but 'they need a "new
leal" in housing accommodations, now that another winter is coming on, it is pointed
out by E. G. Johnson, extension specialist in agricultural engineering. College of
iPiculture, University of Illinois.
"This 'new deal' need not necessarily mean a new house, however. Many
poultry houses already built may be remodeled to incorporate the features and to pro-
vide the advantages of the more modern type poultry house. In many cases idle build-
ings already on the farm can be m.ade into efficient poultry houses by making a few
simple changes.
"The exterior may not look like a poultry house, but if the remodeled build-
ing has proper window arrangement in the front for light and ventilation, low ceiling
leight, a dry floor and tight walls with insulation behind roosts, it will probably
:e very satisfactory in everir way.
"In remodeled poultry houses the window openings in the south should be in
Ithe ratio of one souare foot of open space to ten square feet of floor space. The
[same type of front should be used as is found in the more modern houses,
"Abnormal temperature changes in the poultry house during the winter cut
[into egg production, and methods of construction that will keep a more ujiiform temper-
fature are desirable. This can be accomplished by allowing a small amount of head room
in the house, mailing the walls tight, providing insulation back of and above roosts and
providing windows that fit tightly. Everything possible also should be done to prevent
damp floors in poultry houses,
"Narrow houses can be made more satisfactory and the capacity increased by
widening the house. This is usually done by extending the house the necessary width
and using a ga.ble or combination roof. Houses with a high ceiling may be remodeled by
making a false ceiling. The straw loft serves excellently for this purpose. The most
common method of remodeling semi -<noni tor types of hog and poultry houses to avoid the
'coldness and draftiness usually found in this type of construction is to use a straw
(loft to shut off the effect of the upper row of windows th.at cause the draft,"
-M-
State Vegetable Rai s ers Are Studying Drouth Problem
Possibilities of artificial irrigation as a means of protecting Illinois' lU
Million dollar commercial track and market garden industry against drouth like those of
recent years is likely to be one of the livest topics of the annual meeting of the Il-
linois State Vegetable Growers' Association in Peoria, IToveraber 22 and 23, according
to Lee A. Somers, vegetable gardening extension specialist of the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois,
Consumers, as well as producers, have suffered from^ the inestimable damage
which dry weather has done to the truck and market garden industry during three of the
past five yeard,and growers are in a mood to see if something can't be done about it,
Somers said. Irrigation of track and market gardens is a rarity in this state at the
present time, but the system is believed to have possibilities.
Members of the executive committee who are in charge of the plans and program
for the annual meeting in Peoria are: President Smmett Orr, Roclcford; Vice-President
August Geweke, DesPlaines; Secretary-Treasurer John TiTenke, Peoria; Reinhard Boehle,
Chillicothe, and C. K. Durst, Champaign.
-M-
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Payrolls Keepin.? Ahead Of Boosts In Price Of Food
Although food prices are going up, retail prices of foods for 51 cities in
the United States have risen less since March than either payrolls or faim prices,
according to a comparison by Dr. R. W. Bartlett, of the department of agricultural
economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
In September the average price of U2 foods was 68 per cent of those in
I925-I927, seasonal variation being considered, he reported. This was an advance of
i-lO points, or IS.U per cent since April, the month of lowest retail food prices.
Since factory payrolls have advanced 19 points, the purchasing power of factory workers
in terms of food has materially increased. The increase in real income for each
worker has been much less than that for all workers because of the substantial in-
crease in numbers of those employed.
The average retail price of bread has risen from 6.U cents a pound in April
to 7.7 cents a pound in September, or an increase of 20 per cent. In September the
retail price of flour averaged U.9 cents a pound, or 5^ per cent higher than for April.
?lour is only one of the component costs in a loaf of bread.
"With a rising price level, the retail prices of meats and livestock products,
like faim prices for these commodities, rise less rapidly than prices of grains and
other crops. Thus, seasonal variation being considered, the average September price of
round steak in "51 cities in the United tates was only U per cent higher than that in
April, bacon 7 per cent higher, milk 6 per cent higher, butter I3 per cent higher, and
eggs lU per cent higher,
"In general the demand for meat and livestock products fluctuates more with
changes in retail prices than that for foods such as potatoes or cereals. The in-
crease in consijmers' incomes has not yet permitted any great increase in retail prices
of these foods
.
"Retail prices of canned products such as corn, peas, and tomatoes are still
relatively low. Prices for oranges also have been held at a low level. This indi-
cates that, as yet, consumers are watching food expenditures very carefully. If
prices for these foods were increased too much, many cons"umers would buy lower-priced
substitutes or go without them altogether,"
-M-
Farmers Warned Against Assigning AAA Wheat Money
Illinois farmers, who will get cash benefits of more than $2,000,000 be-
tween now and next spring for cooperating in the government's wheat program, are being
warned against signing agreements assigning their wheat adjustment payment checks to
creditors or other parties in violation of their contracts. The warning is contained
in a statement which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has received
'from George E. Farrell , associate chief of the wheat section in the Agricultural Ad-
justment Administration. Creditors of farmers in some states are seeking to get
farmers to agree to turn over their wheat adjustment checks, according to the state-
ment from Washington.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MuMFORn, Director.
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Careful Storage Fats 'Quality Into Short Corn Crop
What this year's Illinois com crop lacks in ouantity can he nade up at
least partly in Quality hy more careful storage of the grain, according to W. A. Foster,
of the department of agricultural engineering, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. The 222 million tjushel crop which is now in prospect is the smallest one
since 1S87.
One thing in favor of farmers in their efforts to protect and even improve
;he quality of this year's short crop is that there vri.ll he ample storage space avail-
able, Foster pointed out. Illinois has harvested as much as UUU, 850,000 hushels of
om, back in 1902, so that there ought to be plenty of room for a crop only half that
g, such as the one this year will be, he said.
"Farmers with an eye on the quality of their corn will use only the best bins
.d cribs and go over them carefully to see that they are fit. All leaks in the roof
should be patched, the floor should be tight and nouseproof , doors which bind and do
.ot close should be refitted and rats should be discouraged by the use of concrete and
rdware cloth and by having all parts accessible to cats and dogs,
"The crop this year will be spotted and iineven because of the poor growing
season, and farmers therefore should be especially careful when picking corn to dis-
card ears that are moldy, smutty or soft. Such ears will spoil the Quality of the good
ears when the grain goes into storage. The ears also should be kept as free as pos-
sible from silks and husks so that the air will pass freely through the grain after it
is in the crib.
"If it is necessary for some farmers to use temporary cribs, considerable
waste can be avoided if a roof is provided. It can be a temporary one of tarpauline or
an inexpensive covering of poles, bru.sh and a thick layer of straw or stalks. When a
temporary roof is used, sufficient space should be allowed so that the air will pass
freely over the grain."
-M-
Way Seed Corn Is Stored I.^ay Mean Millions To Crop
It would mean between &|- eind IJ)^ million dollars to Illinois farmers if they
'could cut the cost of producing corn three to six cents a bushel even on a small crop
like they have this year. Not all farmers can malce a saving of this much in their
com costs, but many of them could by changing their method of storing seed com that
is now being picked, according to K. L. Kosher, of the department of agricultural
economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
All that a farmer has to do to cut his corn production costs three to six
cents a bushel, which is really incres-sing the price of it by that much, is to improve
the efficiency of his yields from two to four bushels an acre under present production
charges, Moshef pointed out.
Farm management records kept by farmers in north central Illinois show that
from two to four bushels more corn an acre has been grown on farms where the seed tha.t
was planted was stored so that it was kept from gethering moisture during continued
.warm., wet days and •from freezing during zero weather than were grown from seed stored
in the camnon ways, Mosher reported.
"studies made by the division of farm management in connection with the farm
bureau-farm management service show that as an average of several hundred fields for
several years, seed stored in an attic, dry basement or seed house where heat was used
during the coldest weather produced two to four bushels more an acre than seed hung up
to dry and left exposed during the winter in drivcwaj's of barns or corn cribs or machine
sheds,
"
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Chi nch Bu£;s Less DajRa^in<£: Where Soil Fall PI owed
One of the "best ways to head off the threatened damage of $U.b,OOC,000 to
xt year's corn crop by chinch hugs is to fall plow as much land as possible, and the
rlier the better, according to a report to the College of Agriculture, University of
llinois by J. E. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois llatij.ral History
rvey.
Fall plowing is more important this year than for many seasons because chinch
s have been bad for the past two years and have now hibernated in s^ich great numbers
at Illinois might easily lose 25 per cent of its next year's corn crop, or more than
,000,000 on the basis of the ten-year average annual farm value of the grain, it was
inted out.
The aim in fall plowing should be to prevent any unnecessary growth of grass
r grain in fields during April and early Hay next spring. Bigger explained. If these
grasses are allowed to get a start next spring and are then plowed under and corn
planted on the laiid, the insects that are present in them readily transfer their at-
tack to the corn plant and commonly cause far more destruction to this crop than they
"ould have done to the original grass.
Fall plowing also is valuable because it Mils the bugs in their '^nter
quarters.
Chinch bugs are not the only corn pests that farmers can destroy by fall
plowing, Bigger said. Cutworms and webworras also are adapted to breed! n^^ and feeding
in sods composed partly or entirely of clovers, especially red clover. These also
often cause serious damage to com planted on such sod land, even though the original
crop might not have suffered greatly from their attack.
"The wheat acreage already planned pud the oats that will be grown for feed
and as nurse crops for clover and certain ar.ounts of pasture crops will be necessary
and can not be avoided. TTeeds, volunteer grain in old st^abble fields and wild grasses
in fields that have not been plowed should and can largely be avoided by fall plowing.
"Fall plowing of all areas whicii lend themselves to such cultural practices
will be esped. ally valuable where the fields are to be planted to corn next spring.
Many farmers know that they or their neighbors did or would have benefited in the
spring of 1933 l^ad they plowed the previous fall. Many more can learn by their ex-
perience and improve their prospects for a 193^ com crop by doing as much plowing a,s
possible this fall where crop and soil conditions will permit."
October Is Month To Extend Small Fruit Plantations
The 11 million or more cfuarts of small fruits grown annually on Illinois
farms for home use and for sale can be increased without any danger of a surplus, and
October is the month to increase the plantings, according to Dr. A. 3. Colby, chief in
small fruit culture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Home propagation of small fruits is not very hard, but the kinds and varieties
that are planted should have proved themselves to be adapted to the conditions under
whiich they will have to grow. Oftentimes plants of some choice new variety not commonly
available can be secured to fill out a row in the garden.
"On the other hand, propagating material never should be tal^en from old plsji-
tations that are weakened by overbearin.5 or by disease or insect pests. Also, plants
or parts of plants for propagating purposes should be dormant before being used. Such
material should be set only in a fertile, well drained location with the soil firmly
packed around it and mulched to prevent heaving during the winter."
-M-
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Four Factors At Root Of Corn-Hog Situation In U. S.
Four major factors which heretofore have not operated simultaneously in this
jountry have recently influenced hog prices and brought on the government's com and
log program, according to R. C. Ashby, livestock marketing specialist of the College
)f Agriculture, University of Illinois.
These four factors are restriction of exports of pork products, reduced
sonsumer buying power, inequalities in price of hogs to packers and concentration of
Large volume buying of meats in the hands of a relatively few buyers, he explained,
.1 these factors cone close home to Illinois farmers, who market 5jOOO»000 hogs an-
lally and whose hog production even in a year like 1931 "^^ ^ total value of more
khan $SU,000,000, Ashby said.
"As for the restriction of exports of pork products, the U. S. Department of
Agriculture recently announced that the contraction of exports had _taken away the mar-
ket for one out of every six hogs normally marketed in the United States. For a state
like Illinois marketing ^,000,000 hogs annually that means that the export demand has
fallen off by 833,000 hogs,
"Reduced consumer buying power, as the second factor influencing hog prices,
is of course the result cf uneimoloyment and low wages. In this connection the recent
report that 620,000 unemployed had returned to work in September and that $10,000,000
more was paid out in weekly pay envelopes in September than in August is encouraging,
''As for the third factor, inequalities in the price of hogs to packers, some
packers or groups of packers are able to buy their hogs cheaper than their competitors
can buy. They are thus able to undersell their competitors, ajid their competitors,
in turn, try to buy their hogs at lower prices in order to meet the competition. This
sets up a cycle that has tended to weaken the entire hog price level,
"For example, it costs 3^ cents a hundredweight to ship hogs from Des Moines
to Chicago, but Des Moines packers can ship fresh pork into Chicago for 25 cents a
hundredweight. If, in order to meet this Iowa competition, Chicago packers bid lower
for hogs in Chicago and pat the price down, the price of hogs goes down a comparable
amoiint at Des Moines. The competitive situation between Dos Moines and Chicago packers
then continues about as it was, but both Iowa and Illinois farmers get lovver prices for
their hogs,
"Concentration of large volume buying of meats in the hands of a relatively
few buyers is the result of extensive development of chain stores. Existence of sur-
plus stocks of meats in the U. S. markets has enabled chain store buyers to exact the
lowGst possible prices from packers. Recent conversations with prominent packers in
ten different states or provinces form the basis for this statement. Some operators
go so far as to say that under existing conditions the meat buying policies of the large
chains have more influence on livestock prices than the packerb have."
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Ad.justment Program Bringing Farmers More Reci'eation
The equivalent of 2,6o6 years of time which otherwise would be spent in
growing corn, hogs and wheat will he released to Illinois farmers and their families
during the coming year alone as a result of the government's agricultural adjustment
program, according to one statistician.
Eight recreation institutes which the extension service of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois will hold over the state during the next two months
take on new significance when considered in the light of such figures, it was pointed
out by D, E. Lindstrom, extension specialist in rural sociology at the College.
Recreation and leisure are becoming a real possibility for many farm families for the
first time as the adjustment program goes forward, he said.
Farmers already have contracted to reduce their wheat plantings by 150,000
acres and under the corn and hog program they will be asked to slash their corn acre-
age by 1,752,1+66 acres, a total of 1,902,U66 acres. It takes 12 hours to gro^ and
harvest an acre of corn or wheat, which means that the reduction of 1,902,466 acres
will free a total of 22,829,592 hours, or 951,233 days, or 2,606 years total time for
193^ alone.
The schedule for the recreation institutes is: Dixon, November 7. 8, 9 smd.
10; Sugar Grove, November lU, 15, 16 and 17; Macomb, November 21, 22, 23 and 2U;
Bloomington, November 27 and 28, December 1 and 2; Jacksonville, December 5» 6, 7 and
g; Belleville or Edwardsville, December 12, I3, ih and 15; Harrisburg, December 19, 20,
21 and 22; Effingham, December 26, 27, 28 and 29,
The purpose will be to train delegates and leaders in various forms of recrea-
tion. The attending delegates, six or more from each county of the state, will return
from the institutes to act as recreation leaders in their respective communities. The
delegates will include leaders from k~E clubs, faim and home bureaus, granges, fruit
growers' associations, rural parent-teachers associations and similar organizations.
Training will be given in such phases of recreation as songs and song leader-
ship, social recreation in the home, building of personality, play and character build-
ing, life and leisure, recreational program building, home recreation, social games,
small group games, children's games, dramatic games, stunts and folk dancing.
There is increasing interest among Illinois farm folks in this type of
activity, especially where there is an organization through which the activity can be
directed, Lindstrom reported.
-M-
Cattle Feeders Study Possibilities Of Soybean Oil Meal
Progress that is being made in working out methods for feeding soybean oil
meal to beef cattle featured the annual beef cattle feeders' day, October 20, at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Two hundred eighty visitors, including
cattle feeders who had a total of l6,159 head of cattle on feed during the past 12
months, attended the meeting to study the results of experiments which the college has
been conducting in the more economical production of higher ouality beef and in the
wider utilization of surplus by-products of corn belt farms. Reports by market
authorities on the present cattle situation and outlook were an added attraction of
the meetir-g.
A brief summary of the year's feeding experiments has been prepared in mimeo-
graphed fonn and is available to all interested persons writing the Department of
Animal Husbandry, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Urbana.
-M-
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Farm Accounting Mounts In Value Under AAA Program
Accurate farm 'booKlceeping has had a new and higher premium put on it as a
ssult of the government's various agricultural adjustment programs, it is pointed out
y P» E. Johnston, farm management specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
^f Illinois. Popularity of the Illinois farm account book which the college has pre-
ired and which it has been distributing to thousands of farmers for years is expected
be greater this coming ji-ear than ever before, he said.
Normally, about 6,000 of these books are used in Illinois each year, and more
than 2,000 of them are sent to the college to be summarized and analyzed by the de-
partment of agricultural economics. Long before the agricultural adjustment programs
were started, farm accounts were demonstrating their value as a means of helping
farmers adjust and organize their operations for greater efficiency and higher profits,
Johnston reported.
Under the government's wheat program, farm account records are being accepted
as evidence of acreage and amounts of wheat produced during the base period of 193'^»
1931 and 1932, Johnston said. Even where the records are not used as evidence, they
furnish all the information that is necessary for farmers to fill out their application
forms.
Now that the corn and hog plan for 193^ ^las been announced and plans for other
commodities are under consideration, farm accounts are becoming still more valuable,
and the farmer with such accounts at his disposal is in a highly favorable position,
it was pointed out.
Since the wheat applications have been turned in by farmers, the wheat sec-
tion of the AAA. has ruled in regulation 502 that, "Each producer who shall become a
party to a contract shall maintain records of the production of wheat and all major
crops upon the farm covered by the contract, including acres seeded, acres harvested
and bushels of wheat harvested: the disposal of all wheat raised during the crop year,
^
the amount per acre of fertilizer used on the land seeded to wheat, together with the
amount per acre of fertilizer used on land seeded to wheat during the base period of
! each producer.
"
I
Those producers who are keeping farm account records will have all such in-
formation that is requested by the government, Johnston explained.
-M-
Herd Sires Taking Key Role In Dai ry Adjus'^ent Plan
Adjusting Illinois' dairy industry, which last year produced milk with a
total farm value of more than $65,000,000, calls for m.ore careful selection and
management of the herd sires used in the state's dairy herds totalling 1,111,000 cows,
according to Prof. C. S, Hhode, of the dairy department, College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, Fewer and better cows long have been stressed by the extension
service of the college as a means of adjusting production to demand and increasing the
returns to the dairyman, but the time has come to give more attention to herd sires in
the adjustment program. Prof. Rhode said.
To this end hundreds of dairymen in all parts of the state are cooperating in
a dairy cattle breeding project organized and sponsored by the college, Rhode reported.
With newer information on dairy cattle breeding, many of the mistakes made in dg.iry
sire selections may now be avoided, and the way to avoid them is being stressed in the
project. Now is a good time to select a new herd sire, as good bull calves meeting
the desired qualifications may be found at reasonable prices, Prof. Rliode said. As-
sistance in the selection of dairy sires may be obtaineil from the college dairy de-
partment, he announced.
-M-
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Annual Farm And Home Week To Be Held Jan . 1^ To 19
Dates for the annual Farm and Home Week when farmers, homemakers and agri-
cultural leaders will gather at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
for discussion and study of current issues have "been set for January I5 to I9, 193^»
it is announced by Dean H. W. Mumford. Several thousand people have been attending
the event during recent years.
Adjustment problems, especially those pertaining to wheat and to corn and
hogs, are expected to have a leading place on the program, which is now being ar-
ranged by a committee of the college staff members.
In addition to a score or more of special courses offered by different de-
partments of the college, there will be addresses by prominent speakers who will be
brought in from the outside. Special entertainment feat\zres will be scheduled each
night of the week.
Heading the contests and exhibits will be the annual Illinois Seed G-rain
and Utility Corn Show out of which will come a new "corn king" for the state.
The week also will bring together members of various agricultural and hom.e
economics organizations. Those which regularly hold their annual meetings during Farm
and Home Week include the Illinois Crop Improvement Association, Illinois Home Bureau
Federation, Illinois Jersey Cattle Club, Illinois Guernsey Breeders' Association and
Agricultural Alumni of the University of Illinois.
-M-
Farm Women ' s Adjustment Problem Is To Cut Food Cost
Farm women of Illinois are in the thick of agricultural adjustments, too,
but their problem is not to reduce crop acreages but to trim food costs, according to
Mrs. Kathryn Van Alcen Burns, state leader of home economics extension work at the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In response to demands from homemakers
for help on the problem, of food costs, the college will hold I5 meat canning demonstra-
tions in as many different counties during the coming month.
_ As a result of the demonstrations more of the I25 million dollars worth of
pbeef, pork and chickens that are produced on Illinois farms is expected to be canned
for home use this year than ever before, Mrs. Burns said. "The homemaker who has meat
or chicken on hand that is not bringing a good money return can be ahead financially
if she cans a meat supply for future use."
The schedule for thedem.onstrations includes Coles county Nov. 1, Macon
Nov, 2, McLean Nov. 3, Adams Nov. 7> Jersey Nov. g, Macoupin Nov. 9t McLean Nov. 10,
McDonough Nov. lU, Rock Island Nov. I5, Bureau Nov, I6, Iroquois Nov, 21, Peoria Nov.
27 and 28, Lake Dec. 12, Kane Dec, I3 and ik and Hancock Dec. I3. Either Miss G-lenna
T5?.nderson or Miss Grace Armstrong, foods and nutrition extension specialists of the
-ollege,will be in charge of the demonstrations in cooperation with the local home ad-
'9'itier in each county.
-M-
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|B Farmers Patrol Roads To Prevent Stealing Of Chickens
i
'^ Chidken thieving, Which will he at its height during the remainder of the
fall and early winterj might be less prevalent in Illinois if more counties tried a
plan which is "being used successfully in Edgar county, according to Ht H* Alp,
poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
One big advantage of the plan is that there is no danger of the flock owner being
killed or injured by a shotgun trap which he himself has rigged tip to catch the
thieves, Al*p pointed out.
The Edgar county plan is based on a county anti-thief association which
already has been responsible for the capture and sentencing of four men.. Th^^ssocia-
tion consists of a number of local community units which have been organized f^n those
sections of the county where there has been serious trouble from thieves.
The membership is divided into groups for patrol duty on the roads through-
out the district. Ustially two cars a night are assigned to this work, which is con-
tinuBd for a period of three or four weeks if necessary. Fnile the hours of patrolling
may vary, these cars generally are on the job throxigh the latter part of the ni^ht and
the early morning. Dividing the work of patrolling among the membership of the unit
distributes the hardship of staying up late hoiirs.
During the time the patrol cars are out, a record is made of all car
licenses noted on the roads each night at unusual hours. These records are kept and
studied, as there is a possibility that over a period of time a given license number
may appear often enough to be the cause of suspicion. It then can be turned over to
the coimty law officers for investigation. The records also make it possible to de--
termine who is on the roads at late and early hours.
"Adjusted " Crops Mean Eeed Waste Must Be Prevented
As crop production is adjusted closer and closer to domestic needs, there
will be less feed to waste, and this means that the 139 million dollars worth of live-
stock on Illinois farms will have to be given adequate shelter, according to W. A.
Poster, of the agricultural engineering department. College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. Poorly sheltered stock can not make the most of the feed it eats, he
pointed out. Then too, there is the added waste and spoilage that com.es when live-
stock feeding is done without proper protection, he added.
This is especially important this year, he said, because the prospects for
all feed crops are poor. Furthermore, the trend now is toward the adjustment of live-
stock production, as well as of crops. If farmers are to conserve what livestock they
do produce and put higher quality products on the market, they can not neglect the
sheltering of their animals.
"Some shelter can be provided with nothing more than a straw pile in the
feed lot. It breaks the wind and furnishes som.e overhead shelter durin{; driving storms
Better than the straw pile is the straw shed, which may be built at a small outlay of
time. Forked poles cut from timber and set as posts will support poles, brush and
straw for a straw shed. While such shed».are not permanent, they should last for two
years and may be rebuilt easily. The saving in manure will more than pay for the time
in building
y
"Then there is the open shed which is open to the south and east. This
permits livestock the freedom to come and go as it pleases. By the use of plenty of
straw, these open sheds can be made an excellent shelter for the feed bunks. They
keep the feed dry until it is eaten and save considerable spoilage and wind loss."
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Dwarf Trees Aid Subsistence Plan For Homes In City
;
II
The trend toward putting more town and city homes on a subsistence hasis
has stirred up new interest in dwarf trees, which males it easier for. families to grow
their own fruit in a home planting, it is pointed out by R. L. McMunn, of the depart-
ment of horticult\are, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Dwarf trees of both the apple and the pear are available at the present
time, but not all nurseries propagate these two, he reported. Dwarf trees, as the
name signifies, are small trees. This dwarfing is accomplished by propagating the
varieties on a root stock that will dwarf the variety. Not all varieties of apples
and pears can be worked on dwarfing stock, because some of them do not "take."
"Since dwarf trees do not grow to be as large as standard trees, they are
well adapted for the town or city lot.. Tliese trees, being smaller, can be given
much better care than can larger trees. They can be given a thorough spraying either
v/ith a knapsack or bucket type sprayer.
"Another point in favor of dwarf trees for the small lot is that several
can be planted in the space that would be taken by one or two standard trees. This
greater number of trees will give a range in ripening, if the proper varieties are
selected. Dwarfs can be set as close as ten by ten feet and often can be included in
the landscape planting or set apart as specimen trees.
"Dwarf trees should not be planted deeper tha,n the point where the graft
was made. If planted deeper, the part of the tree grafted on the dwarfing stock will
be below the ground and often will take root. In a few years, then the variety will
be on its own roots and will grow into a standard sized tree. The root systems of
dwarfing stocks generally are shallow, and cultivation therefore should not be deep.
The union between varieties and dwarfing stock generally is not as strong as that be-
tween varieties and standard stock. Consequently dwarf trees should be planted, if
possible, where they will not get the full force of very strong winds."
-M-
Cleaning Up Uow Means Healthier G-arden llext Season
Illinois' two million home owners and other flower growers will have
healthier gardens to enjoy next year if they will give them a thorough clean-up after
the first killing frost, according to James Hutchinson, of the floriculture division,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This clean-up of all plant residue
is the most important a.nd often the most neglected of operations in the garden, he
said.
"Insects prepare for winter by hiding under leaves or dried weeds. Some of
them require very little protection and may be found under a thin layer of rubbish or
dried plants. Furthermore, fungous diseases may be carried over from year to year by
allowing the stems of last year's plants to remain until spring.
"As soon as possible after the first killing frost, all dead material should
be removed and destroyed. However, the removal of this dead growth, which might act
as a winter protection, makes it necessary to apply a covering of some sort to pro-
tect the plants against freezing. The effect of alternate thawing and freezing may be
minimized by a winter mulch of straw manure or leaves. Rotted manure entirely de-
composed makes an excellent mulch. Half-rotted maniire or leav3s must be used much
more carefully. Peat moss is becoming more and more popular. A winter mulch should
be applied after the season's growth has been removed and while the ground is frozen,"
-M-
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Fanners' Outlook To Improve As Recovery Continues
A better balanced production relative to demand for farm products is in
prospect in 193^ with further improvement in demand as recovery in the industries
proceeds, according to the annual agricultural outlook report released by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture in cooperation with state agricultural colleges. Prof.
H. P. Rusk, head of the animal husbandry department. College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois, and Prof. P. E. Johnston, of the agricultural economics department,
participated in the preparation of the report. The Illinois representatives and those
from 39 other states gathered in Washington for a conference prior to the preparation
and release of the report. This report presents the facts of supply, demand and
prices on various farm crops and livestock to be used by farmers in planning their
production programs for next season. Much of this material is used as a basis for
formulating the agricultural adjustment program. Furthermore the probable effects on
production of the adjustment work was taken into consideration by the economists in
preparing the report.
The domestic demand for most farm products seans likely to improve further
in 193^1 ^'u-t prospects for improvement in the donand for American agricultural prod-
ucts in 193^ are less favorable in foreign than in domestic markets. It seems probable
that further advances in prices of farm products will depend primarily upon a more pro-
nounced recovery in the output of industries usirjg non-agricultural products.
Total production of crops may be held to about the same level as in 1933? ^
year in which production, especially of grain, was influenced by unusually low yields
in some crops. Flans for restricting the cultivated acreage in 193^ will tend to re-
duce the demand for production credit. Low interest rates in central money markets
indicate low cost of credit on good security through agricultural credit corporations,
production credit associations, and cooperative banks.
The world wheat martet continues to be depressed by accumulated stocks of
wheat, a high level of production and severe restrictions on the importation and use
of wheat by European countries. Governmental action will continue to be a prime fac-
tor affecting the level of wheat prices in the United States during the coming year.
Favorable aspects of the world wheat situation are to be found in the pros-
pect for improved business conditions in various countries and in the possibility of
a reduction in wheat acreage and some relaxation of import restrictions as a result of
the London wheat conference. Demand for flaxseed and flaxseed products during the
193^-35 season is expected to be slightly improved over the low level of 1933-3^.
The total supply of feed grains for the 1933-3^ season is smaller than that
for any other year since 1901. Should the present unfavorable feeding situation con-
tinue it will tend to discourage the production of livestock for market in 193^« Be-
cause of the shortage of feed grains this year, the price ratios between feed grains
and livestock and feed grains and livestock products are no longer so high as to
stimulate further increases in livestock numbers and in some instances will probably
result in some decreases.
The supply of meat animals on farms, in terras of total live weight of the
three species , --hogs, cattle, sheep and lambs—at the beginning of 193*^ probably will
be slightly larger than at the beginning of 1933- It seems likely that the increase
in cattle nTombers will more than offset a rather marked reduction in the number of
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. \V. Mum ford, Director,
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hogs on farms and a slight decrease in the nvunber of sheep and lambs. Consumer de-
mand for meats is expected to show farther improvement during 193^.
Commei*cial slaughter of hogs during the marketing year ending September 3O
next will be considerably smaller than that of the preceding marketing year. Total
live weight of hogs to be slaughtered is estimated at 12 per cent smaller than in the
preceding year, this reduction from earlier indications having been brought about by
the slaughter of 6,000,000 pigs in August and September under the emergency hog pro-
duction control plan and by the short production of corn and other feed crops. The
expected decrease in hog slaughter will occur largely during the winter marketing
period, October 1, 1933 to May 1, 193^.
The upswing in cattle smd calf slaughter which got under way in early 1933
is expected to continue for several years, but slaughter supplies in 193^ will prob-
ably include fewer of the better finished kinds and more of the lower grades. Cattle
numbers have been increasing since 1928 and are expected to continue to increase
through 193^. Demand for beef during 193^ may be stimulated somewhat as a result of
reduced production of competing meats.
Sheep numbers in the United States are now on the downward trend of the
production cycle. World wool production in 1933 will be smaller than in 1932. The
trend of domestic wool prices during the remainder of this year and in early 193^
will be influenced largely by the movanent of prices in foreign markets and changing
relationship of the dollar to currencies in the principal exporting countries.
Returns from dairying for several years have been relatively favorable as
compared with returns from most other types of farming. During the next year or two
the comparative situation seems likely to be less favorable to dairy producers.
Evidences of weakness in the present situation are: record stocks of dairy products,
a lowered rate of consumption, a high rate of production, record numbers of cows on
farms being milked and low prices of meat-producing livestock that tend to make it
more profitable to use feed for dairy production than for meat production.
The number of hens and pullets of all ages reported on farms on October 1,
1933 > was 1 per cent larger than in 1932, but during the summer and early fall of
1933 fewer eggs were produced than in 1932. A production of eggs this fall and early
winter as small as or even smaller than la-st season appears probable. The larger pro-
portion of pullets in the laying flock this season should later help to improve the
rate of layings per hen and result in a production about equal to that of last winter.
The market outlook for ccmmercial track crops for fresh market during the
remainder of the present season and in 193^ appears to be somewhat more favorable for
producers than the situation has been daring the last two years. It appears that
prices to growers for tonnage of track crops grown for manufacture may be somewhat
higher in 193^ than the record low prices of 1932 and 1933 and that larger acreages
taay be contracted on certain crops.
The tendency to develop or at least to maintain orchards close to large
consuming centers and to neglect considerably those more distant is probably the most
significant factor in the fruit industry. This condition has been brought about
largely by the declining prices of the last three years during which producers within
i economical trucking distance of market have been able to reduce production costs
relatively more than those at greater distances.
-M-
Illinois Officials G-et Details Of Corn-Hog Program
Details of the corn-hog production program of the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration were presented to officials of the extension service, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois and to extension service representatives from four
other states at a regional conference held at Indianapolis, Nov. 2 and J,. Members of
Illinois' official delegation were J. C, Spitler, state leader of farm advisers;
J. C. Hackleman, crops extension; E. T. Robbins, anim.al husbandry extension, and
F. J. Keilholz, extension editor.
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Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio wer^^ the four other states represented.
Following the Indianapolis conference, similar regional meetings were to he held at
Kansas City, St. Paul and Chicago.
The plan was taken to these conferences "by A. G. Black, chief, and Claude
Wickard, assistant chief, of the corn-hog section of the Agricultural Adjustment Ad-
ministration, and C. W. Warburton, director of extension work for the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. At these meetings the need for the plan and what the plan offers
corn and hog growers, were presented.
Officials of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in charge of the
corn-hog program have been making every effort in the past two weeks to iron out dif-^
ficult points in the contract in order to make it equitable for the largest number of
growers. Hundreds of communications regarding the plan have been received in Wash-
ington, indicating a wide-spread interest in it by farm people. All possible speed
is being made in getting the contract and other parts of the program in final form.
Following the regional meetings it is expected that district conferences
will be held in each State to acquaint county agricultural agents, farm leaders and
others with the plan so that as rapidly as possible the educational phases of the
program may be undertaken. Following the educational work, the necessary steps lead-
ing to the presentation of applications and contracts will be taken and the county
corn-hog production control associations will be organized.
The exact terms of the contract will not be announced until after this
series of regional conferences now going on. The tentative contract will be revised
in the light of discussions at the conferences. However, the plan is for one con-
tract to cover both com and hogs.
On corn, the tentative contract calls for a 20 per cent reduction in the
corn acreage on individual farms in 193^» That is, 20 per cent less than the average
acreage planted to corn on each farm this year and last year. On hogs, the contract
calls for a 25 per cent reduction in the number of litters to be farrowed next year
and in the number of hogs marketed from such litters. That is, 25 per cent below the
average hog production during the past two years.
In return for making those cuts in corn acreage the fanner will be paid at
the proposed rate of J>0 cents a bushel on the average yield an acre of the number of
acres taken out of production. On hogs the proposed payment is about $5 a head on
75 per cent of the average number of hogs produced and marketed in a year.
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Loans And Pork Buying To Eelp Illinois Hofi Growers
Two steps whereby the Agricultural Adjustment Administration will give
intermediate aid to com and hog growers until the $350,000,000 corn~hog adjustment
program for 1934 can be put into effect are now being taken in Illinois aind other
states, it is aomounced by the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Loans at the rate of 45 cents per bushel on the farm will be made against
merchantable corn properly stored and warehoused. Secondly, approximately 300,000,000
pounds of cured hog products, the equivalent of 3,000,000 live hogs, or more than half
of the total annual marketings of a state like Illinois, will be removed from the
regular trade channels during the next seven or eight months by purchase by the Fed-
eral Surplus Relief Corporation for distribution among needy families.
The com loans will be on the basis of 45 cents a bushel on the farm, with
adjustment of cubic measure a bushel at the crib to allow for variations in moisture
content. This new basis replaces the basis of 50 cents a bushel, f, o, b. , Chicago,
for No. 2 corn, originally announced. The alteration was made in order to establish
a uniform rate among farmers in various parts of the corn-growing areas. The com
loan plan is comparable to the basis of the loans on cotton. The waxehouse certifi-
cate is to be the loan collateral. Loans will be made at 4 per cent interest.
Loans on com will be made to the original producers or farmers acquiring
corn from the original producers, provided both the producer and the farmer purchas-
ing for feeding agree to reduce their respective corn acres for 1934 by at least 20
per cent, and the number of litters farro-wed and hogs marketed from these litters by
at least 25 per cent, in accordance with the 1934-35 corn-hog production control pro-
gram.
Note forms and loan agreements, together with regulations governing the loans,
will be promptly distributed to county farm advisers and other agencies helping to
handle the loans.
Bids on the initial portion of the purchase of 300j000(000 pounds of hog
products were to be opened at Washington, D, C, , November 17, by the Federal Surplus
Relief Corporation. This first purchase will be a maximum of approximately 75,000,000
pounds of product for delivery in Januaiy.
Begirjiing December 1, this initial purchase v/ill be followed at monthly in-
tervals by the opening of bids to furnish the Federal Emergency Relief Adiainistration
with a maximum of 50,000,000 pounds of cured pork products a month. Meat packers mak-
ing successful bids mast process the products from hogs of average good quality weigh-
ing between 100 and 215 pounds.
This purchase by successful bidders of approximately 750,000 head of light
hogs during the last of November and first half of December, and the additional pur-
chase of approximately 2,250,000 hogs in succeeding months to fill subsequent contracts
for the Relief Administration is expected to effect a noticeable improvement in the
v/inter and spring hog market.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MnMFORO, Director.
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Business To Be Stimulated By Rise In Farmers' Income
Heavier sales of miscellaneous commodities which Illinois farmers need and
buy are almost certain to follow from the addition of 39 million dollars or more to
the buying power of the state's farmers as a result of the goverimient ' s wheat and
corn-hog programs, according to reports which the extension service of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois has received from the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration. Illinois farmers will get $2,618,000 in wheat benefit payments be-
tween now and next spring, while an estimated $37,000,000 will be added to the pur-
chasing power of the state's farmers as a resiilt of the corn-hog program.
Already in some sections of the country increased farm income is being re-
flected in greater sales of miscellaneous commodities which farmers buy. On some
types of sales the volume is at least 25 per cent more than a year ago, according
to reports compiled by Loiiis H. Bean, economic adviser of the AAA.
In the South the volume of purchases has risen much more than this, because
of the sharp rise in taxm income from unusually low levels. This improvement resulted
in large part from the cotton and tobacco adjustment programs. Similar effects are
being noted as benefit payments reach communities in the wheat and corn-and-hog belts.
Much of the increase in faxmers' income is the result of the benefit payments
made by the government in consideration of their cooperation in acreage reduction pro-
grams. Benefits to farmers during the five months from August to December will be
equivalent to a 20 per cent increase over the cash farm income for the same period
last year.
The increase in prices of agricultural commodities has been uneven, accord-
ing to the Adjustment Administration, Thus far price improvement has benefited wheat,
cotton and tobacco most, dairy and hogs somewhat, and a niimber of farm products very
little. Prices of wheat, cotton, tobacco and. wool are now higher than they were last
March because of the depreciation of the American dollar in foreign exchange, specu-
lative activity, reduced supplies, and a higher level of industrial activity and con-
sumer purchasing power. The regional differences also stand out in farm income, with
cotton and grain income showing the greatest gain compared with income from livestock
and their products.
The prices of other important farm products, particularly livestock and
livestock products, which depend so largely on domestic demand conditions, have not
shared the effects accompanying the new monetary policies, but have followed quite
closely the expansion in factory payrolls, demonstrating the great dependence of farmr-
ing on consumer purchasing power.
As the value of the Ajnerican dollar abroad declined from 100 cents in March
to 72 cents in July, the average of farm prices advanced from 50 per cent of the pre-
war level to 76 per cent. By the middle of October, the value of the dollar declined
further to 69 cents; but prices received by farmers declined to 68 per cent of the pre-
war level, as speculative and industrial activity subsided from the sharp peaks of June
and July, Some price improvement took place during the last part of October.
In general, farm prices at the end of October had a purchasing power about
22 per cent greater than they had last March, when it was only half as much as in the
pre-war years, Farm receipts including benefit payments during September showed a
much greater increase in purchasing power over the low level of last March.
The returns from farming should be greater during the coming year than in
recent months in the opinion of officials of the Administration. Wheat growers are to
receive benefit payments Of about 102 million dollarst The corn-hog belt will receive,
mostly during 1934, something under 350 million dollars for participation in the corn-
and-hog adjustment program. Benefit payments are to be made to cotton and tobacco
growers.
Prices and returns of a number of other farm products will be favorably af-
fected by the adoption of agreements to control supplies at higher prices. These bene-
fit payments v/ill serve to promote industrial revival, and the latter will in tiirn tend
to lift the general level of farm prices and farm income as additional steps are taken
to promote business activity.
J?./ ..-d.:
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Ihe rise in industrial prices which took place recently has apparently been
checked, according to the Administration, and prices paid "by farmers have remained
practically tmchanged during the eight weeks of £epter:f'er and Octoher. Consequently,
as factory payrolls and other consumer incomes are raL;-3d, they prooahly will not he
accompanied by further rapid advances in industrial p^'Jces, as they were last summer.
Farmers should thus be able to obtain more for their marketings of 1934 as consumers'
incomes expand.
Processing Tax Only Small Percentage Of Pork Costs
The initial processing tax, now in effect, of 50 cents a hundredv/eight upon
the actual killing of all hogs slaughtered for conmercial trade channels accounts for
less than three-fourths of one cent a pound of the average value of the finished hog
carcass, it is pointed out in a statement which the extension service of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just received from the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Administration. The regulations imposing the tax provide that the tax v;ill in-
crease by 50 cent stages on December 1, January 1, and February 1, reaching a naxiraum
of $2 a hundredweight.
If meat packers and retail meat dealers distribute the tax, now in effect,
among the various hog products in proportion to their retail market value, hams, fresh
loins, and bacon will bear slightly more than an average cf three-quarters of one cent
a pound; products of lower value such as trimmings, sausage, luncheon meats, and mis-
cellaneous edible meat will bear a tax of proportionately less a pound.
Although they do not necessarily determine the incidence of the tax with
respect to hog products entering retail trade channels, the regulations issued by the
Secretary of Agriculture for the purpose of establishing the rate for floor stocks on
meats and other articles derived from hogs and in storage at processing plants on No-
vember 5, 1933, indicate approximately how much of the tax each article may bear.
At the initial rate of 50 cents a hundredweight on live hogs, the floor
stock tax on regular and skinned haras, given the sweet pickle or smoked cure, ranged
from slightly less than one cent to slightly more than one cent a pound. This repre-
sents about 15 to 18 cents on a 16-pound ham, depending upon the manner of trim and
the type of cure.
The floor stocks tax on fresh pork loins was slightly more than one cent a
pound. This amounts to about one-fourth of a cent each on the average pork chop.
Picnic hams, sjnoksd or cured sweet pickle, v/ere levied on at the rate of less than
one-half cent a pound. The floor stocks tax; on lard was sli^tly over one-half cent
a pound.
-M-
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Farm Outlook Brightened By Seven Favorable Factors
Seven favorable factors in the present economic situation indicate that the
low spot in the present depression has been passed and that, barring setbacks, the
outlook of the farmer will brighten, according to the third quarterly a^ricultTural
outlook report just issued by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinoisi
A continuntion of the improvement in industrial activity and the better adjustment of
agricultural production to foreign and domestic demand should bring better times for
the farmer, the report points out» It was prepared by agricultural economists and
other members of the staff under direction of Dean H. W. lAiraford.
Latest available facts on the supply, demand and prices of various farm
crops and livestock, together with a review of the general business situation, are
given in the report as a basis for helping farmers plan and adjust their production
programs for next year.
Against the seven favorable factors are seven unfavorable indications which
farmers must weigh in making their decisions, the report says.
Listed as favorable factors are the fact that the general price level in
the United States and for foreign countries is now higher than at the beginning of
the year, prices of Illinois farm products are higher than a year earlier, the pur-
chasing power of farm products increased during the year, industrial activity in
September was higher than in the same month a year ago, paj'rolls have increased
steadily since March, the amount of money in circulation has decreased steadily
since March; that is, hoarded money has gone into the banlcs , and governmental lend-
ing will stimulate somewhat the building of roads, the purchase of steel rails and
construction in general.
On the other side of the picture there has been a steady decrease in busi-
ness activity since July, prices of farm products are still low as compared with pre-
war, increased costs for manufactured goods have counteracted to some extent the gain
to farmers in the increased prices for fairo products, although interest rates are low
there is but little demand for capital and in spite of the surplus funds in central
banks new security issues are hard to float, foreign trade barriers will continue to
hamper the export of farm products, world stocks of goods, particularly raw materials,
are excessive, and on September 22, there were approximately 2,700 banks which had
not reopened since the banking holiday.
It is not surprising that there has been some recession in business activity
since July, for a part of the advance during the second quarter of the year was
I speculative, the report points out. "Permanent improvement usually proceeds at a
'slow rate. The downswing of the present depression lasted for 3-1 years."
Sizing up the outlook is difficult at the present time owing to the tin-
usually large number of unknown elements in the situation, the report points out.
Codes have been established for most industries, an attempt is being made to control
the production of basic agricultural commodities, the monetary system is on a new
and fluctuating basis and prices of speculative commodities fluctuate widely from day
to day and month to month. In spite of these difficulties business men and farmers
must continue to weigh the favorable factors against the unfavorable indications and
make decisions accordingly.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director,
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Illinois Ranks Up High In Adjusting Output Of Wheat
In spite of the fact that Illinois farmers already had reduced their acre-
age of all wheat 6I per cent since I9i9» the state went even farther and took
fifteenth place among all states in the percentage of wheat acreage signed up in the
government's adjustment program, according to official reports v/hich the extension
service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has received from the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
Fifty-five per cent of the state's average acreage during the three-year
period, I93O-I932, is signed up in contracts which are now going to Washington. These
contracts will "bring Taack an estimated $2,6l8,000 in benefit payments and increased
buying power to Illinois farmers for reducing their acreage I5 per cent in 193^«
The first installment of 70 per cent will be paj'-able as soon as contracts
are sent to Washington and approved, and the remainder next spring. Piatt county was
the first one from Illinois to get its contracts to Washington, but those from other
counties are following in rapid order, it was announced.
The equivalent of 80 per cent of the national average acreage for the three-
year period, 1930-1932, was signed up in the acreage adjustment campaign, according to
the Washington report. Adjustment payments to the nation's wheat farmers will total
more than $100,000,000 on the basis of applications received, it was said.
The 570 » 263 farmers of the United States who signed applications control a
total wheat acreage of 51f92?,6l2 acres. When this acreage is reduced by 15 per cent
in accordance with the wheat contracts, it will mean that a total of approximately
7,782,000 acres will be definitely taken out of 193^ wheat production.
The 55 per cent signup in Illinois compares favorably with the signup in
the larger wheat states, especially since Illinois farmers have been adjusting their
wheat acreage for a number of years, it was pointed out by officials. Kansas and
North Dakota, the country's two leading wheat producing states, have 95 to 100 per
cent of their three-year averrge acreage signed up. Nebraska, the third ranking
wheat state, has a 75 per cent signup; Oklahoma, fourth in production, has SU per
cent; Montana, fifth, 95 pe^ cent; Washington, sixth 7? per cent; South Dakota,
seventh, 92 per cent; and Texas, eighth in production, 5^ per cent,
Illinois leads its neighboring states, Missouri having a 52 per cent signup,
Iowa and Kentucky, U7 per cent and Indiana 2S percent.
-M-
2U5 Million More In Factory Wages Aids Farm Prices
Farm prices face the late fall and early winter period in a much stronger
position than they would have been in had not monthly factory payrolls been increased
by almost 25O million dollars recently, according to R. W. Bartlett, of the department
of agricultural economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Factory workers in the United States received about $6S3»000,000 in Septem-
ber, which was an increase of $2^5,000,000, or 56 per cent, above the March payrolls
to these workers, according to figures which he has just compiled. In Illinois alone
factory workers got approximately $Ub,000,000 in September. This was an increase of
nearly $17,000,000, or ^Z per cent, above the March payrolls to these workers.
"Since the value of farm food products is so closely related to consum.ers'
purchasing power, this increase in payrolls has been a fundamental factory in sv.pport-
ing farm prices from the low level to which they had fallen in March."
-M-
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Home SlaiijS^hter Means 100 Millions To U, S. Farmers
An estimated 100 million dollars annually of what United States farmers
have lost in the reduced purchasing power of their dollar can be regained in the waye
of home butchering nov/ being done by farmers, according to Prof, Sleeter Bull, in
charge of the meats division of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Home butchering is on the increase throughout Illinois, as well as in other states.
Farmers need slaughter only one-half of their own meat supply to save 100 million
dollars cash annually, he estimated.
"Putting the farm home on a self-sufficient basis would be going back to
the pioneer days of 100 years ago in Illinois, but the shrinkage in the purchasing
power of the farmer's dollar is forcing him to get on a self-sufficient basis where-
ever possible. The farmer who supplies all or a considerable part of his meat from
his own feed lot makes a worthwhile saving.
"In 1932 the farmers of the United States marketed meat animals which had a
value on the farm of 721 million dollars. Consumers, and that includes 3O million
farmers and their families, paid retailers 1,656 million dollars for the meat from
these animals. In other words the total marketing costs from farm to consumer
amounted to the enormous sum of 935 million dollars, considerably more than the
farmer got for his livestock,
"If the farmers of this country slaughtered and prepared all their own meat,
they would save around 200 million dollars cash money annually. Obviously, it would
be impossible for all farmers to slaughter all their meat, but present conditions may
make it economical for them to provide half the supply.
"A hog worth U cents a pound on the farm furnishes pork chops at 1^ cents a
pound, bacon at 10 cents, cured ham at 8 cents, boston at 6 cents, picnic shoulder
at 5 cents, lard at U cents and sausage at 6 cents,
"A comparison of these prices with those of the retailer will show a ma-
terial saving for the home butcher. This is because of the elimination of all market-
ing costs such as transportation of live animals ana dressed meat, commissions, pro-
cessing costs, sales expenses, profits and other items. Naturally, these figures do
not allow the farmer anything for his labor,
"Directions for the slaughter, cutting and curing of pork may be obtained
from the animal husbajidry department of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois,"
~M-
Getting Children Past Holidays II 1 I L L Feature
Getting the 2-| million children of Illinois safely through the rigors of
the coming Christmas and New Year holidays will be one of the problems to be attacked
during the December series of farm and home hour programs which the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois broadcasts from the University station, W I L L»
The farm and home period occupies the hour from 11 to 12 every Friday morning during
the school year.
The problem of children and the holidays, which will have to be faced by all
of the 1,13^,000 Illinois families having children, or almost two-thirds of all the
families in the state, will be featured in the December 15 farm and home hour, which
will be in charge of the departm.ent of home economics.
The program not only will be designed to help mothers overcome illness,
over-excitement and other evils of the holiday period, but also will suggest books,
music, occupational materials and play equijsnent for children. The four other farm
and home hours during December will be in charge of the animal husbandry, Smith-
Lever extension, agricultural economics and dairy departments.
-M-
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Stockmen ffeigh Supply And Demand As Feedlnf: Begins
Illinois' lUO-raillion-dollar livestock industry is starting a new year of
feeding operations with prospects of a larger supply of neat animals on the farm and
at least some improvonent in the demand for meats during 193^» according to the third
quarterly agricultural outlook report just issued by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
These supply and demand factors will play a large part in determining how
soon the livestock industry of the state gets back to a more normal basis, it was
pointed out. Figures on livestock income during the past feeding season are not
available, but on January 1, 1933 f the livestock on farms of the state was valued at
$139t312,000. In contrast, the farm value of Illinois livestock in 1932 was
$185,3SU,000 and the gross income was $175,267,000, while in 1931 the farm value was
$2^7,927,000 and the gross income, $236,366,000.
In terms of total live weight of beef cattle, hogs and sheep, the supply of
meat animals on farms will probably be slightly larger at the begiiming of 193^ than
at the beginning of 1933» ^^e outlook report says. It is likely that the increase in
cattle numbers will more than offset a rather marked reduction in the number of hogs
on farms and a slight decrease in the niJjnber of sheep and lambs. From January 1, 192S,
to January 1, 1933. ^^^ supply of meat animals on farms, in terms of total live weight,
increased about 10 per cent.
The per-capita supply of meats and lard, measured in terms of dressed weight,
obtained from federally inspected slaughter during the first nine months of 1933 ^^-s
S2.6 pounds compared with 77 pounds in the same period of 1932 and 78.1 pounds in
1931.
"Whether the total inspected meat production in 193^ will exceed that of
1933 will depend largely upon whether the decrease in hog slaughter, as a result of
the federal corn-hog production control plan, will more than offset the almost certain
increase in the slaughter of cattle end calves.
"Changes in expenditures for meats occur somewhat later than changes in con-
sumer incomes. In view of this the maintenance of the present levels of employment
and payrolls in 193^ probably would result in some improvement in the demand for meats
during 193^' Substantial improvement in the domestic demand for meats and lard during
next year, however, will depend upon further increases in consumer buying power."
Illinois Showmen Send 92"^ Sntries To International
Seventy-one head of blooded livestock are being groomed by the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois to help uphold the reputation of Illinois as the
third leading livestock state at the Chicago International Livestock Exposition.
Arrayed with the agricultural college stock at the show \vill be 923 entries from the
herds and flocks of 99 breeders and exhibitors of the state. Only animals that have
been bred, fed and developed by the U. I. College of Agriculture will be shown by the
institution.
-M-
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Orchard Cleanup Needed To Check Codling Moth Losses
This past season has teen one of the worst codling moth years that Illinois
apple growers have ever had, ajid a thorough winter cleanup of orchards can not he
neglected if heavy losses are to be avoided in 193^» according to a report to the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois by 3. C. Chandler, assistant entomologist,
Illinois State Natural History Survey.
The state's 1933 yield of 2,112,000 bushels of apples was only about half a
crop, but the prospects for a better harvest of high quality fruit in 193*^ are not
bright unless winter cleanups and other combative measures are used to get rid of
overv/intering worms, Chandler said.
"Packing sheds sind orchards, themselves, will be the two main sources of
codling moths that will infest apples next spring. Loose trash around packing sheds
should be gathered and burned. If it is practical to do so, the shed should be
screened. If this is not feasible, proper disposition should be made of used crates
and baskets, as large numbers of overwintering worms often are found hidden in them.
These worms may be destroyed by dipping the crates and baskets in kerosene oil. Old
cushions and liners are often full of worms and should be destroyed. Cull apples
should be buried at least a foot deep or hauled at least a half mile from the orchard
instead of being left piled up near the pacMng shed.
"The orchard should be gone over for a cleanup of any trash, such as old
fertilizer sacks, broken baskets, crates and old boards. In uncultivated orchards
it is advisable to grub out and burn sprouts rather than merely to mow them off.
"Codling moth bands placed on trees to trap worms should be removed and
burned by March. Care should be taken to destroy the worms that drop to the ground
when the band is being removed. Winter is a good time to scrape the rough bark from
trees preparatory to banding them next spring. Scrapings should be caught on a
canvas and burned if the codling moth infestation has been heavy.
"Piunings, too, should be burned rather than used to fill gullies as is too
often done.
"Unsprayed and neglected blocks of trees within a quarter of a mile of the
orchard should not be overlooked. If neighborly consultations fail in solving this
problem, the grower may call upon the proper state authorities. There is a ruling
against allowing such nuisances to remain if they are shown to be a menace."
-M-
Lamb Feeding Has Sped Adjustments On Illinois "Fr.rms
A half million or more fat lambs shipped out of Illinois farm feedlots every
year have helped many farmers adjust and balance their production, because lambs clean
up at least part of the grains and roughages and help maintain soil fertility. This
is pointed out in a new circular, "Feeding Lambs on Illinois Farms," which has just
been published by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois for distribution
to farmers and other interested persons. W. G. Kammlade, assistant professor of sheep
husbandry, is the author. Sheep and lamb production in the state in 1931» the last
year for which figures are available, was valued at $2,511,000,
Successful feeding and marketing of lambs calls for discriminating buying
and selling, the intelligent and economical use of feeds and the avoidance of severe
death losses, according to the new circular. Major steps in the lamb feeding business
which are covered in the circular are the buying of feeder lambs, price considerations,
shipping the feeders to the farm, prevention of excessive death losses, importance of
not overlooking simple things, feeding lambs in fields, drylot feeding, the importance
of keeping lambs gaining and marketing the fattened animals.
-M-
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Terraces gall As Soil Savers When Not Kept U£ ^ell
Broad "base terraces are now being used on more than l6»000 acres of Illinois
land as a means of checking destinctive erosion, but these terraces will not be suc-
cessful unless they are properly maintained, it is pointed out by E. 1. Lehmann, head
of the agricultural engineering department, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
"Careful maintenance is especially important in terraced fields that are
planted to cultivated crops. Low places in terraces, where they cross gallies or
draws, should be watched carefully to avoid having them break across where the water
aqcimmlates above them. Terrace outlets often are a special problem and must be given
attention.
"The fact that the terrace trough is a drain necessitates its being kept
open. The best time to put terraces in first class shape is when the field is plowed.
This can be done by plowing in the ordinary manner, except that the plow is lifted
but of the ground at the terraces. After the field has been plowed, the top of the
terrace is back-furrowed, making it a land l6 to ?0 feet wide. The soil is then
graded to the center with a light road grader or terracing machine.
"It is better practice in soil erosion control work to plow across the
slope between the terraces, rather than to plow in the usual way. The way to plow
across the slope is to start the furrow at the top of the terrace and then back-
furrow, making a land wide enough so the dead furrow will be at the terrace trough.
The next land is started a definite distance above the terrace so the terrace trough
will be cleaned out when the land is complete. This will result in the small ir-
regular areas being just below each terrace. »7hen the plowing is done in this manner,
each furrow will tend to hold the water and there will be no dead furrows running
along a slope. Some grading may be needed whether this method or the usual plan of
plowing is followed.
"The terrace trough should be checked for depth and the top of the terrace
checked for low places when grading is completed. After terraces have become
thoroughly established in a field, little attention need be given to maintaining them
except at plowing time."
Home-Killed Beef Helping Farmers Lower Cash Outlays
Fanners of the United States have slaughtered as much as 5^7 million pounds
of beef annually for home use during recent years, but they are doing even more of it
this year, according to Prof. Sleeter Bull.j in charge of the meats division, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. .-
:^ . ^
• -
"A good steer or heifer _wpr,th U cen^s a pound on the farm furnishes porter-
house steak at l6 cents, sirloin itesk sd,"lj)^ cents'; round steak at 11 cents, rib
roast at 11 cents, rump roast at 6-^ cents, chuck roasts at 8 cents, hamburger at 5
cents and plate stew at U cents. These low figures, and the consequent saving of
the farmer, are the result of the elimination of all marketing costs such as trans-
portation of live animals and dressed meat, commissions, processing costs, sales ex-
pense, profits and other items. These figures allow the farmer the hide, liver,
tongue, heart, brains and kidneys for his labor.
"A beef usually furnishes more meat than one family can utilize before it
spoils. However, a few neighbors can organize a 'beef ring,' and insure themselves
of a constant supply of fresh beef throughout the winter months at depression prices.
These 'beef rings' operate on the same principle as a threshing ring. A part of the
carcass may be cured or canned.
"Directions for the organization of a beef ring and for the slaughter, cutting
and c\iring of beef may be obtained from the animal husbandry department of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois,"
-M-
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Heavy Supply Of Stored Pork Dims Outlook For Hogs
Illinois hog growers, who are getting less than half as much for their
output as they were in the days of pre-war parity prices, started another year of
operations with storage stocks of pork on October 1 piled up to the second highest
point on record. This and other factors that will have to be weighed in the farm-
er's plans for the coming year are pointed out in the third quarterly outlook
report just issued by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The gross income of Illinois farmers from hogs in 1932, the most recent
year for which figures are available, was $53,166,000, but the farm price of hogs
that year was only $3.78 a hundredweight, whereas the fair exchange value was $8.02,
or $4.24 a hiondredweight more than farmers actually received.
Storage accumulations from May to September of this year were the largest
on record. By October 1, stocks of pork, totaling about 629,000,000 pounds, were
the second largest on record for that date, the outlook report points out. Holdings
of lard, amounting to 192,000,000 pounds, were the largest on record for October 1.
The increase in storage of hog products on October 1 this year compared with October
1, 1932, was equivalent to about 1,580,000 hogs.
Fortunately, the carryover of stocks into the new storage season is likely
to be much smaller than was anticipated in the early fall. Because of the levying
of the floor tax on stocks of pork and lard on ITovember 5, the movement of cured pork
products and lard out of storage during October was large and the movement of prod-
ucts into storage was small. Even then the stocks of pork on ITovember 1 were 18 per
cent above the five-year average and the stocks of lard more than twice the five-
year average. The smaller than average slaughter supplies of hogs in October
facilitated the movement of both fresh and cured pork into domestic consumption chan-
nels.
Present supplies of hogs, the probable effects of the government's corn-
hog adjustment program and foreign and domestic demand also will have to be weighed
by hog producers in making their decisions for the coming year, the outlook report
points out.
-M-
Medium Type Hog Setting "Style " For Pork Production
The popular "style" of hogs in the future will be the medium-type animal,
and this is becoming more certain every day as farmers set out to adjust and sta-
bilize their pork production, it is pointed out by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Neither the
stretched-out, rangy type of hogs nor the chuffy type, with its well-rounded curves
and excess lard, can compete with the intermediate type in supplying the present-
day demands of the packer and consumer, Robbins believes.
Already medium-type hogs seem to be scarce. At least one eastern breeder
recently crossed five states in search of hogs of the medium type and reported to
Robbins that it was difficult to find suitable animals.
-M-
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Distillers ' Grains Zc Brin^ Z'rj^rd^e It. Jeeiir^ Coxs
There irill be a *new deal" in rations for cany cf the i.lll.CCC iairj cc-^s
of Illinois after the first of the year, when distillers' dried grains and crewers'
dried grains xill again be available in greatly increased roantities, it i= pointed
out by Dr. IT. 3. ITevens, associate chief in iair:' cattle feeding at the College cf
Igriculture, University of Illinois.
Both these types of grains are looked -apcn with favor "cy dairy cattlemen,
he said. The largest outlet for them is in proprietary nizei feeds for dairy cattle.
Considerable qiiantities also are bought in unr.ixed fcm cy dairy cattle feeders to
be used as protein supplements in dairy rations.
Teediog tests with milk cows have shown that distillers' dried grains are
equal to nixtures of wheat bran, cottonseed seal ana linseed -eal ccntainir^ er::al
amounts of protein and that distillers' grains fron com are -ore Talua.ble than those
from lye. Further, distillers' grains were fcind ncre val'sjia'cle than brewers' grains.
Other compaLrisons have shown distillers' grains superior to com gluten feed, and
brewers' grains better than wheat cran.
"Dairy cattle feeders contenplating the parchase of one of these feeds
should be guided ty the cost of a pound of protein in that feed in cocparison with
the cost in other available protein supplecients cocnonly 'ised for dairy cattle, buy-
ers of mixed feeds containing considerable proportions of distillers' and brewers*
grains will find the analyses as guaranteed by the rtanufacturer are indicative of the
feedicg value.
"When made largely from com, distillers' grains as a r'ile contain about
52 per cent protein. The fat, or oil, content is high, being about 11 per cent, and
the fiber content is low, ranging from about 10 to 12 per cent. listiilers' grains
made largely from rye contain from 16 to 25 per cent protein with an average of a'::"^"
18 per cent. The fat is about 7 p-er cent and the fiber acout 16 per cent. althc-::gh
the fiber may range from 12 to 18 per cent. When com, rye and cccasicnallj cth?r
grains are combined by the distiller, the resialting grains have a ociipositi::: -7-^
between the extremes for com and rye and approach one or the ether dspeniire -jcn
the proportions used.
"Brewers' dried grains contain from 22 to 25 per cent protein. The fat
content is about 7 per cent and the fiber about 13 per cent."
-II-
Pushing rail Pigs Is Way To Cash In Cn Price Outlook
Partners who have thrifty fall pigs that are prcrerly handled stand the
best chance cf cashing in on the higher prices which are expected to prevail next
spring as a result of the goveraoent's recent emergency hog "r^ing operaticns, ac-
cording to Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of Agri :Ml:ure,
University of Illinois.
Most of the 6,CXK),000 light spring pigs that were taken out cf reg-:ila.r :tar-
ket channels by government parchase were so light that they co-old net have been mar-
keted before late winter, he explained. Zarly fall pigs that are kept free from
parasites and diseases and fed a suitable ration can be made reaty for market in
Jsbr-ary or early March when rr^ny of the pigs now gene would have come to market , he
said. If Jebruary and early Uarch receir'ts are listened as a revolt of re-cring
the 5,000,000 pigs, as now seems likely, prices sho'old go up.
-k-
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Supplies Of Feed Hit Low Records ; Farmers Figuring
Not since 1901 has the total supply of feed grains been as small as it is
now, while the quantity of feed available for each animal unit also is the smallest
for any time during the past 30 years, it is pointed out by R. H. Wilcox, of the
department of agricultural economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Farmers are figuring as never before how they can adjust their crops to meet plans
for livestock production, he said.
"Livestock raisers can go far toward getting a well-balanced supply of
feeds for their stock by including in the cropping system only those crops that have
shown the largest net return an acre during recent years. In central Illinois these
crops are alfalfa for the hay crop, corn as the cultivated crop, winter wheat among
the small grain crops and mixed legumes as pasture.
"While soybeans, either as a grain or as a hay, do not get into the higher
profit group, they may be profitably grown as grain in place of wheat on livestock
farms, in case concentrates would otherwise have to be bought. Soybeans as a hay
crop produce more roughage an acre than any commonly grown hay other than alfalfa.
As an emergency hay for most of the state of Illinois, it stands at the head of the
list for its high production an acre and its low cost of production a ton.
"A rotation of about 50 per cent corn, 20 per cent alfalfa and the rest in
small grain and annual mixed legume pasture will give a balance of concentrates and
roughage in the same ratio as usually makes up the ration of cows, horses and stock-
er cattle.
"Beef cattle on full feed, hogs and poultry have to have a higher propor-
tion of grain to roughage than this rotation will give. However, it is often pos-
sible to reduce the cash outlay for protein concentrates even with this latter group
of livestock if high grade alfalfa hay and soybeans are included as one of their
feeds."
-M-
Butter Consumer Is Holding Key To Dairyman 's Plight
A surplus of about li^'H , OOC , OCO pounds of butter could be wiped out and pre-
war parity with all its benefits could be restored for dairy products within a month
if each of the 122,000,000 people in the United States used only a pound more of but-
ter in that time, it is pointed out by Prof. 0. 3. Rhode, of the dairy department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As it is, consumption of dairy prod-
ucts fell off 3 per cent during the first eight months of the year, he reported.
"Considering the fact that $52,532,000, which represents one-fourth of the
total Illinois farm income for 1932 was received for milk, it is evident that the
sitTiation in which the dairy industry ngw finds itself is one that concerns every
person who is directly or indirectly affected by farmers' income. Quick and effec-
tive help in restoring pre-war parity for dairy products can be rendered by people
in villages and cities, as well as by farmers, if they will do their part in con-
stiming adequate amounts of butter and other dairy products. "
-M-
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Corn-Hog. Adjustment Campaign Under Way In Illinois
Immediate appointment of temporary county campaign committees for each of
the 102 coTinties of the state will mark the official opening of the government's corn-
hog production adjustment campaign in Illinois. The temporary county committees will
be named by the state advisory committee of fo\ir members, of which H. W. Miomford, dean
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and director of the extension
service, is chairmsui.
Serving with Dean Mumford on the committee are J. R. Falkerson, Jerseyville
;
Ray E. Miller, director of livestock marketing for the Illinois Agricultural Associa-
tion, Chicago, and J. H. Lloyd, assistant director of the Illinois State Department of
Agriculture, Springfield. This committee will act in an advisory capacity to the ex-
tension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the corn-hog
section of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration during the campaign which is
about to be launched. The state committee was appointed by Dr. A. G. Black, chief of
the AAA.'s corn-hog section.
As soon as the temporary coTinty campaign committees are appointed, they in
turn will select community committees, and the corn-hog adjustment program will be in
full swing.
"As is now generally understood, this plan seeks to restore a balance be-
tween production and actual demand for corn and hogs that will raise the prices of
these commodities to their pre-war relationship with the prices of things farmers buy.
This plan gives corn belt farmers their first opportunity really to get together on a
sound adjustment to the vast changes that have taken place in the foreign trade situa-
tion, since the war. It is the necessary follow-up for the temporary emergency hog
marketing program and the Federal relief purchases to reduce the regular market sup-
plies this season. It will bring abo\it a substantial increase in the purchacing power
of farmers this winter. Altogether the maximum reduction payments during the next 15
months under this plan amount to approximately $350,000,000."
The main features of the approved contract are as follows:
1, The producer who signs up will reduce the corn acreage on the farm he will
operate in 1934 not less than 20 per cent below the average acreage planted to corn foi
1932 and 1933 or by any amount in excess of 20 per cent, but the corn reduction payment
shall be made only on a rnjmber of acres not in excess of 30 per cent of the two-year
average.
The acreage offered by the individual producer will be subject to any ad-
justment found necessary by the county allotment committee.
The two-year base period for both corn and hogs shall be December 1, 1931 to
December 1, 1933.
2. The producer will reduce in 1934 the mjmber of litters farrowed on the
farm under contract and farrowed by hogs owned by him not located on the farm 25 per
cent below the annual average number of litters owned by him when farrowed in the two-
year base period and reduce the number of hogs produced for market from 1934 litters
25 per cent below the annual average number of hogs produced for market from litters
farrowed during the past two-year period.
The producer also agrees not to increase the nimber of feeder pigs bo-ught
from December 1, 1933, to December 1, 1934, above the average number bought during the
Printed in furtherance of tbe Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress Majr 8, 1914. H. W. Moufoed, Director.
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two-year base period. The hog production figures reported by the individual pro-
ducers are subject to adjustment by the County Allotment Committee, if in the judg-
ment of the Committee such adjustment is necessary.
The reduction in corn is on the basis of past production on the farm to be
operated by the contracting farmer in 1934, regardless of whether the contracting
producer lived on the farm previous to 1934; adjustment of hogs on the other hand is
based on the past hog production of the contracting farmer, irrespective of his loca-
tion prior to 1934.
3. The producer agrees not to increase in 1934 above 1932 or 1933, which-
ever is higher: (a) The total acreage of crops planted for harvest, plus the con-
tracted acres; (b) the acreage planted to each crop, intended for sale off the farm,
which is designated as a basic commodity in the Agricultural Adjustment Act (that is,
cotton, wheat, rice and tobacco); (c) the total acreage of feed crops other than
corn and hay; (d) the number of any kind of livestock other than hogs designated as
a basic commodity in the Act or a product of which is so designated (referring to
milk and its products) kept or produced on the farm for sale.
4. The producer agrees not to increase in 1934 the aggregate corn acreage
on all other land owned, operated or controlled by him which is not covered by a corn-
hog reduction contract above the average acreage for such land for 1932 and 1933, and
not have any interest in hogs located on land not owned or operated by him.
5. Unless otherwise prescribed by administrative rulings by the Secretary of
Agriculture, the contracted acres shall not be used excapt for planting additional
permanent pasture; for soil-improving and erosion-preventing crops not to be harvested;
for resting or fallowing the land; for weed eradication; or for planting farm woodlots.
6. The producer agrees to operate the farm under contract throughout 1934
^
except as exempted by administrative ruling.
7. The producer agrees not to sell or assign, in whole or in part, the con-
tract or his right to or claim for reduction payments under the contract, except under
special circumstances to be specified by the Secretary to take care of new and retir-
ing producers
.
8. The provisions of the contract permit entry by agents of the corn-hog
control association and of the Secretary of Agriculture to the farm under contract
and to ajay land owned, operated or controlled by the contract signer, and access to
records, regardless of where located, pertaining to the production or sale of corn or
hogs and other "basic" commodities by the producer. The producer also is to furnish
location of all land upon which the producer raises corn or hogs. The acres on which
corn reduction payment will be made also are to be marked for identification as the
Secretary may direct.
In consideration of his having signed the contract and for subsequent com-
pliance with its terms, the producer shall be paid as follows:
A. A corn reduction payment at the rate of 30 cents a bushel, less producer's
pro rata share of local administrative expenses, on the estimated acre yield of the
contract acreage, based on the past five-year crop production (1929-33) of this acre-
age . Payment will not be made on acres in excess of 30 per cent of the average corn
acreage on the farm under contract during the two-year base. period. The estimated yield
of corn on the contracted acreage will be subject- to appraisal and adjustment by the
county allotment committee.
One-half, or 15 cents, a bushel of the corn reduction payment will be made
as soon as possible after the acceptance of the contract by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture. The remainder of the total corn reduction payment, or 15 cents, minus local
administrative expenses, will be paid on or after November 15, 1934, upon sufficient
evidence that the terms of the contract have been fulfilled.
The initial corn payment was reduced from the original figure of 20 cents
a bushel of estimated yield to 15 cents a bushel, in consideration of Administration
plans to issue the first checks to farmers upon the preliminary approval of contracts,
rather than delaying payment a longer time until the county allotment committees can
s .X •-* i' J*!*
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make a more thoroiigh check of individual producer records. If adjustments in the
contracted acreage are necessary aftar the final check-up hy the County Allotment
Committee, the second and final corn reduction payment will be reduced proportionately.
B, A hog redact iou payment of $5 a head on 75 per cent of the average number
of hogs marketed or to be marketed from litters farrowed by the producer's sows in the
past two-year base period, provided the 1934 hog production is reduced in accordance
with the contract.
Two fifths, or $2 a head, on the hog allotment will be paid as soon as pos-
sible after the contract is accepted for payment by the Secretary. A second payment
of $1 a head on the same basis is planned for about November 15, 1934. A third pay-
ment of $2 a head, minus the producer's pro rata share of local administrative ex-
penses, will be made about February 1, 1935, upon certification that the litters far-
rowed by the contracting producer's sows in 1934 were 25 per cent less than the two-
year litter average and that the number of hogs sold or to be sold from the litters
is 25 per cent less than the average number sold from litters in the past two years.
If the number of hogs from 1934 litters marketed before, and held for
future marketing on January 1, 1935, is in excess of the number to which the pro-
ducer has agreed to reduce, there may be deducted from the reduction payment a stun
of $20 a head on each or any of the hogs in excess of the maximum number in the pro-
ducer's allotment. Or such excess hogs may be disposed of a^ the Secretary of Agri-
culture may direct.
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Corn-HO|S: Flan Gives Weeded Backing For Adjustments
The government 's campaign to help restore millions of dollars in lost in-
come to corn and hog farmers throtigh a 20 per cent downward adjustment in corn acre-
age in 193^ a-i^'i a 25 P^r cent downward adjustment in hog production and marketings is
under way throughout Illinois following nine district conferences held Decemher 20,
21 and 22 hy the extension service of the College of Agricultvire, University of Il-
linois. Meetings were held at Dixon, Macomh and Murphyshoro December 20, at Geneva,
Jacksonville and Carmi December 21 and at Bloomington, Paxton and Effingham December
22.
Thirty-seven million dollars or more in benefit payments which will be
available to Illinois farmers under the plan will supply the necessary financial back-
ing for adjustments which heretofore liave been almost impossible for many farmers, it
is pointed out by the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Many producers have been too hard pressed for tax and interest money to
slow down their prodijction programs, it was explained. It was not that farmers were
blind to the depressing influences of over-supplies of hogs and corn brought about by
the loss of foreign markets and other causes, officials said.
"Farmers of the state have always had the importance of balanced production
held up to them by the extension service of the U. I. College of Agricultiire, and dur-
ing the past five years the matter of adjusting production to demand has been especially
stressed. Now the government has come to the support of all who will agree to a 20 per
cent downward adjustment in acreage of corn and a 25 per cent adjustment in number of
pigs produced for market in 193^*
"The extent to which the government is willing to back Illinois corn and hog
producers in this plan is revealed by the fact that this state 's share of the total
maximum benefit payments will be about $37i0C0,C00, all of which will be paid v/ithin
the next I5 to I6 months. These benefit payments promised under the corn-hog plan
will relieve the pressure of taxes, interest and other fixed charges that have here-
tofore prevented farmers from culling their brood sow herds more rigidly and from
putting their poorest corn fields into grass or other maintenance crops.
"The plan which is about to be put into operation in the 102 counties of
the state calls for renting to the government of 20 to 30 per cent of the average corn
acreage grown during the past two years, the basis of payment to be 30 cents a bushel
on the average yield. The hog agreement, in retvtrn for a redtiction of 25 per cent from
the average production of the past two years, will pay the cooperating producer $5 a
head on 75 per cent of his average hog production during the two-year base period.
Expenses of administering the program will be deducted from benefit payments due the
contract signers."
-M~
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Putting AAA Into Effect Theme Of Farm And Home Week
How the two million farm and rural people of IllinoiG can fit their opera-
tions into the government 's Agricultural AdJ\istment Act will he discussed for the
first time on a state-wide basis during 25 special short courses which different de-
partments of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois will conduct during
the thirty-sixth ann\3al Farm and Home Week, Jaxi-uary I5 to I9.
While these short courses are only one of the many features of the annual
Farm and Home Week, they are expected to be a chief center of interest because of
the growing prominence of the adjustment program.
In the much-studied field of agricultural economics there will be one
course on the marketing of fruits, vegetables, milk, poultry and livestock, another
on farm credit problems, a third on farm land economic problems and a fourth on farm
management problems as seen in the light of the AAA program.
Buildings and equipment on Illinois farms, which were valued at more than
9U1 million dollars in the last census, will be the subject for three courses. A.d-
justraent problems in the field of soils and crops will be covered under three other
courses. There will be one on factors affecting agricultural adjustment, another on
making the best use of contracted acres and a third on insect and disease problems
for I93U.
Livestock's prominent place in Illinois systems of farming will be dealt
with in a wide variety of courses. Stockmen and farmers will be offered a selection
including farm butchering and meat curing, beef cattle feeding, livestock management,
use of home grown feeds, feeding, breeding and the place of the horse in the new farm
economy, sheep production, swine feeding and management and poultry production.
Those interested in different phases of dairying will have the choice of
courses dealing with dairy cattle feeding, current dairy problems, breeding and
management and the manufacture of dairy products. In the horticultural field there
will be courses on flowers for the home, the home vegetable garden and apple produc-
tion.
For the women there will be special courses in foods, nutrition, home
management and clothing. Other special courses will deal with beekeeping, rural
organization, forestry, development of rural leadership and the administration of
rural relief.
-M-
' 3^ Calendar For Poult rymen Lists Aids For Economy
Monthly reminders of how Illinois' 20C,CC0 poultry flock ovmers can improve
the quality of their products, cut production costs and thereby widen their margin of
net profit are featured in one of the first 193^ calendars to make its appearance in
the state. It is the poiiltry calendar put out annually to interested flock ovmers.by
the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Chickens and eggs bring in about 11 per cent of the cash income of Illinois
farmers, and even at the low prices of the past few years this has meant more than 22
million dollars a year. During 193^ forethought and planning will be needed to widen
the margin between this cash income and the cost of producing the products, the
January page of the calendar reminds the flock owner.
"Probably one of the best opportvmities to do this lies in the improvement
of the qijality of products sold, for better quality products command better prices."
In keeping with the economy production theme of the calendar, some of the
topics discussed in the monthly notes include: inexpensive litters for chicks, home-
made starting mashes for chicks, a good chick-rearing program, utilization of surplus
cockerels, chickenpox vaccination, home dressing of poultry and an inexpensive pro-
duction ration.
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New Prominence Of Utility Corn Enlivens State Show
Now that the "corn king" title of the world has been won for the first time
with a sample of Illinois utility type corn, there will he new zest and interest in
the fourteenth anniial Illinois Seed Grain and Utility Corn Show which will he held
Jan\aary I5 to I9 during the annual Farm and Home Week at the College of Agriciilture,
University of Illinois.
Farmers who are expecting to compete in this year's show should have their
samples here "by Decemher 30 so that the necessary germination tests, one of the
features of the state show, can he made in advance of the opening date, it was an-
nounced hy J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the college and super-
intendent of the show.
C. Worth Holmes, of Joy, Mercer county, who won the "corn king" title of
the world with his sample of yellow utility type com at the recent Hay and Grain
Show of the International Livestock Exposition, has been invited to attend and make a
special exhibit of his prize-winning sample at the Janua,ry show.
Utility type corn, vjhich won the International grand championship this year
for the first time in the I5 years' history of the hay and grain show, has been
pushed by the extension service of the U. I. College of Agriculture ever since I92I,
when the first state utility corn show was held. The university's corn show, so far
as is known, is the only one in the country in which the samples are rated on a ger-
mination test as well as on appearance.
Points of superiority for which utility type corn has been selected and
developed through all the years of its history again will be stressed in this year's
show. These include high yield, good giuality, freedom from disease and resistance to
disease.
There will be classes both for ten-ear samples and peck samples of shelled
seed corn both in the adult and junior divisions of the show. In addition there will
be adult classes for oats, wheat, barley, clover seed and soybeans*
Cash prizes which have been offered in past years by the Illinois Bankers'
Association will not be available for this year's show. Ribbons will be awarded the
winners in the various classes.
Three Dairy Grovtps Plan Meetings For Farm-Home Week
leaders of Illinois' dairy industry, which brings in about one-fourth of
the cash income of the state 's farmers, will rally their forces in three meetings of
different breed associations during the thirty-sixth annual Fanii and Home Week,
January I5 to 19f at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is an-
nounced by Frof . C. S. Rhode, of the dairy department.
Members of the Illinois Brown Sv/iss Breeders' Association will start off
the' series of three meetings by holding their session on Tuesday, January I6. W. C.
Randall, Elmwood, is president of this association.
Frank Stephens, Robinson, president of the Illinois Jersey Cattle Club,
will call members of that organization together for their annual meeting on Wednesday,
January I7. Other officers of the association are: Lyle Bridgeford, Joy, vice-
president, and Melvin Thomas, Charleston, secretary-treasurer.
Marketing of Guernsey milk to better advantage will be the leading topic be-
fore m.erabers of the Illinois Guernsey Breeders* Association when they hold their an-
nual meeting on Thursday, January 1?. L. E. Dennis, Farmington, is president of this
organization, and H. C. Horneman, Danville, secretary-treasurer.
-M-
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Illinois Farmers Ready To Go On Corn And H0|°: Flan
Farmers throughout Illinois are ready to go on the government 's corn and
hog production adjustment prograiTi, This was clearly evident in their comments and
spirit at the nine district conferences held Decemher 20, 21 and 22 "by the extension
service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois for the purpose of
launching the campaign in the different sections of the state.
These district conferences were one of the first major steps leading up to
the actual signing of contracts by producers who agree to make a downward adjustment
of at least 20 per cent in their corn acreage for 193^ ^-^^L a 25 per cent cut in their
pork production. Between now and the time that the sign-up starts, there are nine
things that farmers can do to speed up the project that will bring about the distri-
bution of a maximum of $350»OOO,0OO to cooperating and hog producers in the United
States.
Briefly stated, these nine things are:
1.—Assemble definite figures on the acreage of various crops grown during
1932 and 1933 0^ ^l^s farm they will operate in 193^* Also malce note of the acreage
talcen out for woodland, pasture, farm buildings, orchards, roads and the like, so
that they may account for the uses of the total farm area.
2.—Assemble definite information on the number of litters farrowed by
their sows in 1932 and 1933» ^n<i on the disposal of the hogs from these litters; also
the number of feeder pigs bo\:ight and sold during the two-year base period.
3 .--Be thinking about the fields they wish to contract to the government,
remembering tha.t the contracted corn acres must be at least 20 per cent—and may be
up to 30 per cent—of the average corn acreage dining 1932 and 1933* Determine as
nearly as possible the average corn yield for this land during the last five years.
U.—Obtain all the data possible on the yields and kinds of crops planted
in the last five years on the land they expect to lease.
5*—Assemble information on the uses made of the corn crop during the last
two years (on the farm they v/ill operate in 193^) » whether for grain, silage,
hogging-down, cash sale or other purposes.
6.—Gather together all the sales slips, farm records and other kinds of
evidence that may be presented to the allotment comimittees to support claims as to
corn and hog production in past five years.
7.—Obtain this information for all farms or fields they own or operate,
8.—Fill out as completely as possible the answers to all the questions
asked on the farmers' v/ork sheet. This sheet will be distributed soon.
9<-.—And last but by no means least, attend all meetings called to discuss
the corn-ho^ adjustment campaign so that they will know how the plan actually works.
If a neighbor is only lukewarm on the campaign, the farmer is urged to bring him
along to the next corn-hog meeting. The goal of the Agricultural Adjustment Adraini^-tra-
ticii iG 'to raise farm prices to a fair exchange value with the prices of other com-
modities. Corn and hog farmers can help strike this new balance betureen production and
consumption by -^rorking shoulder to shoulder with their neighbors under the corn-hog
adjustment program.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Finalists Being Selected For Music-Drama Toxirnament
No code for shorter hours on the farm has been put through yet, hut never-
theless farm folks throu^out Illinois are spending more time enjoying themselves with
amusements of their own creation, it is reported by D. E. Lindstrom, rural sociologist
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Just at present hundreds of farm folks in the state are putting their
troubles behind them, for a tine at least, in their preparations for the annual Il-
linois State Rural Music and Drama Touj^nament . Rural actors and actresses and xroxsicians
from more than 32 covmties, nearly one-third of the state, will participate in this
tournament between now and the time of the finals during the thirty-sixth annual Farm
and Home Week, January I5 to 13, at the U. I» College of Agriculture.
Incomplete reports show that 85 one-act plays, lU men's quartets, I9 mixed
q\aartets, I6 women's quartets and 12 orchestras, all composed of rural talent, are
entered in the tournament this year. Each county will select its best representatives
by means of a county contest.
Following these county contests there will be ten district contests as the
next step leading to the finals at Farm and Home Week.
The tentative schedule for these district contests is: District 1—in
JoDaviess.oo\mty, January 9» for Whiteside, JoDaviess, Stephenson and Lee coimties;
District 2—in McHenry county, January 5» for Boone, McHenry, DeKalb and Kane counties;
District 3—in Kendall county,Januarj^ 6 for Kendall, DuPage and Will; District U~in
Mercer county, January U, for Henderson, Rock Island, Mercer and Warren; District 5
—
in McDonough county, Januaiy 5» for Hancock, McDonough, Pulton and Peoria.
District 6—in Pike county, January 6, for Adams and Pike; District 7—i^
Livingston county, January S, for Marshall, Putnam, Livingston and McLean; District S
—
in Iroquois county, January 3, or U,.for Iroqaoig,Vornilioii;District 9—in Moultrie
county, January 5» for I<Iacon, Moultrie, Effingham and Shelby; and District 10—in
Lawrence county. Janizary 6, for Richland, Lawrence and Wabash counties.
Winners of these district contests will come together in sectional contests
to settle the entrants for the finals at the time of Farm and Home Week. Winners in
Districts 2, 3 and 7 will have their sectional contest at Yorlrville, January 11;
Districts 3, 9 and 10 at Effingham, January 12, and Districts 1, U, 5 and 6 at Rock Island
January 13*
Jesse Prather, Urbana, is chairman and Reid Tombaugh, Pontiac, secretary-
treasurer, of the state executive committee of ten members which is in charge of the
tournament.
-M-
Butchering "Ring " Solves Problem Of Beef For Farmer
Many fann families do not butcher their own beef because they believe that
they can not consume such a large quantity of meat before it is likely to spoil.
This doubt, particularly in the case of small farm families, has prevented many from
enjoying fresh beef throughout the winter months at a low cost.
This problem can be solved easily by the formation of cooperative beef
butchering rings, suggests Sleeter Bull, associate chief in meats at the College of
i^riculture. University of Illinois. Eight fann neighbors can organize a club, each
nember of which contributes a steer or heifer from time to time. After the first
animal is slaughtered, it is cut into wholesale pieces and divided equitably among
ohe members. As soon as the members desire, another carcass is dressed and dis~
tributed, this being done from time to time until each farm family has contributed
its animal.
Directions for the organization of beef rings and for the sla-ughter,
putting and curing of beef carca.sses may be obtained by writing the animal husbandry
dspartment of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
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Foultrv Q-utlook To Be Studied At ?ann And Home Weekm How the national recovery program and other phases of the economic situa-
tion affect the outlook for poultrjraen in I93U will he one of the leading topics of
the poultry management short course during the thirty-sixth annual Farm and Home Week,
January I5 to 1"}, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is an-
nounced hy L. S. Card, chief in poultry hushandry. The potiltry chert course will he
only one of 25 specialized ones to he offered farmers and homemakers during the week.
One of the leading poultry authorities of the United States is listed among
the speakers. He is J. G. Halpin, professor of poultry hushandry at the College of
Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. He will speak twice on Thursday, January 18,
his subjects being: "Why Some Poultry Flocks Don't Pay," and "Changing Practices in
Poultry Hushandry."
Another leading speaker will be A. G. Philips, formerly head of the poultry
department of Purdue University. He will discuss "The Poultryman and Business."
The effect of economic conditions upon the 193^ poultry outlook will be
discussed by P. E. Johnston, of the department of agric\iltural economics. U. I. Col-
lege of Agriculture. In this connection recent reports show that the nvimber of hens
and pullets of laying age on farms on October 1 was about 1 per cent smaller than in
1932. Because of late hatching and late maturity of pullets and less abundant sup-
plies of feed, the production of eggs this winter is expected to be somewhat smaller
than a year ago.
M. D. Farrar, research entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History
Survey, wi^ll explain improved methods of controlling poultry lice and mites, two of
the heavy drains on profits. The cost of producing eggs and pullets as shown by
actual cost records will be discussed by Leslie Wright, of the department of agricul-
tural economics.
Members of the college poultry staff will conduct dem.onstrations iJX judging
fowls for egg production and in cnadling and grading eggs and will discuss feeding,
mortality and other current problems facing Illinois poultrymen. The course will be
concluded with a two-hour clinic on poultry diseases and parasites. Dr. J, P, Torrey,
assistant pathologist of the Illinois State Department of Agricult-ure , will be in
charge
.
-M-
Grandma 's Recipe Won't Make Most Of New Salted Fork
Grandmother had her own good way of cooking salted pork, but even her
favorite recipes won't do full justice to fche..modern typg of salted pork that is being
issued by relief agencies to needy families, ,th:ifoyghout the state.
This was soon discovered by those who attempted to use the meat from hogs
purchased by the government to relieve the' surplus in the corn belt arid later donated
to relief organizations for charitable distribution. To aid in this phase of relief
work, the home economics department of the College of yigriculture, University of Il-
linois has issued a set of instructions and new recipes on, "How to Cook Salted Pork
Meat .
"
"The Sglted pork now being issued by relief agencies is different from the
old-fashioned fat, salt pork and therefore lends itself to a much wider variety of
recipes," the department points out. "Lean cuts from all parts of the hog have been
salted, the meat is more moist than ordinary salt pork and the lean is a deep pirJc
color,"
Detailed directions and recipes for the preparation of salted pork dis-
tributed by relief agencies may be had by addressing the home economics department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
-M-
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